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ABSTRACT OF TITE THESIS.
The object of this thesis is twofold; first, to attempt 

to understand the method and the critical assumptions in Cole
ridge's writings on Shakespeare, and secondly, to point out 
the exact nature of his contribution to English Shakespearean 
criticism. In order to assess his contribution, however, it 
is necessary to review Shakespearean criticism before his 
time. A discussion of this criticism reveals that the ratio-: 
nal commonsense approach to the plays resulted in the split
ting up of their organic unity. Besides^ the predominant philo 
sophical and psychological ideas of the time were not favour- : 
able to any profound apprehension of the nature of the poetic 
and dramatic experience, and the rise of scientific and 
empirical mental habits encouraged a naturalistic conception 
of character. A study of Coleridge's Shakespearean criticism, 
on the other hand, shows its profoundly systematic nature, and 
its intimate rxx± relation to his aesthetical theory. But 
there is a basic contradiction in the theory itself. Virtual
ly Coleridge has two different theories of poetry: an
emotionalistic theory which regards pleasure to be the end of ! 
poetry, and which he inherits from the eighteenth century, i 
and the theory of imagination, which forms his ovjn contribu- 1 
tion. The latter theory does not confuse art with life or | 
relegate poetry to the realm of pleasant unrealities, but 
offers a serious view of the nature and function of poetic I
imagination, and hence of Shake spe are an drama. Erom Coleridge 
we have learnt that each play is an embodiment of the poet’s 
vision of life, and has a serious meaning that bears a signi
ficant relation to reality. Because of his organic view of 
form Coleridge looks for this meaning, not in the constituent 
parts of a play separately or in isolation, but in the whole 
of it, in its plot, character, imagery and versification 
alike.



"Assuredly the way to improve the 
present is not to despise the 
past; it is a great error to 
idolize it, hut a still greater 
to hold it in contempt."

The Philosophical Lectures of 
Ù.T.Coleridge, ed. Kathleen 
Ôohufh' (hondT, 1949), p. 284.
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I apjlogize that owing to a misunderstanding of my 
instructions the typist has inserted throughout an 
unnecessary comma before the place and date of publi
cation of works alluded to in footnotes, as well as 
the unnecessary *vol* and 'p* or *pp* v/here the works 
consist of more than one volume - a practice vhich is 
contrary to the conventions recommended by the Review 
of English Studies. For the sake of the general tidi
ness of the thesis I have refrained from correcting 
these mistakes.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the beginning of this century David Nichol Smith 
suggested that the year 1765 - the year of the publication 
of Dr. Johnson’s Preface to Shakespeare - marks the end of 
a stage in the history of Shakespearean criticism, that 
after that date a new mode of approach to Shakespeare set 
in. This new mode, he claimed, is similar to that of 
Coleridge. But in 1931, armed with an amazing amount of 
scholarship, R.\7,Babcock stepped forth with his study of 
the Shakespearean critics of the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century. In it he put forward the strange theory 
that when we have studied the works of these minor critics 
we find that strictly speaking there is nothing new in 
Coleridge’s criticism of Shakespeare. And in the meantime 
a great deal had happened in the world of English letters 
to turn the tide of taste. Early in the century the most 
influential T.E.IIulme attacked ’romanticism’, which he 
labelled ’damp’, and predicted a return to what he called 
.’dry* and ’hard’ classicism. Since then the cause of ’dry* 
and ’hard’ classicism has been championed by no less in
fluential critics. This is not the place to point out how 
much there is really of ’classicism’ in modem creative 
writing; but the reaction against the period which is 
usually called ’romantic* has been most violent in criticism. 
The word ’romantic’ has come to acquire an unsavoury flavour, 
and indeed sometimes a downright derogatory sense. Critics



2.

beg^n to write about such, topics as "The Decline and Fall 
of the Romantic Ideal". And although at present it is no 
longer as violent as it v/as some years ago, the campaign 
against romantic criticism is by no means over. In a 
recent book a certain critic, who is also a great scholar, 
wrote; ’Romantic poetry died of old age many years ago, 
and it is more than time that Romantic criticism also re
ceived its decent and final interment.’

As the interest in Shakespeare at any given point of 
time has never been separate from the interest in poetry 
in general, the modern reaction against the romantic critics 
is clearly discernible in the field of Shakespearean 
criticism. For better or for worse the name of Coleridge 
is always linked with the word ’romantic*. Consequently 
as a critic of Shakespeare Coleridge suffered some disgrace 
at the hands of professed anti-romantic critics and scholars. 
On the whole the nineteenth century venerated Coleridge, 
and regarded him where Shakespeare is concerned almost as 
an infallible oracle - an oracle, however, whose advice was 
not always followed with anything like scrupulousness.
In the twentieth century a return to Dr. Johnson’s position 
is, at any rate, claimed to be the orthodoxy; and by re
acting against the nineteenth century tradition, the 
twentieth has attempted to reject most of what it stood 
for. An authoritative critic once insinuated that the 
criticism of Coleridge on a particular Shakespearean play 
was not really an honest enquiry, but an attempt to present
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Coleridge himself in an attractive costume. Another critic 
said that Coleridge’s critical work 'tells us nothing of 
what poetry is itself. A third responsible critic wished 
us to believe that Coleridge was, in fact, no critic, but 
a ’mystagogue*. I shall not stop to consider these state
ments here as I intend to deal with them later on in the- 
proper place. But I have mentioned them only to show that 
an evaluation of Coleridge’s Shakespearean criticism seems 
to be more than due. As the heat of passion is well-nigh 
spent we can now in the calm of mind stop to ask ourselves; 
Was there after all any valuable contribution in Coleridge’s 
criticism of Shakespeare? Or was the bulk of his critical 
writings, marginal notes and lectures on the great poet 
merely, as Dr. Babcock suggests, a summarization, or at 
best, an intelligent elaboration of current or past opinions 
- the thing which one can quite safely say of, for instance. 
Dr. Johnson’s Preface? To attempt an answer to these ques
tions is the business of this work.

The object of the present study is therefore twofold; 
first, to attempt to understand the critical methods and 
assumptions in Coleridge’s writings on Shakespeare, and, 
secondly, to define the nature of his contribution to the 
criticism of Shakespeare in England. But in order to 
arrive at a just appraisal of his contribution it is 
necessary to have some idea about the development of 
Shakespearean criticism until his time. In fact, an under
standing of the critical methods and assumptions of his
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predecessors among the Shakespearean critics seems to me to 
be positively helpful even in our inquiry into the nature 
of his own. To avoid distracting parenthesis, however, I 
have decided to divide the present work into two parts. In 
the first part I deal with Shakespearean criticism before 
Coleridge, while in the second I discuss the criticism of 
Coleridge itself. It will be found throughout that by ex
plicit contrast, but more often by implication, the two 
parts generally illuminate each other. Tiiey are in effect 
complementary.

The method of the first part is somewhat historical.
But it is not the method Augustus Ralli follows in his two 
large volumes on the history of Shakespearean criticism. My 
intention is not to take each of the eighteenth-century 
critics separately in a chronological order, summarize his 
views, and assess his individual contribution to Shake
spearean criticism. It is rather to treat the whole of the 
eighteenth-century criticism of Shakespeare as one large, 
but single, body of critical opinion. It may be pointed out 
at the outset that this latter method has its drawbacks: 
for while it may do justice to the eighteenth-century Shake
spearean criticism as a whole, and may help knit together 
several strands of opinions, which may at first seem loose 
and disconnected, it cannot do full justice to each indivi
dual critic. But the method happens to be more appropriate 

to my views on the subject which I hope to make clear in the 
first part of this work. I set out on this work, if I may
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insert here an autobiographical detail, with the commonly 
accepted view that Coleridge’s criticism of Shakespeare has 
its roots in the criticism of the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century. But on examining the critical works 
of that period, which are generally assumed to embody what 
is basically Coleridge’s approach to Shakespeare, I have 
discovered in them so many of the critical assumptions 
responsible for judgments in the previous writings on 
Shakespeare, that even those works themselves are not pro
perly understandable without reference to what was written 
much earlier than Johnson’s Preface. Often one has to go 
back as far as Bryden, sometimes farther still. T̂liat hap
pened in the third or the last quarter of the century, I 
maintain, was not so much a basic change, as an accentuation 
of some elements in the earlier criticism an accentuation 
which made the disintegration of the organic unity of 
Shakespearean drama more prominent than ever. As far as 
serious literary criticism, and not vague rapturous writing, 
is concerned, the eighteenth century criticism of Shakespeare, 
however, varied it may appear in its-interests, and into 
whatever stages historians may have divided it, represents 
in point of fact one main tradition. And it is the aim of 
the first part of this thesis to try to point out the main 
features of this tradition, discover some of the assumptions 
upon which it is based, and relate to it certain elements 
that may appear to constitute entirely nevj departures. What 
I am offering then in this part is not so much a historical
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survey as an interpretation - an interpretation which 
raises several questions, so to speak. In the second part 
I discuss Coleridge’s answers to these questions.

In the second part the method is predominantly ana
lytical. There I attempt a more detailed and leisurely 
discussion of Coleridge’s views; for, after all, this is 
primarily an essay on the criticism of Coleridge. Cole
ridge was not merely an impressionist critic; nor was he 
a man in whom the reality principle was sadly deficient, 
hut who, however, was gifted with occasional flashes of 
psychological insight. On the contrary, it is my strong 
conviction that, at least in the field of Shakespearean 
criticism with which this study is concerned, what sets off 
his criticism from that of his predecessors is precisely 
its profoundly systematic nature. Coleridge had a theory 
of poetry which calls for serious analysis, and.is not to 
be dismissed as mere rhetoric, the thing which we have 
seen done by some critics. I,-therefore, start with an 
attempt to relate his aesthetical theory to his actual 
practice as a Shakespearean critic. Ivly conclusion is that 
v̂ hile he has inherited a great deal from his eighteenth 
century predecessors, far from being a mere echo to them, 
Coleridge has contributed both in theory and in practice 
something new and significant to English Shakespearean 
criticism. The nature of that contribution will be the 
subject of the second part of this work. It is no exagger
ation to say that fundamentally the critical principles
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underlying his new approach to Shakespeare are the very 
principles we are now working with. By going to the roots 
of problems, and by questioning basic assumptions in poetry 
and drama, Coleridge has raised many questions that are in 
fact still alive* In the second part, therefore, the reader 
will often find Coleridge’s views compared and contrasted 
not only with those of his predecessors, but with those of 
modem writers on the subject as well. I have thought that 
it is only fair to place Coleridge sometimes among living 
critics, where he really belongs, discuss him in relation 
to them, and when necessary defend his position against 
theirs.

Finally it may be pointed out here that there are one 
or two things in particular, which this study does not 
attempt to do. First, it does not deal with the hazardous 
and tedious question of Coleridge’s direct debts, except 
on one or two occasions and even then only casually. It 
does not offer any new evidence of, or clues to, Coleridge’s 
acquaintance with his immediate predecessors. Of course of 
an omnivorous reader like Coleridge, it is extremely diffi
cult to say for certain that he did not read this writer 
or that* On the other hand, there is not a single reference 
in his writings to critics like Vhately or Morgann or 
Richardson, Besides, the omission of such a discussion of 
Coleridge’s direct debts is really dictated by the nature 
of this work. For this is primarily a study in critical 
method; and as far as critical method is concerned Cole
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ridge’s approach to Shakespearean drama is, as will be shown 
in the following, radically different from that of the 
eighteenth-century critics. Even if it were proved (which 
is by no means the case) that he owed this remark or tlat 
to this eighteenth-century critic or the other, the remarks 
together would never make up a system, but would remain a 
mere collection of disjointed remarks. But Coleridge’s 
critical remarks.clearly form an integral part of a whole 
approach. It is precisely because of this quality of 
’wholeness* in Coleridge’s criticism that the question of 
indebtedness, in spite of all its interest, seems to me 
to be of a decidedly secondary importance.

Secondly, this is not a plea for ’romantic* criticism. 
(How much is there of Coleridge’s thought, ranging from 
the principle of the semantic gap to the origin of metre, in 
’m o d e m ’ criticism, which would certainly be loath to call 
itself ’romantic*?) In fact, I have tried in the following 
to avoid as far as possible the use of the terms ’romantic’ 
and ’classic*. For my thesis is not on romanticism or 
classicism, or even on one aspect of them. Besides, the 
terms are somewhat misleading in a study of serious Shake
spearean criticism, a field which is to some extent dis
tinct from that of the history of ideas. Of course, the 
’discovery’ of Shakespeare was a major factor in the develop
ment of the romantic or preromantic consciousness. But 
this is really the case not so much in England as on the 
continent, where for several reasons the effect of the
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introduction of his plays on the literary scene presents a 
relatively neat and tidy picture tiiat can be traced by 
the literary historian. In-England, on the other hand, 
Shakespeare was always admired, even in the days when the 
influence of the French theatre was at its highest - al
though naturally not always for the same reasons. And when 
we stop to consider what Shakespeare meant to his late 
eighteenth-century enthusiasts on the continent we shall 
find that it was largely freedom of expression, superiority 
and intractability to rules - what I have preferred to call 
primitivism - a primitivism which no doubt arose in England 
itself in the latter part of the century, and which is best
expressed by Edward Young’s Conjectures on Original Oomposi-

2
tion, a book which had a revolutionary effect in Germany.

3
We know where the Sturm und Drang school laid the emphasis.
As for the French romantics themselves, Henri Fluehere tells 
us that when they cried frantically ’Shakespeare avec nous!* 
in the beginning of the nineteenth century, they 'could 
hardly bring out a reasonably valuable estimate of Shake
speare’s genius.’ What mattered to them ’was the genius, and 
what it stood for’, and his name meant to them nothing more

1. It has, in fact, been recently done systematically by
Paul Van Tieghem; Le Preromantlsme, La Découverte de
Shakespeare sur le continent, (TarTF, 1947).

2. See J.R,Robertson, Lessing’s Dramatic Theory, (Camb.,
. 1939), p.34.

3» See Paul Van Tieghem, Op.Cit., pp.179 ff.; H.B.Garland,
Storm, and Stress, (Lond., 1952), pp. 12, 17, 20, 36.
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than, again, ’liberty of expression, repudiation of the 
unities, melange des genres and poetry.* But this was not 
what Shakespeare meant to Coleridge. As the reader will see 
later on, Coleridge did not share any of these excesses of 
the primitivists. On the contrary, in his theory of the 
imagination he clearly distinguished between the order of 
a work of art and the chaos of experience. .

But in order to show that my attempt to dispense with 
the words ’classic* and ’romantic* here does not really 
involve a facile or facetious dismissal of accepted and 
possibly useful critical terms, I will provide one or two 
of the numberless examples in which the neat distinction 
between ’classic* and ’romantic* breaks down in our study of 
the English-Shakespearean critics. If classicism means 
the apotheosis of the ’general* and romanticism that of _ 
the ’particular*, then we can call a critic like Dr. John
son a classicist and another-like Hazlitt a romantic. Didn't 
the former proclaim that a Shakespearean character is always 
a species and didn’t the latter take him severely to count 
for that very assertion? But under which category can we 
put Coleridge, who obviously belonged to neither party, but 
who explicitly stated that the virtue of a Shakespearean 
character is that it is both individual and general at one

1. Henri Pluchère, "Shakespeare in France; 1900-1948",
Shakespeare Survey, No. 2 (Camb., 1949), p.115.
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and the same time? If, on the other hand, the difference 
between the classical and romantic critics of Shakespeare 
lies in that the former often judges by reference to a 
system of rules and principles and the latter is a mere 
impressionist, then again, we may, to some extent be able 
to say that Johnson and Hazlitt are classical and romantic 
critics respectively. But then what of Coleridge who 
claims that serious criticism should be always based upon 
valid principles? But perhaps classical Shakespearean 
criticism should b e taken to mean simply that which measures 
the plays of Shakespeare by the rales of antiquity as 
interpreted and applied in French drama, and romantic cri
ticism that which does not take the rules to be absolute 
criteria. In that case we shall easily dispose of a Byrner 
or a later Gildon as classicists; but shall we really be 
justified if we put Farquiiar, Br. Johnson, Karnes and 
Coleridge in the same category? It is to avoid this confu
sion that I have tried to do v^ithout these slippery terms 
in the following discussion. My plea is then not for Cole
ridge the romantic critic, whatever that may mean, but for 
Coleridge the critic of Shakespeare.



P A R T O N E
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P A R T  O N E

EIGHTEENTR-OENTURY CRITICISM OF SHAKESPEARE

In matters of art the eighteenth century tended 
to think in terms of pairs of opposite principles. In 
treatise after treatise in criticism we read about art 
and nature, reason and imagination, the sublime and 
the beautiful, and so forth. In their writings on 
Shakespeare, no less than on any other subject, the 
critics of the period never cease to apply these pairs 
of opposite principles, vdiich indeed may possess more 
than literary significance. It would be convenient, 
perhaps, to begin by taking any one of these pairs, which 
are not totally unrelated to one another, as our focal 
point in approaching the body of Shakespearean criticism 
of the period. Our aim is to trace roughly the various 
issues involved, and to elucidate the way in which cri
tics have attempted to solve their particular problems.
I propose to consider here the antithesis between 'art* 
and 'nature*.
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1. Shakespeare and the Rational Spirit

He first find the terms 'art* and 'nature* used in
juxtaposition in connection with Shakespeare in IJen Jonson,
In theirPreface to the First Folio Heminge and Condell, it
is true, describe Shakespeare as 'a happy imitator of
Nature* and a 'most gentle expresser of it* ; hut 'nature*
here simply means human nature as an object of dramatic
imitation - a point which will be discussed later. Hhat
Jenson means by 'nature* is, as he himself tells us in
Discoveries, where he deals with the requisites of a good

2poet, *a goodness of natural wit.* By that is meant 
simply that a poet must have a gift of inspiration, to be
gin with, or, to put it in more modern terms, *he must have

3something to write about*. The reference to Plato's des
cription of the poet which immediately follows leaves us in 
no doubt regarding this meaning. In the dictum, which
passed current for generations afterwards as Jonson's esti-

4
ma0 0 of Shakespeare, i.e. that Shakespeare ,*wanted art*,

1. Shakespeare Criticism, A Selection by D.Nichol Smith,
r^xf., ÏS49T T p -2-

2. The Works of i;en Jonson, ed. Herford and Simpson, vol.
vTITTlsô3ETrr^94^

3. T.S.Eliot, The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism, 
(Lona., 134'?),' p.55.

4. Tlie Works of Ben Joason, ed. Herford aad Simpson, 
Yo'lTig‘C'Osf., 1925 J, p.133.
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Jonson's meaning seenis to be that Shakespeare lacked learning,
such as geographical knowledge, a censure which was to be
levelled at him often well until the end of the eighteenth
century. Jonson blamed Shakespeare for bringing in a play
*a number of men saying they suffered shipwrack in Bohemia

1
wher yr is no Sea neer by some hundred Miles. * That for
Jonson art often implies rules of writing, more precisely,
classical rules, is, of course, indisputable/ Yet, we must
admit, in his poem To the Memory of Shakespeare there is not
the slightest indication that ’art* is equated with
'classical rules*. Indeed Jonson, though he belongs to a
different school of writing, has no illusion about the
nature of Shakespeare * s genius. Shakespeare j.aay be at times
careless;! he has 'small Latin and less Greek*, but, Jonson
is careful to point out, he possesses art; and the sense
of art here as a severe discipline to which the poet submits
himself is made sufficiently clear;

For though the Poet's matter Nature be 
His Art does give the fashion. And that he,
Who casts to write a living line, must sweat,
(Such as thine are) and strike the second heat 
Upon the Muses anvile . •.

And again he says;
For a good poet's made, as well as borne,
And such wert thou.

From the earlier part of the seventeenth century Jonson
came to represent 'art* and Shakespeare 'nature*. There is

1. The Works of Ben Jonson, ed. Herford and Simpson, vol.rr[%'f.",' 1923')',—nrwr
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hardly a reference made to either without a contrast drawn
between the two. Milton writes of ’Jonson's learned sock'
and of 'sweetest Shakespeare,- Fancy's child Warble his native1
woodnotes wild.' Suckling refers to 'the sweat of learn'd

2
Jonson's brain and gentle Shakespeare's easier strain.'
Thus far the antithesis is between 'learning* and 'goodness 
of natural wit*. But with the advance of the century 
'learning* and 'art* came to be equated with ’classical 
rules'. Since Shakespeare failed to observe these, we 
find a man like Fuller, much earlier than 1662, writing 
of him;

Ke was an eminent instance of the truth of the Rule,
Poeta non fit, sed nascitur, one is not made, but bom 
a^Po^ .. . NatureTtself was all the art wliich was 
used upon him. 3

But already in 1640 Leonard Biggs suggested that Shakespeare
is 'argument enough * to prove the truth that 'Poets are

4
borne not made.' Jonson's wise description of a good poet 
like Shakespeare as being 'made as well as borne' is nov/ 
giving place to the erroneous conception of a poet b o m  but 
not made. Shakespeare is becoming gradually drained of all 
conscious artistry; nature (some wild irregular power) and 
not he is responsible for his achievement.

1. L*Allegro. 11.131-134.
2. %n]gpis%Te to John Hales, Fellow of Eton. 11. 21-22.
3. Shakespeare Criticism, A weTeotioil"15y B.N.Smith, p.11.
4. The Shakespeare ÂTlâiBion Book, (Oxf., 1932),voii, p.455.
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Bryden, however, is nearer to Jonson, by whom he is 

considerably influenced. lie censures Shakespeare, just as . 
Jonson has done, for his occasional - carelessness. But with 
Dryden we are entering into a new world quite different 
from that in which Shakespeare and Jonson lived. In Jonson's 
adverse criticisms of Shakespeare we see an individual 
artist censuring his contemporary for occasional lapses in 
his metier, but behind Dryden's there is the weight of a 
whole civilization, a civilization which is essentially 
different from Shakespeare's own and which was destined to 
become the modern civilization. And Dryden, amongst other 
things, is interesting in that, having lived in an age of 
transition, he was fully aware of the change, and that 
probably accounts for his continual uncertainty and experi
mentation. When transported by Dryden then, Jonson's ideas 
suffered a change, for so much of the Elizabethan tradition 
was lost not only in the sphere of drama, with the closing 
of the theatre and the hiatus in dramatic tradition caused 
by the necessity to start anew with foreign ideals almost 
ousting the old native ones. : Hardin Craig has put.the 
matter in the following terms:

Shakespeare lived in a Pre-Cartesian world ••• There is 
no doubt that the scientific method and attitude have 
deeply affected all the life of the mind. The Pre- 
Cartesian world is thus in some measure a lost world to 
modern culture. Fragments of it, even large fragments, 
are continually being found by scholars, but they seem 
usually to remain fragments. The spirit and temper, 
the essence of that world before the age of reason and 
science apparently made themselves known only to a few 
wise, patient and imaginative scholars and critics. 1

" hai^ih'^CralTn HTr'ends of Shakespeare Scholarship",Snakespeare Survey, (1949), p.lu?.
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The Shakespearean world picture has then essentially altered.
It is in the seventeenth century that the words 'rationalist*
and 'rationality * make their first appearance in the English
language, and it is in this century, the century of the
'noble eluctation of Truth', that Sir Thomas Browne finds

2
the beginning of *a new world of Knowledge*. The advent
of this new world is considered by an eminent modern thinker
the most important event in the history of the West;
'Since the rise of Christianity there is no landmark in

3history that is worthy to be compared with this.* The 
world of the Renaissance, to which Shakespeare belongs, we 
have come to realise, bears closer affinity to the medieval 
world than we previously suspected, and its difference from 
the rational, scientific, secular and bourgeois civilisa
tion which coincided with the Restoration is indeed radical. 
Hie latter is essentially an urban and secular civilisation. 
If, for instance, the eighteenth century, in which the seeds 
sown by the late seventeenth bore their fruits in almost 
every respect, was moral, its morality was of a specific 
nature. Morality then belonged to good taste, and came 
under the category of 'polite* manners. In his Character
istics, the influential Earl of Shaftesbury said that mis-

1. , Logan Pearsall Smith, The English Language, (Lond.,
1912), p.217.

2. Sir Thomas Browne, Christian Morals, II. Sect. v.
3. Herbert Butterfield, ixie^Origins" of Modern Science, 

(Lond., 1950), p.174. See"”especially Chapter 10 "Tlie 
Place of Scientific Revolution in the History of Wes
tern Civilisation."
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1

couduci: is "bad taste in morals, and that 'what is heautiful
is harmonious and proportionable; what is harmonious and
proportionable is true; what is at once beautiful and true

2
is of consequence, agreeable and good.* As a modem
oritio puts it; - ■

Though to the Augustan gentleman "vice is thoroughly 
contemptible ", his virtue must "sit easy about him"; 
if he goes to Heaven (and he must, "without unseasonable 
passions" aim at it), he must go "v;ith a very good 
mien". 3

The seriousness with which life could be taken, for instance, 
in the Elizabethan and Jacobean period, and which, amongst 
'0ther factors, made Shakespeare's tragedles possible, was 
now largely lost. In its place we find rationality, tolera
tion, refinement in manners, decorum and all that goes into 
the making of a polite society. The Elizabethans were 
looked upon, naturally enough, as barbarous, vulgar and 
superstitious. With good manners and correct form language 
underwent a social refinement. In literature decorum came 
to acquire a social significance, fords, instead of being 
tested according to their power of expressiveness, were 
praised or corcfemned according to their social elevation or 
meanness. In fact, however much we may disapprove of its 
inadequacy, it is impossible not to accept some such phrase 
as Eliot's 'dissociation of sensibility* or Richards' turn

1. Anthony Earl of Shaftesbury. Characteristics, ed. 
Robertson, (Lond., 1900),voi.i, p.xxx.

2. ' Ibid^., ii, p.268.
3. ■'Fn.Leavis, Revaluation, (Lond., 1949)» p.113*
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1

from the 'magical* to the 'scientific view', to indicate 
somehow the nature of this spiritual, moral, intellectual 
and social change.

I have dwelt in some length on this point only to 
emphasize the fact that this change.is of paramount impor
tance in literary criticism, no less than in other depart
ments of knowledge. In the Shakespearean criticism of this 
period what matters most is not so much the insistence upon 
classical rules, (Sidney and Jonson had insisted upon them 
before) as the spirit in which that insistence was made, 
the spirit which was destined to pervade the Shakespearean 
criticism of the eighteenth century and which was there all 
the time, even when the critics themselves reacted against 
the rules. And my contention is that this spirit of 
rationality, which set in in the late seventeenth century and 
was carried on in the eighteenth, has in the field of 
literary criticism, with all due respect to the idolatry 
of individual critics, inevitably led to the disintegration 
of the organic unity of Shakespearean drama. The resolution 
of the 'soul* of a play,as it were, into its constituent 
parts without an eye on the wholeness or the unifying 
principle of it, is only parallelled by Humds reduction of 
'self or 'substance* in philosophy to a mere 'bundle or
collection of different perceptions which are in a perpetual

■ ■ 2 ■ " 
flux and movement,* and the two events are intimately con-

1. I. A. Hi chard s, Science and Poetry, (Lond., 1926) ,(,.47.
2. David Hume, A ïreâTise on nuiiian Nature, E.L., (Lond.,

1949), 1, p.33%%:------------- --------------
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neoted with a mechanical view of the physical universe best 
formulated by Newton, then popularised throughout the eighteenth 
century.

V.hen we hear Lisideius, who no doubt expresses the 
opinion of a considerable number of critics in Dryden's 
time, claim

I have observed that in all our tragedies, the audience 
cannot forbear laughing when the actors are to die; it 
is the most conic part of the whole play when we
see death represented, we are convinced it.is but 
fiction. 1

we realise how far indeed we have travelled from that world
2

in which Shakespeare worked on the 'imaginary forces* of 
his audience. This is not simply a new way of presenting 
the Horatian rule:

3Quodcunque ostendis mihi sic, incrediilus odi.
But the Horatian precept has acquired the full support of
rationalism with its crévirg for verisimilitude.

The spirit of man cannot be satisfied but with truth, 
or at least verisimility. 4
Ehat is more ridiculous than ... to see a duel fought, 
and one slain with two or three thrusts of the foils, 
which we know are so blunted that we might give a man 
an hour to kill another in earnest with them. 5

In Lisideius*s argument we see the same rational spirit at
work which makes Neander (who incidentally represents Bry-
den himself in the Essay) defend the Shakespearean sub-plot

1. Essays of Jolm Bryden, V/.P.Ker, (Oxf., 1900)^^1, p. 63.2. HgnTgTT-Tr-rr-i&r̂ —
3* Be Arte Poetica, 1. 183.
4. p.59^
5• TbTd. ,vod, p.b2.
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in these terms;

Our plays, besides the main design, have under-plots 
or by-concernments, of less considerable persons and 
Intrigues, which are carried on with the motion of
the main plot; just as they say the orb of the fixed
stars, and those of the planets, though they have 
motions of their own, are whirled about by the motion 

• of the Primum Hobil^, in which they are contained.
That 8imiïltuHe^xpresees much of the English stage. 1

Bryden here is trying to find a rational basis for the 
violation of the unities, just as the critics of the opposite
school for the observation of them. But Bryden, the ex
perimenter, kept on wavering between the two positions 
without finally taking either side. The sub-plot he de
fended in the Essay (1668) he attacked in The Grounds of
Criticism in Tragedy in his Preface to Troilus and Cressida;

2
(1679), and the unities of time and place he attacked

3through the person of Rounder in the Essay lie very nearly
came to accept in the Defence (1568). And Bryden, who
wrote in 1668 the famous encomium on Shakespeare which not

■5
only Jolm8on but even Ilazlitt admired, in 1672 disposed of
The Winter's Tale. Love's Labour's Lost and Measure for

- .6 
Measure as being 'grounded on impossibilities.' 'Lhat
there is in any poem,* Charles Gildon wrote in 1710, 'which 
is out of Nature and contrary to Verisimilitude and Probabi
lity, can never be beautiful, but abominable' for the busi-

p.70. ■
2 • 1 b i d . jvoui , r y p* 2 0 7 - 2 0 o .
• -1. D1Ü# gvol. 1 m P*TT*

4. pp.130-131.
5. v.iiTiam Haalitt. Comolete Works, ed. Howe, vol.8, 

p.217, P.IT.
Ker,v.ii. p. 165.
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ness of poetry is to ’observe Probability and Verisimili- 1
tude justly. ’ He therefore found the plot of Hie Merchant 
of Venice ’unnatural’ and wanting in ’the Probability and 
Verisimilitude which is absolutely necessary to all the 
Representations on the Stage.* Although Shylock is ’well 
distinguished* yet the ’incidents* in which he reveals his 
character are ’so very romantick, so vastly out of Nature,

2
that our Reason and Understanding are everywhere shocked.*

IÎOW far the rationalistic attitude can go in the process of
draining Shakespeare’s drama of all dramatic and poetic
significance can at once be seen in Rymer’s common sense
criticism. In Rymer’s opinion Othello is nothing but a
heap of improbabilities; ’certainly, never was any Play

3fraught, like this of Othello, with Improbabilities.’ ’The
tragical part,’ he says, ’is, plainly none other, than a

4
Bloody Farce, without salt or savour.’ He finds the 
characters inconsistent and unnatural and the fable improb
able and absurd. The threefold moral which he arrives at
purely from a rational analysis of the story is too well-

5
known to be quoted here. Of course, it can easily be 
argued that Hyrner is not representative, that his criticism 
has been rejected from the time of Bryden right dov/n to that
IT SharTes Gi 1 d o n A n  ITssa'.f "on tneTFF7~"^Tse" an(fTrogr#ss 

of the Stage. (Ioîî3%T~'lTrT), p.v.
2. Uharles crfldbn. Remarks on the Plays of Shakespeare,

(Bond., 1714), pTSgoT--------- — '— ---
3- Thomas Rymer, A Short View of Tragedy, (Bond.. 1693). p.92.
4. Ibid., p.145.  --- ^
5. 5^89.
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of Liorgann, This is true, although we find that a critic
like Charles Gildon, who at first in his Mlscellaneous
Letters and Essays, (1694) defends Shakespeare against Hyiaer’s 

1 .attack, ends by accepting almost wholesale Rymer*s position.
In his Remarks on the Plays of Shakespeare (1710) he writes;
*I must own that the Faults found in it (i.e. Othello) by

2
Hr. Ihnner, are but too visible for the most part. * Yet in
a sense Rymer is representative. In kind, and not in
degree, his criticism definitely belongs to the eighteenth-
century rationalistic common sense tradition, hr. Eliot
is undoubtedly right in his remark that helms not seen

. 3
'any cogent refutation of Rymer*s objections to Othello,*

4 '- a remark which has surprised some critics. And indeed 
on Rymer*s own grounds there can be none. Rymer represents 
the logical conclusion of an attitude which regards 'the

5
stage as only a stage* and 'the players as only players* ;
and it is interesting to note that the influence of Rymer
has remained throughout the eighteenth century, though his

6 -
manner has disappeared. Dr. Johnson, with all his sagacity,

1. Charles Gildon, Miscellaneous Letters and Essays on .
S eve m l  Sub jects, TîBndT, "T69 4 ) » pp7bT"Tf.

2. Charles Gfldon, Remarks on the Plays of Shakespeare, 
(Lond., 1714), p T s W r  ^

3# T.S.Lliot, Selected Essays, (Lond.,1948), p.141.
4. See L.G.Khighte, Explorations, (Lond., 1946), p.7, FIT. 1.
6!

'W W  ..u I*-» W  iwA* VWAAi.V-'XA W  ^ W  /L V  X X  S.-*» W «fc. W  V  V  S<r v  * W  y

speare Illustrated, (Lond., 1753) and Edward Taylor, 
Cursoî /- Remarks on Tragedy, (bond., 1774). Their 
aesthetic critfcTsm, however, is almost worthless.
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could hardly free himself from it. Rymer had claimed that
* Shakespeare * s genius lay for Comedy and Humour,* that in
tragedy *he appears quite out of his Element'. Johnson
said that Shakespeare’s tragedy 'seems to he skill, his

2
comedy to he instinct,* and even Malone, who was less hound
than many others to the common assumptions of the time,
followed Joimson, or rather Rymer, in his preference for
Shakespeare's comedies. Rymer condemned the rhetorical
speech of Oassio on Besdemona's safe landing as frenzy and 

3
nonsense, and indeed in the heat of his attack he wrote 
that 'in the Neighing of an Horse, or in the growling of a

w iiHMMi 'ikmtk  - w i i ihtim * I,.#»*

Mastiff, there is a meaning ... and more humanity, than
4many times in the Tragical flights of Shakespeare.' Subse

quent critics were never again to attack Shakespeare with 
such asperity and venom. But the charge of turgidity,
inflation and false sublime remained a commonplace of eight-

5
eenth-ceiitiiry Shakespearean criticism. Dr. Johnson could

1. Rymer, A Short View of Tragedy, p.156.
2. Raleigh, p. 19. Somienting on this remark, which really

derives directly from Rymer Mr. Eliot writes: 'But why
should Johnson have thought that Shakespeare's comic 
parts were spontaneous, and that his tragic parts were 
laboured? Here it seems to me, Johnson, by his simple 
integrity, in being wrong has happened upon some truth 
much deeper than he knew. For those who have experien
ced the full horror of life, tragedy is still inade
quate.' A Companion to Shakespeare Studies, ed. 
G'ranville-harker and Harrison,(Camb., 1943T* p.295. It may be so. But we must remember that Johnson found it 
difficult to re-read Zing Lear, and actually preferred 
Tate's version, which provides a happy ending to the

3. Rymer, A Short View of Tragedy, p.110,
piJdl*» pp.'5‘S-9o.

5. viee infra, pp. H 6  ff.
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'scarce check his risibility' at the 'blanket of the dark'

1
passage* If, as Nichol Smith maintains, William Cooke

2
'strikes the average of current opinion', then we shall 
see how strongly Rymer*s tradition has influenced the ave
rage of current opinioi>4/hea we compare his remarks on • 
Cassio's speech already alluded to with Cooke's criticism 
of Othello's words on his reijinion with Besdemona. In The 
Elements of Dramatic Criticism Cooke said that 'however 
the * * * sentiments may be suggested by violent and inflamed
passion, they are not suited to the satisfaction, however,

3
great, we feel upon escaping danger,' The fact that Cooke
in this judgment was really echoing Karnes proves Nicliol

4
Smith to be right and enforces our point* And just as
Pgnner found fault with the character of lago for failing
to realize the typical qualities of the soldier, so as
late as 1772 a writer in The Gentleman's Magazine complained
that 'the sea language of the whole scene (of The Tempest),
as I have been informed by those who are the most proper
judges of it, is, in general, very inaccurate and 

5
unseamanlike*'

But perhaps it is in Francis Gentleman that Rymer's 
tradition appears most conspicuously* In his strictures on

The Rambler. No,158 (Oct. 25, 1751).
2. Eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, edited by D* 

hiQ.hol Smith, (ulasg., 190377 p.xx.
3* William Cooke, The Elements of Dramatic Criticism,

(Bond., 1775), ^7137 
4* Henry Home, Lord Karnes, Elements of Criticism,

(Miab., 1774), 1, pp.471:472; '
5« 5!l̂e Gen-tleman'3 Magazine. vol.42 (Deo., 1772), p.574.
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Hamlet, for instance, we are told that *it is a little 
irreconcilable that Horatio, the particular and intimate 
friend of the Prince should be in Elsinour two days or more 
before he paid respects to his royal patron*5 he complains 
that Hamlet's madness serves no other purpose than 'merely 
cajoling the King, distressing the Queen and Ophelia, baMo-lng 
Polonius and the courtiers and giving great scope for 
capital acting;* and finds it difficult to believe that 
'the complaisant English monarch should put .to death the 
heir of the Danish crown upon mere request.*

Strange ! (he proceeds) that he who found means to 
. destroy his own brother in the plenitude of power and 
popular esteem, should take such a round-about method 
to dispose of a nephew he seems to fear; and full as 
strange is it that Hamlet, who has so much cause to 
suspect his uncle's intention, and who has such 
powerful motives for staying at home, should tamely, 
without objection go upon the voyage.

This is almost how Hyrner, without his querulous manner,
would have dealt with the plot of Hamlet. The Hamlet
problem, viewed in the light of rational conmonsense, is
expressed thus;

Ve are to lament that the hero, who is intended as 
amiable, should be such an apparent heap of inconsiste- 
ency;, impetuous tho' philosophical; sensible of 
injury, yet timid of resentment; shrewd, yet void of 
policy; full of filial piety, yet tame under oppre- 
sion; boastful in expression, undetermined in action; 
yet from being pregnant with great variety, from affor
ding many opportunities to exert sound judgment, and 
extensive powers, he is as agreeable and striking an 
object as any in the English drama. 1

1. Francis Gentleman, The Dramatic Censor, (Lond., 1770), 
i, pp.52-55.
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The baffling inconsistency which the rationalist critic finds
between his judgment of the tragedy and his emotional ex-
perience of it is left unsolved# A contemporary rationalist
critic, isolating the character from its dramatic context,
in the same manner as plot has been here mainly isolated,
has tried with the help of the 'ruling passion* psychology1
to resolve the problem in psychological terms.

1. William Richardson, Essays on Shakespeare * s Dramatic 
Characters. 6th ed. TTSiid6n77*~IBT2T*
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2. Wliat is Behind the Rules?

When Shaftesbury wrote in 1710 that 'the age is now so 
advanced, learning established, the rules of writing stated,
and the truth of art so well apprehended and everywhere

1 - confessed and owned*, he was apparently expressing some
thing generally agreed upon at the time. Those rules of 
art were those of the antiquity, to be sure. Such was 
Dennis's certainty that there could be no other rules, that 
he dismissed categorically the possibility of Shakespeare's 
acquaintance with the ancients. For, he asked, 'if he was 
familiarly conversant with* the Greek and Roman poets, 'how 
comes it to pass that he wants Art?' But by now these rules
had acquired a rational basis. Pope said that they were

. - 3'discovered' and not 'devised'; that they are 'nature'
4

and that 'to copy Nature* is 'to copy them.' The object 
of the rules of Art, Gudon wrote, is 'to shew us what 
Nature is, and how to distinguish its Lineaments from the 
unruly and preposterous Sallies and Flights of an irregular 
and uninstruoted Fancy.' 'All that pleases,' the same 
author said, is 'according to the Rules; and all that dis-

1. Shaftesbury, op.cit.. vol.i, p.172.
2. The Critical works of John Dennis, ed.by B.N,Hooker, 

voTTiTT (Baltimore, 19431, P*o.
3* Essay on Criticism. 11.88 ff.
4. rbn:, 11.1397----
5. tJiîârles Gildon, An Essay on the Art, Rise and Progress 

of the Stage, pp.v-vi.
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gusts, or Is insipid, wild or extravagant, contrary to them,*
since the rules are those of 'good Sense and right Reason',
and these are 'of all Countries.' While there is 'only
one way to find Order* there are 'many to fall into Con- 

-2
fusion.' Science had already discovered a mechanical order 
in the physical universe, and an attempt in the same 
direction was considered desirable in the sphere of morals. 
Newton himself predicted that 'if Natural Philosophy in all 
its Parts, by pursuing this Method shall at length be per
fected, the Bounds of Moral Philosophy will be also en
larged. ' This sentence, together with .Pope's line .'Account 
for Moral as for Natural Things' appear therefore on the
title-page of George Turnbull's Principles of Moral

3
Philosophy (1740). Throughout the century the influence 
of Newton (and all that it means) is manifest in all de
partments of thought, including aesthetics - judging at 
least by the attempts made by Burke, Karnes, and Beattie, to 
mention only a few, to establish taste on immutable laws in 
human nature. Everything in the universe was made to reveal 
a mechanical order, and with the earlier critics the rules 
in art came to represent the order in nature. There is an 
admirable illustration of this in John Dennis's essay, The

1. Charles Gildon,.An Essay on the Art, Rise and Progress 
 ̂ . of the Stage, p.TxviiT

Boo.Cit.
3# I am indebted for this reference to H.W.Randall, The 

Critical Theory of Lord Karnes,(Northampton, Mass., 
p.23.  ..............  .
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Advancement and Reform of Modem Poetry (1701)

There is nothing in Nature that is great and "beautiful, 
without Rule and Order; and the more Rule and Order, 
and Harmony, we find in the Objects that strike our 
Senses, the more Worthy and Noble we esteem them. I 
humbly conceive, that it-is the same in Art, and parti
cularly in Poetry, which ought to be an exact Imitation 
of Nature. Now, Nature, taken in a stricter Sense is 
nothing but that Rule and Order, and Harmony, which we ■ 
find in the visible Creation. The Universe owes its 
admirable Beauty, to the Proportion, Situation, and 
Dépendance of its Parts. And the little World, which 
we call Man, owes not only its Health and Ease, and 
Pleasure, nay, the Continuance of its very Being, to 
the Regularity of the Mechanical Motion, but even 
the Strength too of its boasted Reason ... As Nature 
is Order and Rule, and Harmony in the visible World, 
so Reason is the very same throughout the invisible 
Creation. For Reason is Order, and the Result of 
Order. And nothing that is Irregular, as far as it 
is Irregular, ever was, or even can be either Natural 
or Reasonable. 1

In 1704, when he comes to write The Grounds of Criticism in
Pdetry. we find that, the concept of order gains even a
religious significance. 'The great Design of Arts,' he
says, 'is to restore the Decays that happen'd to human

2
Nature by the Fall, by restoring Order.'

That is how the rules came to have a foundation in 
nature in the early eighteenth century. And by rationali
zing the rules the antithesis between nature and art became 
very much sharpened. Shakespeare does not observe the 
rules of art, which have a rational basis, and yet he 
evinces formidable powers in moving us; so the only way 
to get out of this embarrassing critical dilemma is to 
adduce those powers to some wild, irregular and incompre-

1. The Critical Works of John Dennis, ed. Hooker, (Balti-
p'.20Z;----

2. Ibid.. vol.i, p.336.
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hensible force which they called nature, and which, in a 
mysterious manner, has control over our poet. It is a strange 
paradox that the process of rationalizing the rules lia g led 
to the supernaturalization of Shakespeare, to the making of 
him an inexplicable phenomenon. Gildon writes: ,*I must 1
always think our Author a Miracle, for the Age he lived in.* 
Rowe says :

Perhaps we are not to look for his beginnings, like 
those of other authors, among their least perfect 
writings; art had so little, and nature so large a 
share in what he did, that for ought I know, the per
formances of his youth, as they were the most 
vigorous, and had the most fire and strength of imagi
nation in 'em, were the best. 2

and he therefore naturally enough assumes that The Tempest
is an early work.

Johnson was right in refusing to entertain such a pre- 
3posterons notion. Johnson rejected the unities, but, like

the other critics before him, his criteria in rejecting them
were those of reason and common sense. Those who followed
him either reproduced his naive common sense arguments or
viewed the problem from not altogether dissimilar angles.
The criteria were 'those only laws and Principles on which

4
he wrote, Nature and Common Sense'. The rigidly formal

1. Charles Gildon. An Essay on the Art, Rise and Progress 
of the Stage. (l7l4T, p.ii. "

2. '̂ Some Account of the Life and Character of LIr. William 
Shakespeare", (1709), Eighteenth Century Essays on 
Shakespeare, ed. D.N.Smith, p.4.

3. Raleigh, p.37.
4. WilTiam Warburton, "Preface to Shakespeare", (1747), 

Eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, D.N.Smith,
prio5‘.
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criticism had gone, but those principles which had made it 
acceptable were still held as the touchstones of criticism.
As a proof of the truth of this assertion one has only to 
think of a man, who lived in the age of formal criticism, 
but who, not being a rigid formalist himself, had used sub
stantially the same commonsense argument against the unities 

which was to be used by Johnson half a century later. Whe
ther Johnson was consciously indebted to Farquhar or not, 
nearly all his arguments against the unities in the Preface 
of 1765 are foreshadowed in Farquhar*s Discourse of 1702.
A few quotations from the Discourse will suffice to show 
this;

The whole audience knows that this is Mr. Betterton, 
who is strutting upon the Stage, and tearing his 
Lungs for a livelihood. And that the same Person 
should be Mr. Betterton and Alexander the Great at 
the same time is somewhat like an Impossibility^ in 
my mind. 1 ^

Now it is feasible, in rerun natura, that the 
same Space or,Extent of Time can be iliree hours by 
your Watch and twelve hours upon the Stage, admitting 
the same Number of Minutes, or the same Measure of 
Sand to both? I arn afraid. Sir, you must allow tliis 
for an impossibility too; and you may with as much 
Reason allow the Play the Extent of a Whole Year, and 
if you grant me a year, you may give me Seven, and 
so on to a Thousand. Z:

So much for the Decorum of Time, now for the 
Regularity of Place. I might taEe”̂ ie one as a Con
sequence of the other, and alledge, that by allowing

1. Discourse upon Comedy, (1702), The Works of Ce0rme 
farouEar, 10th Ed.7kLond., 1772), vol.i, pp.
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me any Extent of Time, , you must grant me any Change of 
Place, for the one depends upon the other ... Were 
you not the very minute before in the Pit in the 
English Play-house talking to a Wench, and now 
praesTo’, pass, you are spirited away to the Banks of.-
tTre"lEl4r"MTe?

In fact, the assumptions behind Johnson's attack on the uni
ties form part and parcel of the general rational assump
tions of the age. It is not surprising then that all subse-

STquent eighteenth-century Shakespearean critics, with the
exception of Taylor and perhaps a few other dogmatic 1
individuals, accepted without reserve his attack. The
complex nature of the problem of the so-called dramatic
illusion naturally cannot be fully perceived in a common
sense rational approach. And the implicit assumption of
verisimilitude, which Johnson has set out to remove, has

2
not entirely disappeared. Blair, for instance, follows
Johnson in thinking tljat the audience 'Icnows the whole to
be an imitation only', but,he says, we 'require that imi-

3tation to be conducted with skill and verisimilitude*.
Johnson himself allows the violation of the unities only

4between the acts.

1. Edward Taylor, Cursory Remarks on Tragedy, (Lond., 1774). 
See also B. Walwyn, An Essay bn G ome d p \ l"ÏIond., 1782), 
pp.20-21, and a certaih T . , who as late as 1796 
rejected Johnson's arguments against the unities:
Letters on Drama,_(Lond.. 1796), pp.22 ff.

2.
3# Hugh"l)lafr, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres.

(Dublin, I783T, vol.lii, pp.329-330.
4. Raleigh, p.27; cf. Blair, On.Cit.. iii, p.328; Karnes, 

pp. Cit., ii, p. 4-14; Cooke, Op.Cit., p. 105.
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Yet a historian of the Shakespearean criticism of the 

period writes that Johnson's arguments are * so clear, so 
complete, so unanswerable, that the wonder is not that they

1were advanced, but that they had not been advanced before.* 
The same historian goes on to say that 'Joimson may be de
fective on the esthetic side, but when the problem is one 
that may be settled by reason, he is a thorough master of 
the situation.* True; but the problem here definitely be
longs to the strict■category of aesthetics. It would be 
more than foolish to underrate the value of Johnson's cri
ticism, or to revert to some such estimate of Joimson as 
Macaulay's. But it is wise, I think, to point out that 
Johnson shared the limitations of the tradition he belonged 
to; within those limitations he was undoubtedly a master, 
but outside them, and the question of the so-called dramatic 
illusion is outside them, he does not afford us much help.
The application of reason alone, which we find in the cri
ticism of Johnson and the rest of the eighteenth-century 
critics, has resulted not only in giving a false answer by 
shifting the problem to an alien level, the level of common 
sense, on which the problem ceases to exist, but also in 
disintegrating the unity of Shakespearean drama. From the
time of Johnson we cease to hear about the unities, says 

2
Nichol Smith, which, one agrees with him, is a virtue; but
IT lierbe'rt' fencer So binson, Êhgï i sh ï̂îak ^ p  e a re an OritiM^ 

cism in the Eighteenth Century^ (TTY., 193277 p7139•
2. D.NrêhoT~Smith, -Sïïakespeàrê in the Eighteenth Century.

(Lond., 1927),p.757 llie~oontribution of scholarship in 
this connection should not be overlooked. See infra. 
"The Role of Scholarship in the Late Eighteenth'Tcont.)
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after Joimson v;e also cease to find any serious formal 
criticism, and that is not wholly a virtue. If bur serious 
attention is shifted from plot to character, our attitude to 
drama has not ultimately changed very much. In our vision 
we are still isolating certain constituent elements to the 
dangerous neglect of others, which should lay equal claim 
on our attention.

Joimson overthrew the unities of time and place because 
these 'accidental prescriptions' of authority* did not con
form to "the order of nature and onerations of the intel-

■ . ^  , 1lect* and were not 'coeval with reason*. Karnes, who in 
his Elements of Criticism set out to follow, in the sphere 
of aesthetics, Newton's description of his twofold method

2
of ana^sis and synthesis in the Preface to his Principla,
and so endeavoured to realize what was then the ideal

3criticism, i.e. 'rational criticism*, did very much the 
same thing, except that he did it more systematically and 
introduced historical considerations. His elaborate sys
tem has led him to the conclusion that, considering the 
structure of the English drama, the unities of time and 
place are not founded on the natural operations of the mind, 
the principles he has already established in the first part
ÿo 0 tnot e 2 c ont'inue d from""page "34-. ' ' — —

Century Shakespearean Criticism."
1. The Rambler. No. 156, (Sept. 14, 1751).
2. See "ilTVïThindall, Op.Oit., p.24.
3. Karnes, Op. Cit.. i, pTH*.
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of his enquiry, whereas in Greek drama the very nature of
its construction has made these unities 'a matter of1
necessity, not of choice.*

The unity of action, however, is a different story.
Besides Aristotle's authority, it came to have a rational
basis. Addison objects to the double plots on the ground
that 'the grief, of the audience is diverted upon another
object, which weakens their concern for the principal action,
and breaks the Tide of sorrow, by throwing it into different 

2
channels;' and towards the end of the century we find
Blair repeating almost literally his argument. Upton even

4
admits tragi-comedy if 'the unity of fable is preserved*.
Cooke stresses the necessity of the unity of fable, but his
arguments are based on those of Karnes, whom he often copies 

5 6
verbatim. Johnson calls it 'more fixed and obligatory'
than the other unities; he praises Shakespeare as 'the
poet of nature' for keeping 'the order of real events';
in his plays 'one event is concatenated with another, and7the conclusion follows by easy consequence. ' Tlie unity of8
action is 'conformable to the natural course of our ideas'

1. Karnes, Up.Cit., ii, p.414.
2. jTie 3pecTato r '. No. 40.
3. ITaTr, Op.~ÜîT.. iii, p.312.
4* John Upton, Critical Observations on Shakespeare, (Lond., 

1748), p.96.
5. Cf.Cooke, Op.Cit., pu.94 ff. and Karnes, Op.Cit.,

11, pp.4i8-fT:—  ^
6. The Rambler. No.156.
8. names, Op.Cit.. i, p.27.
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and is therefore insisted upon by Karnes. It reveals the 
famous law of associationism, which he considers to be funda
mental to the human mind. Further, it is a manifestation 
of the Newtonian ideal of continuous smooth motion as it 
was popularly conceived. The rational basis of the unity 
of action was therefore unanimously accepted.

But that was not the fate of tragi-comedy. On this 
point the critics ranged themselves in two camps, but what 
is noteworthy is that each camp tried to establish its view 
upon the authority of nature. Johnson defended it, and
even satirized those who attacked it in the figure of Dick 

1
Minim. But he used the common sense argument that Shake-..

Z
speare*s plays exhibit 'the real state of sublunary nature* 
and that 'drama pretends only to be the mirror of life.'.
There is howeyer a note of apology in his defence, particu
larly in the Rambler essay.

I do not however think it safe to judge of works of 
genius merely by the event ... Perhaps the effect 
even of Shakespeare's poetry might have been yet 
greater, had he not counteracted himself, and we might 
have been interested in the distresses of his heroes, 
had we not been so frequently diverted by the jokes of 
his buffoons. 3

1. The Idler. No.60,(June 9, 1759).
2 .  I c a l e i g h T p . 1 5 .

Rambler, No.156.
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This apologetic note, reveals the conflict in the critic
between his rationalized rule, and his emotional experience.
Such a conflict in a man of Johnson's sincerity was bo-'und to
burst eventually into a declaration of what amounts to the
bankruptcy of the 'rules of criticism* of the time, when
applied to Shakespeare:

That this is a practice contrary to the rules of the 
criticism will be readily allowed; but there is always 
an appeal open from criticism to nature.

If the rules of criticism are not meant primarily to clari
fy and assist our genuine responses to works of art, what 
other valuable end can they serve? Johnson's argument was 
substantially reproduced by later critics. Beattie, to take 
one example, tells us that 'Nature everywhere presents a 
similar mixture of tragedy and comedy, of joy and sorrow, 1
of laughter and solemnity, in the common affairs of life.*

The old lavj of decorum, however, still persisted.
Addison had called tragi-comedy 'one of the most monstrous

2
invention that ever entered into a POST'S THOUGHTS' ; Rowe

3
described it as 'the common Mistake of the Age'. But in 
the course of the century it was being naturally increasingly 
rationalized. Cooke, for instance, considered it a corollary 
to the unity of action, the necessity of which he proved to

1. James Beattie, Essays on Poetry and Music, as they affect 
the Mind. 3rd BdT7^Lonir,“T[7fSTTpi^• I W f T T ^

2. sTe'c'feito~r. No,40.
3# üprcITTT^Bi.chteeiith Century Essays on Shakespeare, D.N. 

bmitn, p.27.
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be indisputable (using Ksû ies* argument, of course), 'in a
tragic comedy there are two distinct actions carrying on 

1 ' 
together,' and he reached the conclusion that 'the very.
basis of this species of drama is egregiously unnatural.'
Later Richardson, in what may be called a psychological
theory of selective imitation, comdemned it in psychological
terms, reminiscent of those Addison used in his rejection
of sub-plots. The mind, he believed, 'is pained by being
distracted and harrassed*, and this state of pain is
created 'if qpposite feelings though in themselves agreeable,
are poured upon us at once or in immediate succession.'
In fact, 'the tendency of these, dissonant emotions is to

2
destroy one another.* Such is the craving in the critic 
to rationalise his aesthetic view that he takes to be 
immutable laws in human nature those principles upon which 
he bases his arguments, and which are in fact simply 
postulated.

1. Cooke, On.Pit», pp.119—120.
2. Wi 11 iam'nicliardson, On.Git.. pp. 417 ff.
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3. Taste and Genius

We have seen how the unities, which had acquired some
thing like a rational justification in the former part &f  

the eighteenth century, had by the time of Johnson on the 
grounds of reason and common sense been generally rejected.
But the antithesis between art and nature in Shakespearean 
criticism, which had existed under their tyrannous reign, 
remained long after their dethronement - though in most 
cases it was disguised either by taking a different form or 
by giving rise to various apparently unrelated problems 
which were the preoccupation of many a Shakespearean critic 
in the rest of the century. Of course, the old form of the 
antithesis did not altogether disappear. For instance, 
what Addison meant when he said in 1714 that Shakespeare is
'produced by the spontaneous Hand of Nature, without any1
Help from Art,* or Pope when, in his Preface, to his own 
edition (1725), he described Shakespeare's poetry as "Ins
piration indeed*, and Shakespeare as 'not so much an imitator,

2
as an Instrument of Nature,' was virtually to be repeated by
some critics well until the end of the century. Mrs. Montagu
said in 1769 that he is 'so little under the discipline of

3 4art,' and that nature 'speaks in Shakespeare.* In 1783

1. Spectator. No. 592.
2. Eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, D.N.Smith,p.48.
3* Mri. Montagu. An Essay on the'"'Writings and Genius of

Shakespeare. 6th EdTt (Lond.% TSIO}, P• '
4. IH~dT.
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Blair described his 'natural genius* as a 'genius shooting
vi Id, deficient in just taste, and altogether unassisted1
by knowledge or art.* Before them Johnson had not said 
anything very different in his comparison between Addison 
and Shakespeare, the stock comparison of.the eighteenth- 
century Shakespearean criticism popularized partly by Vol
taire, but more clearly in his statement that 'His declama
tions or set speeches are commonly cold and weak, for his

2
power was the power of nature.' ,

As an attempt to resolve the opposition between art 
and nature in relation to Shakespeare, critics first impu
ted his lack of art to the barbarous taste of the times. 
Indeed, it was not primarily their experience of Shakespeare 
that led them to adopt such an attitude towards his age. We 
have seen that the change in every department of life had 
contributed towards the enforcement of such a belief. Most 
people believed that they belonged to a more civilized and 
enlightened age, and, of course, in many respects they 
actually did. Bryden, the Fontenelle of literature, record
ing his awareness of the change, wrote of the Elizabethans 
that 'The times were ignorant in which they lived. Poetry
was then, if not in its infancy among us, at least not

3
arrived to its vigour and maturity.* Bryden*s opinion was

1. Hugh Blair, Op.Cit.. iii, p.356.
2. Raleigh, p.23.3. KirT i. d.165.
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to be repeated by every succeeding critic for over half a 
century. In his Advice to a Young Author Shaftesbury wrote1
that 'The British Muses* were *in their mere infant state.'
And in the prefaces to their respective editions of Shake
speare Rowe, Pope, Theobald and Hanmer expressed the same 
- 2 ■ • - . 

opinion. But there is no need to enumerate the critics
of the early period as the evidence is rife wherever one 
looks. And for the rest of the century critics generally 
introduced only variations on this main theme. Dr. Johnson, 
it is true, started with the right principle when he said 
that 'in order to make a true estimate of the abilities 
and merits of a writer it is always necessary to examine 
the genius of his age and the opinions of his contemporaries.' 
And again he insisted on the importance of this principle 
both in the Proposals and in the Preface. Yet he still 
wrote that in Shakespeare's time the English nation 'was 
yet struggling to emerge from barbarity* and the public was 
'gross and dark.' And it is significant that he considered 
the inferiority of Shakespeare's audience and their mental 
'infancy' to lie in their 'childish credulity*, in that they 
feasted their minds on 'the luxurious wonders of fiction' and

1. Shaftesbury, Op.Cit.. i, p.141. .
2. Eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, D.N.Smith,

PpttsTTTrgr:— --------- ---------- ----------------------3* Samuel Johnson, Miscellaneous Observations on the 
Tragedy of MacbetEl [Bond., l745 ), ote I.
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1

had no taste for 'the insipidity of truth.* I.Irs.Montagu, 
writing her Essay in defence of Voltaire, who asserted that

2
'Shakespeare was a great genius, but he lived in a rude age, 
still maintained that 'Shakespeare's plays were to be acted 
in a paltry tavern, to an unlettered audience, just emer
ging from barbarity,' And discussing Shakespeare's hist
orical drama, she wrote:

The hurley-burley of these plays recommended them 
to a rude illiterate audience, who, as he says, loved 
a noise of targets. His poverty and the low condi
tion of the stage (which at that time was not fre
quented by persons of rank), obliged him to this com
plaisance; and unfortunately he had not been tutored 
by any rules of art, or informed by acquaintance with 
just and regular dramas. 4

Francis Gentleman held the same view of the Elizabethan 
5

audience. It is therefore not a little refreshing to 
hear some isolated figure raising his voice to the contrary. 
Davies said:

To suppose that the art of acting was not amply, if 
not perfectly, understood and practiced, in the days 
of our Author, woul^be an injury to the feelings of 
every intelligent reader, 6

But he often fô und it hard to resist the strong current of
contemporary opinion, and later in the same work he wrote

7
that 'Shakespeare lived in the infancy of the stage.' 
n  Raleigh, pp.3l-32. .
2. T.xfThounsbury, Shakespeare and Voltaire, (Bond. ,1902),p. 106
3. Mrs.Montagu, Op.Pit., p.xvii.
4. Ibid., pp.49 ÎÎ7~5. Francis Gentleman, Bell's Edition of Shakespeare's Flays, 

(Bond., 1774), 1, p.9' and TheHjramatio Censor, i, pp.uO,
133.

.6. Thomas Davies, Dramatic Miscellanies, (Bond,, 1784), i, 
p.33.7. Ibid., ii, p.165.
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Although that was a naive way of accounting for the 
irregularities of Shakespearean drama, critics found some 
satisfaction in it for some time and went on enjoying Shake
speare in their own fashion. The irregularities had been an 
incessant cause of worry and embarrassment to many a critic 
of the age. Perhaps we can get some idea of the critical 
frustration of the.time, of the serious lack of adequate 
critical principles and concepts to account for the criticb* 
experience of Shakespeare, from Charles Gildon's confession, 
which seems to me to-be peculiarly significant; Even as 
early as 1710 Gildon wrote: . . , ■

In spite of his known and visible errors, when I read 
Shakespeare, even in some of his most irregular Plays,
I am surprized into a Pleasure so great, that my 
Judgment is no longer free to see the Faults, tho 
they are ever so gross and evident. There is such a 
Witchery in him that all the Rules of Art which he 
does not observe, tho built on an equally solid and 
infallible Reason, as intirely vanish away in the 
Transports of those that he does observe, as if I had 
never known anything of the matter. 1

No wonder that in the latter half of the century, when some 
critics had the courage to be more faithful to their re
ponses to the plays, they had nothing to fall back upon 
except the notion of original genius, with its absolute 
freedom and intractability to any laws of criticism,which, 
in fact, meant the denial of all powers of criticism. How
ever, by imputing his faults to the taste of the times on 
the one hand, and by following Longinus on the other, the

1. Charles Gildon, Essay on the Art, Rise and Progress of 
the Stage, p. iii.
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earlier critics could justify for themselves their enjoyment 
of Shakespeare. Addison in the beginning of the century had 
expressed his preference, with Longinus, for 'the Productions 
of a great Genius, with many Lapses and Inadvertencies * to 
those of 'an inferior kind of author, which are scrupulously 
exact and conformable to all the rules of correct writing;' 
and his idea was to be repeated throughout the whole cen
tury. In the next number of the Spectator he compared the 
effect of the Sublime in writing to 'what the Italians 
call the Gusto Grande' in architecture and statuary, and 
here again he set the fashion of drawing comparisons from 
the sister arts. Pope compared him to an 'ancient and
majestic piece of Gothick architecture' as contrasted with

2
a 'neat Modem building; ' and Theobald drew a similar 

3comparison. Dr. Johnson carried on the tradition,
likening the works of Shakespeare to a forest and those

4
of a regular poet to a garden, and Mrs. Griffith said that
Shakespeare's writings resembled the 'ancient music which

5
constituted in Melody alone, without regard to harmony.*

1. Spectator, No.^1.
2. eighteenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, D.N.Smith, p.62.
3. 63:----- -----------------------
4. Raleigh, p.34.
5. tirs. Griffith, The Morality of Shakespeare's Drama

Illustrated, (Lend., IT?51, p.2o.
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Later Mackenzie compared the effect of his plays to the 'noble 
irregularity of tractless mountains and impenetrable forests* 
as opposed to the orderliness of 'a pleasure garden.* In 
fact, the necessity of a certain degree of uncouthness and 
irregularity to produce a 'sublime* effect came to be 
asserted by writers like Burke in their treatises on aes
thetics. * Hie rudeness of the work,* said Burke, 'increases
the causes of grandeur as it excludes the idea of art and 

2
contrivance.'

But with all the elaborate theories of Taste pouring 
from every direction in the second half of the eî niBenth century, 
the opposition in Shakespeare's v/ritings between art and 
nature, which had been baffling in the beginning, came even
tually to be solved by some critics in rational terms.
Burke, the object of whose treatise, was to find out 
'principles, on which the imagination is affected, so common
to all, so grounded and certain as to supoly the means of

3
reasoning satisfactorily about them* based his empirical 
enquiry on all 'the natural powers in men' which they em
ploy in their intercourse with the external world. He 
found them in the senses, the imagination, and the judg
ment. The influence of Locke and Hume is easily discernible. 
Imagination is understood by Burke to mean nothing more than

1. The Mirror. No. 100,(April 22, 1780).
2. Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin

of our Ideas of the Sublinie and BeautlfuIT [%ond.,
I7B TJ71?* Î35T3. Ibid.. p. 6.
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1

♦the representation of the senses.* The business of judg—
2

ment is to find distinctions. The conclusion he arrives 
at is;

What is called taste in its most general acceptations 
is not a simple idea, Ibut is partly made up of a per
ception of the primary pleasure of the sense, of the 
secondary pleasures of the imagination, and of the 
conclusions of the reasoning faculty concerning the 
various relations of these, and concerning the human 
passions, manners and actions, 3

The principles of taste are therefore common to all men, 
but * the'degree in which they prevail*, varies according 
to the individuals, and that accounts for individual diffe
rences in taste. Burke attributes * want of taste* to *a 
defect in sensibility* and 'wrong and bad taste* to 'weak
ness in judgement'. The last may arise from 'a natural
weakness of understanding' or, more often, from 'a want of

4
proper and well-directed exercise.* The question of bad
taste, according to Burke's theory, is then a question
which comes within the province of reason alone. *V/here
disposition, where decorum, where congruity are concerned,*
he says, 'in short, wherever the best taste differs from
the worst, I am convinced that the understanding operates

5
and nothing else.' And it is precisely this point, upon
r. ' Edmund Burke, A PhilosopMbal_ inquiry Jin toT the Origin''"of

our Ideas of the Bu'bîime andT BeautiTuXrThond.
2. --------------------------
3. Ibid., pp.30 ff.
4. Ibid., pp.32 ff.
5. THdT.; p:37.
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: which towards the end of the century Burke *s friend, William 
Richardson,,bases his argument. 1

,Richardson,follows Burke's advice, and attaches to his
essays on the characters of Shakespeare a chapter on Shake-
speare's faults, quoting Johnson's apology,that’ 'offences -
against taste are more dangerous in men of genius than in 

■ 2 ■ - h .
other persons** His intention in the chapter is to show
how Shakespeare, who is obviously *a man of genius' can 
'trespass against taste.* To Burke's two requisites of 
good taste, sensibility and judgment, Richardson adds a 
third, which in Burke's analysis really comes under the cate
gory .of judgment; but he slightly alters Burke's termine- 
1 ogy 80 tiiat in his book they appear under the names of 
'feeling', 'discernment* and 'knowledge', the function of 
the last being to detect offences against historical or ob
vious philosophical truths. A poet possesses taste so far 
as it depends on feeling; but he may want discernment, 
for whereas the former is a natural gift, the latter de
pends on culture for its perfection, and intellectual im
provement is necessary for a perfect taste. Having estab-
. lished his theory of perfect .taste, Richardson proceeds to apply it to/ '
/Shakespeare. lie finds that his main faults are caused by

1. See Burke's Letter to Richardson printed as an appendix 
to the litter's book.

2. „ Williau Richardson, Op.Cit., p.402. .
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his lack of perfect taste, more specifically to his weak 
discernment and want of knowledge, but never to want of 
feeling: .

The greatest blemishes in Shakespeare have proceeded 
from his want of consummate taste. Having no perfect 
discernment, proceeding from rational investigation of- 
the true cause of beauty in poetical compositbn, he 
had never established in his mind any system of 
regular process or any standard of dramatic excellence. 
He felt the powerful effect of beauty; he wrote 
under the influence of feeling, but he was apt to be 
misled by those general maxims, which are often re- 
^peated, but ill-understood, which have a foundation 
in truth, but must be followed with caution. 2

And the main maxim he considers to be responsible for the
'enormities' in Shakespeare's drama, such as lack of decorum
and melange des genres, is that which requires a poet to
'follow nature*. Shakespeare is found to have followed

nature too closely (sic I) and to have understood the maxim
3♦in a sense too limited*. Rationalisation has therefore 

done the trick and Shakespeare has ceased, for Richardson 
at least, to be the mysterious phenomenon he was.

Whether the secret of Shakespeare's greatness is assumed 
to lie in feeling or in sensibility, he is still considered 
to be deficient in taste, at least in the particular element 
of taste which implies conscious artistry. Critics may by 
now have refused to accept Hume's harsh verdict that Shake
speare suffered from 'that want of taste which often prevails 
in his productions, and which gives way only by intervals to

1. Cf. Burke, Op.Cit., p.37.
2. William RicIIardsoh, Op. Pit., p.413.
3. Ibid., p.423.
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1

the irradiation of genius. * Instead, they now assert that 
he wants perfect taste, and what they mean is that he is 
deficient in the element of taste, which they call judg
ment or discernment. But judgment vm s precisely the sig
nificance of the word taste before the appearance of the 
elaborate theories on the subject. Tlie difference is only 
in terminology. Judgment used to be equated with taste, 
but now judgment is included amongst other elements in it, 
and in both cases it is found to be Shakespeare's 
weakest spot. The position has not fundamentally changed: 
it is still virtually Hume's position, although in their
practical criticism some later critics have endowed Shake-

2
spear with judgement. Subsequent writers on the subject are

1. David Huuae, History of England, . "Appendix to the 
Reign of James "

2. One has to consider, however, the situation in which 
the word 'judgment* was used by the critics. Judgment 
was as a rule found in Shakespeare's delineation of 
character, a power which has never really been doubted 
at any time. Otherwise, the word was used by Daniel 
Webb, for instance, in connection with Shakespeare's 
poetry; but then, valuable as his remarks may be, 
there is hardly any awareness in them that the point at 
issue is dranatlc poetiy. As far as I am aware, the 
word was never used with reference to Shakespeare's 
general design of his form, plot, character and poetry 
at once - except perhaps by implication by Maurice Mor
gana sometimes. It is strange that Dr. Babcock should 
cite as evidence for the new emphasis on Shakespeare's 
judgment critics who explicitly attacked his taste, or 
who at best, like Gentleman and Richardson, found him 
deficient in it, simply because the word 'judgment* 
happens to have occurred once or twice in their volu
minous criticism. (See E.W.Babcock, The Genesis of 
Shakespeare Idolatry, (Chapel hill, 1 9 3 1 ) pp.128 ff.) 
loanno F"seeliow %  critic can disapprove of Shakespeare's 
taste (in whatever sense that may be) and yet at the 
same time can really believe in his judgment. The

(cont.)
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largely indebted to Burke, upon whom they have not advanced
very much. For instance, Alexander Gerard, who finds *bar-

1
barities mingled with Shakespeare's beauties', attributes
'incorrectness of taste' either to the 'dullness of our

2
internal senses' or to the 'debility of judgment'. In his
view, although genius ’is never found where taste is alto-

3gether wanting*, yet it is not always 'attended with taste
4

precisely equal and proportioned.* Blair is strongly in
fluenced in his essay on taste by Hume's essay on the same
subject; he stresses the part played by reason and the

5
understanding in improving our taste. Elsewhere, he con-

6
demns Shakespeare for being 'deficient in just taste.'
ÿo 0inote 2 coniri nued' from^page 50. ’ ' ■

serious shortcoming of Dr. Babcock's method, in spite of 
his astonishing erudition, seems to me to lie in the 
fact that he relies, for the evidence in support of 
his thesis, largely on phrases and sentences abstracted 
from their context. There is no more striking example 
of this than in his references to Mrs.Montagu to prove 
his point, (Ibid., p.128) He quotes her essay three 
times, and yet could there be a book, more vitiated by
the commonplaces and especially the limitations of the
time? Mrs,Montagu herself says definitely (On.Pit., 
p.xxiii); 'Nature and sentiment will pronounce our 
Shakespeare a mighty genius; judgment and taste will 
confess that he is far from being faultless.*

1. Alexander Gerard, An Essay on Taste, (Edinb., 1764),p.133.
2. Ibid., p.132.I:
5. Hugh Blair, Op.Pit., i, p.35.
6. Ibid., iil, 5T3F37
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A closely related question to that of taste was Shake-

speare's genius.. Inquiries into the nature of his genius
and of genius in general were made simultaneously with the
appearance of .treatises on taste. From the very beginning
of the century the question of course occupied the critics .
when faced with Shakespeare# The opposition between art
and nature which reached its climax during the predominance
of the rationalised rules, resulted in the equation of
Shakespeare with nature, in the sense of irregularity,^vild-
ness, artlessness or 'freedom from deliberate design.'
There was only one deliberate design then, the neo-classical,
and Shakespeare did not possess it. .Shakespeare's genius
then was understood in exactly those terms. We read that
there is 'something nobly wild and extravagant in the

2
great natural genius's' of whom Shakespeare is considered
one. Addison contrasts the natural genius to the correct
type of genius who risk 'not giving the full play to their

3c m  natural parts', and 'cramping them too much by imita
tion# ' Again, still in the beginning of the century, we 
find Addison writing, 'an imitation of the best authors is 
not to be compared with a good original.' Pope said that 
Shakespeare is an instrument of nature v/hicli speaks tlirough 
him.

1. A.Lovejoy,"'Nature' as Aesthetic Norm", M.L.N., SLII, 
(Nov., 1927), p.446.

2, Spectator. No.160.
Lo g . Ci t .
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The qualities of Shakespeare's genius as explained by
the earlier critics were intractability to the rules of art,
or irregularity, originality and free self-expression,
irrationality or lack of self-consciousness: the poet is
not in control of his powers. It is these qualities which -
mainly formed the concept of■Shakespeare*s genius until the
end of the century. Johnson himself made maoh of Shake- 

' 1 
speare's originality, and Imlac in hasselas 'soon found

2
that no man was ever great by imitation.' In Young's 
Conjectures on Original Composition tho main theme, as the 
title suggests, is that of the originality of genius. Ori
ginality throughout the book is assuned to be the greatest 
virtue in writing, and Shakespeare is hailed as a master 
in that respect. 'Shakespeare mingled no water with his
wine, lowered his Genius by no vapid Imitation, Shakespeare

3gave us a Shakespeare.' He draws the stock contrast be
tween Shakespeare, the 'original' and Jonson, 'the imitator'
and concludes: 'Who knows whether Shakespeare might have

4̂
thought less, if he had read more?' Genius, he writes

1. See Raleigh, p.39: 'Shakespeare has seen with his owneyes; he gives the images which he receives not weak
ened or distorted by the intervention of any other mind."

2. Hasselas, Ch.X, . .
3. Huvvard"Young, Conjectures on Original Composition,

(Load., m g U T T W - — --------- -------- --------
4. Ibid., p.81.
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is a Master workman, Learning is but an Instrument, and 
an Instrument, tho' most valuable, yet not always in
dispensable. Heaven will not adiait of a Partner in 
the accomplishment of some favourite Spirits; but re
jecting all human means, assumes the whole glory to 
itself. 1

Young, therefore, does not find it difficult to conclude
that Shakespeare's genius 'comes out of Nature's hand, as

2
Pallas out of Jove's head, at full growth and mature.*
Mrs. Montagu likens Shakespeare's works to 'the prodigious
structure of Stone-Henge' because they 'will remain for
ever the greatest monuments of the amazing force of nature,

3
which we ought to view, as we do other prodigies.'

4
Shakespeare is then 'Nature's Darling' , and

... as with honey gathered from the rock 
She fed the little prattler, and with songs 
^ft sooth'd his wondering ears, with deep delight 
On her soft lap he sat, and caught the sounds. 5

In fact, this primitivistic attitude to Shakespeare's genius
v;as common in the eighteenth century. Even a writer like
William Duff, who attempted a rational investigation into
the nature of genius, associated genius in poetry with

6
primitive society.

The passivity of Shakespeare's genius was not always 
expressed in such rapturous terms. But through the century

1. Edward Young, Conjectures on Original 
(Lond., 1759),"ppT2?%^

2. Ibid.t p.31.3. Mrs.Montagu, Op.Cit., p.xv.
4. Thomas Gray, The Progress of Poesy, iii, 1.
5. Joseph Warton, Tue DnthusiaslT: (T740).
6. William Duff. Essay on Original Genius, (Lond., 1767), 

pp.260 ff. Of.p.2BTShakespeare is the only modern 
Author (whose times by the way compared with present are 
not very modem) whose importance of Originality, we can 
venture to compare with those eminent ancient Poets.'
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it is implied in most if not in all the criticism written on 
him, even in that type of criticism which was supposed to he 
carried out according to scientific and philosophic principles. 
In one way, this idea of the passivity of genius was the logi
cal conclusion of the prevalent mechanical assooiationistic 
philosophy. This is apparent from the way in which critics, 
in their treatises on the subject, have tried to explain 
rationally the nature of genius. Gerard, for instance, 
tells us tliat 'the first and leading quality of genius is 
invention.* He defines invention as that power which

consists in a great extent and comprehensiveness of 
imagination, in a readiness of associating the remotest 
ideas that:. are in any way related. In a man of 
genius, the uniting principles are so vigorous and 
quick, that, whenever any idea is present to the mind, 
they bring into view at once all others that have the 
least connexion to it. As a magnet selects, from a 
gravity of matter, the ferruginous particles which 
happen to be scatterd thro' it, without making an 
impression on other substances; so the imagination, 
by a similar sympathy, equally inexplicable, draws 
out from the whole compass of nature such ideas as 
we have occasion for without attending to any others. 1

Newtonianism which had been applied to the moral world was
now transported to the world of aesthetics as well. Duff,
analysing genius, also finds that it consists in *a more
vivid,comprehensive imagination' and in a 'superior quick-

2
ness, justness and extent of the associating faculty.'
Even Whiter, with all his apparent modernity, belongs essen
tially to this tradition. Whiter*a attitude to Shakespeare's 
imagery, based exclusively on the association principle,

1. Alexander Gerard, Op.Cit., pp.168 ff.
2. Ibid., p.89. ---- -
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implies the absolute passivity of the artist. Shakespeare
1

here has a 'wild imagination* which in the heat of invention 
is subject to laws of association. If imagery with him has 
any significance it is only as a manifestation of one as
pect of Shakespeare's mind, of the order in which it worked • 
in its receptivity. The question whetlier imagery is an 
integral part of the structure of a play, whether it spon
taneously arises from, and in turn reacts immediately or 
obliquely upon, a particular situation or character, and is 
ultimately fused into the organic structure of the whole 
play as a poetic and dramatic vision - that question does 
not arise. Instead, there is always the implicit, and ex
plicit, assumption that the part played by Shakespeare in 
the imagery is wholly unconscious. Whiter himself writes 
that *as these combinations (i.e. of images) were not formed 
by the invention, but forced on the fancy of the poet, he 
is totally unconscious of the effect and principle of their 
union. '

What then is meant by imagination, which in all the
treatises on genius is found to be * indispensably necessary*

3in the 'composition of genius'? It certainly is not what 
we now understand by it. Burke had defined it as the power 
of the mind to represent voluntarily the images of things in

1. Walter Whiter, A Soecimen of^Commentary on Shakesueare, 
(Lond., 1794), p.72.

2. Ibid., p.71.
3. NHXiam Duff, Op.Pit., p.7.
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the order and manner 4% which they are received by the
' 1 

senses, or to combine them in a different order and manner.
Burke's definition remained fundamentally valid during.this 
period. It is a conception based upon Locke's sensationalist 
philosophy. Duff was not very much different in his defini
tion

Imagination is that faculty whereby the mind not only 
reflects on its own operations, but which assembles 
the various ideas conveyed to the understanding, by 
the canal of sensation, and treasured up in the reposi
tory of memory, compounding or disjoining them at 
pleasure. 2

3The creative power of imagination, which is stressed by
these critics, is only confined to varying the order of the
ideas which the mind has received through the s enses from
the external world. From the infinite variety with which
those ideas are combined, objects 'which never existed in 

4
nature' are exhibited. The creative power of the mind does 
not operate on a large scale by any means; in fact, its 
creativeness is not entirely unmechanical. Gerard's simile 
of the magnet is peculiarly significant.

The phrase 'creative imagination* has therefore to be 
interpreted veiy carefully. Considering the extremely 
limited nature of the creativity and the relation of the con-

1. Edmund Burke, Op.Cit., pp.15 ff.
2. V/illiam Duff, Op.Cit., pp. 6 ff, ‘ '
3. Hugh Blair saia that 'Genius always imports something 

inventive or creative^' (Op.Pit. , p.49)^and Lord 
Lyttleton, to mention another example wrote^in Bia- 
lo.'Pies of the Bead- (Dialogue ZIV)?that Shakespeare
n n .i, II iilnif   .11 I ■ ■■■ ------- - .III,,.  I 1,111̂  ■■■ *—». II !■■■ ■ I nil nil I ■ I ^ ^ ^ ghad 'so creative an imagination.*

4. William DuFf, Op.Pit., p.7.
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cept of imagination to assooiationistic philosophy, it has 
ultimately a passive sense. In the eighteenth century crea
tive imagination is never meant to indicate the whole imagi
native conception of a work of art, or by implication, the 
serious business of recreating, and imposing an artistic 
shape upon, the chaos of experience. And in relation to 
Shakespeare, who more than any other poet was considered by 
the eighteenth-century critics to possess the power of crea
tive imagination, the sense is even more specific. In this
connection the creativity of imagination was confined to1
the ability to create supernatural characters. Irving
Babbitt once said that 'the emergence of the phrase "creative
imagination" marks a decisive step in the break with neo- 

2
classicism*. Yet strangely enough the values attached to 
Shakespeare's 'creative imagination' remained the same, 
throughout the century, even when neo-classicism was,at its 
strongest.

1. It was gratifying to see this conclusion, which was 
arrived at independently from a study mainly of cri
tical utterances on Shakespeare in the eighteenth century, 
corroborated by the important findings of such scholars 
as L.P.Smith and A.S.P.Woodhouse, whose studies extend 
beyond the particular field of Shakespearean criticism 
to the general critical theories of the period. See,
L.?.Smith, Four Words; Romantic, Originality, Creative,
Cxenlîis, 3h T l U ! F m 3TTro7 T T r r 7a t h 77U 52TJ7 g h l ^ ------
FTÏÏTl-s 'The notion that poetic creation was princi
pally concerned with the creation of supernatural 
beings remained a commonplace of eighteenth-century 
criticism.' Also see A.S.P.Woodliouse, "Oollins and 
the Creative Imagination", Studies in English by Mem
bers of Univ. College Toront” CToro.uto, 1931%, pp. 101- 
113. The exception to this generalization, one sus
pects, is William Blake. Indeed Professor Woodhouse 
thinks that in Blake 'we have the completion of that

(cont.)
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In Joseph Warton*s essay, where he admires Shakespeare 
for his 'lively creative imagination* amongst other quali
ties, the significance of the phrase is very close to inven
tion, An examination of his application of the idea will 
corroborate this. Of all the plays of Shakespeare Warton ■
choosGS The Tempest as 'the most striking instance of his 

— -----

creative power*. He g o e s  on to explain his reasons for
the choice: *he has there given the reins to his boundless
imagination, and has carried the romantic, the wonderful,2
and the wild to the most pleasing extravagance.*
Footnotes 1 and 2 coritinued%Lrom. page 58% ' ' !

tendency, already apparent in Addison and emphatic in 
Collins and Joseph Warton, to think of the creative 
imagination as transcending nature.* (Op.Pit., p.91,
IN.46). But it seems to me that in Blake^'sFconoeption 
of imagination, vague and difficult as it is, there 
is basically something new. It is true that like his 
predecessors Blake includes the creation of super
natural characters in imaginative activity; but he 
does not identify the two. In his view imagination is 
not merely the power of creating supernatural beings 
like Ghosts and” Fairies, not even just the power of 
artistic creation. By imagination Blake often under
stands nothing short of the organ of apprehending 
reality, something almost tne same as intuition by 
means of which, according to him, the mind rises 
above the ephemeral world of the senses ana perceives 
directly the everlasting Platonic Ideas. See Poe try 
and Prose of William Blake, ed. Geoffrey ICeynes% (Lond., 
l94FTrPPrST7::Q^ and 818.

2. Irving Babbitt, On__Bein% Creative and Other Essays, 
(Boston & N.Y., I932); p.S.

1. The Adventurer, No.93* 
loo. Oit." '2.
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The ’romantic, the wonderful and the wild* is Warton*s own
way of saying that Shakespeare has given us in The Tempest
something above the order of ordinary human experience.

The scene (we are told) is a desolate island, and the
characters the most new and singular that can well be " 
conceived; a prince v/ho practises magic, an attendant 
spirit, a monster the son of a witch, and a young lady 
who had been brought up to this solitude in her 
infancy, and had never beheld a man except her father.

At the head of his second essay on The Tempest, he quotes 
the words of Horace, the high priest of the neo-classicists, 
about the difficulty of forming a totally original character, 
and proceeds to show how Shakespeare has wonderfully succee
ded in that respect and praises Caliban, who *is the crea
ture of his own imagination, in the formation of which he

2
could derive no assistance from observation or experience.*
Indeed in the Advertisement to his Odes Joseph Warton
writes that 'he looks upon Invention and Imagination to be

. . "  : 3the chief faculties of a Poet.' , and the coupling of the
two terms is significant. Of all the English poets Spenser,
Shakespeare and Milton were considered by the eighteenth-
century critics to possess the liveliest imagination* And
yet what was cormaonly admired in the works of these poets
were the scenes of horror and supernatural, such as those of
the Ghost in Iia?nlet, the witches in Macbeth, Brrour in the

1. The Adventurer, No.97.
2. hoc.Cit.3. "JbsephTWarton, Odes on Various Subjects, (Lond., 1746).
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Faerie Qiieene and Sin in Paradize Lost.
That this view of Shakespeare's creative imagination is

not really a new conception introduced by Warton, but a
formulation of a long accepted opinion, becomes at once
clear when we recall some instances of what previous Shake- '
spearean critics said on the subject. Addison thought that
'it shews a greater Genius in Shakespeare to have drawn
his Caliban, than his Hotspur or Julius Caesar* because 'the
one was to be supplied out of his own imagination, whereas
the other might have been formed unon Tradition, History

2
and Observation.* He himself had borrowed Dryden's phrase
'the Fairy Way of Writing' to denote

that kind of writing wherein the Poet quite loses sight 
of Nature and entertains his Reader's Imagination with 
the characters and Actions of such Persons as have many 
of them no Existence, but what he bestows on them.
Such are Fairies, Witches, Magicians, Demons, and 

. departed Spirits. 3
Following Horace, he discussed the supreme difficulty of 
this way of writing, 'because the Poet has no Pattern to 
follow in it, and must work altogether out of his own Inven
tion. ' Rowe, to take another example wrote:

1. See Earl H. Wassermaii, Elizabethan Poetry in the 
Eighteenth Century. ------

2. 5pe51;at6r.' N6TT7%.
3. IbidTr^ô.419.



But certainly the greatness of this Author's Genius 
does nowhere so much appear, as where he gives his 
Imagination an entire Loose, and raises his Fancy to 
a Flight above Mankind and the limits of the visible 
world. Such are his Attempts in The Tempest. Midsum
mer Night's Dream, Macbeth and Hamlet.

.. 1 . •■ ■ ■

And he praised Caliban for being 'a new character'. It is
mainly this power of invention as related to what is beyond
the ordinary level of human existence that critics in the
rest of the century understood by Shakespeare's creative
imagination. Duff, who devoted a whole treatise to the
analysis of genius, imagination and the creative power,
leaves us in no doubt as to the truth of the generality
of this interpretation. In his discussion of characters,
he divides them into three kinds: first imitations of models;
secondly, the heroic and tragic characters; and thirdly,
praeternatural characters. But it is in the third type of
characters, above all others, the type which is 'altogether
different from mere HUMAN characters,* that 'an original

2
genius will most remarkably display his invention.' Colman
defines the nature of creativeness in these terms:

To create, is^to be a Poet, indeed, to draw down Beings
from another Gpiiere, and endow them with suitable 
Fassions, Dispositions, allotting them at the same time 
proper Employment; to bojb forth, by the Power of 
Imagination the Forms of̂ lÜhinrjsNîhknovm, and to give 
to airy Nothing a ~locax’~!!abikatTon^and a Name, sureTy 
requires a u-enius for tne Drama equal, if not superior, 
to the Delineation of Personages in the ordinary, course 
of Nature. . 3 \ ,,

1. EignFe%nth Ce'ntiurv"'']^ays ônn%iWœsneare, D.N.umith,p.31*
2. William Duff,,OpFOit., “
3. George Colman, Critical Reflections on the Old English

Dramatic Writers^ [%ond/, I?61 ), ' Gf. Mrs.
H H i n w r w rGit.. p.26.
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The praise of Shakespeare's power of creating supernatural 
characters has been, in fact, a common feature of Shake
spearean criticism, ever since it was horn. Dryden and 
Addison have admired their delineation as much as Korgann.
Even the most dogmatic belated Rymer, Tqylor, could not re-

ifrain from praising them# Dodd, who, contrary to the pre
vailing opinion, denied Shakespeare the privilege of 
"creating a new world in his magic*, still thought that 
his fictitious characters were excellent. Mrs. Montagu 
produced the best piece of appreciative criticism in her 
book - perhaps the only piece of her Shakespearean criticism
worth reading - when she dealt with the Ghost in Eamlet, in

3
the chapter on The I-raeternatural Beings. ■

Despite the excessive praise of Shakespeare's mastery
in his treatment of the supernatural, the full dramatic
significance of the element of the supernatural in the
plays was naturally not realized in an enlightened age.
David Hume said that 'Religious principles are a blemish
in any polite composition, when they rise up to super- 

4
stition.' In The Dramatic Censor Francis Gentleman 

therefore doubted 'whether such false creations of the brain*,

1. Edward Taylor, On.Git., p.44.
2. William Dodd, TE%~Deauties of Sliakesimre, (Lond., 1752),

i, p.77. FN. 5 ; H T  ]5%'"'̂ l3%r3ïT. 1.
3* Mrs. Montagu, On.Pit., p.146.
4. David Hume, Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects,

(Lond., 1822), vol.i™p%”23^
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as ghosts should ever be represented on the stage, since
*it is most certain that they play upon our passions in 
^ *  1 
flat and absurd contradiction to our reason.* He condemned

2
Hamlet for his belief in superstition, attacked the super
natural in Macbeth for its 'tending to impress superstitious

3feelings and fears upon weak minds,* and considered every
dramatic piece tliat introduces a supernatural character ■
to be unvholesome reading or spectacle for the young ladies
and gentlemen who should be brought up in accordance with
the pure light of reason. In liis introductions and notes to

4
Bell's Edition of Shakespeare he repeated his condemnation.
By giving a self-contained rational account of the change
in Macbeth's character Richardson attempted to explain away
the influence of the supernatural agency in Macbeth:

The growth of Macbeth's ambition was so imperceptible, 
and his treason so unexpected that the historians of 
an ignorant age, little accustomed to explain uncommon 
events by simple causes, and strongly addicted to a 
superstitious belief in sorcery, ascribed them to prae
ternatural agency. 5

Tom Davies remarked of the 'visionary appearances' in Mac
beth tliat they are 'but helps to the unaccomplished actor, 
and the ignorant spectator', for Shakespeare lived 'in the 
infancy of the stage when a rude audience demanded all the

X. Francis Gentleman, The Dramatic Censor, i, p.9.
2. Ibid., i, p.44.
3. Ï H 7 .. 1, p.79.
4. bee e.g. vol. i, pp.3, 15, 31, 34.
5. William Richardson, Op*Cit., p.38.
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1
assistance wliicli the poet could give them, * and he suggested 
producing Macbeth 'without such ghostly aid.* Ne should not 
forget that this suggestion was made by a man who generally
objected very strongly to the alterations of Shakespeare's

2
text. ;

V/e may or may not agree that in Shakespearean tragedy 
'character is destiny'; but we cannot, for a moment, enter
tain any doubt about the vital dramatic significance of the 
supernatural in it. The rational view, on the other hand, 
in its zealous attempt to exorcise the supernatural from 
life, tends to lose sight of this significance. In it there 
is no room for the supernatural in any shape. The eighteen
th century universe is in fact a universe occupied only by 
man and a rational God. As a result the supernatural in 
p oetry is relegated to the realm of fantasy and reverie.
It is on this level really that Shakespeare's supernatural 
characters appealed to the primitivistic tendency in the 
eighteenth-century mind, the tendency which gathered momen
tum in the course of the century. In the latter half of 
the century especially critics indulged in this form of 
primitivism in their writings on Shakespeare as well as on 
Spenser. In his Observations on the Fairy Queen of Spenser 
Thomas v.'arton wrote that 'however monstrous and unnatural* 
the Romances 'may appear to this age of reason and refinement*.

1. Thomas Davies, On.Git.. ii, p.165.
2. Ibid., iii, p.lTb%
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yet
above all, such are their Terrible Graces of magic and 
enchantment, so magnificently marvellous are their 
fictions and fallings, that they contribute, in a 
wonderful degree, to rouse and invigorate all the 
powers of imagination; to store the fancy with those 
sublime and alarming images, which true poetry best 
delights to display# 1

Later in his History of English Poetry he thought the
2

Elizabethan age was 'most poetical' because in it there was
'a degree of superstition sufficient for the purposes of
poetry' and men still believed

that spirits' were ye t hovering around, who - brought with 
them airs from heaven, or blasts from hell, that the 
ghost was duely released fromTnis'prison of tonnent, at 
the sound of the curfue, and that fairies imprinted 
mysterious circles on the turf by the moonlight •.# 
Prospère had not yet broken and buried his staff, nor 
drowned his book deeper than^id ever plumi%ieT"sound#
Tt as”%TôvTTna'l; ' the alcliymist,'”~an%~%he*Tur£oial astro
loger, conducted his occult operations by the potent 
intercourse of some preternatural being, who came 
obsequious to his call «». The Shakespeare of a more 
instructed and polished age, would not have given us 
a magician darkening the sun at noon, the sabbath of 
the witches, and the cauldron of incantation etc... 3

Similarly Richard Hurd praised * Gothic * super stitions, 
because they a re 'awakening to the imagination'; the 'cur
rent popular tales of elves and fairies* charm the mind 
'into a willing admiration of the specious miracles which 
wayward fancy delights in', and the 'witchcraft and incan
tation' are striking and terrible# He therefore admired 
the witches in Macbeth and the magic in The Tempest. Shake-
1. ' Tiiomas Observations^ on the Fairyb-ueen of

Snenser. 2nd Ed., (Lond., 1762), ii, pp.2ô7-2ôü.
2. Til ornas barton, History of English -oetry, (Lond., 1824), 

iv, p.321.
3. Ibid.« iv, pp.327, 328.
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speare, he said, portrays his supernatural 'with a terrible 
sublime (which not so much the energy of his genius, as the 
nature of his subject drew from him).* But this interpre
tation of imagination, and this approach to Shakespeare *s 
creative power, are really ultimately irresponsible if not 
frivolous.

1. Richard Hurd, Letters on Chivalry. (1762), Letter VI.
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4. Imitation and Character

Pope was expressing a common "belief in his time .when 
he said that 'the proper study of mankind is man.* In a 
sense, of course, quite different from the Renaissance 
sense, nan was the,centre of reality in the eighteenth cen
tury. The eighteenth century was the great age of moral 
philosophy and the age in which the study of psychology 
rapidly developed.‘ If imitation was then considered to he % 
the object of poetry, it was imitation of human nature 
first and foremost. In this-respect Shakespeare was regarded 
as a supreme poet by the eighteenth-century critics, for 
Shakespeare imitated human nature so well that his characters 
feel, act and talk like human beings.

Imitation, however, was almost universally understood 
literally,. and as usual the authority of Aristotle, as 
the eighteenth century.understood him, was dragged in.- 
The Aristotelian mimesis had then acquired a naturalistic 
sense: it came to mean direct copying. Strengthened by.
scientific influence, this meaning, which held ground , 
throughout the century, was in a large measure responsible

I
for the direction Shakespearean criticism took in the period. 
Y/e have seen the effect of rationalism in the insistence 
upon literal truth and verisimilitude in drama and of common

1. Cee J.W.Draper, "Aristotelian Mimesis in Eighteenth
Century England". P.M.E.A.. X3%VI, (1921), p.375*

2. See infra, pp. 192"ff.
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sense in the denial of dramatic illusion. Drama was consi
dered by all the critics to be a copy of human life, and the 
enjoyment the spectator obtains from it to be derived either 
from this delusion, that is, from his mistaking it for 
reality, or from his consciousness that it is only a copy 
of it. The truth of the copy to the original was never 
doubted, although the nature of this truth was not always 
interpreted in the same v/ay.

Shaftesbury, to take a few representative examples, said 
in, his Advice to a Young Author that 'poetry itself was de
fined as imitation chiefly of men and manners; and was that
i n an exalted and noble degree which in a low one we call

. i:
mimicry': and in A .Letter Concerning Enthusiasm he claimed
that 'Truth is the most powerful thing in the world, since
even fiction itself must be governed by it, and can only

2
please by its resemblance.* , Burke believed that 'the
pleasure of resemblance is that which principally flatters

3the imagination.' *\7e have,' he said, 'a pleasure in
imitating and in whatever belongs to imitation merely as it 

4
is such.* He saw in imitation one of the fundamental
principles of human nature, and he therefore found no diffi- 

' ing
culty in account/for the importance of the arts, because 
'herein they have laid one of the principal foundations of

1. Shaftesbury, Qp.Pit.. i, p.129.
2. Ibid., i, p.6.
3. Edmund Burke, Op.Cit., p.20.
4* Ibid.. p.80.
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1
their power.* And although he admitted that poetry is not
strictly an imitative art, he still believed that 'all merely

2
dramatic poetry is of this sort.* Gerard vaguely disapproved

3of too close an imitation of life; yet on the whole he 
shared the same idea of imitation. He considered that 
instrument of imitation 'the most perfect* which is 'cap
able of producing the most perfect likeness', and accordingly 
he concluded that statuary is ' more perfect than painting
and the latter than poetry.' Yet, he admitted, that imper-

4
faction of instrument *adds merit to the effect* because 
it shows more skill. But Gerard was undecided as to 'which 
principle is on the whole preferable, exactness of resem
blance,, or skill in painting.* Johnson denied the reality
of the representation but did not doubt that we think of

a 5
good drama * as/just picture of a real original.* In John
son's view, a Shakespearean play is not an autonomous work 
of art, but its value is referential: it 'brings realities
to mind • The nearer a play brings these realities to mind 
the better it.is. Johnson's position is not essentially 
different from that of Taylor, who said that a work of art 
is not mistaken for reality, but 'the more it resembles

E -
reality the more it will please and the more merit will it

1. Edmund Burke, Op,Git.. p.333.
2. Ibid.. p.53.
3. Alexander Gerard,,Op.Cit., p.51
4. Ibid., ' p. 54.
5. ÏÏâleifiii. p. 28.
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,1 -.2 3 
haye.* Blair, and Beattie held a similar position. Even
Karnes was not different from the others in his views on imi
tation, although the systematic psychological method he 
applied throughout his enquiry led him to a more satisfactory 
analysis of a middle state between complete delusion and 
total incredibility. This middle state he called 'ideal 
presence' to distinguish it from real presence, and defined 
it as a 'waking dream' because it disappears the moment we 
reflect upon it. Based ultimately upon sensationalism and 
associationism, the theory assumes the power of ideas to 
raise perceptions, of 'language to raise emotions'. The 
reader's or spectator's-emotions are not aroused, however, 
unless he falls into that state of 'ideal presence,

, till he be thrown into a kind of reverie, in which 
state, forgetting that he is reading, he conceives 
every incident as passing in his presence precisely 
as if he were an eye witness.

Of all the means of producing ideal presence, Karnes con- 
sitoed 'theatrical representation the most powerful.' So 
while the performance lasts, while the state of ideal pre
sence is sustained, the impression we receive is the same
as that of reality, but the moment we awake from that dream

4
we know that it is not true.. But in order that this state 

1* Edward Taylor, On.Cit., p.12.
2. Hugh Blair, Op.Üit., ill, pp.329-330. ■ -
3* James BeattieT^P.Oit., 33, 36, 45, 87.
4. Karnes, Op.Clt., i, pp.90-96.
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of ideal presence may be created in the recipient, a play
must possess 'verisimilitude'; it must be a detailed and
accurate copy of life. The imitation is deemed 'just' when
'this resemblance is preserved' 'because it is a just copy
of nature,' He praised Shakespeare's soliloquies because -

2
they are 'accurate and bold copies of nature.* The famous
distinction he drew in Chapter of his book between the
description and imitation of passion embodies the same view

3
of imitation as that which his contemporaries held.

This way o f interpreting imitation influenced the 
various accounts given by the critics for the peculiar plea
sure we obtain from tragedy. Addison, who thought that 
dramatic representations 'have always the greater Force, the
nearer they approach to Nature, and the less they shew of 

4
Imitation*, explained that the pleasure arises from 'the

5
sense of our own safety.' Burke adduced it to the effect
of imitation, which, as we have seen, he took to be the6 . 7
principal source of pleasure to the imagination. Hume, 
and Karnes after him, found it in the 'very eloquence with

1. Karnes, Op.Cit.. ii, p.398.
2. Ibid., i, pp.505-508.
3. TbiT., vol.’i, pp.455 ff.
4. Spectator, No.541.
5. T dTÏÏT, No.418. .   -5. EBke, Op.Cit.. p.81.
7. David Hume, Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects, 

(bond., 18221, i^'^.204.
8. Karnes, Op.Pit., ii, p.363.
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which the melancholy scene is represented*, though Hume added
to it the pleasure derived from imitation* The pleasure of
imitation and our admiration of the skill shovm. in it were
again insisted upon by Gerard who added to these ’our im- ^
plioit knowledge that the occasion is remote or fictitious.* ,
Dr. Johnson, who believed that the stage is only a stage,
maintained that * the delight of tragedy proceeds from our
consciousness of fiction; if we thought murders and2
treasons real, they would please no more.* Mrs* Montagu,
on the other hand, gave us an explanation which is logically
consistent with the extreme view that drama is an exact
copy of life s

Experience informs us that even the inarticulate- 
groans and involuntary convulsions of a creature in 
agonies, affect us much more, than any eloquent and 
elaborate description of its situation, delivered in 
the properest words and most significant gestures. 3

The nearer drama approaches reality, the better and more
moving it is, which, is a view that robs drama of any
serious value. If truth is better and more moving than
fiction, on what grounds can fiction justify its existence?
The confusion "tetween the two experiences, that of reality
and that of art, is, of course, never suspected. Taylor,

4
naturally enough, offered a similar explanation.

1• Alexander Gerard, On.Git., p.52.
2. Raleigh, p.28.
3• Mrs.Montagu, Op.Git., p.12.
4. Edward Taylor, Op.Pit., p.24.
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Beneath all these accounts lies the assum%)tion that 
drama imitates human life, in the sense of copying it, 
although the accounts themselves vary according to the degree 
in which the individual critic believes in delusion. That 
assumption is responsible for the attitude, which we find 
accentuated towards the end of the century, and which re
gards characters in Shakespearean drama as replica of human 
beings, sometimes as historic beings. Of course, there is 
a change in the treatment of these characters - a change 
from the general remarks on them to a more particular type 
of criticism which analyses in detail action, motive and 
sentiment. But there is no fundamental change in the atti
tude to imitation itself. That Shakespeare's characters

1
are 'Draughts of Nature' or that they are. *so much Nature
herself, that *tis a Sort of injury to call them by so dis-

2
tant a name as Copies of her,' has never been contested

3throughout this long period. Only there were two ways of

1. Theobald, Op.Cit.. Eighteenth Century Essays on Shake-f ,   1.1 ■ |U II *     1- ^  Ill . M W » — —  M i— ii ■  i   m m  m  i 11 iw i i 11 ii i m  ! ■speare, D.N.Gmitn, p.72.
2. Pope, Ibid., p.48.
3# Shakespeare's power of characterisation has been praised 

from the time of Bryden and earlier; and attempts at 
writing character sketches have been made from the very 
early stages of Shakespearean criticism. There is no 
need to illustrate the development of this point here, 
as enough work has been done already by scholars in 
this direction. See, e.g., B.H.Smith, Shakespeare in 
the Eighteenth Century, (Oxf., 1928); T. 1,1.IZayeor, "The 
study of Shakespeare^s Character in the Eighteenth 
Century", M.B.N., ZBII (Dec., 1927); E.W.Babcock, The 
Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry, (Chapel Hill, 19317, 
ChTIÜlT r~am"concerned ïiêrF rather with the assumptions underlying the eighteenth-century criticism of Shake
speare's characters.
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interpreting human nature;, human nature as the generic type,
and human nature as realized in individuals.

. In an essay On the Freedom of Wit and Humour (I709)
Shaftesbury said that 'the good poet and the painter hate
minuteness and are afraid of singularity, which would make
their images, or characters appear capricious and fantastical*,
and that it is 'from the many objects of nature, and not
from a particular one,* that men of genius 'form the idea
of their work.' About the middle of the century Gerard

2
made the same claim. Similarly Dr. Johnson, starting
from the principle that 'nothing can please many and please

3
long but just representations of general nature,* considered .
it a virtue that in Shakespeare's writings a character is
'commonly a species', while in those of other poets it is

4'too often an individual.' He defended Shakespeare
against the believers in decorum, like Dennis and Bymer, on
the ground that he preferred preserving the essential to
the accidental; 'His story requires Romans or Kings, but

5
he thinks only on men.* The Gentleman's Magazine drew a

1. Shaftesbury, Op.Git.. i, p.96.
2. Alexander Gerard, Op.Git.. p.50.
3. Raleigh, p.11.
4. Tbidl. p.12. Cf. his Hasselas, Ch.Z; 'The business of a 

poet is to examine, not the" individual, but the species, 
to remark general properties and large appearances ...
He is to exliibit in his portraits of nature such strik
ing features as recall the original to every mind; and 
must neglect the minuter discriminations, which one may 
have remarked, and anotlTe r have neglected, for those 
characteristics which are alike obvious to vigilance 
and carelessness.'

5. Raleigh, p.15.
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comparison between Shakespeare and Jonson wherein the former
is extolled because .'Nothing less than general Nature, such
as she has been from the first formation of Society, and
will remain for ever, could satisfy the comprehensive mind1
of Shakespeare.* This ideal,bf generality, which inciden- .
tally was not confined to the ‘domain of art, was peculiarly
congenial to an age that placed its faith in reason and 

2
common.sense. Poetry should express ideas that can be
easily apprehended by all, for 'particular manners can be 

3known to few.* The common sense of the. reader, which is 
supposed to be the same in every reasonable, normally- 
constituted reader, is in the last resort the sole judge of 
all poetic merit. The poetry that is the product of common

1. The Gentleman's JTagazine, No.42, (Nov., 1772), p.522.
2. Gf. sir Joshiia Heynolds, Discourses on Art, Fourth Dis

course: 'The works whether of poets, painters, moral
ists, or historians, which are built upon general nature 
live for ever.' and Shaftesbury, On.Git.. ii, p.319:
'Were a man to form himself by one single pattern or ori
ginal, however perfect, he should himself be a mere 
copy. But whilst he draws from various models he is 
original, natural and unaffected.' This ideal o f gene
rality is, in part, of a Cartesian origin. Descartes,
in his fifth Méditation, writes that 'toutes les choses 
que je connais clairement et distinctement sont vraies.' 
The Cartesian clarity and distinction which came to be - 
the catchwords of the eighteenth century art, could 
only lead to generalities, for clarity and distinction 
could only be realized in general, universal and immut
able truths. Hence the fear of the particular, espe
cially in the early part of the eighteenth century. 
Likewise, the influence of Shaftesbury's philosophy, 
which was strong, particularly in the first half of the 
century, cannot be ignored, A philosophy that considered 
universal good and not partial evil must tend towards 
the glorification of the general and the neglect of 
the particular.

3. Raleigh, p.11.
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sense in the poet and that appeals to common sense inithe
reader cannot be but of a general nature* By reason and
common sense you can arrive at generalities, ideas which
are accepted by all and verified by. common experience.
This holds good in the other arts as well. -

Critics of this school therefore went to Shakespeare
for the generalities, v/hich they demanded that their own
writers should give them; and Shakespeare was ranked by
them above all other English poets because he alone, 'draws
such men as all nations and all ages will aclaiowledge to be 1
kin of them.' But if the critics of this school insisted 
upon generality as the criterion of good character drawing, 
they still did not deviate from their conception of imita- . 
tion as copying, which is a strange position indeed. Imita
tion could be selective in eighteenth-century aesthetics, 
but it was never understood to mean creation in accordance 
with an idea. It never ceased to be copying, even if it • 
were only copying certain features and dropping others, pre
serving vdiat is common to all and omitting what is singular 
and unique. In Richardson's theory of selective imitation 
the idea of copying is naturally implicit. The poet simply 
intensifies or diminishes some points in hia original; he 
'veils infirmities,' 'softens and conceals harsh and un
bending features,' and at best adds from 'the store-house of
fancy and observation' what will make a character more plea- 

2
sing. Dr. Johnson, who more than any other eighteenth-
T% l&omaa Davies. Op.Oii.. ii.p.319.~
2. William Richardson.' Op.Cit., p.421.
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century critic, preached the ideal of generality, gave no
meaning in his dictionary that would show a right under-

1
standing of the Aristotelianrimesis. On the contrary, his

- -argument in defence of Shakespeare's melange des genres, as
2

we have seen, is naturalistic. According to the eighteenth
century view of generality the creative process consists in
observation and abstraction. Dryden himself had said of
Falstaff that he is 'a miscellany of humours or images,

:>
- - -drawn from so many several men.* In Gerard's opinion the 

Greek artists were 'not contented with imitating the most 
perfect individual they could meet with; but collecting 
the perfections of many they formed one general idea more 
complete than could be drawn from any single real existence.* 
In the same way Beattie said that 'it seems to be from ob
servation of many things of the same or similar kinds, that
we acauire the talent of forming Heas more perfect than the ■

■ ' ■ 5 ■
real objects that lie immediately around us.* It is as if
Shakespeare created his characters by a process of induction.
Because of the age's view of imitation it was not unnatural
that even those critics who found Shakespeare's characters
true to general human nature, still regarded them as

1. See J.YhBraper,. On.Clt,. p.375.
2. See supra, p37. ■
3. Eet, 1, p,o4.
4. Axe’sander Gerard} Op. Git., p. 50.
5. James Beattie, Op.cTt., pp.55-58.

4
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Frail by constitution, hurt by ill-habits, faulty and 
unequal: but they speak with human voices, are actuated
by human passions, and are engaged in the common affairs 
of human life. We are interested in what they do or 
say by feeling every moment, that they are of the same 

, nature as ourselves. 1
And Pope could praise their individuality in terms, which 
even Hazlitt, the champion of the particular, found it fit
ting to quote in the introduction to his book on the charac
ters of Shakespeare.

That is how the critics who believed in the criterion 
of generality looked upon Shakespeare's dramatic characters. 
But the views of those who believed in the particular do not 
differ materially from that. As early as 1753 we find 
Joseph Warton attacking general criticism especially with

2
respect to Shakespeare for being 'useless and unentertaining*. 
lîorgann makes similar charges: 'General criticism,* he says,
'is as unins true ti ve as it is easy - Shakespeare deserves

3
to be considered in detail; - a task hitherto unattempted.*
Kenrick writes that 'general admirers are caught by super—

4'"
ficial attractions *, and Yhately remarks that 'general
marks of distinction do not denote the individual but only
shew the class he belongs to. Men differ as much in their

5
minds as in their faces,' and he proceeds in his essay to

1. Mrs.Monta.'în. On.Cit.. n.CO, Cf. Mrs. Griffith, On.Git.,» I 1*1 I nil-. »- » ««,' •p.xi.
2. The Adventurer, No.116.
3. Maurice Ilorgann, Essay on the Bramatick Character of

John Falstaff. E ig h te en th  Century^Essays on Shakespeare,
   ------

4. Y/illiam Ken rick, Introduction to the School of Shake
speare., (Bond., 1T7D7 ,Pp.i^2.

5. Thomas Vliately, Remarks on Some of the Characters of 
S h akespeare, 2nd Bdh 18o8 ) p. 4*.
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point out Shakespeare's excellence in portraying individuals.1
Karnes before M m  has made a similar remark. But the critics 
who have set out to analyze Shakespeare's characters in de
tail have arrived at similar conclusions concerning their 
nature. Morgann says;

If the characters of Shakespeare are thus ^;mle, and 
as it were original, while those of almost allT”other 
writers are mere imitation, it may be fit to consider 
them rather as Historic than Dramatic beings. 2

And in his book Richardson assumes that they are human
beings; in fact, he tells us that he analyzes their
passions and sentiments with the object of arriving at the
fundamental principles of hniaan nature.

The attitude that regarded Shakespeare's characters
3

as human beings had been implicit from the very beginning. 
Pope himself said explicitly enough that 'Every single 
character in Shakespeare is as much an individual, as those 
in life itself* and 'it is impossible to find any two 
alike; and such as from their relation or affinity, in 
any respect appear most to be Twins, will upon comparison

1. Karnes, On.Cit., vol.i, p.451: 'Passions receive a 
tincturTTrOil every peculiarity of character.*

2. Haurioe Morgann, On.0it., pp246-7, Pootnote.
3. In his edition of 'ihe"lTritical V/orks of John Dennis, 

vol.II, (Baltimore7^134jJl""p.425, BdwarT"TxTes"^iooker 
points out that as early as 1680 Tate could write of 
Shakespeare that 'He was a most diligent Spie upon 
Nature, trac'd her through her darkest Hecesses,' and 
goes on to say; 'From 1709 to 1733 we find Steele, 
Hughes, Theobald, and Warburton subjecting the charac
ters (of Shakespeare) to subtle psychological analysis, 
regarding them as creatures whosqAotives and emotions 
were as natural and understandable as those of living 
beings. Here, rather than in the sedond half of the 
century, do we see the real beginnings of the romantic 
criticism of Shakespeare's characters.'
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1
be found remarkably distinct.* And what . ' Wiiately did,
in fact, was only to prove in great detail this point with 
respect to Macbeth and Richard III. But the attitude was 
not so pronounced as it came to be towards the end of the 
century - a fact which has led some people to a saume that 
it was born in that late period. And critics such as 
Morgann, Whately and Richardson, by their insistence on 
the novelty of their criticism, helped to foster such an 
erroneous idea. Of course, there are reasons to account for 
the misunderstanding. 'General* criticism, by virtue of 
its very nature, did not deal with Shakespeare's charac- ■ 
ters in details, and although 'particular* criticism, in a 
sense, mainly developed, and enlarged upon, certain aspects 
of it, it gave the impress!on of making a new discovery. At 
the same time the advance in psychology contributed towards 
the analysis of the inner man. There is a certain diffe
rence between barton's analysis of Bear and that of William 
Richardson: the one is viewed externally whereas in the
other there is a sophisticated analysis of the inner man.
The tendency towards introversion in the analysis of charac
ters is enforced by the development in the methods of acting 
from the external presention of Gibber to the subtle psycho
logical interpretation of Garrick, though the development
itself is not so much a cause as a symptom of a wider 

2
movement.

1. Pope, Op.Cit., p.48.
2. See in?ra, "pp.192 ff.
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By the middle of the eighteenth c entury psychology was
becoming rapidly the basis of aesthetics* This, of course,
was an outgrowth of attempts made much earlier in the cen-

1
tury. What Shaftesbury had done in ethics was to be follow

ed by critics in the domain of art as well. Shaftesbury
himself a severe classicist in literature had yet admitted

2
the value of enthusiasm in life, and, by implication of
emotionalism in art. And Dennis had made the pathetic a

3fundamental factor in the sublime. In analysing the emo
tions connected with the sublime and the nature of their 
responses to it, the critics* attention was diverted from 
formal criticism to a consideration of the psychological 
element in the aesthetic experience. The favourable in
fluence of Longinus, for whose popularity throughout the 
century Addison was chiefly responsible, cannot be 
exaggerated.

The analysis of passions - an analysis based upon the 
associationistic psychology of the time - came eventually 
to be established as the foundation of all criticism. Karnes 
set out in the first part of his Elements of Criticism to

1. See Shaftesbury, Op.Cit., i, p.193: 'The study of human
affection cannot lail of leading me towards the know
ledge of human nature and of myself.* Richardson's 
analyses of Shakespeare's characters are motivated by 
the same conviction.2. See his essay, A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm, (1708).

3. For a thorough treatment of 'bennis * s contribution see
Samuel Monk, The Sublime: A Study of Critical Theories 
in KVIII England, (N.Y., 1935), pp74^-5T; anTlb.N. 
hooker?%ntroduction to his excellent edition of The 
Critical Works of John Dennis, vol.II, (Baltimore, 
194317 pp. xciii-xcvi.
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analyze human passions in an attempt to arrive at funda
mental principles by which a work of art can be tested.
Burke before him had done something similar in his Enquiry; 
'I believe,' he wrote, 'that an attempt to range and 
methodize some of our most leading passions, would be a
good preparative to such an enquiry as we are going to

1
make in the ensuing discourse.*. And the assumption that 
the main domain of art is passions gained universal accep
tance. For instance, Blair said that 'to paint passion so
truly and justly as to strike the hearts of the hearers vath2
full sympathy, is a prerogative of genius given to few.*
Of tragedy, Young wrote, 'Pathos is not only the life and

3
soul', but the soul inextinguishable.*

Shakespeare had been praised all the time for his 
power of painting passions and of arousing them in the re- 
cipient. From the time of Bryden onwards critic after 
critic joined in the chorus of praise. Shakespeare, in 
Bryden's view, may have erred in many things,but never in 
his understanding of the passions. *I cannot deny that he 
has his failings,' he says, 'but they are not so much in4
the passions themselves as in his manner of expression.' But

5
before the intensive interest in passions and psychology,
1 . Eamuii'cT ' Burke, i  > PP • 87~TTT —   ;
2. Hugh Blair, Op.Pit., iii, p.338.
3* Edward YoungT^ P .Cit., p.88.
4. Ker, i, p.224. ,
5. dee R.Y/.Babcock, The Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry. 

pp.156 ff. for the *tremendous background of psycho
logizing'; see also p.157, FN.IO.
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that praise was often oouched in passing and general remarks 
by his critics. With the advance of the century, however, 
and the development of psychology, and aided at first by 
the wave of sentimentalism that swept over England quite 
early in the century, the critics began to direct their 
praise to individual plays or particular characters. Upton, 
for instance, in 1746 praises the birth, the gradual de
velopment and the violent climax of the passion of jealousy 
in Othello? . ,

The art of the poet is beyond all praise, where he 
makes Iago kindle by degrees the flames of Othello's 
jealous temper, which bursting out into rage and 
fury, occasions first the destruction of his wife, 
and soon after his own. 1

Warton's Adventurer essays on King Lear are too well known
to be quoted. His aim, however, we may remind ourselves, is

to consider singly the judgement and art of the poet in 
describing the origin and progress of the distraction of 
hear, in which, I. think, he has succeeded better than 
any other writer; even than Euripides himself, vhom 
,Longinus so highly commends for his representation 
of the madness of Orestes, 2

In ''Warton's papers there is a balance between the sentimen
talist and the c ritic interested in the motives and inner 
working of ôharacter. He, in fact, occupies a middle 
position between the sentimental and psychological approach
to character, between Jolm Hughes, whose 'eyes were fre-

3queiitly filled with tears' by Shakespeare's tragedies, on

Jolm Upton, Op.Cit., p.53 
The Adventurer, ilcT. 113.

3. The'Miua r dianT^  o .37.
2.
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the one hand, and Karnes and Richardson on the other.
Karnes devotes the second chapter of his Elements to

the treatment of 'Emotions and Passions', in which he
attempts a psychological (and, naturally enough for an èi^teerth
century author, an ethical) analysis of them. As Shake-
speare is 'superior to all other writers in delineating -rrr.:

1
passions' and as he 'excels all the ancients and modems
in knowledge of human nature, and in unfolding even the most

2
obscure and refined emotions', he therefore supplies Karnes 
with the greatest bulk of illustrations in the course of his 
analysis. In Shakespeare's characters we find a lively 
'imitation' and not a mere cold 'description' of passions, 
as in those of Corneille; they act and behave in accordance 
with the laws Karnes discovers in his analysis of passions.
A t^rpical example of his treatment can be found in his ana
lysis of pity, The pity we feel for the object of distress 
must be accompanied by our resentment agains t the author 
of it.

Pity, by interesting us strongly for the person in 
 ̂ , distress, must of consequence inflame our resentment

against the author of the distress ... Shakespeare 
shows great art in the funeral oration pronounced by 
Antony over the body of Caesar. .He first endeavours 
to excite grief in the hearers by dwelling upon the 
deplorable loss of so great a mans this passion in
teresting them strongly in Caesar's fate, could not 
fail to produce a lively sense of the treachery and 
cruelty of the conspirators; an infalliable method 
to inflame the resentment of the people beyond all 
bounds. 3

1. Karnes, Op.Clt.. i, p.501.
2. Ibid., vol.i, p.503.
3. Ibid., vol.i, pp.73 ff-
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Likewise, by the law of causality, pity is associated with1
love, again a point which is beautifully illustrated by
Othello's speech, beginning with:

Her father lov'd me; oft invited me ...
The same example demonstrates the theory that one passion
or more of a similar tone can lead easily to another of a •
related nature: 'Admiration concurred with pity to produce

2
love. '

This method of Karnes is more elaborately developed 
by William Richardson, who is largely indebted to him. 
Richardson, however, is primarily a moralist and a psycho
logist who is more interested in the study of the working
of the mind and in the effect of that study in 'preventing

3the inroads of vice', than in the poetry of Shakespeare.
He frankly admits that his intention is 'to make poetry.
subservient to philosophy and to employ it in tracing the

4
principles of human conduct.' He chooses the characters , 
of Shakespeare as objects of his empirical study of the mind 
only for reasons of convenience. The two methods of study 
hitherto employed, the one based upon 'reflections on our 
Own feelings' and the one upon 'observations on the conduct 
of others', are exposed to difficulties and are consequently5 ,liable to error. Ouppassions are not subject to our will^

1. Karnes, Op.Cit.. vol.i, p.79,
2. hoc.Git.
3. ïïrîTTem Richardson, Op.Pit., p.4»
4. Ibid., p.33,
5. TÉT3"., p. 11-12.
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and, when excited, the mind is too inflamed to observe im
partially and to form a complete picture of wlmt is happening. 
On the other hand, mere observation of the conduct of others 
does not enable us to see their * internal feelings'. It
would therefore seem best to rely in our study upon 'that

. 1
class of writers that excel by imitating the passion^ ' and
of which Shakespeare is the finest example, Richardson
accepts the distinction Karnes has drawn between the imitation
and description of passions, and affirms that 'no writer has
hitherto apoeared who possessed in a more eminent degree 

' 2
than Shakespeare the power of imitating the passions, '

What has often been an implicit assumption in Karnes's
illustrations from Shakespeare is made only too explicit
by Richardson. With Karnes Shakespeare's characters seem
to act and feel according to his conception of the passions
and of the operations of the human mind, Richardson, on
the other hand, proposes 'to analyse their component parts'
with the object of arriving at an understanding of the
nature of the passions. The method seems to be the reverse
of Karnes's, but in fact, in his practice, Richardson's
method is the same. Like Karnes he starts with an a priori
theory of the passions, then proceeds to analyse the parti-
oulÿcharac te r in which his theory of the particular passion .

1. William Richardson, Op.Git., p.20.
2. Ibid., pp.30 ff.
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seems to him to he sufficiently illustrated. Only his ana
lysis is further complicated by the so-called theory of 'the 
ruling passion'*.

The idea of the ruling passion seems to have been 
widely accepted inflate eighteenth century psychology.
Of course, it is an old conception that goes back to the 
humoural psychology and medicine, Jonson's dramatic theory
of humours, and even much further. And Pone early in the1
century, made it central in his Moral Essays. But in the
last quarter of the century, we find that several critics
writing about the same time raise the concept of the ruling
passions to the status of an all important psychological
principle in their criticism of Shakespeare's characters.
The main concern of even Mo rgann is to find 'the leading
quality in Falstaff's character, and tliat from vdiich all
the rest take their colour', and to prove that it is some-

2
thing other than cowardice. Whately assumes that the

3ruling passion of Richard III is 'the lust of power', and 
Beattie, in his Essays on Poetry and Music as they affect 
the Mind, lays it down as a 3aw that 'every personage 
introduced in poetry should see things through the medium 
of his ruling passion and his thoughts and language should

1. See Pope's Epistle to Sir Richard Temple : Of the Know
ledge and Characliers oflden. 11. Ifî^f7 Tfo ff, 2Gb ff ; 
and The Works of vDTexandef^^ope, The Twickenham Ed., 
vol.ITl, P'fcrr7~edTted by Maynard Mack, (Bond., 1950), 
pp. %%%VI ff. and Vol. Ill, Pt. II, edited by E.W. 
Bateson, (Bond., 1951), pp.70-71.

2. Mauri c e Mo rgann, Op.Clt., p.225.
3. Thomas V/hately, OpTïïTir, p. 28.
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1
be tinctured accordingly.' Henry Mackenzie finds the re
conciling principle or the 'leading idea* in Hamlet's cliarac-

2
ter in the 'extreme sensibility of his mind.* The whole
theory of the ruling passion represents, in fact, a rational
attempt to reduce the complex personality to a point,
viewed from which, every other point and trait in it becomes
easily intelligible. It is a Newtonian attempt to transport
the order of the physical to the. moral universe and bring
the apparent chaos of the inner cosmos to come shapeliness
and form. . It, therefore, implies a mechanical view of the
passi ons - a thing which one feels in the very phraseology
Richardson uses in his writings:

Shakesueare is most eminently distinguished by imitating 
the passion iix all its aspects, by pursuing it through 
all its mndings and labyrinths, by moderating or 
accelerating its impetuosity according to the influence 
of other principles and of external events, and finally 
by combining it in a judicious manner with other pas
sions and the propensities, or by setting it aptly in 
opposition. 3
But it is a view that suffers from over-simplification. 

It loses sight of the mysterious nature of the passions, 
their complexity and their infinite possibilities. It could 
have an elaborate superstructure raised upon it - and nothing 
is more elaborate than, for instance, Richardson's analysis 
of the character of Palstaff - but it only becomes complica-

1. James Beattie, On.Hit., p.49.
- IhgL,T'Tirror, No.99} [%pril IS, 1780). ,

3'. William Richardson. Op.Cit.. pp.32 ff.
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ted; it never indicates a recognition of any degree of com
plexity or uniqueness. At bottom it offers a very clear 
picture of human nature as the result of a certain combina
tion of a very limited number of passions, the combination 
varying in each individual. And the variation is simply a 
quantitative one, for the ruling passion is a mere intensi
fication of any one of that limited number, and character, 
in the last analysis, is the product of the effect of that 
ruling passion upon the rest. Stripped of its frills and 
finery, it is ultimately the rationalistic view of charac
ter, which, again, could be found in Bryden, who, in his 
Preface to Troilus and Cressida (1679)» maintains that 
'confused passions make undistinguishable characters.*
The Cartesian virtues, clarity and distinction, demand a 
tidy picture of human nature.

Richardson proceeds in his successive volumes to ana
lyse Shakespeare's characters according to the principle of 
the ruling passion. In order to explain the extraordinary 
and violent change the character of Macbeth suffers 'we must
consider the nature of the ruling passion, and observe its 

2
tendency* * Ambition is the ruling passi on in him. As he
is originally an ambitious man, his ambition 'becomes
immoderate* because it is 'fostered by imagination and con-

3firmed by success'. Tlie opposing principles are 'the

1. Ker, i, p.224*
2. V/iTliam Richardson, Op*Cit.. pp.36 ff.
3. Ibid., p.45.
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amiable and congenial sentiments of humanity and compassion,
1

sense of duty and a regard to the opinions of mankind.*
This is a rough static picture of the forces in Macbeth's
character. Now let us see them in action:

Ambition, grown habitual and inveterate in the soul 
of Macbeth, suggests the idea of assassination. , Tlie 
sense of virtue, compassion, and other kindred princi
ples, are alarmed, and oppose. His ruling passion is 
repulsed, but not enfeebled. Resigning himself to 
the hope of profiting by some future emergency, he 
renounces the idea of violence. A difficulty appears, 
it renews, rouses, and inflames his ambition. The 
principles of virtue again oppose; but by exercise 
and repetition they are for a time enfeebled; they 
excite no abhorrence; he reflects, with composure, 
on his design. But, in reflecting, the apprehension 
of, danger, and the fear of retribution alarm him. He 
abandons his purpose, is deemed irresolute: not less
innocent for not daring to execute what he dares to 
desire, he is charged with cowardice; impatient of 
charge, and Indignant; harrassed by fear, by the 
consciousness of guilt, and by humanity struggling 
to resume her influence, he rushes headlong to his 
bane. 2

After the murder the opposing principles rise to paver again, 
being now without an adversary, they begin their long 
history of torment to his soul until his death; and his 
sensibility, instead of softening his heart, leads him to 
deeds of atrocious cruelty, by exaggerating to him the 
indignation of others and consequently his own fears.

There is, no doubt, a certain measure of truth in 
this, but it is truth too much simplified, and quite often, 
in spite of the ruling passion language, the treatment of

1. William Richardson, On.Git.. p.58.
2. Ibid., p.56.
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Macbeth's problem Is far too superficial, and in a way far 
too objective, to produce sound and sympathetic criticism. 
Apart from fundamental shortcomings like his complete 
blindness to the informing vision of the whole tragedy,•and 
his total neglect of the poetry, there is the failure, all 
too common in that age, to realise the vital dramatic rela
tion of the character to the whole context. The tragic 
irony of certain situations as well as the supreme irony 
of the whole as a tragedy, for instance, is never felt, and,
of consequence, the element of the sunernatural is simply

, 1 . ‘  explained away. The tragedy of Macbeth lies only in the
mind of Macbeth. But this, in accordance with the psychology
of the time, is viewed passively as the battleground of
tremendous contending forces, though inside him, yet beyond
his power; and the concluding remark of the essay, which
incidentally is, perhaps, the best of his analytical essays,
that 'the formation of our characters depends considerably
upon ourselves, for we may imorove, or vitiate every principle

2
we receive from nature,* comes upon us by surprise.

The ruling passion explains to Richardson all the main 
characters of Shakespeare. In Hamlet he finds it in 'an

3
equisite sense of virtue, of moral beauty and turpitude;'

4
it is 'the supreme and governing power of his constitution'

1. V/illiam Richardson, Op.Pit.. p.38.
2. Ibid., p.68.
3. p.76.
4. TilTcT., p.104.
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which ‘conducts, excites, justifies his passions;* and 
‘determines him again to examine his evidence, or endeavour, 
hy additional circumstances, to have it strengthened,‘ In 
the character of Jaques he tries to prove, in a circuitous 1
manner, that the ruling principle is ‘extreme sensibility*; '

2
in Imogen it is ‘love ratified by wedlock;* and in Lady Anne
in Hichard III it is vanity,, In Falstaff we have ‘the

4"
desire of gratifying the grosser and lower apetites,* to
which his other passions are ‘not only subordinate but sub-

; 5servient.* Lear is the ‘man of mere,sensibility.‘ Mere
sensibility, unguided by reflection, leads to ‘extravagant
or outrageous excess*, .caprice, instability and irresolution;
it explains everything that his character reveals, even his
madness. In fact, in the light of this explanation
Richardson finds in Lear’s loss of mind a matter of psycho- •
logical necessity;

Shakespeare could not avoid making Lear distracted.
Other poets exhibit madness, because they druse it, 
or for the sake of variety, or to deepen the distress; 
But ■ Shakespeare has exhibited the madness of Lear, as ... 
the natural effect of such suffering on such a charac
ter. It was an event in the progress of Lear‘s mind, 
driven by such feelings, desires, and passions, as the 
poet ascribes to him as could not be avoided. 6

a conclusion more consistent with his passive psychology

1. William Richardson, Oo.Git., p.143
2. pid. p.170.
3. ioTT, p.210.
4. I Did, p.249.
5. DuW, p.293.
6. p.308.
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than what we have seen in his treatment of Macbeth. As for 
I’imon, the ruling passion in his conduct is ‘the love of 
distinction.•

The same rationalistic view of character, which for 
the sake of clarity, tends to reduce its complex features 
to one main keypoint,.also conceives of human action as a 
close chain of causes and effects. In order to evade the 
embarrassing problem of the irrational in life, man‘s fate 
is conceived rather as the application of the law of caus
ality which exists in the physical world. The effect of 
that upon drama and dramatic criticism reveals itself in 
the stress laid on motivation. The critic hunts for motives 
behind every action whenever they are likely to be found,
and if he does not find any obvious ones he looks for those

2
that are hidden and the ‘policies not avowed.* For instance,
in the Gentleman's ITagazine we find a criticism of The
Tempest in which Antonio's absence of motive is lamented;

The character of Antonio is that of an ambitious, per
fidious, aspiring prThce", thoroughly abandoned in prin
ciples, who scruples nothing to carry his point, but 
breaks through all the ties of nature and conscience 
to obtain it* Thus far, the character appears natural, 
and such as every court in v’every age could abundantly 
furnish: but, when he incites Sebastian to the murder
of his brother, without proposing to" himself any advan
tage from Alonso‘s death, he then, in my opinion, acts 
contrary to the actual course of Rature, since there is 
no adequate motive to induce him to hold such a conduct 
... The poet would, I think, have given him a proper 
inducement, had he represented him as bargaining with 
Sebastien for the abolishing of the tribute which Mi Ian

1. William Richardson* On. Cit. p.314.
* i>a' mrmt2. Morgana, Op.Cit., p.24b.
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paid to Naples, by way of reward for his notable piece 
of advice, and for the part which he himself offered 
to take in carrying it into execution. 1

Similarly Richardson finds ‘no sufficient motive* for the be-
2

havioitr of Buckingham in Richard III. Lord John Ched- 
worth complains of the absence of ‘sufficient motives* for 
lago*s'‘excess of’malignity‘, and concludes that the charac
ter ‘must have been either mismanaged or neglected by the 

3poet.* The reductio ad absurdum of this attitude is Rymer's 
suggestion that, in order to make Lesdemona’s marriage prob
able, Shakespeare should have mentioned that some way, or 
other, a Black-amoor Woman had been her Nurse, and suckl‘d
her; Or that once, upon a time, some Virtuoso had trans- ■

4
fus'd into her Veins the Blood of a black Sheep.' Almost at 
the close of the century Richard Hole claims that ‘logo's . 
character before the play had been good, that lago had rea
son to believe that Othello had seduced Emilia, that he sus
pected Cassio of the same crime and was jealous of Cassio's

5
promotion' - only to make his villainy wholly justifiable. 
Such criticism makes us recall Morgann's wise remark, which, 
however, Morgann himself does not strictly follow, that ‘we

6
are by no means so rational in all points as we could wish.'
X. ' The Gentleman's Magazine, No.'4-2, (^ec.V iT?2)T P.5
2. ïïTÎÏTam Richardson, Op.(Tit., p.238.
3. See 2.H.Seymour, Remarks Critical, Conjectural and Ex- 

nlanatory upon the Plays of Shakespeafel [Tond., iHop’), 
li, p.320.

4. Thomas Rymer, A Short View of Tragedy, p.151
5.

w w  mi» ^ .L*. «•««* V»* m w  «Wm | — ' w —

Tâgü^êry^fopefly^advert to his jealous suspicions of 
the Moor, as a leading motive for his villainous revenge. 

6. Maurice Morgann, Op.Cit., p.221.
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It is the Isolation of character from its dramatic con
text, which causes critics to discuss its conduct before 
the play begins. Morgann has done with Falstaff what Richard 
Hole does with lago; only we tend to forgive him because he . 
has done it in a more subtle manner and expressed himself, in 
more eloquent prose. Of course, Morgann has his virtues as 
a critic, and it is precisely because of his virtues that he, 
in fact, presents a peculiarly sad case in the history of 
Shakespearean criticism. Starting from the opposite pre
mise that in dramatic composition the Impression is the Fact. 
Morgann finds less difficulty than any other critic of his 
time in reconciling his feeling with his judgment. Unpre
judiced by any rigid a priori criteria, he is able to say 
of Shakespeare's drama; ^

All the incidents, all .the parts, look like chance, 
whilst we feel, and are sensible that the whole is 
design. 1

2
He attacks the rational view; yet he still shares some of 
its assumptions. Although he realizes the distinction be
tween a dramatic character and a historic one;

The reader will very easily apprehend that a character, 
which we might wholly disapprove of, considered as 
existing in human life, may yet be thrown on the stage 
into certain peculiar situations, and be compressed by 
external influences into such temporary appearances, as 
may render such character for a time highly acceptable 
and entertaining. 3. -

1. Maurice Morgaiin. ' Oo~. d11 , p. 2XoI
2. Ibijd., p.221.
3* Tbïd., p.290. Davies is sometimes conscious of the dra

matic exigencies of character; 'perhaps Caesar was to 
be lessened in order to aggrandize Brutus,' Dramatic 
Miscellanies, vol.ii, p.198, but he is very dimly so'; 
ïïêsTdesTrTThe bulk of his criticism he is not diffe-' 
rent from the others.
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he still treats Falstaff as a historic being. It is a 
fine, sympathetic treatment, to be sure, embodying a 
fresher vision of Shakespeare than any v;e encounter in the 
eighteenth century - but it is a treatment based on the in
adequate assumption that character is a strict imitation, 
and that, abstracted from the formal pattern which alone 
gives it life, it could be.treated as a human being. Be
cause of the psychological,truth of Shakespeare's charac-

' ' 1 ters, because of the 'roundness and integrity of his,forms'
Morgann sets out to 'account for their conduct from latent

2motives and from policies not avowed,* and therefore speeds 
so much labour speculating on the past of Sir John Falstaff, 
and on what^hakespeare does not intend to show us in his 
drama. Had Morgann concentrated more on the 'rlation' of 
character rather than on its 'independence', to use his own 
terms, we would probably have had a uniformly valuable 
piece of Shakespearean criticism. As it stands, his essay 
contains largely hints and suggestions of what could have . 
been.

The fascinating psychological analysis of Shakespeare's 
characters has diverted the attention of the critics from 
the other constituent parts of drama. Character soon be
came the conditio sine qua non of drama. Whately writes:

1. Maurice Morgann, On.Cit., p.245, footnote.
2. Loo. Cit. —
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Variety and truth of character are indispensably 
necessary to all both to comedy and to tragedy, and 
none of them deserves their name any further than 
this merit belongs to them. 1

The 'unity of character', as it was termed in the latter
part of the century, which was held to be the prerogative
of the moderns, has usurped the place of the old unities
in the writings of the critics. Character drawing is now
considered to require 'the highest exertion of poetical
talents.* Both in theory and in practice the criticism
of Shakespeare's characters has become naturally the
highest object of Shakespearean criticism. George Colman,
for instance, declares that character is the 'most

4
essential Bart of the Drama.' William Richardson claims

1. Thomas Whately, Op.Cit.. p.3.
2. See, for instance, a review of a comedy by Mrs. Sheridan 

called The Discovery in the Theatrical Review, 1st March, 
1753, pclfH '111 "respect 10~The“iJhree gr¥at unities, 
recommended by the antients, Mrs. Sheridan has been 
sufficiently conformable, and as to the additional
one of the moderns, that of unity of character, we 
have already given a very favourable opinion.' Mrs. 
Griffith, apparently not well read in the periodical 
literature of the time, writes in her book (Op.Cit.. 
p.26) that although Shakespeare 'sports' often 'with 
the three unities of Aristotle, time, place and 
action, he*"ieTdom sins against a fourth, which I am 
surprised the critics have not added, as being worth 
them all - namely, that of Character, the tenor of which 
is generally preserved fromlTTrst to last in all his 
works.'

3. William Richardson, Op_. Cit., p. 437.
4. George Colman, Criticainieflections on the Old English 

Dramatic Writers. p.TTI
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that the 'two essential powers of dramatic invention*,
which are to he found in Shakespeare, are 'that of forming
characters, and that of imitating, in their natural ex- .
pressions, the passions and affections of which they are 1
composed.' Thomas vlhately considers character criticism" 
to he 'more Worthy of attention that the common topics of 
discussion'.

1, William Richardson, Op.Cit., p.33.
2. Thomas \uiately, Op.Cit., p. 2.
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5. The Explicit Moral

If Shakespeare's characters were treated as human 
beings, then it was only natural to discuss their actions 
with reference to moral standards, particularly in the age . 
of the great moralists. The moral approach to literature 
is not new either to English criticism in that period, or, 
for that matter to European criticism. But the moral ele
ment in criticism gained peculiar importance in eighteenth 
century England, Throughout this long period the stress 
on morality in dramatic criticism is too pronounced to be 
illustrated at length here. In the early part of the eigh
teenth century, as a result of the still fresh battle over 
the immorality of the stage of which Collier was as much a 
cause as a symptom, the naive doctrine that the stage 
provides us with examples of virtue to imitate in our lives 
was again and again asserted especially in the periodicals 
of the time. For example, in the Universal Spectator  ̂we 
read that

Tis not doubted that the Stage, well regulated, is of 
considerable service to the Publick; A good Play, 
finely acted, leaves upon the îhLnd a strong Bias to
wards whatever appears worthy of our Imitation, as
well as a lasting Aversion for whatever is shewn to 
be ridiculous or detestable.

and in another periodical we are told that drama is 'to
soften the Rigours of Morality and give a smile to the Face 

2
of Virtue.'
n  iJo. 218, 19 Dec., 1732}.
2. See The Gentleman's Magazine, vol.2, (1732), p.566.
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Prom the very beginning the question of poetic justice 
occupied the minds of critics, and it remained an object 
of discussion throughout the century. Shakespeare was cen
sured for failing to observe it, not only by Dennis or John- 1
son, but by Mrs. Montagu and Gentleman. Shakespeare's plays ' 
were sometimes badly mutilated in order to square up with2
prevalent moral doctrine and promote the cause of virtue.
Even Morgann tried to find in the final rejection of Pal- 
staff an act of poetic justice. And although in his time 
Addison formed a single exception in attacking this doc
trine, and in preferring Shakespeare's Lear to Tate's ver- 

3
sion of it, he still approached Shakespeare from the point
of view of the moralist, and he went to his plays for moral
edification. In the Tat1er he wrote that 'This admirable
author seems to have had his mind thoroughly seasoned with

4"
religion, as is evident by many passages in his Plays.* In 
fact, we have been shown by a recent scholar that although 
Addison attacked poetic justice and Dennis defended it, yet 
the two critics only 'quarrelled over words', for they both 
'agreed that tragedy is a vehicle of morality and that the

1. It is true that when he came to write the life of Addison, 
Johnson altered his views on poetic justice. Against
the observation of it he introduced the naturalistic 
argument that 'wickedness often prospers in real life,' 
and that poetry aims at imitating reality. (Lives of 
the Poets, E.L., i, p.356). But it is safe to say that 
in his approacn to literature Johnson remained a severe ' 
moralist who could only acknowledge an explicit moral.

2. One of the self-imposed limitations of this essay is 
that it does not attempt any discussion of the altered 
versions of Shakespeare's plays - a subject, however, 
which may be peculiarly revealing on this point.,

3. The Spectator, No.40. 4* The Tatler, No.111.
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catastrophe of a tragedy should administer - justice at least
to all of the important characters in the plays.' And
not only minor critics like Gildon, hut no less a mind than   .
Jolmson preferred Tate's version. The latter, which was to
he slightly modified later by Garrick, held sway throughout

2
the century, in fact until 1823. The concern of the
average eighteenth century reader over poetic justice is an
expression of an attitude of mind which wanted the moral in
a work |o he explicitly stated. Upton was perhaps truly
representative in his remark that 'the moral should shine

3
perspicuous in whatever aims at the sublime.'

The critics* craving for an explicit moral in drama is
clearly seen in their interpretation of Shakespeare's plays.
To Shaftesbury Hamlet 'is almost one continued moral: a
series ,of deep reflections drawn from one mouth, upon one

4
single accident and calamity.' In a letter on Falstaff 
which appeared in The Weekly Hegistar (1731) we find a little 
character portrait drawn mainly to point a moral to 'the 
modem Pretenders to Patriotism*: 'he (in his final disgrace)
forewarns them of the same Fate. ' ' In theU-entleman ' s Magazine 
in 1748 a critic praises Shakespeare for being unequalled 
in his 'tendency to promote the cause of virtue, which is

1. See Edward Niles Hooker's notes to his edition of Tlie 
Critical Works of Jolm Dennis, ii, p-.436.

2. S^'e~~D.N-.til.~Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century, p.24
3. John Upton, On.Cit.. p.B?T
4. Shaftesbury,"olTTvTt., i, p.ISO.
5. The Weekly Register, No.59, (May 29, 1731).
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essential to epic and dramatic poetry.* *In him,* he writes,
we find the most instructive lessons, enforced with 
all the art imaginable. For instance, in King Lear. 
who does not at once see the fatal consequences of 
filial ingratitude, and that great error of parents, 
wholesign their power and trust to their children, 
for ; support in the decline of life, upon so slender a 
foundation as flattering promises, and extravagant -
professions of affection and duty? In Othello the 
calamitous effects of Jealousy are represented; in 
Richard III and several others, those of Ambition;
Keasure for Me asure contains an argument for the 
exercise ôï compass’ion towards offenders, the most 
powerful that can be thought of, the frailty of 
human nature ... But, above all. Mac be t!T"t e ache s us 

- a Iesson~tEe most important, namely, the fascinating 
power and Insensible progress of vice ... A precept 
more interesting, or of greater importance than this 
story furnishes, surely never was inculcated by any 
moral or dramatic writer. 1

In the following month the same periodical published an 
article in which Shakespeare is claimed to have been "per
fectly skilled in the moral science.* and consequently he 
knew 'how to delineate so resplendent a form as virtue.'

If v/e turn from periodical and casual criticism, of 
’which only a few examples are given, to the major and more 
specific writings, we shall still find the same way of 
approaching Shakespearean drama. Joseph Warton, for in
stance, tries to make Ariel serve a moral purpose. Dr.
Johnson, despite, his sympathetic portrait of Falstaff, 
writes: ■

The moral to be drawn from this representation is that 
no man is more dangerous than he that, with a will to 
corrupt, hath the power to please; and that neither 
wit nor honesty ought to think themselves safe with 
such a companion, when they see Henry seduced by Falstaff.

1. The Gentleman's M a g a z i n e Nov.. 174-8}.
vol.
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and in M s  note on Macbeth he says that in,this play*the
danger of ambition is well described** He considers it
Shakespeare*s first fault that he /sacrifices virtue to
convenience, and is so much more careful to please than to ^
instruct, that he seems to write without any moral purpose**.
He condemns him.because *his precepts and axioms drop
casually from him.* In other words, Shakespeare is blamed
for not explicitly stating his moral. With the exception of

2
very few individuals like Davies and only in odd remarks
scattered in their writings, the eighteenth, century critics
generally could not conceive that literature can have a moral
effect without professing an obvious moral purpose, without
employing the crude machinery of morality. And Davies himself
defends Shakespeare against Johnson on the issue of his
deliberate morality:

Of all the dramatic authors, ancient and modern, Shake
speare is the most moral. Dr. Johnson, in his admirable 
preface to our author, is of opinion, that his frequent 

- moralizing did not proceed from premeditated intention 
or design. I should imagine that it must have formed 
one part of his general plan in the writing of his 
dramas, otherwise he could not have adopted tliat mode 
of writing. 3

T% " Raleigh, p-p. 20^21. " ' ' "
2. Davies, in his essay on Richard IÎ. (Dramatic Miscel

lanies. vol.i, pp. 144 ff77~repîie3 to"liumê ŝT assertion 
that "'there is scarce any mention of civil liberty* in 
Shakespeare's History Plays: 'Tragedy owes its rise to
the passions; and tliough it may involve, as it ought, 
a topic in which all mankind are intimately concerned, 
yet by experience we find those plays, which are most 
fraught with sentiments in favour of public liberty, 
are least admired and followed. How often is Cato 
acted? What is become of Dennis's Liberty asserted? ... 
But Hume wanted to prove, from Shakespeare, that in the 
reign of Elizabeth, the common rights of subjects were 
no object of public discussion. But is not the scene 
between Richard and York (Act 2, Sc.l) more interesting

(cont.)
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In his essay on King Lear he is inclined to believe in the 
doctrine of poetic justice, and he therefore prefers Tate's 
happy ending, though, to be fair to Davies, one has to men
tion that the grounds of his preference are as much psycho- , 
logical as morals

Who could possibly think of depriving an audience, 
almost exhausted with feelings of so mahy terrible 
scenes, of the inexpressible delight which they en
joyed when the old King in rapture cries out -

Old Lear shall be a king again. 1
If the function of drama is 'the effecting of certain

2
moral puiposes, by the representation of a fable,' then
the critic's first job is to hunt for the moral in every
play, lay his finger on it and bring it fo rward to the
attention of the reader. Francis Gentleman writes that 'it
is necessary to enquire for the moral, without which no

■ 3dramatic piece can have intrinsic worth.' Shakespeare is
hailed as a great moral philosopher, since almost all his
Fou^KoTe 2~cônïinued from page 104, and footnote 3#

to an audience than all the laboured arguments of poli
tical oratory? ... Warm expostulations of this kind
are of the very essence of tragic dialogue; but a train 
of sentiments upon civil liberty is fitter for a dis
course than a play.'

3* Ibid.. vol.ii, p.323*
1. Ibid., vol.ii, p.327#
2. Mrs. Montagu, op.Git., p.xv. She tries to prove (pp. 

6-7) that of the two greatest forms of poetry, the 
epic and tragedy, the latter is the more 'happily 
constituted for the purpose' of pointing a moral.

3. Francis Gentleman, The Dramatic Censor, i, p.9.
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plays could yield the required moral. Mrs. Montagu com
plains that 'We are apt to consider Shakespeare only as a 
poet, but he is certainly^one of the greatest moral philo
sophers that ever lived.' 'Admirable as .he is to be re
garded as a poet,* Kenrick writes,'there is also another 
light in which he is seldom presented to us, tho* he
appears in it, if possible, to still greater advantage.

2
This is that of a moral philosopher.' The moral Gentle
man can deduce from Hamlet is that 'murder cannot lie hid,

3and that conscience ever makes a coward of guilt.’ A
similar moral the author of the Mi seellane ous Obse rvations
on the Tragedy of Hamlet finds in the play;

Though a Villain may for a Time escape Justice, and 
enjoy the Fruits of his Wickedness, yet divine 
Providence will at length overtake him in the Height 
of his Career, and bring him to condign Punishment.

Although he disapproves of the supernatural in Macbeth.
for 'moral tendency is the first great indispensable

5
merit of any piece written for the stage,' Gentleman
still finds that it contains a moral:

The moral is the same as that of Richard III, shewing 
that a guilty conscience is a conûEanf^tormentor, and 
that a royal, as well as a private murderer, is ob
noxious to punishment. 6

1. Mrs. Montagu, Op,Cit., p.37#
2. W.Eenrick, O p . , p.15.
3. Francis Gen%eman, The Dramatic Censor, i, p.59.
4. Miscellaneous Observations oh HGie*Tragedy of Hamlet, 

(Lonu., 1752), p.lO.
5. The Dramatic Censor, vol.i, p,104.
• lulCi" » 1# priOb.
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Othello has an excellent moral which' it 'fcrœably inculcates
all along*; it shows the fatal effects of jealousy and 'the
very dangerous consequences of Indulging, even upon the most
probable proofs, such pernicious and ungovernable prejudices1
in the human heart.* ' In Romeo and Juliet he finds Isome
very instructive lessons' such as the danger of disobedience
in children and of family quarrels. Kemble rejects Whately's
distinction between Macbeth and Richard the Third on the
point of personal courage, because if upon analysis it can
be proved that Macbeth possesses that quality, 'the senti- ,
ments of the hero will more effectively serve ethics. ' .
Hamlet's behaviour has been found by many to be extremely im-

4
moral. Dr. Johnson condemns it, Akenside thinks that it 
is 'unnatural and indefensible * unless we regard him as 'a 
young man whose intellects were in some degree impaired by _ 
his own misfortunes.', Steevens is convinced that he does ■ 
not deserve 'the pity of the audience,* for he 'cannot be . 
said to have pursued his ends by very warrantable means, * 
and he therefore concludes that 'if the. poet when he sacri
ficed him at last, meant to have enforced such a moral it is6
not the worst that can be deduced from the play. ' Richardson, 
who admits that he is primarily a moralist, never fails to

1. The Dramatic Censor, vol. i, pp.154-155.2. i F i d : "
3* J.P.Kemble, Macbeth Reconsidered, (Lond., 1786), p.4.
4. See Joseph Hit son, Remarks CritTcal and Illustrative on 

the Text and Notes of the Last Edition of Shakespeare,
rionTrr'n83);''pp.'2i5%Fi^ -----

5 .  L o g . Ci t .  
l o o . G i t .
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point a moral at the end of his sophisticated analysis of
every character. He concludes his essay on Macbeth by w arning
against the 'fatal consequences of indulging a ruling pas- 

1sion.' Tiie instruction Hamlet gives us is that;
Persons formed like Hamlet, should retire, or keep 
aloof from situations of difficulty and contention; 
or endeavour, if they are forced to contend, to brace 
their minds, and acquire such vigour and determination 
of spirit as shall arm them against malignity. 2

Of Falstaff he writes;
The mean sensualist, incapable of honourable and
worthy thoughts, is irretrievably lost; totally,
and for ever depraved. An important and awful lesson. 3
Richardson concludes his study of Shakespeare's char

acters with the remark that 'the two sciences of ethics and
criticism appear to be intimately and very naturally con- 

4
nected.' Indeed they would be with the 'rational'
critics. Dr. Johnson's dictum that 'he that thinks reason-

■ 5ably must think morally' is peculiarly telling. The moral 
approach to poetry and drama in this period is closely re
lated to the rational view of life. The point of poetic 
justice which is one manifestation of that approach, like - 
that of motivation, is largely an outcome of the late 
seventeenth and the early eighteenth century belief in reason.
T l william Richards on. Op ./it,, o. 687
2. Ibid., p.120.
3. ibid., p.286.
4* Ibid., p.436.
5$ Raleigh, p.21. Of. Blair, Op.Cit., iii, p.302: 'Ho

reasonable person can refuseTragedy to be a moral 
. piece of composition.'
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The two points actually meet in a writer like Upton when
he says that 'Whenever a human creature is made to deviate
from what is fair and good, the poet is unpardonable if he1
does not shew the motives which led him astray. ' Of 
course, the doctrine of poetic justice does not date as late 
as the eighteenth century in England. The germ of it could 
be found in both Sidney and Ben Jonson, although signifi
cantly enough it was 'given its complete expression' by

2
Rymer, who in turn imported it from the French. But it
was peculiarly congenial to the intellectual and moral
temper of.the time. The optimistic Weltanschaung which
found a supreme order, achieved by a rational God, in the
universe, the moral no less than the physical, demanded
that drama should show such an order in its ideal form.
If whatever is is right, then

All Nature is but Art unknown to thee,
All Chance Direction, which thou canst not see;

and the poet's duty is to bring forth the effect, not of 
chance, but of direction, not of partial evil, but of uni
versal good. Though the good may fail to prosper and the 
bad may pass unpunished in this world, the poet should see 
to it that his work must reveal only the design of the
rational Creator. In drama the good must be regarded in

■ ■ ■ ■ - '
the end, and the bad must meet with the most oondigh 
punishment.

1. John Upton, Op.Cit., p.69. This view leads him to 
find motives forTTago's villainy. (See Ibid.. p.52).

2. The Critical Works of John Dennis, Hooker, ii, pp.
  *
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*Tis observable, that both in a Poetical Fiction and 
an Historical Relation, those Events are the most 
entertaining, the most surprizing, and the most wonder
ful, in which Providence most plainly appears *•. The 
Good must never fail to prosper, and the Bad must be 
always punish'd: Otherwise the Incidents, and parti
cularly the Catastrophe which is the grand Incident, 
are liable to be imputed rather to Chance, than to 
Almighty Conduct and to Sovereign Justice. The want 
of this impartial Distribution of Justice makes the 
Coriolanus of Shakespeare to be without Moral. 1

The fate of characters should be worked out with almost 
mathematical precision; it should follow as closely as 
possible the law of causality as it is realized in the 
physical universe. To preserve the order enacted by Pro
vidence, man must bring about his own fate through his own 
action. It is therefore significant that Mrs. Griffith, 
the moralist, praises excessively lago's words to Eoderigo;

Tis in ourselves that we are thus, or thus
describing them as containing 'both sound philosophy and

2
useful admonition.*

Drama and poetry in the rational view should there
fore express universal truths, and dramatic poetry is con
sidered simply a very convenient medium for instruction.
Its value becomes of consequence referential. Y»hat de
cides the merit or demerit of a play is whether or not it 
contains a good moral lesson. The result of such a view 
is a dangerous disregard of the formal element in criticism. 
Kemble, accordingly, opens his essay with the following

1. Tlie Critical Works of John Dennis, Hooker, ii, p.6.
2. Mrs. Elizabeth GriTfrth. Tlîe morality of Shakespeare's 

Drama Illustrated, ( Bond. 17?5’), 'p. 5 ' 2 "
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remarks; • • ■
Plays are designed, by the joint powers of precept and 
example, to have a good influence on the lives of men, 
Enquiries into the conduct of fable in the drama were 
useless to this end. The regular, or irregular, dis
position of parts in a play is an artificial praise, 
or blame, that can contribute nothing to the improve
ment, or depravation of the mind; for the cause of 

. morality is promoted only,wlien, by a catastrophe re
sulting from principles natural to agents, who produce 
it, we are taught to love virtue, and abhor vice, 1

The emphasis on content and subject matter as separate from 
form or technique which we find alongside the view that 
Shakespeare is a moral philosopher is, therefore, not due. 
to chance. That emphasis on subject matter was not confined 
to Shakespearean criticism: ' it could be felt in other 
branches of criticism as well. It was enforced by the 
eighteenth century theory of the sublime as embodying 
chiefly an element of terror, and the naive practice of 
introducing subjects of terror in poetry in order to pro
duce a sublime effect. The critical view that concentrates 
on the content of art has become quite prevalent by the 
end of the century.. If Shakespearean drama is considered 
only as a medium for preaching a moral, then alongside with 
technique, the poetry is relegated to a very secondary 
place. It becomes only an 'embellisliment ’ ;  ̂something to 
sugar the pill, as it were, and to endow the stem moral 
lesson with a more pleasing shape.

1. Macbeth Reconsidered, p.3.
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Tile eighteenth century demand for explicit moral teach

ing becomes absurd in a person like Mrs. Griffith, as it 
is more intensified, crude and mechanical. But it is none 
the less typical of the general craving in the other critics.
Johnson had said that from Shakesneare's works may be col-

■ "  ■ - 2 
lected a 'system of civil and economical prudence,' and

Kenrick, in his Introduction to the School of Shakespeare,
developed .Mrs. Montagu's remark that Shakespeare is 'the
greatest philosopher that ever lived', saying that his

3works contain *a practical system of ethics.' Mrs. Grif
fith, with these remarks apparently in mind, and Mrs.
Montagu as an example to follow, set out to explore this 
point. She did not attempt any reconstruction of that 
system of ethics, but instead she searcln d for morals; and 
whenever a play did not yield easily a moral to her, she

1. The Moral 1ty of Shakespeare, p.ix; 'I have ventured 
to assume "“the task oF placing his Ethic merits in a 
more conspicuous point of view, than they have hither
to been presented to the Public.' It may be argued 
that Mrs. Griffith's book is without any worth as a 
critical work on Shakespeare, and, indeed, it is; but, 
as an event in the history of Shakespearean criticism it 
is very significant. It only accentuates an element 
that has always existed in the more valuable criticism 
of the period. The favourable reviews with which the 
book met corroborates our point. See R.Y/.Babcock,
The Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry, p.134» 'Mrs. Grif- 
TTtlT receiv^ comoTIm^itary reviews in the Critical 
Review. (ZZXIZ, 1775), the Monthly Review, 1775),
and fEe Universal Magazine honored~lTeF" even more by 
printing"lïir"/x)ükrseriaïTy. '

2. Ralel.vh, p. 12.
3* jfv.Lenrick, Op.Git.. p. 15.
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simply forced one upon it. Dr, Johnson had intimated that 
Shakespeare is full of precepts and axioms; she therefore 
made it her task to collect all the passages which contain 
some moral'precept or other, irrespective of the dramatic 
significance of the passages, or even of their relation to 
the speaker. But the way had already been paved earlier 
on in- the century for such an approach. For example, in 
his remarks on Hamlet, (1710) after pointing out the 
morality of some of the speeches in the play which won 
his approval, such as 'the Advice of Leertes to his Sister', 
which 'is very moral and just, and full of prudential 
caution', and 'that of Polonius to his son; and that of 
the same to his Daughter*, Charles Gildon provided a list 
of quotations from the play, which he gave under the head
ings: 'Virtue and Lust, ' 'Ambition', 'On man*, 'On Players1
and Plays', 'Death', 'Calumny' etc. ...

Mrs. Griffith describes her method in her essay on
Measure for Measure :

I shall proceed to collect together the dispersed
maxims, sentiments or morals, which may be gathered
from the field at large; and which I shall arrange 
under their several heads, without regard to the order 
of the drama, as this method may best serve to give 
them an united force, and enable them to act more 
strongly on the mincTs of my readers, ' 2

1. Charles Gildon, Renarks on the Plays of Shakespeare,
pp.353 ff,

2. Mrs, Griffith, On.Cit., p.35,
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Tiius of Gloucester's words 'as flies to vmnton boys are we
to the gods etc.' she exclaims with moral indignation:

Tliis is a most impious and imphilosophic reflection ... 
Such a sentiment must certainly surprise us, in Shake
speare when uttered by a person of so good a charac
ter as Gloster - It could^not so offend, . in the mouth 
of Edmund, tho' better not spoken at all. 1

Of lago's speech to Roderigo beginning with ''lis in our
selves that we are thus, or thus,' she writes:

I wish that whenever my readers remember the speech, 
they could contrive to forget the speaker. 2

With that, together with the tendency to collect the
beauties of Shakespeare, the process of disintegrating the
unity of Shake soe are an drama iso omple ted.

1. Mrs. Griffith, Op.Cit.,‘ p.365.
2, Ibid., p.521. ■
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6. The Beauties of Shakespeare

The tendency to collect the beauties of Shakespeare is 
a complex phenomenon; but it has grown naturally out of 
certain prevalent ideas, attitudes and influences regarding 
the nature and the history of language and poetry. The 
great change in life which took place round the Restoration 
naturally enough demanded, and was accompanied by, a change 
in the attitude to language and poetry. One of the key 
words which keep on cropping up in the writings of the 
period, and which throw a considerable light on the mind 
of the age, is the word 'rdlnement*. Practically every 
writer will have us believe that a great process of puri
fication has come over English civilisation, and the idea 
is reiterated almost ad nauseam by the eighteenth century 
authors. The rise of the middle class, with its belief in 
the status quo, a belief sanctioned by such philosophies 

as Shaftesbury's which find a pre-established harmony in the 
universe, and consider this to be the best of all possible 
worlds - accounts in part for this general acceptance of 
the idea of refinement. Apart from other considerations, it 
was difficult for the eighteenth century public, just as it 
is difficult even now for some of us, to form any clear 
conception of the problem of poetry and belief. The ration-

1. See supra., [-p. 16-19.
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alist reader, who had done with many of the tenets of the 
'rude* and 'unenlightened' Elizabethan audience, often con-

Ï ■■ ■ ; . ' ' ' ■ ■ :founded the issue, and disposed of Shakespeare as a rude
poet simply because the framework or the raw material of
the Shakespearean drama appeared to him to conflict with
the lucid picture of the universe he could rationally con-

celve.£S Further, the subtle, but intimate relation between
an age's ideas about the universe and its criteria of good
style cannot be exaggerated. Hence the patronising and
condescending attitude adopted towards'Shakespeare and the
Elizabethans, which we encounter in the Shakespearean
critics, even during the last decades of the century and in
most of those who admire him this side idolatry.

Dryden, significantly enough, is one of the first to
tell us about the occurrence of this refinement. In his
'Defence of the Epilogue to the Second Fart of The Conquest
of Granada' (1673) he assures us that

Wit's now arriv'd to a more high degree;
Our native language more refin'd and free. 1

The times in which Shakespeare, Jonson and Fletcher wrote, he
claims, were 'ignorant' and 'Poetry was then, if not in
its infancy among us, at least not arrived to its vigour2 — -

and maturity', implying that both the vigour and maturity,
which were lacking in Shakespeare's poetry, have been
attained in his own time. In Dryden*s opinion, the inferiority

1. Ker., i, p.161/
2. Ibid.. i, p.165.
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of the Elizabethan to the Restoration plays lies not only
in their irregular plots, but in the 'sense and language*,
for there is not 'a page together' in them 'which is correct 

1 ' 
in both.' And although Shakespeare 'many times has written
better than any poet, in any language,' yet 'never did any
author precipitate himself from such height of thought to
so low expressions, as he often does.' He is, Dryden sums
up - his judgment, 'the very Janus of poets; he wears
almost everywhere two faces, and you have scarce begun to

■ ' i ' ' 2
admire the one, ere you despise the other.* Again in his
preface to Troilus and Cressida (1679) he tells us that

it must be allowed to the present age, that the tongue 
in general is so much refined since Shakespeare's tiga 
that many of his words, and more of his phrases, are 
scarce intelligible. And of those which we understand 
some are ungrammatical, others coarse; and his whole 
style is so pestered with figurative expressions, that 
it is as affected as it is obscure. 3

Obviously the secret of Shakespeare's style has by the
time of Dryden been largely lost. In fact, Dryden's object
in rewriting the Troilus and Cressida of Shakespeare is to
'refine' his language, and 'to remove that heap of rubbish
under which many excellent thoughts lay wholly buried.'

Addison in his Account of the Greatest English Poets
(1694) which incidentally does not so much as mention the 
name of Shakespeare among the greatest poets of England, 
says of the age of Spenser (between whom and Cowley no poet

1. iTer,i,pp. I66-I67.
2. TGTdJ, i, p.172.
3. Ibid., i, p.203.
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figures on the roll-call of poets) that it is a * barbarous
age * : ;

An age that jet uncultivate and rude,
Wher'er the poet’s fancy led, pursued
lliro* pathless fields, and unfrequented floods,
To dens of dragons and enchanted woods.
But now the mystic tale, that pleased of yore,
Can charm an understanding age no more. 1

2 ^
Addison, according to Joseph Warton, declared that he had 
never read Spenser when he wrote these lines; he was 
merely echoing the opinion of the times. , The lines there
fore may lose their critical value as the genuine expression
of an individual response to Spenser, but their represen
tative force of the current opinion in Addison’s days is 
enhanced. Tliey show how low the Elizabethans have already 
sunk in the eyes of the understanding age, even before the 
seventeenth century wears off. In ho.39 of the Spectator, 
he expresses his opinion of the style of the Elizabethan 
poets. The sense he finds to be ’either trifling or very 
common while the language is often noble .and sonorous’ and

when our Thoughts are great and just they afe often 
obscured by the sounding phrases, hard metaphors, and 
forced expressions in which they are clothed. Shake
speare is often very faulty in this particular ..•

In Shakespeare ’the affectation of greatness often huiis
the perspecuity of the Stile* which is ’the first and most

3
necessary qualification in any stile.’ Addison, therefore,
Tl The Worses" of Joseph Addison, ed. by Richard Hurdl (Bond.,

I I I I I BI I I I I  I M W I ' ,  r iiM ' y . T i M i n p u f i i w i— ^  W ^ fB0Î), v o r . .23.2. Joseph Warton, An Essay on the Genius and the Writings 
of Pope, (Bond.. 1806), ii, p.23B, flTT”

3. 5~ijg?^Th. I J o . z h .
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admires Otway for having little pomp and ’in the language
of his tragedy* he praises him beyond ’any of our English 

1 :
Poets’. Shaftesbury, after referring to the Elizabethan 
and Jacobean predilection for ’the figurative and florid 
manner’, ’the high-sounding phrase’, ’the far-fetched com
parison’ and the play on words, puts the issue rather 
bluntly before us:

It must either be confessed that in respect of the pre
ceding age we are fallen very low in taste, or that, 
if we are in reality improved, the natural and simple 
manner which conceals and covers art is thçmost truly 
artful, and'of the genteelest and best studied state. !

But Shaftesbury’s notorious remarks about the barbarity
of the Elizabethan poetry and of Shakespeare, like Hume’s
harsh verdict, are too well known to be quoted, and are too
extremist to be truly representative. The latter, we may
remind ourselves, describes both Shakesoeare’s genius and

3
Jonson’3 art equally as ’rude*. Yet it is startling to
find that by the first quarter of the eighteenth century
Shakespeare’s style should present to a well educated man
the difficulties Er. Atterbury describes in his letter to
Pope: Dr. Atterbury writes:

I protest to you in a hundred places I cannot construe 
him; I do not understand him* The hardest part of 
Chaucer is more intelligble to me than those scenes, 
not merely through the faults of the edition, but the 
obscurity of the writer, for obscure he is, and a 
little (not a little) inclined now and then to bom
bast whatever apology you may have contrived on that

1. Spectator, Ho.39.
2. BhaYtesbury, Op.Cit., ii, p.244.
3# David Hume, History of England. (London, 1864), iv.

p.125.
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head for him I protest Aeschylus does not want a
comment to me more than he does. 1
Warburton, in his preface to his Edition, trying to

defend Shakespeare’s style, tells us that
the public taste was in its infancy, and delighted (as 
it always does during that state! in the high and 
turgid; which leads the writer to disguise a vulgar 
expression with hard and forced construction, whereby 
the sentence frequently becomes cloudy and dark. 2

Joseph Warton finds the Augustan age in England in the
reign of Queen Anne and the last days of King William’s,
’when the arts and polite literature were at their height

3in this nation’; and Goldsmith, in an essay entitled ’An
Account of the Augustan Age of England*, expresses the same

4
opinion: ’It was then that taste was united with genius.•
Conscious of his belonging to Dryden’s tradition, he writes

that ’the English tongue, as it stands at present, is
greatly his (Dryden’s) debtor. Up first gave it regular

5
harmony and discovered its latent powers.’ Dr. Johnson, 
both in his Preface and in his Lives, again and again reminds 
us of the refinement achieved after the Elizabethans. For 
instance, in the Life of Denham he writes that

1. Letter of Dr. Atterbury, the Bishop of Rochester to Pope, 
(Aug.2, 1721). Tlie Works of Alexander Pops, ed. Elwin- courtiwpe (i8ĥ n7n77~pp:?sr2T;— —

2. Warburton, Op.Cit., p.104#
3. Joseph Warton, .Sgbay on Pope. (Lond., 1806), vol.i,p.154.
4. Tne 13ee.
5. î oôT qTI.
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Denham is deservedly considered as one of the fathers of 
English poetry,

and quotes approvingly Prior’s words that ’Denham and Waller
- 3.

improved our versification and Dryden perfected it*. He
finds in a passage from Congreve’s play, ’The Mourning Pride’,
’the most poetical paragraph in English Poetry.’

2
Gentleman, Mrs. Montagu, Diair and other sympathetic 

critics of Shakespeare all found the Elizabethan taste in 
poetry rude and barbarous. T Mr ignorance of the Eliza
bethan literature and dramatic tradition has unquestionably 
not a little to do with the prevalence of such an opinion; 
but at the same time it is not wholly responsible for it.
The gradual rise of scholarship with the advance of the 
century, has contributed towards the rejection of the absurd 
notion tat the age was totally rude; but it has not made 
it much easier to recognize the function of some objection
able elements in the style of Shakespeare. Learned scholars, 
who attempted writing histories of English literature, like 
Thomas Warton for instance, still believed in a more or 
less uniform progress in English poetry towards an ideal of 
perfection, which began with Waller, was accelerated by

1. Lives of the Poets, vol.i, p.49. Cf. Her, vol.i, p.l69.
2. Gentleman, unawares, produces the conclusive counter 

argument to the accepted view of the barbaric taste
of the Elizabethans. ’If Shakespeare’s audience abso
lutely required such pitiful dialogue, such puppet- 
show wit, taste must have been in a very Gothic state 
truly; and the question naturally follows, how the 
admirers of such peddling dialogue, could relish the 
sublimer flights of his genius; we might as well 
suppose one ear to be.equally delighted with a solo by 
Giardini, and the braying of an ass, the picking of 
gr^ggstone, or whetting of a saw’.Dramatic Censor,vol.i.
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1Dryden, and which culminated in Pope. Dr. Johnson’s 
%ve3 significantly deal primarily with the living eight
eenth century poetic tradition, the tradition of Denham, 
Waller, Dryden and Pope. If it opens with Cowley and a 
general criticism of the metaphysical poets, it is only 
to set off that tradition against what a critic like 
heavis calls ’the line of wit’. Other, and perhaps deeper, 
factors than the mere ignorance of the critics are there
fore apparently involved.-

V.liat we now regard as one of the greatest virtues of 
Shakespeare’s style, namely, the enormous power it reveals 
of thinking in images, or the amazing command of metaphor, 
is exactly the point on which an eighteenth century critic 
would vehemently disagree with us. Eighteenth century cri
ticism did not preach the exclusion of all metaphors from 
poetry; but its conception of metaphor limited its possi
bilities and levelled out its complexity. Cartesian 
rationalism insisted upon clarity above any other quality.
•Perspicuity,’ Addison tells us, ’is the first and more

2
necessary qualification of a good style.* But the ideal 
of clarity confined the function of metaphor to illustration

1. ■ See René Wellek: The Rise of English Literary History.
(Chapel Hill, 1941), p.lBÔ] *His( v̂ arion'̂ 's j scheme is 
still largely the conception of a progress from "rudeness 
to elegance", the idea of a uniform advance from bar
barism to refinement.. The first page of the Preface 
enlarges on the conscious pride, on the "triuiaph of 
superiority" with which we "look back on the savage con
dition of our ancestors," and throughout the book War
ton loves to indulge in the current metaphors of light 
and darkness.* Also see infra. Section 7*

2. Spectator, Ho.285.
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and embellishment. If metaphor is necessary to the main 
tenor of writing then it should have an obvious illustrative 
function. Otherwise, it becomes simply a means of decoration 
or ennoblement, an added grace. In his Dictionary, Dr. John
son defines metaphor as 'a simile comprised in a word,* 
and simile as *a comparison by which any thing is illustra
ted or aggrandised,* And if imagery is conceived of as 
*an ornament of diction* then it is considered *out of
nature in Tragedy*. For ’what can be added to the sublime

, ' 1
of sentiment?*, one critic asks. * To the sublime of 
sentiment,* which it is the business of tragedy to provide, 
'images are superfluous* since sublimity arises from ’the 
greatness of the idea, joined to the preciseness and sim
plicity of the expression* and ’its native grandeur* there
fore gives it ’greater dignity than any amplification can 

2
bestow.* Karnes writes that ’in expressing any severe 
passion that totally occupies the mind, metaphor is un-

3natural.* Shakespeare’s metaphors, we now know, do not 
just illustrate or embellish; they are of a far more com
plex nature. And it is failure to recognize this complexity 
that has instigated the universal attacks on Shakespeare's 
style in the eighteenth century.

1. W.Hodson, Observations on Tragedy, (Lond., 1780), p.98.
2. Ibid,, p.100.
3* - Karnes, On.Pit., ii, p.295* On this ground Karnes dis

misses asYaulty Macbeth’s speech on sleep immediately 
after the murder of Duncan. (Macbeth, II.ii. 35-40).
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Prom the time of Dryden onwards tlie highly figurative
style of Shakespeare had been a constant trouble to the
critics, Dryden’s complaint is that Shakespeare ’often
obscures his meaning by his words and sometimes makes it un- 

1
intelligible,* He, therefore, condemns Shakespeare’s
catachreses and his coinage of new words, which, again,
reveals to us his dynamic handling of the language, Dry-
d en hastens to explain his position:

It is not that I would explode the use of metaphors 
from passion, for Longinus thinks them necessary to 

' raise it: but to use ’em at every word, to say no
thing without a metaphor, a simile, an image, or des
cription, is, I doubt, to smell a little too strongly 
of the buskin, 2 '

This criticism of Dryden is reiterated in substance by
the succeeding critics, though the censure is softened by
the more sympathetic ones, Shaftesbury’s defence of clarity

3and simplicity of style and his condemnation of puns need
no longer be stressed and Addison’s attacks on the pun in
Shakespeare, and the Elizabethan and Jacobean literature

4
in general, are well known. Pope, Howe, Dennis, Warburton, 
Upton, Johnson, Mrs. Montagu, Gentleman and Ehir and 
Whately - all took part in the attack, and most of them 
tried to defend Shakespeare by adducing this defect to the
fault of the times. Dr, Johnson’s praise of Shakespeare’s

'
style, we have to remind ourselves, is confined to the
Tl 7 Iter, i, p,224,' '
2. TBTd.. i, p.224.
3. Shaftesbury, On.Pit., i, p.46.
4. Spectator. Hosl 61"," 62,
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comedies:
There is a conversation above grossness and below 
refinement, where propriety resides, and where this 
poet seems to have gathered his comick dialogue. 1

and where alone the sense is unhampered by ’idle conceits or
2

contemptible equivocations*, and ’reason, propriety and
3truth’ are not clogged by ’poor and barren quibbles’.

In tragedy, however, we are told that ’whenever he solicits
his invention, or strains his faculties, the offspring of

4
his throes is tumour, tediousness, and obscurity,’ that 
’trivial sentiments and vulgar ideas disappoint the atten
tion, to which .they are recommended by sonorous epithets 
and swelling figures.’

If the use of metaphor is either to illustrate or to 
embellish, ' then mixed metaphors are tabooed in writing, the 
plain meaning, which an eighteenth century reader could g et
from a p's sage without troubling himself about the metaphors,

A"
being the essential thing both writer and reader are con
cerned with. In a world where truth alone is the object 
of a writer, the value of poetry lies in the truths it 
sets out to convey to the reader. It is a referential view, 
in which the content alone matters, and the figures and 
metaphors, if they do not directly and explicitly illustrate, 
are mere trappings. Mixed metaphors by their very nature 
are vicious; they seem to divert the attention of the

1. Haleigh, p.
2. XDld., p.23
3. TdTY. , p. 24
4. IblF.I p.22
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reader from the content to the words themselves, and, what
1

is unpardonable, they thereby obscure the content. ■' Even 
Karnes, in spite of his advocation of the particular, is 
really at one with his contemporaries when it comes to meta
phor. lie writes, for, instance, that a metaphor ’ought not 
to be crowded with many minute circumstances’ for ’in that 
case it is scarcely possible to avoid obscurity, ’ and that 
*a metaphor drawn out to any length, instead of illustra
ting or enlivening the princical subject, becomes disagree-

2 '
able by overstraining the mind.’ Of nixed metaphors he
says that ’such complicated figures, instead of setting
the principal subject in a strong light, involve it in a 

3cloud.* Again he warns that ’the jumbling of different 
metaphors in the same sentence, beginning with one metaphor
and ending with another, commonly.called a mizt metaphor,

' 4
ought never to be indulged.’ He finds the cautionary ex
ample in the words of Hamlet’s soliloquy, ’Or to take arms 
against a sea of troubles.’ Hugh Blair, another champion 
of the particulr at times, advises that

Particular care should be taken that the resemblance 
which is the foundation of the Metaphor, be clear and 
perspicuous, not far-fetched, nor difficult to discover. 
The transgression of this rule makes, what are called 
harsh or forced metaphors, which are always displeasing

IV~- 3amuel~ Johnson, 'hives '"of the Poets, vol.'i." pc.29 ffT "
’The force of metapiiors is lost when the mind by the 
mention of particulars is turned more upon the origi
nal than the secondary sense, more upon that from 
which the illustration is drawn than that to which 
it is applied.*

2. Kanes, Op.Git.. ii, p.285.
3. Ibid., ii, p.236.
4. Ibid.t ii, pp.237-288.
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because they puzzle the reader and instead of illus
trating the thought, render it perplexed and intricate. 1

After he expresses his approval of Johnson’s ’excellent 
criticism’ of the metaphysical poets, he goes on to condemn 
mixed metaphors v/hich he calls ’one of the grossest abuses 
of this figure,’ and produces the stock example from the 
soliloquy of Hamlet: ’to take arms against a sea of
troubles.* : '

The anxiety of the critics and editors over this mixed 
metaphor has driven them to suggest various emendations, 
the object of which is to level out its complexity, and 
make the point of likeness rationally clear. Pope there
fore reads ’siege’ instead of ’sea* and Uarburton has no 
doubt that Shakespeare wrote ’to take arms against assails 
of troublés.* Tîie emendations reveal the same principle at . 
work that made Jolinson, in the famous speech for Macbeth, 
propose to read may; for way in the lines:

my way of life 
Is fall’n into the sere, the yellow leaf,

- a thing on which the best comment is that of Raleigh when
3he said that Johnson wanted to make him speak like Pope.

And when the original reading ’to take arms against a sea 
of troubles* was defended by Dodd, the argument produced was 
that ’propriety in his metaphors was never one of the concerns

1• Hugh Dialr, Op.Git., vol.i, p.360.
2. Ibid,, vol.i, pTJoî:).
3* See Yrolmson!s attack on mixed metaphors in his Life of

Addison, Lives, ( E ), vol.i, p.352.
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1
of our Author, * - ati argument v/hich contained in itself
the same disparaging judgment of mixed metaphors. Some
years later a certain writer in the Gentleman * s Tla.mazine
attempted to defend this mixed metaphor, simply by referring
to similar examples in Aeschylus, his intention being

to shew from the example of a genius as bold and 
; eccentric as his own, that the harsh constructing of 

a metaphor, or the jumbling of different ones in the 
same sentence is not peculiar to Shakespeare, nor 
sufficient reason to authorize an alteration of his 
text. 2

. , ^In neither case has analysis been made to show whether or
not the mixed metaphor is functional, or could be justified
on critical grounds. It is only the much neglected Capell
whose defence of the expression can be described at all as
functional. *Sea in this place,' he writes,

does the office of an epithet, and should be considered 
in tha'^light only: the arms are taken up against
’troubles’ that come on like a sea, under which are 
comprehended - their violence, their incessant beating, 
and the multitude of them; making in the viiole a mag
nificent idea, which these.amendments (such as ’siege* 
or ’assail’) deprive us of. 3

But Capell himself was not completely free from the limi
tations of the tradition to which he belonged. He still

. 4considered many of Shakespeare s puns to be ’faulty’.
In the eighteenth-century view then a metaphor, when

it is allowed,should be first of all simple, and the point of
IY W,boüd, ' The ' "jBe aut i ë s'~oY' ' Sliax e sp eareT {bond., 1752~)T' vol.~ 

1, p.237, footnote.   •
2. Ho.42 (Sept. 1772), p.418.
3. Edward Capell, Notes and Various Headings to Shakespeare, 

(Bond., 1783),’vol.i, pTÏÜl.
4. See infra.. p.179^
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likeness between the tenor and vehicle in it should be 
reasonably obvious. Karnes therefore condemns lines like;i , . ■

He cannot buckle his distempered cause
Within the belt of rule. (Macbeth. V.ii,15-16).

because ’there is no resemblance between ^ distempered
cause and any body that can be confined with a belt,* and

.Steep me,in poverty to the very lips,
(Othello. I7.ii,50).

because ’Poverty here must ue conceived a fluid, which1
it resembles not in any manner.! He . finds ’exceptionable * 
the superb hyperbole in Enobarbus’s description of Cleo
patra’s barge on the river Cydnus (Antony and Clepatra,
II.ii. 191-199) because ’it is easy,’ he says, ’to figure 
the winds wreaking their resentment against their enemies, 
by destroying houses, ships, etc,* but ’to figure them 
love-sick, has no resemblance to them in any circumstances.* 
Similarly he thinlcs the personification of the air later
in the same passage (Antony and Cleopatra, Il.ii.2±T=219)

2
’carried beyond all bounds.*

And just as a poet should avoid mixed metaphors, he 
should not heap them on one another either, since then they 
’produce a confusion somewhat of the same kind with the

3mixed metaphor.* Golman, who did much to revive interest 
in the contemporaries and immediate successors of Shakespeare,

1. Karnes, Op.Cit.. ii, p.283.
2. Ibid.. ii, pp.249 ff.
3. Hugh Blair, Op.Git., i, p.369. Of.Karnes, Op.Pit.. 

ii, p.288.
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and acknowledged the beauty of their style, still censured
' 1

them for their being ’apt to give too much into conceits’.;
they often pursued an allegorical train of thought 
too far; and were sometimes betrayed into false, un
natural, quaint or gigantic expressions. 2

Although he granted that ’no other author, ancient or
modem, has expressed himself with more ease and in a vein
more truly poetical than Shakespeare,’ he still claimed
that in his works 'every one of these errors may be found’.
Hie criticism has been levelled against Shakespeare from.
the time of Dryden onwards* The lines from The .Tempest

The charm dissolves apace,
And as the morning steals upon the night,
Melting the darkness, so their rising senses 
Begin to chase the ignorant fumes that mantle 
Their clearer reason.

are attacked by Blair because of their obscurity, in terms 
strongly reminiscent of Johnson’s analysis of the dis
co rdia concors in metaphysical poetry, except that Blair’s 
criticism is devoid of the Johnsonian critical acumen;

So many ill-assorted things are here joined, that the 
mind can see nothing clearly; the morning stealing 
upon the darkness, and at the same time mel?Tng~TYT 
the senses of men chasing fumes, i.gnorant fiimes, 
and fumes that nanlT^ 3^

We remember Pope’s famous emendation of the word ’golden’
into ’goary’ in Macbeth's words;

Here lay Duncan;,
His silver skin laced with his golden blood;

1. George Colman, -Op.Pit.* p.21.
2. Loo.Git.
3. IBlghTBlair, Op.Git.. i, p. 363#
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tiie ultimate object of which is to avoid the accumulation
of figures. Dr. Johnson rejects Pope’s emendation, saying
that ’it may easily be admitted that he who could on such
an occasion talk of lacing the silver skin, would lace it
with golden blood." Dut, the Doctor adds, ’No emendation ■
can be made to this line, of , which every word: is equally
faulty, but by a general blot.’

Clarity and distinction, the virtues to which figures
and mixed metaphors are inimical, are in fact the properties
of abstract thought. It is therefore understandable that in
the rational view the criterion of the ’general’ plays such
an important role. The core of Dr. Johnson’s criticism of
the metaphysical poets really lies in this remark;

The fault of Cowley, and perhaps of all the writers of 
the metaphysical race, is that of pursuing his thoughts 
to the last ramifications, by which he loses the grandeur 
of generality; for of the greatest things the parts 
are little; what is little can be but pretty, and by 
claiming dignity becomes ridiculous. Thus all power 
of description is destroyed by a scrupulous enumeration, 
and the force of metaihors is lost, when the mind by 
mention of.particulars is turned more upon the origi
nal than the secondary sense, more upon that from which 
the illustration is drawn than that to wliich it is 
applied. 2

3And since ’great thoughts are always general’, then the 
description of Dover cliff in King Lear is considered to 
be marred by the enumeration of such details as ’the

1. Raleigh, p.172.
2. SamueTjohnson, Lives of the Poets, vol.i, pp.29-30.
3. Ibid., p.12*
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1choughs andcrows, the sa|rphire-man and the fishers. *

The general or the constant cannot he realized without 
the elimination of the accidental and the particular; it 
aspires towards the abstract. Descartes, who was largely 
responsible for this rational attitude, and who established ■ 
it upon the firm basis of an inclusive system of the uni
verse, found the beautiful in the form of the permanent 
and absolute. Hence the geometrical spirit that invaded ' 
both literature and criticism, and the insistence upon 
■the abstraction of the permanent and general from the irre
gular and particular. Language was judged advanced or 
primitive according to the degree of its clarity and its 
capacity to express abstract ideas. The highest form of 
language then was the language of mathematics, and it is 
not without significance that some linguists thought 
language should always aspire in clarity and precision to
the ideal of na theimatics, which is the language of uni- .

2
versai concepts par excellence. This, however, is an 
extreme view which would end in the negation of all artistic 
merit in poetry. In England, apart from solitary writers 
like Jolin Wilkins, and James Harris, the plea for a uni
versal language has not met with much approval, and Locke

3has shown the impossibility of a universal grammar. Yet,.
I:— i:Eie33T?n39:— ^ ^ — ~ —
2. Uêôrge Hellissier, he Réalisme du Romantisme. (Paris.

1912I, pp.81-88. -------:— :------ — ----
3. See Puéné Wellek. Op.Cit., pp.83-94*
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although critics did not generally pursue such an assumption 
to its logical extreme in some of their critical ideas 
and pronouncements, they did not really deviate from it,
Hiey still believed in the criterion of the general and 
attached much importance to grammatical correctness. It 
was a commonplace in eighteenth century Shakespearean 
criticism to complain about the grammatical inaccuracies 
in Shakespeare’s style, and it was scarcely realised that 
in poetry a highly complex dramatic experience may. demand 
a logic of its own, sometimes transcending and subjugating 
■ the logic of formal grammar. Besides, it was still held 
that a clear and lucid style marks an advanced stage of 
civilisation, and the age of Queen Anne was regarded as the 
heyday of English letters. The patronizing attitude to 
Shakespeare’s style, so common in the eighteenth century, 
was then established upon a theory of the development of 
language, which considered the rise from the figurative and 
concrete to the abstract and general an undoubted progress 
in the human mind.

Whatever the evaluation of that development of language 
might be poetically, and the critics themselves differed 
in that, as they moved from the general to the particular,
the development itself was more or less universally accepted
as a plausible hypothesis. Blackwell, Harris, Hartley, 
Priestly, Burke, Kamos, Buff, Blair and Adam Smith - all 
directly or indirectly believed in it. In the more rational
critics the condemnation of the figurative is naturally more
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pronounced# Y/arburton, with M s  typical self-assurance,
claimed that metaphors are due to obscurity of thought and

1to a ’rusticity of conception’, and Goldsmith in an essay
on Eloquence# wrote that ’it has been remarked, that the
lower parts of mankind generally express themselves most 

2
figuratively#• Even late in the century Robert Potter 
wrote in his book, The Art of Criticism (1789)» that *a
figure of speech* is only ’the adoption of one ambiguity

■■ 3to explain another,’
The condemnation of metaphors also arises from the

distrust of emotions, so common in the early eighteenth
century; for this theory of the origin of language is
mainly an emotional one. Under emotional stress, primitive
man expresses himself in a figurative manner, being unable
to think clearly and subjugate his emotions to his reason
which is the higher part of his being. Blair, for instance,
gives us a highly coloured description of the process. Of
men in the infancy of society, he writes;

They meet with many objects, to them new and strange; 
their wonder and surprise are frequently excited; and 
by the sudden changes of fortune occurring in their 
unsettled state of life, their passions are raised to 
the utmost, their passions have nothing to restrain 
them: their imagination has nothing to check it. They
display themselves to one another without disguise: 
and converse and act in the uncovered simplicity of 
nature. As their feelings are strong, so their

T# Ulvirie î gatioiri)'f Moses# ( 1?41 ), quoted by René Wellek,Op, oitTr prn?.
2. Tne Bee, Nov.l7, 1759.
3. HoUeri Potter, The Art of Criticism as Exemplified in 

BË, Johnson’s Live g, (Bond., 178*9)# p# 92 •
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language, by itself, assumes a poetical turn. Prone 
to exaggerate, they describe everything in strongest 
colours; which of course renders their speech 
picturesque and figurative. Figurative language owes 
its rise chiefly to two causes; to the want of proper 
names for objects, and to.the influence of imagination 
and passion over a form of expression. Both these 
causes concur in the infancy of society. 1

And in his Observations on Tragedy. Ilodson, to take another 
example, writes tliat ’the nations the farthest they are 
removed from civilisation, and the nearer they are to the 
state of nature,’ ’as they are more violent in their dispo
sition and subjecte to greater extremes of passion, so their 
language is more bold and figurative^Y In support of this
view he quotes the songs of Ossian and the noetry of2
Persia and Arabia.

Thus figurative language, primitivism, wild imagina
tion and passions are mysteriously bound up in the eighteenth 
century mind. But all these elements are in fact embodied 
in the idea of the ’sublime and the pathetic’, and are like
wise considered to be essential qualities in the concept of 
’original genius*. It now becomes clear how in the eighteenth 
century criticism of the poetry of Shakespeare all these 
elements are strangely integrated. Shakespeare’s poetry is 
described as sublime and pathetic, in contradistinction : to 
the correct and civilized type of writing.
Tl iiugn Blaiih ^^HrEtical Bisser'Eatibn on the Poems of 

Ossian*, The Poems of Ossian, (Bond., 1790), vol.ii, 
pp.284 ff. ~

2. W.Ilodson, Op.Cit., p. 100. It is not my intention to dis
cuss the fuli implication of this conception of language, 
which makes of primitive people a giant race of uncon
scious poets. For a clear refutation of this conception, 
however, the reader may turn to Owen Barfield; Poetic 
Diotion; A Study in Meaning (Lond., 1928),pp.55~Tf .
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The division between the two views of poetry, which 
dates back to the late seventeenth century, was being inves
tigated and clarified in the course of the eighteenth. But 
sharp as that division was, the eighteenth century critics, 
with their capacity for tiiinking in terms of pairs of oppo
sites, . somehow managed to hold both ideas at the same time, 
and with much less feeling of inconsistency than we are 
normally apt to.imagine. Both Shakespeare and Pope existed, 
each in his own right, in spite of the fact tha.t the one 
violated the rules advocated by the other. This polarity 
of interest in poetry is found in Dryden, and perhaps in 
a more striking manner in Addison, and the tradition was 
carried on by most of the subsequent Shakespearean critics 
of the eighteenth century. It was Blair himself, from whose 
critical dissertation one of the above quotations comes, 
who attacked Shakespeare’s metaphorical style so violently.
Only a few critics, and these only in some of their criti
cal pronouncements, did attempt some sort of synthesis,
which in reality consisted not so much in co-ordinating these 
disparate views of poetry as in equating the one (with all 
its faults and excellences) with genuine poetry, and rele
gating the other to a lower rank. 1

Upton, following the Lon.ginian attitude of Addison,
Ti "%3dison himself relates puns to ’natural genius^. In ITO. 

61 of the Spectator, he writes, ’The seeds of punning are 
in the minacY^llTliien, and the’ they may be subdued by 
reason, reflection, and good sense, they will be very apt 
to shoot up in the greatest genius, that is not broken
and cultivated by the rules of art,’ and he gives a pri
mitivistic view of its origin; ’The first race of 
authors who were the great heroes in writing, were (cont.)
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prefers to a ’faultless mediocrity’ the ’inaccuracies of 
language and the faulty sublime,* which he finds to be 
’properly the error of great geniuses*. Shakespeare, he 
writes:

labouring with multiplicity of sublime ideas often 
gives himself no time to be delivered of them by 
rules of slow endeavouring art: hence he crowds
various figures together, metaphor upon metaphor, 
and runs the hazard of far-fetched expressions, 
whilst intent on nobler ideas he condescends not 
to grammatical niceties. 1

Duff, the spokesman of the primitivist movement in criti
cism, is more emphatic. He finds that the style of an 
original genius in poetry to be ’for the most part 
FIGURATIVE and METAPHORICAL.* Original genius, he says,

Indeed will frequently be apt to exceed in the use of 
this ornament, by pouring forth such a blaze of ima
gery, as to dazzle and overpower the mental sight; 
the effect of which is, that his writings become 
obscure, if not unintelligble to common readers. 2

Webb, in his outstanding essay, believes that the principal
beauties in poetry spring ’from the force or elegance of 

3
its images’ which are ’founded on comparisons, either

4
direct or implied.* The original genius, according to
him, is one who is distinguished principally by ’the fre-

5
quenoy and degree of these beauties’; he contrasts Shake-
ÆoYnô"te 1 continued from page '

destitute of all rules and arts of criticism; and for 
that reason, tho* they excel later writers in greatness 
of genius, they fall short of them inaccuracy and 
correctness.’

1. John Upton, Critical Observations on Shakespeare,
(Bond., 1748TrpTI:BT--------------------- -----

2. William Duff, Essay on Original Genius, (Bond., 1767),
_  .  _  _  _  T  iiiiwuriii I « n iW i^ « > i   H im  iiii . in  ii ■. ir ■ » ,||  ......... „ii.  »  »pp.143 ff. ,3. Daniel Webb, Remarks on the Beauties of Poetry, (Lond.,

1762), p.69.
4. Ibid., p.70.

Ibid., p.74*    -____ _
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speare’s metapiiors with those of ordinary poets;
Their metaphors are like the scattered trees in a 
desert, starved and solitary; in Shakespeare, they 
are vigorous, luxuriant, thickly spread over every 
part of his poetry. 1
Shakespeare’s metaphors, however, appealed to those

enthusiastic critics mainly on one level. In spite of 
2

Burke’s revolutionary attempt at demonstrating that words
do not call up distinct images in the mind, the appeal of

- • 3
metaphor to these critics was largely visual. The conception
of poetry as a ’speaking picture’ was popular in Renais
sance and Elizabethan criticism; but,,with the rise of 
sensationalist philosophy and psychology, the interest vi/as 
shifted from the allegorical meaning. The stress on the 
visual education is marked from the very beginning of the 
century, and it has been considered by a modem critic
’one of the consequences of the Cartesian psychology with

4
its high valuation of sight. * Its; manifestations, however,

~ Baniel~ Webl), Remarks ’oh the Beauties of Yoetry, (Bond. •
1762), p.79. --------------------------

2. Edmund Burke, Op.Pit.. p.339*
3* The outstanding exception here is Webb, Op.Cit., p.79: 

’Great images seem to me, to bear some resemblance to 
those drawings of the Capital Painters, in which, 
though the parts are rather hinted than made out, yet 
the ideas are complete; they both give a delightful 
exercise to our minds, in continuing and enlarging the 
design. ’ lie then comments on an example from the 
Queen’s speech to Hamlet:

Good Hamlet, cast thy nighted colour off.
’This metaphor seems, at first, to reach no farther 
than the gloominess of Hamlet’s dress; but if our 
ideas go along with the poet’s, we shall extend it to 
the mebhcholy of his mind.’ The comparison drawn from 
painting is, however,- significant.

4. René Wellek, On.Cit.. p.90.
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are easy to perceive throughout the century. The visual
element in Addison’s influential papers on The Pleasures
of the Imagination is very striking. ’By the pleasures of
the imagination,* he writes, ’I mean only such pleasures

1as arise originally from sight.’ He divides these into
primary and secondary pleasures. The primary pleasures 
’entirely proceed from the objects as are before our eyes’, 
and the secondary pleasures ’flow from the ideas of visible 
objects, when the objects are not actually before the eye, 
but ate called up into our memories, or formed into aggree- 2
able visions of, things that are either absent or fictitious.’ 
The descriptive, we know, was a major kind in eighteenth 
century poetry. And Spenser, no less than Shakespeare, was 
praised by the eighteenth century critics for his ’painter
like genius’. Jolin Hughes thought that in Spencer ’the 
Embellishments of Description are rich and lavish ••• be
yond any comparison* and that ’this is the most striking 
part of Poetry, especially to young Readers’; Samuel
Richardson admired his ’invention*, ’painting' and colouring*,

3and Aaron Hill * such Descriptions as the Image of Death.*
While Shakespeare’s Lear was being altered to suit the con
temporary taste of the public, the omission on the grounds

1. Spectator, Ho.411. discernible/
2. ïbidTThe influence of Locke & Hobbes here is easily/3. See Earl R.V/acserman, Elizabethan Poetry in The Eigh

teenth Century. (Hrbana/%^7T 7 r l
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of ’utter Improbability’ of Gloucester’s leap from Dover
Cliff was deemed necessary by the critic, but it was
thought that the description of the cliff itself should be 

1
retained. Pope himself appended to his Edition of Shake- ‘ 
speare a separate index to the ’Descriptions or Images’ 
that occur in the plays.

Gray, who deliberately tried to write a highly meta
phorical type of poetry, defended Shakespeare’s language 
and pointed out that ’it is one of his principal beauties’,
and the reason he adduced for his judgment. v/as that ’ every

2
word in him is a picture. ’ Karnes after him condemned the
abstract style in favour of the concrete and particular;

Abstract or general terms have no good effect in any 
composition for amusement; because it is only of 
particular objects that images can be formed. Shake
speare’s style in that respect is excellent: every
article in his descriptions is particular, as in
nature. 3

But it was Joseph Warton and Blair, who insisted that 
images and figures should be particular, although the lat
ter, notwithstanding his excessive praise in this respect 
of Ossian poems, strangely enough often condemned Shakespeare 
for overloading his style with figures. When writing on

1. See D.N.Smith, Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century, 
p.23; Of.Blair, Critic a 1 'Pi es értati o n, Op.Oit.. vol. 
ii, p.380, ’A poeT^f original genius is always dis
tinguished by his talent for description.*

2. Thomas Gray, Letter to Richard West, (April, 1742).
3. Karnes, Op. Cit'. i i .  p. 352.
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Shakespeare’s style he seemed to have forgotten his words
in the ’Dissertation’.

Ho description that rests in generals can possLhly he 
good; it can convey no lively idea, for it is of 
particulars only that we have a distinct conception. 1

Dut Diair, like many others, combined, the two attitudes at 
one and the same time. In the sentence immediately follow
ing this quotation he expressed the traditional belief in ' , 
decorum; ’’No strong imagination’, he said, ’dwells long 
upon any one particular; or heaps together a mass of »
trivial ones.' Warton was far more emphatic and consistent

2
in his view of the particular. Throughout his Essay on 
Pope he used it constantly as a criterion of poetic judg
ment. He condemned Pope’s Pastorals and praised The Seasons 
of Thomson by reference to this standard. ’All the views 
and prospects in Homer appear fully and perfectly to the 
eye.’ Shakespeare and Homer are to him the two great 
poets who support his critical view:

V/Iiat distinguishes Homer and Shakespeare from all other 
poets, is, that they do not give their readers general 
ideas; 4

T% Blair, ’Ürirical-Diosertation’, Gp.lit.. vol.ii,p.386.
2. See his Essay on Pope, vol.ii, pp.15^168, where he 

discusses the ’particular’ and defends it against the 
upholders of the theory of the general. He ends his 
discussion with the remark, ’I have dwelt the longer on - 
this subject, because I think I can perceive many 
symptoms, even among writers of eminence, of departing 
from these tme_, and lively, and minute representations 
of nature, and of dwellTnyin generalTt'ies. ’ I presume 
Warton had Dr. Johnson, amongst others,"in mind when he 
wrote this.

3. Ibid., vol.ii, p.161.
4. n n X  vol.i, p.318.
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Amongst the English poets, Spenser, Shakespeare and Milton,
are the three poets who exhibit perfectly the power to call

. 1 ,

up distinct images. The grouping of these three poets is
interesting. It is these three poets whom Warton, in the
Dedication to Dr. Young and throughout the Essay, describes
as the ’only three sublime and pathetic* poets in English.

In his division of the English poets,into four classes
and degrees, Joseph Warton places the sublime and pathetic

2 . . . .  : 

poets in the first class, and relegates the Drydens and
Popes to the second. He even claims that ’the sublime and

3
pathetic are the two chief nerves of all genuine poetry*,
and, excludes from the category of genuine poetry the moral,

4 .
the didactic, and satiric. Yet in V/arton’s view the sublime
is still inevitably associated with the traditional faults.
If a poet’s chief force lies in ’the warmth and vigour of
imagination’, he will be distinguished by his ’fanciful
luxurious descriptions, the colouring of which will, perhaps,

5
be too rich and glowing;’ but he will also be ’hurried
into obscurity or turgidity, and a false grandeur of die-

6
tion.* The faults of Shakespeare who is the sublime and ? 
pathetic poet are then faults in correctness.

JoFepS " "  ' '  ̂ ^

1. Essay on Pope, ii, pp.166-7.
2. Ibid., p - H t ------
3. p . Vi.
4. TÉTcT., vol.ii, p.255.
5. ' lEIoT.'. vol.i, p.99. ....
6. Loc.Cit.
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Even the sympathetlo author of Miscellaneoug Observations 
on the Tragedy of Hamlet believed that Shakespeare 
'did not bring Tragedy to the utmost Perfection**

The ideal of correctness which was so widely held by 
the rational neo-classicists particularly in the beginning 
of the century, was as much the result of the principle of 
the general (what oft was thought, but ne’er so well 
express’d) as the product of refinement in manners. Cor
rectness in poetry was the expression of an order of civi
lization which believed in ’good form’. When Dryden tells 
us that ill his time language has become ’more refined and 
free*, the word ’refined’ itself defines in part the nature 
of the improvement we are ashed to believe, and points to 
one angle from, which the problem of language was then 
approached. The improvement is as much social as it is 
rational, and it is in the direction of an urbane kind of 
civilization. One has only to glance at the contents of 
the collected works of either Denham, Waller, Dryden or 
Dryden’s followers, to realise how much social and occ- 
sional verse bulks in their creative output. Dryden him
self illustrates the improvement that has taken place in 
the English language by the fact that, in their conversation, 
the ladles and gentlemen of his time ’speak more wit’ than 
the Elizabethan and Jacobean poets have been able to write.

1. Miscellaneous Observations on the Tragedy of Hamlet, 
(Lend., 1752;, p.v.
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Walsh’s advice to Pope was that the only way still left open 
for him in order to excel his predecessors was tiiat of cor
rectness. And Pope himself versified the satires of Donne
who was considered to he ’more rough and rugged than any 

1
of his age*, both in versification and diction. Prior be
fore him had done the same with the ballad of hut-brown 
Maid in his Henry and Emma, and Dryden had reworked the 
theme of fro1lus and Oresslda. In the numerous adaptations 
of Shakespeare’s plays the original text was mangled in 
order that, not only the subject and theme might tally with 
the current taste of the public, but also the diction, 
might suit the critical criteria of the times. The number 
of Elizabethan texts that were ’improved* in the eighteenth
century is striking and the vogue for ’refining’ continued

2
well until the end of the century.

The process of refinement of necessity limited the use 
of the language. Diction, we knov/, had to conform to a 
certain code parallel to that of manners; and the eighteenth 
century poetry reveals to us the degree inviiich decorum 
was meticulously observed. Shakespeare (and to a lesser 
degree the Elizabethan poets in general) who handled the 
English language dynamically as if he were the first poet to 
use it, and to whom the expressiveness of a word was what

1. Joseph warton, Essay on Pope, vol.ii, p.348.
2. See Earl h a s serman, CpT^Tt.« pp.50-53.
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mattered most, naturally did not fulfil the requirements of 
eighteenth century decorum. His diction did not respect the 
class distinction in words, upon which the eighteenth cen
tury poets and critics insisted so much. Hence we find Dr. 
Johnson writing that before the time of Dryden there was

no poetical distinction, no system of werds at once re
fined from the grossness of domestic use, and free 
from the harshness of terms appropriated to particular 
arts. Words too familiar, or too remote, defeat the 
purpose of a poet. From these sounds which we hear on 
small or on coarse occasions, we do not easily receive 
strong impressions, or delightful images; and words 
to which we are nearly strangers, whenever they occur 
draw that attention on themselves which they should 
transmit to things. 1 

adverse/
His famous/remarks on Lady Macbeth’s invocation to the 
night ’Some thick night ... • Act.I, Sc.v’, (which inci
dentally he gives to I lacboth) are made in strict conformity

2
with this principle of decorum. The passage on the whole, 
Johnson admires: ’In it,’ he says, ’is exerted all the
force of poetry*; but his consdousness of the socially 
mean or trivial association of particular words mars his 
enjoyment:

V/liat can be more dreadful than to implore the presence 
of night, invested, not ipéommon obscurity, but in the 
smoke of hell? Yet the efficacy of this invocation is 
destroyed by the insertion of an epithet now seldom 
heard but in the stable, and dun night may come and 
go without any other notice than contempt.

1. Samuel Johnson, Lives of the Poets, vol.i, p.231.
2. Rambler, Ho.168.
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Similarly tlie word ’knife* being the name of ’an instrument 
used by butchers and cooks in the meanest employments’, 
weakens the sentiment and arouses ’aversion rather than 
terror*. Joins on realizes ’the energy of the sentiment*, 
but can hardly ’check his risibility* at the words Heaven 
’peeping through a blanket*. How the energy of sentiment 
can be separated from the words it is not easy to see; 
but the eighteenth century'critics cared more for things 
than words, for a rather thin content abstracted from 
expression. Before Joimson Pope had, in his edition of 
Shakespeare, silently degraded to footnotes several lines 
which obviously contain mean images. For instance, in 
Macbeth, lines like ’sleep that knits up the ravell’d 
sleeve of care,’ or ’What, all my pretty chickens and 
their dam At one fell swoop*'do not appear in the text.': 

Francis Gentleman echoes Johnson’s censure on this 
passage from Macbeth, both in The Dramatic Censor, where'he 
writes, ’V.'e must offer some doubt whether the word "blanket

g

of the dark", does not convey a low and improper idea,’ and 
in Bell’s Edition of Shakespeare. He prefers to read ’cur
tain* for ’blanket’, and says it ’is evidently better’. He 
carries on the same tradition in his criticism of Macbeth’s

1, See Jolm Butt, Pope’s Taste in Shakespeare, The Shake
speare Association, (Tohd., 1936),"p.9.

2, Bell’s Edition of Shakespeare, vol.i, p.85.
3, Ibid., vol.i, p.15, Footnote.
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soliloquy (Act.I.Scé?)î ’To embody Intention, that ambition ■
may he a spur to prick its side, leans towards the burlesque.*
He therefore suggests ending the speech at the words ’the

1deep damnation of his taking off.* Like all eighteenth 
century critics, from Dryden to Karnes, Johnson, Hliately 
and Mrs. Monta.gu, he alâo fails to understand the use of 
rhetoric in’Shakespearean drama. The tradition which 
p reaches rationality and simplicity naturally finds in the 
rhetorical speeches of Shakespeare mere sound and fury. He 
therefore condemns, after the example of Hyraer, for in
stance,' Othello’s speech: ’Whip me ye devils for
being bombastic.

The eighteenth century critical attitude which regarded 
Shakespeare as an incorrect poet emphasised the necessity
of admiring his ’beauties and heights without falling after

■' ■ •' , 2
him into his carelessness.’ This naturally enough led to 
the separation of these beauties from the ’false sublime’. 
Rowe, for instance, enumerated the beauties of The Tempest; 
and Pope, in his edition, marked what he considered to be 
’the most shining passages* by comma’s in the margin, and 
prefixed a sbar to a scene if the whole of it happened to 
conform to his idea of beautiful poetry. In Hamlet, there 
is not one single scene marked with a star, and in Othello 
only the third scene of the third act is chosen; but a play

1. F ra n c is  Gentleman, The Dramatic Censor, vol.i, p.87*
2. Her, i, p.176.
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like Macbeth fared much better. With the influence of. 
Longinus in the ascendant, it was not unnatural that Shake
speare came to be judged by his beauties rather than his 
faults, and that his beauties should be collected together. 
Tills, could be seen not only in the printed collections of 
Shakespeare’s shining passages, but apparently in the stage 
representations of the plays in the early part of the . 
eighteenth century. On the stage the beauties were isolated 
from the context by the actors and given especial! emphasis 
in delivery, as if they were detached arias. Mr. \Butt 
tells us that ’it appears that what Pope was doing in his ■
edition, Booth, the chief actor of the day, was doing at 1
Drury Lane.’ According to Aaron Hill, Booth ’would dwell 
with Energy upon the Beauties’ while sliding over the

2
rest of the verse ’with a kind of elegant Negligence*’

Apart from its being the natural result of the existing
theories of language and poetry we have already discussed,
the tendency to collect the beauties of Shakespeare arose
from another assumption concerning poetic drama. Although
the eighteenth century critics often talked of the organic

3
nature of drama, in their treatment of Shakespeare they did 
not sufficiently show a deep recognition of it. Otherwise, 
both the adaptations and the ’beauties’ could not have seen 
the light. Karnes’s plastic comparison of tragedy to a set of

1. John Butt, Op.Cit.. p.14. ^
2. Loc.Glt.
3* Kamos, Op.Git., vol.i, p.27*, Mrs.Montagu,

.uit.t pp.x-xi.
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historic paintings, was in fact more in keeping with their 
1 ■ ' ' 

practice. If every act, and by analogy every scene, is
conceived as a picture, then it becomes easy to detach it
from the whole context and view it separately. It is
failure to realize the organic nature of Shakespeare’s
works, amongst other factors, that was responsible for such
absurd suggestions as the one. made by Gentleman that
Shakespeare’s editors should produce what amounts to a

2
precis edition of his works. But it is fair ,to Bodd, whose
name, more than any other’s, is always connected with the
’beauties of Shakespeare’, to admit that he was vaguely
aware that there are some passages ’so closely connected
with the plot and characters, and on which the beauties

3
so fully depend’ that he was compelled to exclude them 
from his collection. But on the whole the passages are 
collected not for their dramatic merit which makes them 
integral parts of their context, but for other extraneous 
virtues. They usually contain either a good description, or 
a moral truth. This becomes at once clear if we look
TÜ EamesT (Jp.Cit.. vol.ii. P.4I4* — ■ —
2. Francis uentleman, Dramatic Censor, vol.i, pp.149 ff;■ 

’Indeed it is to be"lHHIeH~^HIaT'’unsbead of so many 
syllable hunting editions of Shakespeare as have appeared, 
a committee of able critics had united their abilities
to strike out the insignificant and offensive passages 
which so often occur; this would bring his merit into 
a more compact uniform view; considerably lessen the 
heavy public tax, arising from extending his works, at 
least three volumes more than are creditable to himslf, 
or useful to his readers.’

3. William Dodd, The Beauties of Shakespeare, p.xx.
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cursorily at the contents of a typical book that appeared
anonymously as late as 1792 under the title A Select,

1 '
Collection of the Beauties of Shakespeare. The book con
sists of quotations from the plays given under the general 
headings: ’Adversity*, ’Anger’, ’Authority’, iBeauty’,
’Content’, ’Beer Wounded*, ’Discontent’, ’Doubt’, ’Pear of *’ 
Death’, ’Fortitude*, ’Ingratitude’, ’%rpocrlsy’, ’Old Age* 
etc ««•••.«

Very few critics indeed claimed that Shakespeare’s 
poetry reveals a uniform conscious artistry and substant
iated their claim by their practice. One feels that Mor- 
gann might have proved his claim if only he set out to ana
lyse in detail Shakespeare’s style; but unfortunately he 
left us nothing of the kind, with the exception of a few 
lines relegated to a footnote in defence of ’the fatal 
Cleopatra’, introducing only one quotation in support of 
his claim. Daniel Webb, however, is the critic who has
done most to elevate Shakespeare the poet to the rank of

2
conscious artist. But he deals with him as a poet, hardly 
as a dramatic poet, and compares his versification with tliat 
of Pope, to the letter’s disadvantage. Pope had drawn an

1. A Select Collection of the Beauties of Shakespeare.
IT6W, -1792):--------------- -̂-------------------

2. Daniel Webb, Remarks on the Beauties of Poetry, p.36:
’I shall never be brought to consider the beauties of 
a poet in the sane light that i do the colours of a 
tulip.’
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uiiîaappy and illegitimate distinction between. Shakespeare’s 
poetry and drama when he said that ’Most of our Author’s 
faults are less to be ascribed to his wrong judgment as a 
poet, than to his right judgment as a player.’ In Webb’s 
treatment the right judgment of Shakespeare as a poet is ex
tolled. He sees excellence, not only in the mechanism of 
his verso, but in what he calls ’sentimental harmony’. He
finds Shakespeare to be ’equal, if not superior to any other 

2
English poet’ . What he means by ’sentimental harmony’ is
the coordination of rhytlna and sense. Sentimental harmony
lies, ’in bringing the sound or measure of the verse to
correspond with, and accompany the idea.’ The variety in
Shakespeare’s versification is not, as was often judged,

3
a sign of weakness and inequality, but, on the contrary,

4
it is a conscious means to achieve the desired effect. Of
the dramatic function of the poetry, of the relationship
between rhythm and imagery to character and to the whole
we are told nothing by Webb.

With the character critics, on the other hand, the
poetry of Shakespeare is often passed over in silence.
Richardson, whose intention was to make poetry subservientto

'̂Treface to!' oliakes'peare, Op^Git'.', p. 5Î* This pronounce- 
merit occasioned a reply from an indignant actor, ptinted 
under the name An Answer to Mr. Pope’s Preface to Shake
speare by a Strolling Player, in whicn he saTd (p.6.), 
m?oet and player, in his (Pope’s) thoughts are incon
sistent. ’

2. Daniel Webb, Op^.Üit., p.32.
3. See infra, p400 ff.
4. DaniëT Vbebb, Op.Git.. pp. 48-50.
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piiilosopîiy, naturally found in Shakespeare’s poetry simply
an ’ embellisli«m ent’• At his hands the poet in Shakespeare
may be said to have completely vanished. This is not true,
however, of all character critics. Whately, for instance,
is much nearer to the text of Shakespeare, judging at least
by the number of quotations we find in the course of his
essay. Besides, he makes an interesting attempt at showing
how the poetry, or, rather, certain key words can help to
direct us in our interpretation of character:

Shakespeare who had much variety of phrase at comaand, 
does not repeat the same without design. An example 
has already been given of a particular meaning conveyed 
by frequent use of words. Macbeth makes of the same 
terms, in asserting his pretensions to the character 
of manliness. Another instance, of the like kind, is 
the repetition by Richard of the same words, off with 
his head, upon three or four different occasions.
Tiie "reaH'iness and the certainty of his resolutions 
are expressed by them. 1

This is a laudable move towards the text in the right 
direction. But on the whole Wliately shares the general 
indifference of the character critics to the poetry.

The conclusion, I hope, is clear. The rational atti
tude in Shakespearean criticism has led to the splitting up 
of the organic unity of the plays. The plot is long dead 
and lies buried; the poetry dissociated from the drama, 
and its merits and demerits are discussed in vacuo without 
relation.to the character and to the whole. The character

1. Thomas Y/liately, Remarks on Some of the Characters of 
Shakespeare, p.71.
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looms in the foreground unrelated to either, with the psycho
logical critics busy excavating in it for their truths about 
the hui'oan heart; and the particular vision of human, exis
tence, realized in the plays and expressed as dramatic 
poetry, has completely evaporated. '?

Of course, in the study of each particular element (with
the exception of plot) critics have made no small progress,
but they have not fully realised the mutual relationship
of these elements. Johnson had said that Shakespeare’s
real power ’is not shewn in the splendour of particular
passages,* that ’he that tries to recommend him by select
quotations, will succeed like the pedant in Ilierocles, who,
when he offered his house to sale, carried a brick in his1
pocket as a specimen.* But, in practice, the critics 
concentrated mainly on analysing the beauty of some of these 
bricks. It remains now to be seen whether Coleridge has 
simply developed these elements separately as he found 
them, or, for various reasons, has adopted a new attitude 
to Shakespearean drama. But before we embark on Coleridge’s 
own criticism of Shakespeare we must pause for a while in 
order to see whether the scholars of the period - and what 
period is more impressive in the number of its indefatigable

1. Raleigh, p.12.
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Shakespearean scholars than the latter part of the eighteenth 
century? - did what the c ri"&s themselves failed to do.
A word, therefore, on the contribution of scholarship to 
Shakespearean criticism in that period will not, I trust, 
be out of place here. Our concern is, of course, limited 
to aesthetic criticism, and we shall deal with scholarship 
only in so far as it has affected aesthetic criticism as 
such.
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7. The Role of Scholarship in the Late 

Eighteenth-Century Shakespearean Criticism.

In 1789 a popular handbook appeared under the title
of Cursory Remarks on Some of the Ancient English Poets. The
author, a certain P. Neve, who voiced some of the common
opinions of the time, wrote of Shakespeare that

his poetical character has, in every part of it, been 
by them (i.e. the commentators) so deeply explored and 
so fully illustrated, and his beauties and allusions 
with so much taste and judgment pointed out, that it 
would be difficult to make any just observation res
pecting him that is not to be found among their collect 
tions and remarks, 1

This large claim, which incidentally forms part of the
■ 2

thesis of Dr. Babcock’s book, was also made by Jolm Monck 
Mason, himself another commentator on Shakespeare. In his 
volume of comments on the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher, 
he maintained that the tide of fame had ’flowed for these 
thirty years past, with amazing rapidity in favour of

: 3 : ^Shakespeare. ’ lie attributed that to the genius of Garrick
and to’the judgment and authorities of Johnson, the industry 
and abilities of Malone and Steevens, assisted by the in
genious suggestions of several others who were not professed 

4
commentators.’ Shakespeare’s works, we are invited to be-

1. P.Neve, Op.Cit., p.29*
2. E.W.Bab cock. The Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry.
3. .John Monck Mason,- Comments on the Plays of Beaumont 

and Fletcher, (Bond., 1797), p.iii.
4. Loc.Cit.
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11eve, attained then an unprecedented degree of celebrity# 
There is no need, of course, to doubt such contemporary 
evidence. Shakespeare certainly become far more famous, 
much more easily available and much more widely read in the 
latter part, than in the beginning, of the eighteenth cen
tury. One has only to think of the innumerable volumes 
of commentaries written then on the steadily increasing 
editions of his works, both by scholars, leisured clergy
men and others, to be convinced of the rapidly growing fame 
of Shakespeare. .What is doubtful, however, is the purport 
of our first quotation,•whether the Shakespearean scholars 
and commentators did really advance Shakespearean criticism 
to the extent the statement implies.  ̂It is, therefore, the 
business of this section to assess the contribution of 
scholarship to Shakespearean criticism in the latter part 
of the eighteenth century.

The first and most important contribution of the late 
eighteenth century scholars is, of course, the immense stride 
they took towards the restoration of Shakespeare’s text. 
Obviously before you can arrive at any sound criticism of 
Shakespeare you must first have the proper text of his plays. 
And although the late eighteenth-century scholars did not 
actually restore the text (in fact it cannot be said with 
certainty that even now we possess Shakespeare’s own words), 
and although the methods they pursued are often proved by 
modern scholars to be inadequate and at times misleading, 
yet they deserve our greatest respect for their full reali-
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zation of the importance of the work they started. The 
history of the textual criticism of Shakespeare, however, 
is a vast.and-independent field of enquiry, with which the 
present work does not attempt to deal. It is sufficient 
here, perhaps, to say summarily on the authority of quali
fied scholars that on this point our indebtedness to the
eighteenth century scholars *is greater than can be ack- 

1
nowledged,* We may, therefore, move on to their other 
important contributions which have a direct bearing upon 
the aesthetic criticism of the plays. I propose to touch 
here upon what seem to me to be the four major contribu
tions beside their attempt to restore the text - namely, 
their researches into the origin of English drama, their 
study of the English stage, their discovery of Shakespeare’s 
sources as well as their paving the way for a more detailed 
knowledge of Shakespeare’s contemporaries and predecessors.

We have seen how the critics in the early eighteenth 
century found fault with Shakespearean drama because of 
its irregularity, its not conforming to the classical drama, 
which they either presumed Shakespeare to have known, but 
in his desire to please the populace deliberately and 
against his better judgment not to have followed, or else
in his Ignorance not to have been acquainted with at all.

which/
Tl'ie researches/have culminated in the discovery of the

1. See D.N.Smith, Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century, pp, 57 ff. — ^ ^ ^ ----------- ^
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indigenous origin of English drama have been particularly
valuable, because they managed on scientific grounds to
silence such objections,at least among the fairly educated
part, if not all the public, even if their fruit did not
really appear until a later date. By the discovery of
the native origin of English drama the futile assessing of
Shakespeare’s plays by classical criteria was shown to
have no historical justification. :

As early as 174-4 Dodsley published his Select Collection
of Old Plays, in the preface to which he called the oldest
English plays in the collection ’mysteries’, thus indirectly
drawing the attention of scholars to the religious ancestry
of English drama. In his edition of Shakespeare of 1747
Warburton tried to explain ’that mongrel species, unknovm
to Nature and Antiquity* which was ’begot in an evil hour’,
i.e. tragi-comedy, by pointing out its possible development
from the old ’Morality’ in England. In 1754 Thomas barton
had already criticised Walpole’s assertion that The Mirrour .
for Magistrates was responsible for the fashion of writing
historical plays, particularly for Shakespeare’s Eistories,
making the remark that 'the custom of acting HISTORIES seems

2
to have been very old on our stage.’ But although he 
quoted Stowe’s Survey of London, he was not certain whether

1. The Works of Shakesnear. Pope & farburton, (Bond., 
TTTTT/ VO 1.3, unpa^naled note inserted between up. 
337 and 338.

2. Thomas Warton, Observations on the Fairy Queene. vol. 
ii, p.103, Footnote.
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Stowe had considered them ’improperly as a distinct 
species of drama.’ A few years later Joimson observed in 
his Preface (1765) that Shakespeare’s plays are a species 
different from either comedies or tragedies, arid tliat the 
classical formal criticism therefore should not apply to 
them. In the same year came the first important contri
bution on the subject, viz. Bishop Percy’s ’Essay on the

2
Origin of the English Stage.* ' Percy made use of the find
ings or conjectures of his predecessors in the field, but 
he went further than any of them had gone, wove their opi
nions as well as his own into wint became the first syste
matic history of the English drama, and remained for a 
long time the basis for subsequent research in the century. 
The s die me he drew for the development of English drama 
is a pretty simple one. He traced it back to its origin 
in religious dramatic representation, i.e. in ’mys teries’ 
and ’moralities'* His theory was that from the mysteries 
there arose the historical drama, and f rom the serious parts 
of the Moralities there developed the tragedy, whereas the 
interludes or the comic parts of the Moralities gave rise 
to comedy. ’The popular' dramatic poets,’ he says, regarding
Shakespeare certainly as one of them, ’seem to have made

3
this sacred species their models.’ Percy, accordingly

1. ■ Raleigh, pp.15, 18.
2. Thomas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry,

(load., 17651 ~ v U rtT , 'Tp.Tl8-I'29~--  -----:----
3. Ibid., vol.i, p.126,
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finds the germs of tragedy in Everyman and of comedy in 
Hick Scomer;

We see then that the writers of these Moralities were 
upon the very threshold of real Tragedy and Comedy; 
and therefore we are not to wonder that Tragedies 
and Comedies in form soon after took place, especially 
as the revival of learning about this time brought 
them acquainted with the Roman and Grecian models. 1

Percy reminds us that even after the people had been
accustomed to Tragedies and Comedies, 'Moralities still

2
kept their ground* for a long time. As for the historical 
plays, which in his day, ’were confounded with Tragedy and 
Comedy*, they were considered in the Elizabethan age a 
species 'quite distinct* from them. In his view they were 
modelled on the old Mysteries ’which ceased to be acted 
after the Reformation’; they resemble them in being repre
sentations of a series of events in the order in which they 
happened in history, and they differ from tragedies *as 
historical poems differ from epics.’ And just as the mys
teries lent them their plan, the Mirrour for Magistrates 
might have easily afforded them their copious material.

Vhiat is the direct bearing this history has upon the 
actual criticism of Shakespeare? Percy concludes from the 
factual evidence he has gleaned, that the Historical plays 
of Shakespeare constitute a distinct species of drama, and 
that

1. Thomas Percy, Reliques of Ancient English Poetry,
(Bond,, i765),"vHi:^irp:i:n:—

Ibid., vol.i, p.126.
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this distinction deserves the attention of the critics; 
for if it be the first canon of sound criticism to 
examine any work by those rules the author prescribed 
for his observance, then we ought not to try Shakes- 

. peare’s HISTORIES by the general laws of Tragedy or 
Comedy.- 1

But it is not difficult to find where Percy's critical
2

training belongs. With the example of Addison before him, 
he endeavours in a naive manner to make Everyman fit the 
classical rules of drama. He finds it remarkable that in 
this "old simple drama* *the fable is conducted upon the 
strictest model of the Greek tragedy*, that in it the
unity of action is observed, and that the time of action

-■ .  ̂ 3is the same as that of representation. When he looks
for resemblances between Shakespeare's Historical plays
and the old Mysteries, his attention is focussed on the
question of the unities; The Historical plays

resembled the old Mysteries in representing a series 
of historical events simply in the order of time in 
which they happened, without any regard to the three 
great unities. 4

In fact, strictly speaking, Percy's concern is to defend
the loose form Shakespeare's historical drama presented to
his age by explaining its essential difference from the
classical drama, by pointing out its independent origin.
The defence, however, is never extended so as to embrace the

1, Thomas Percy. Reliques of Ancient English Poetry,
(Lond., i T s s k v n U T F r m T -  ------------

2. See Addison's criticism of the ballad of Chevy Chase 
in the Spectator. No.70.

3# Thomas 1 e"rcy.~0]7«Cit., yol.i, pp. 121-122.
4. Ibid.. vo..i, p.126.
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comedies and tragedies as well. It is only Shakespeare’s 
Histories that we ought not to try by the general (i.e. 
the classical) laws of Tragedy or Comedy. With his trag
edies and comedies it is apparently a different matter.

Percy’s scheme for a history, of the English drama is 
illustrated by Thomas Hawkins, who in his three volumes 
of The Origin of the English Drama (1773), gives concrete 
specimens from the earliest writers of ’its various spe
cies, viz. mystery, morality, tragedy and comedy.* In the 
preface to the Collection Hawkins accepts Percy’s account, 
elaborates upon it and discusses such plays as Gammer Cur- ■ 
ton’s Needle. Gorboduct Kyd’s Hpanish Tragedy. Peele’s
David and Bethsabe. Dekker’s /FicT"" Return from Parnassus,

■ X
etc. lie even goes a step further, points out the,
fact that several nations like the Chinese, the Russians
and the Indians had their own drama independently of the 

2
Greeks, and he draws an essential distinction between the
’ancient* and ’modern* drama. He maintains that modem
drama, whether in France or in England, ’was a Distinct -

3Species of itself, and not a Revival of the ANCIENT Drama, 
with which it cannot be compared, and must never be confoun
ded.’ Having attempted to establish the distinction between

1. Tnomas Hawkins, The Origin of theÊnglish Drama, (Lond.. 
1773), vol.i, p.xf— " -------- ----- ------

2. Ibid., vol.i, pp.ii-iii.
3. 1513%; p.l.
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the ’classic’ drama and the English drama of Shakespeare1
which is * of a Gothic original’, lie goes on to say that 
this distinction ’should prevent a great deal of idle 
criticism.’ If we keep this distinction in mind, we ’shall 
place our admirable SHAKESPEARE beyond the reach of criti
cism, ’ meaning by criticism, of course, the criticism based

2
upon the rules of the ancients. Accordingly we cannot

3
consider the classical drama ’the only model of the drama.’
He also points out how Shakespeare’s clowns are ’genuine

4
successors of the old VICE,’ in the Morality plays. Yet

5
he still speaks of the ’pure and finished compositions’
of the tragedies of the ancients, and tells us how to
please the more popular audiences the revived classical
tragedy was ’debased with an intermixture of low gross
humour, which has long continued under the name of - 6 ,

TRAGI-OOMEDY.’
By the time Thomas Warton wrote his History of English 

Poetry (1774-1778) it was deemed ’certain that these 7MIIUCLE PLAYS were the first of our dramatic exhibitions.’
The use of allegorical characters as Charity, Sin, Death,
Hope, Faith in the miracle plays eventually resulted in the
birth of the Moralities which were formed entirely of such
TT TSromas~’U’aÆrns*“ The urigiii 'of ’' tne Siiglish Drama, TuonHTT 

1773), vol.i. p.vT:---  ----
2. Ibid., p.i.
3.: Tb3%.: p.XV..
4. Ibid., p.ix, footnote.
5. . Ibid., p . X V .
6. TnZT.. p.ix.
7. Ihomas barton. History of English Poetry, (London,

1824), vol.il, v ^ W .  ----- -----------
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personifications, and with the Moralities we have 'the
dawnings of the dramatic art' as 'they contain some rudiments
of a plot, and even attempt to delineate characters, and 1
paint manners.* , The sacred origin of English drama was

2
then established, and with it its autonomy and independence
of classical drama. With the recovery of ancient learning
the attention of 'our more learned poets' was directed to
the study of classical drama, and shortly imitations in the
vernacular of Euripides and Seneca were produced, but, says
Warton, 'I do not find that it (referring to Jooasta, an
imitation of Euripides) was speedily followed by any original

3
composition on the same legitimate model.' Yet in spite
of his attachment to the Gothic, which incidentally liter
on in life he much regretted, when he was brought to his
'classical*, senses by Reynolds's painted window at New

4
College, Oxford, his strictures on Gorboduc may be summar
ised in that the play has failed to follow the classical 
pattern. We are told that in it 'the unities of time and 
place are eminently and visibly violated'; he praises it
because 'the greater part of this long and eventful history

re-/
is included in the/presentation', and observes that the death 
of Porrex is only reported, not because, as he obviously

1. Thomas Warton, History of English Poetry, (Lond.,
. . 1824), vol.ii, pTTTFq-------- ---------
P. Ibid.; vol.ii, p.1:34; vol.ill, p.201.
3. Tbil", vol.ivl p.196.
4* Thomas Warton, Verses on Gir J o sliua Hey no Ids' Painted

Window, ( Lond •, *TC7ÏÏÎ7.
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believed, 'to kill a man on the stage was avoided as a spec
tacle shocking to humanity, but because it was difficult•and 
inconvenient to be represented*’ failure to observe the uni
ties of time and place, he could still say, is 'a defect 
which Shakespeare so frequently commits, but which he covers’ 
by the magic of his poetry.' .

As far as the beginnings of the English dfama are con
cerned, Malone, the next important figure in this connec
tion, mainly relies upon the historian of English Poetry*

2
to whom.he acknowledges his debt in his 'Historical account
of the English Stage.* He explodes the false opinion,
aoparontly still held by some that 'Shakespeare was the

3
first poet that introduced Historical drama,' and he there
fore places this form of Shakespearean draaa in the tradi
tion to which it belongs.

I have elsewhere observed that every one of the sub
jects on which he constructed his historical plays, 
appears to have been dramatized and brought upon the 
scene before his time. 4

Ha also exolains the role of Vice in the ancient religious 
5 ^  - ..g

plays, and of the clown, its parallel in modem drama.
IIow far the realisation of the non-classical origin of 

English drama was common at the turn of the century, may be 
judged by a cursory look at Maldron and Dibdin's book A
1.- Thoiaaa" barton,'' History of Tn I'ish'Poetry, vol.iv, pTlBlT

jkct.iWmi.r3K 111" mm ■ i .  iiw ■ 11 igum i ■ "Poems 01 William Shake-2. y Edmond Malone, ■ Tlie Plays and
gpeare, (Lond., I'fjo")", vo'lTi'i" Peir'Fllï, p Jjl

3. ibid.0 vol.i, Part II, p.31.
5. Ibïâp^^ôl.i, Part II, p.20.
6. rSTH*.. vol.i, Part II, pp. 111-115.
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CompeiicliQua History of the English Stage, which was pro
fessed to he a 'sort of Dramatic Vade Mecum, serving to re
fresh the memory of the frequenters of the theatre, assis
ting occasionally to correct mistakes that may occur in con-1
verssions on dramatic subjects.’ Waldron and Dibdin begin
their history of English drama by discussing its beginning

2
in mysteries and moralities. It is thanks then to the pains
taking research of the scholars that we have come to realise 
the ecclesiastical origin of English drama, although it was 
not yet■ascertained that religious drama itself did not 
derive from vapid imitations of Euripides and Terence, 
whether in Constantinople, as Warton following Voltaire 
believed, or elsewhere, but in the attempt 'to bring home
to an unlettered people the reality of the chief events

3
connected with the Christian religion.* The scholars, 
themselves, as we have seen, did not make much use of 
their knowledge in the criticism of Shakespeare's plays, 
with the possible exception of the Histories; it was left 
for another generation to stress the distinction between 
the two kinds of drama, and to find that Shakespearean drajna 
in to to had its own lav̂ s.-

Far more satisfactory as regards its effect upon cri
ticism is the scholars* second contribution, i.e. their 
study of the Elizàbethan stage. It was of indubitable
1. Advertisement to A GbmuendTous liisiory o~f~tîië~^nglish 

Stage, ( Lond., 13üo7,'"~
2. Tbitr. pp.isa.
3* A.W.Pollard, English Miracle Plays, Moralities and. 

Interludes. (Ü x f 1950), p.xiv.
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importance to discover the truth about the Elizabethan stage —
conditions and the type of medium Shakespeare worked in, in
order to understand him and to know what he was about.
Capell, whose achievement is often underestimated, relates
the structure of the Elizabethan stage to the tradition of1
mysteries and moralities. He explains how the platform of 
the stage was double, the back part of it rising slightly 
higher above the front and serving as chambers or galleries, 
e.g. 'for Juliet to hold discourse with Romeo, and for 
Cleopatra to draw up the dying. Antony»* shows how this 
form is derived from the primitive stage on which the reli
gious drama was produced, and which had yet a third plat
form raised above the second, the highest one being used 
for the 'later coelestis' to appear on, attended by the 
angels, the middle one for 'patriarchs and glorified per
sons’, and the lowest for ’meer men’, and in which Hell 
was represented by a ’great gaping hole on the side of the 
platform, that vomited something like flames, out of which 
their greatest jokers, the devils, ascended at times, and 
mixed with men; and into which they were driven in heaps 
at the drama*s conclusion.’ With the disappearance of the 
mysteries, Capell says, Heaven, the highest platform, and 
also Hell went, leaving the other platforms which constituted 
the Elizabethan stage.

Having pointed to the closer affinity Shakespeare's

1. Edward Capell, Notes and Various Headings to Shakespeare,
(lond., 1783), vôl7T/"lTt.~ï7^pT51-52.
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stage bears to the early Morality tradition rather than to 
the modern realistic stage, Capell goes on to note another 
feature of it which influenced Shakespearean drama consi
derably. . He tells us that scenes were unknown then and that 
*all its decorations were - certain arras or tapestries*.
The result was that

the.spectator had nothing to aid him, or contribute to 
his deceptions fancy pieced out all these defects, 
as well as it could; ,and its powers were called out 
upon, - to imagine the same unchangeable spot to be a 
hall, a chamber, a palace, a cottage, a ship, lawn, ■ 
field of battle, etc.

The dramatists of the time had to resort to this * active
power* of their audience, and that enabled them to bring
things upon the stage which * cannot be represented on any
stage, not even upon the present under all its Improve- 

1
ment8.* Capell finds in this detail of the Elizabethan
stage an explanation and a justification for the improb
able elements in Shakespearean drama to which the eighteenth 
century critics, Johnson not excepted, objected, since *his 
imposing was not by eyes but by ears.* But Capell can go 
astray when he lets the scholar in him dictate to, instead 
of guiding, the critic. He therefore finds that the custom 
of boys playing the parts of women characters is one princi
pal reason why Shakespeare *lias brought so few women into
his plays; has made the characters trifling, and of no great

2
importance, of some of that he has brought.* One wonders

1. Edward Capell, Notes and Various Headings of Shakespeare, 
(Bond., 1783), vol.i, Part I, p.p2.

2. Ibid.. vol.i, Part I, p.51.
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how Capell could have forgotten such major characters aa
Portia, Beatrice, Cleopatra or Lady Macbeth.

Malone’s Historical Account of the English Stage is, as
one should expect, much fuller and more detailed. Except
for the mistake on the front stage curtain it is basically
a sound account, To Capell*s sketch he adds the traverses,1
and the inner stage, the public and private theatres and the
difference between them both in the standard of their
audiences and in the fact that in the latter plays were pro-

2
duced by candlelight. Like Capell, he denies the Eliza
bethans knowledge of scenes and asserts that the stage was
merely decorated with curtains, and arras and tapestry 

3hangings. Like him, he also stresses the fact that the
imagination of the audience.was *little assisted by

4
scenical deception* and that Shakespeare is dramas ‘derived

5
very little aid from the splendour of exhibition.* Thus 
the basis for the recognition of the essential lack of veri
similitude in the structure of Shakespearean drama was 
SBDurely laid by the scholars, although they themselves did 
not recognize this feature in their actual commentary on 
the individual plays,

1. The Plays & Poems of William Shakespeare, ed. Edmond 
ï,Ialone,‘nrSôndtV"TT9^rr"^"l«if i-̂ t.xï, p.T3*

2. Ibid., vol.i, Part II, pp.49-53, It is interesting to
note that such details have crept into Waldron and Eib- 
din*8 popular reference book (pp.3^5),

3* Ibid., vol.i, Pt.II, p.85.
4. Ibid'., vol.i, Pt.II, p.66,
5. IFid., vol.i, Pt.II, p.100.
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The great achievement of eighteenth century scholars 
is no less manifest in the discovery of the sources of the 
plays. Langbaine had referred to Shakespeare's debt to 
Boccaccio in his Account of the English Dramatic Poets (1691); 
and early in the eighteenth century Theobald showed, us that 
Shakespeare had made use of North's Plutarch and of Holin- 
shed's Chronicle. In the middle of the century Mrs. Lennox 
suggested the sources for twenty-two plays in her Shakespeare 
Illustrated; and Parmer in defence of his thesis that 
Shakespeare was not acquainted with classical literature 
wrote his Essay on the Learning'of Shakespeare, in which he 
pointed to the books and translations Shakespeare had read.
The extremely important findings of Parmer as well as those 
of the rest of the late eighteenth century scholars have 
put modern scholarship under a lasting obligation to them; 
but they are too numerous to be mentioned here. Indeed 
there would be no place for them in this section, since my 
aim is not to assess the contribution of scholarship as 
such. V/hat is pertinent to my subject, however, is what 
use was made of the knowledge of these sources. Theobald 
makes no attempt at genetic criticism, and Charlotte 
Lennox's aim is clear: it is to prove that Shakespeare
lacked invention, the much prized quality then, and often 
used his original only to malce a poor job of it. Mrs.
Lennox can hardly be called a critic: she is both unpercep-
tive and unsympathetic from the outset. Yet it is fair to 
mention that, besides her contribution to our knowledge
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of Shakespeare's sources, we are indebted to her for her
pioneering work in the genetic method. It is true that
she is not concerned with anything deeper than the plot
of the work in question,but she has certainly pointed the
way to the method of comparing Shakespeare's play with his
sources and of inquiring into the reasons for, or the
effects of, his deviating from them.. Two years after
the publication of Mrs. Lennox's book, there appeared
anonymously an English translation of the Noye1 from whioh
the Elay of the Merchant of Venice written by Shakespeare 1
is taken, in the Preface to which the author states that 
had she known this novel, Mrs. Lennox would have commended 
Shakespeare for his arrangement of the main characters of 
his plot and for his substitution of the caskets, an epi
sode itself taken from another source, for

although the chief hinge on which the plot turns may 
please in a novel, or in the closet, it would hardly 
have been borne with on the stage*

This method Malone applies in his defence of the moral2
character of Hamlet against Steevens' severe attack. By 
reference to the source of the play, he points out how 
Shakespeare probably meant to make Eosencrans and Guilden- 
stern, 'the representative of fengon's two faithful ministers*
equally acquainted with the purport of their message, so that

1. London, 1755*
2. The Elays of William Shakespeare, Jolmson and Steevens, 

^%ond., 17ü3), vol.lO, pp.490, 521.
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Hamlet may be absolved from the murder of the innocent
courtiers. Likewise, he shows how in the conclusion of
his drama 'the poet has entirely deviated from the fabulous
history' presumably in order to avoid the horrors Hamlet
commits to perpetrate his revenge.

But this comparative method is used sparingly and
never in a fully detailed manner. Without any critical
analysis of particular passages Gapell is satisfied only
with saying that

Shakespeare has,.with much judgment, introduced no 
small number of speeches in these plays (i.e. Julius 
Caesar, Coriolamig, Antony b Cleopatra, and parTs of 
TimonT inlîhe very words "of the translator, turning 
them into verse; which he has so well wrought up, 
and incorporated with his plays, that what he has 
introduc'd, cannot be discovered by any reader, 'till 
it is pointed out for him. 1

Yet it is symptomatic of the effect of scholarship that 
Mackenzie, who was a critic and no scholar, goes back to 
the source of Hamlet to enforce his thesis, and that in a 
periodical, not in a book of commentary on Shakespeare. 
Mackenzie's comparison between the Hamlet of Shakespeare 
and the character of Amleth as told by Saxo-G-rammatieus 
reveals to him the latter's greater cunning in the accom
plishment of his revenge. Amleth counterfeits madness only 
to avoid suspicion, whereas Shakespeare

1. The Plays•of•William Shakespeare, ed. Capell, (Lend.,
r?T7n 7 V ô T n 7 pT5a; --------
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wishing to elevate the hero of his tragedy and at the 
same time to interest the audience in his behalf, 
throws around him, from the beginning, the majesty 
of melancholy, along with that sort of weakness and 
irresolution which frequently attends it. 1

Similarly he observes the absence of the Ghost incident 
from the Danish legend, and suggests that Shakespeare in
troduced it partly for stage effect, partly to help unfold 
Haialet's character, for

in the communication of such a visionary being, there 
is an uncertain kind of belief, and â dark unlimited 
horror, which are apdy suited to display the wavering 
purpose and varied emotions of a mind endowed with a 
delicacy of feeling that often shakes its fortitude,, 
with sensibility that overpowers its strength# 2
Another example of a non-scholarly attempt was made

3by Wolsteiiholme Parr, who primarily for purposes of criti
cism, was 'desirous of examining the sources from which ■

. 4
Shakespeare derived the outlines of his story.* Being a
soulful sentimentalist who somehow managed to find some

5
similarity between Rousseau and Shakespeare, he believed 
that those plays of his based on authentic history are 'in
finitely less interesting, if not inferior in point of com
position, to those drawn from Romance or from his own 
imagination', 'the lighter productions of his fancy* 'which

1. The Mirror. No,99. (April 18. 1780).
2. • ’
j. WoIsTenholme Barr, The Story of the Moor of Venice

translated from the "Italian vviTn Two Essays on
Shakespeare, Thorrd., %795TT

4. Ibid., pp.14-15.
5. Ibid., p.65.
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1
were the inspirers of his youthful dreams,* Whereupon he 
dismissed Ooriolanus for being *a minute and exact copy of 
historical detail, in which the action has acquired no addi
tional interest or solidity from the art or combination of 

2
the post, * and praised the character of Othello v/hich 'proved 
by the preceding novel to have been almost wholly created 
by the imagination of Shakespeare.' This, to be sure, by 
no means sounds like good criticism, but what is material 
to us is the fact that the principles of the comparative or 
genetic method have been established. Even the motives 
which led Shakespeare to borrow from a certain source have 
been probed into, for instance, James ?lumptre, in his two 
books: Observations on Hamlet (1796) and Appendix to Ob
servations (1797), discusses 'the motives which moot prob
ably induced Shakespeare to fix upon the story of Amleth 
from the Banish Chronicle of Saxo Grammaticus for the plot 
of that tragedy,' evolving the fantastic theory that in 
Hamlet Shakespeare intended 'an indirect censure on Mary 
Queen of Scots.' This, of course, is no literary critici
sm, unless we hold that a political meaning nay add to the 
multiple meanings of a play.

. When Douce then in the first decade of the nineteenth 
century gives us a comparative study of Shakespeare and his
ÏT WoIsrbenholi'fie P a r r ^he Story of the Moor of ̂ Venice trans- 

lated from the Italian, with 1 ^  17ssays on Shakespeare. 
rhond.", Ï7931T p. (T6.

2. Ibid., p.22.
3. p.69.
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sources in Measure for Measure, we realise that he is wrl-~   — —  1
ting in the tradition of his predecessors among the scholars.
Douce strongly rejects Mrs. Lennox's strictures on Shake
speare for 'almost every supposed deviation from the plot of  ̂
Cinthio's novel, and even for adliering to it in sparing 
Angelo.* He declares that, on the contrary, in his altera
tions Shakespeare 'has, with some exceptions exerted a con
siderable degree of skill and contrivance', and consequently 
he has , ,

furnished a rich and diversified repast for his readers, 
instead of serving up the simple story in the shape of 

■ such a tragedy as might have suited a Greek audience, 
but certainly would not have pleased an English one 
in his time.

Douce substantiates his claim by a thorough comparison of ,
the two plots. Elsewhere he merely praises Shakespeare's
power of transforming his sources into something great,
either in a sentence or a phrase. His comment on,the
character of Apemantus in Timon is just tiiat 'he is a
highly finished portrait after a very slight sketch by 

2
Plutarch.*

The same desire to understand Shakespeare which prompted 
the scholars to hunt for the sources of the plays, was also 
responsible for the amazing amount of reading they did on 
his background and in the works of his contemporaries and

1. Francis Douce, Illustrations of Shakespeare, {Lond., 
1807), vol.i, pp.153:159.

2. Ibid., vol.il, p.69.
timm II .  . .  7  V lA. —̂
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1
predecessors* In order to explain the obscurities of his 
construction Theobald had initiated this historical method, 
and both in his Proposals and his Preface as well as in M s  
Miscellaneous Observations on the Tragedy of Macbeth, Johnson 
emphasized its importance. Capell too pointed to the 'ut
most necessity* of some acquaintance with the writings of
the contemporaries and predecessors of Shakespeare for *a

2
right comprehension of his language, * and his own volume

i. ol" The School of Shakespeare was explicitly an attempt to
answer such a need. Besides, in these writers, he wrote,
will be found examples of 'words and modes of expression
which many have thought neculiar to Shakespeare, and lave

3been too apt to impute to him as a blemish.* Malone asser
ted *I scarcely remember ever to have looked into a book
of the age of Queen Elizabeth, in which I did not find some-

4"
what that tended to throw a light on these plays,* his ob
ject being * to illustrate, his phraseology by comparing.  ̂' it 
with that of his contemporaries and to explain his fugitive 
allusions to customs long since disused.* Whenever that 
was possible it was carried out admirably by the scholars. 
Very often their business was just to restore the original 
, reading and explain its meaning without committing themselves

1. For the full effect of that reading see E. H.T/asserman, 
Elizabethan Poetry in the Eighteenth Century, (Urbana.
i w n ;  -̂------ ---------

2. Preface to The School of Shakespeare, (Lend., I783).
3. The Flays of William ohakes'peare. êd.Gapell, (1767), 

voiTl, p.“J2T
4-. Tlie Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare, ed. Halo ne,

volM, Part I,~ p• 1 vi•
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to a critical judgment. But when they did pass a judgment,
it is not difficult to see what their assumptions were
about Shakespeare's style,

Malone indeed condemns the 'wretched taste' of the
audience in the early part of the eighteenth century when
the 'contemptible alterations of his (Shakespeare's) pieces1
were preferred to the originals.* Of the liberties the
editors of the time took with the text Steevens writes that
the majority of them were the result of their belief that
Shakespeare was a correct writer, but corrupted and inter-

2
pointed by the players, and I%lone echoes him in his 1790 

3
Preface. Malone has no doubts about the greatness of
Shakespeare's style; Shakespeare, in his opinion, was
'the great refiner and polisher of our language,* and he .
quotes approvingly a comment by Dryden on Shakespeare, who

4
without learning almost miraculously performed so much.
He defends Macbeth against the charge of bombast levelled 

by
at it/Bryden and others. But, on the other hand, he finds 
'harshness of diction* in The Winter's Tale and Troilus &
Oressida; he retains in his edition Johnson's brief critical
T7" The" Plays' and Poems' 1:1 W illiam Shakespeare, e&.Malone.

. voiTrrHTrii73pT2HT"Tr:— — - - -

3. 'Advertisement to the Header*, £he Plays of William
Shakesncare, Johnson & Steevens, (Tond., 17^5), vol.i, 
ppmT3-î 4.3. The Plays & Poems of William Shakespeare, ed.Malone.. 
vol.i, ft.I, p.XI.

4. Ibid., p.lxxvii..
5. TBT3"., vol.i, Pt.I, p.352.
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1
remarks on the plays, and thinks very highly of his PreS^oe.
Furthermore, lie believes with him that Shakespeare's 'natural

2
disposition* led him to comedy.

The scholarly method no doubt contributed in many cases __ 
to the removal of midunderstandings concerning Shakespeare's' 
style. For instance, Jolmson found that the simile in 
King John

Be thou as lightning in the eyes of Prance;
For ere thou canst report, I will be tnere:
Tlie thunder of my cannon shall be heard. (I.i.24-26)

'does not suit well; the lightning indeed appears before 
the thunder is heard, but the lightning is destructive and 
the thunder innocent.* But by quotations from several other 
plays of Shakespeare Bitson disproves the impropriety, sug
gesting that the thunder 'was not thought to be innocent in

3
our author's time.' Applying the historical method Bouce
defends‘the lines

0 beat away the busy meddling fiend
That lays strong siege unto this wretch's soul.

(Hen.VI. Ft.2,III,iii.21-22)
by reference to 'the forms and ceremonies of the Romish 
Church', showing Shakespeare's strict adherence to the man
ners of the times' and hoping the note might exculpate him

1. Tile flavs and Poems of William Shakespeare, ed.Malone,
volTi, Pt.x, pp.lxviiilh

2. Ibid., vol.i, Ft.I, p.294.
3. JFseph Hitson, Remarks Critical and Illustrative on

the Text and ÎTolësoT'liTié Last Edition of Shakespeare.rB6Td:"Ti:T83)Tp:̂   ----------------------------- —
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from the charge of 'personifying the fiend, on the suppo-
' . . Ïsition that the poet s language is merely figurative.'

But often, in their historical explanation^ when their sense
of propriety and decorum is offended, there is a note of
apology, some such qualification as 'as genius and
critical exactness are, in many respect discordant quali-

2
ties, we are not always to look for them together.' or

3Shakespeare's metaphors are often earless and confused.*
At times even sympathetic scholars like Douce could say of 
the lines

Ulysses. Let Mars divide eternity in twain
And give him half. (Troilus & Cresslda,

nTiii. 243^2447
'How Mars was to accomplish this, the metaphysicians must
decide. The idea is an odd compound of grandeur and ahsur- 

4
dity.* Capell found Shakespeare's play on words, which is
'almost a distinguishing mark of him* in many instances 

5
'faulty'. Ritson said that 'Shakespeare's highest or
lowest characters are never without a quibble,' and tliat
'no situation can exempt Shakespeare's characters from the6
vice of punning.♦ Thomas Warton still considered the
17 Francis Douce. Ôp.Cit., ii, pp.Ï9-2l.
2. James Plumntre, An Annendix to Observations on Hamlet.

(Bond., 1797), pTW:  — -------:--- -----
3. Francis Douce, Op.Pit., ii, p.43.
4. Ibid.. ii, p.59.
5. Sdlvard Capell, Notes and Various Readings to Shakespeare, 

i, Part I, p.iHTT^
6. Joseph Ritson, Op.Pit., pp.86, 187.
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'chief blemishes of the scenes of Shakespeare* to be the 
'false sublime', the 'exaggerated imageries' and 'pedantic 
metaphors' by which he and his fellow poets 'found it 
their interest to captivate the multitude.' Jolmson him
self would have said just as much.

Among the scholars, who very often are conservative 
people, Dryden's tradition persisted much more strongly 
than is commonly realized. Writing of the Elizabethan
poets V/arton said that 'every man indulged his own capri-

2
ciousness of invention' and that Shakespeare in the same
scene '.descends from his meridian of the noblest tragic
sublimity, to puns and quibbles, to the meanest merriments
of a plebeian farce,' and that he 'seems not to have seen
any impropriety in the most abrupt transitions from dukes
to buffoons, from senators to sailors, from counsellors to

3
constables, from kings to clowns.' It is the old story of 
Shakespeare possessing (or rather being possessed by) 
genius, but lacking in good taste. Even Douce, who believed 
that Johnson, unlike Steevens, Malone, Tyrwhitt and Mason, 
was 'unskilled the obsolete customs expressions', 
approved entirely of his 'masterly' preface, and fomd his

4
characters of the plays of Shakespeare 'sound and tasteful'.

1. Hi'itorv of English Poetry, vol.iv, p. 186. ■
2. Ibid., vol.IV, p.330.
3. ., vol.iv, p.331,
4. Francis Douce, Op,Pit., vol.ii, pp.vii-vili.
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He. objected to the glaringly loose form of Winter's Tale
and Pericles, and some others of Shakespeare's dramas; and
quoted Dr. Johnson on the supposition that Shakespeare was
'fully sensible of the absurdity of showing battles on the
theatre, which, says, Johnson, is never done but tragedy -

2
b ecomes a uâTce. * île collected the anachronisms and other
incongruities of Shakespeare, in which admittedly he did 
not think him any 'more culpable than most of his contem
poraries;* but it is significant that in the plays he found 
lapses in decorum which 'are often extremely ridiculous'.
Tills is not to mention' disreputable people like Seymour, 
who virtually belonged to the early school of editing, and 
who, haunted by an ideal of correctness, in the neo-classical 
sense, went about with _ A scalping knife, pruning and cor
recting whatever is ungrammatioal or irregular, lopping off 
whole scenes (sometimes dismissing whole plays) on the ground 
that they were interpolations, apparently unconscious of 
the functional value of such parts and of the organic

4unity of the great Shakespearean plays.
The eighteenth century scholars, then, were very much 

influenced by the critical assumptions of the age. Of all of 
them it is perhaps iîalone who suffered least from the bon
dage of these assumptions, but even he, we have seen, was

1. Francis Douce, OiD.Cit., vol.i, pp.481-2.2 hoc. Cit.
3. Ibid.. ii, pp.284 ff.
4. F.II.Seymour, Remarks Critical, Conjectural and Explana-

tory unon tb.e~lays* of Shakes^are, (bond., 1805 ), e.”g.
iiiiiaiijiii K . iW  il Vni  I I. I - rr  ' t ............— ' ' -------------------  ---------^ ------   ^vol.i,pp.3,4,139,l'72,175;vol.ii,X3p.33,83,138,235, 390, 
422,43a.
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not altogether free from the shortcomings of the tradition# 
In questions of facts about Shakespearean drarua, of the 
authenticity of a certain reading, he is extremely reliable, 
of course within the limits of his knowledge; for he 
combines learning with scientific honesty and a zeal for 
truth* But in matters that demand taste, appreciation 
and critical judgment we have to go somewhere else. The 
contribution of the scholars was indeed immense, but they 
seemed not to have been fully aware of the implications of 
their findings, and their interest was largely antiquarian. 
It was left to future generations to make a sound critical 
use of the knowledge of the form of Shakespearean drama, 
of Elizabethan stage conditions,of Shakespeare's sources, 
of his idiom, and of his place in the English dramatic 
tradition. Although we should, and quite rightly we do, 
extol the abilities of the late eighteenth century Shake
spearean scholars as scholars, let not our gtatitude and 
admiration for their scholarship blind us to their serious 
shortcomings as critics.
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Relation Between Coleridge's Shakespearean 

Criticism and his Aesthetics

Y/hen we turn from the main bulk of the eighteenth 
century Shakespearean criticism to the criticism of Cole
ridge, we realize immediately that we are undergoing a 
radically different experience. His writings are at once 
alive and life-giving. We feel more akin to Coleridge even 
though we may disagree with some of his critical utterances, 
and that is not solely because we are closer to him in time. 
In the writings of the majority of those tireless and 
voluminous eighteenth-century critics and scholars we wade 
through a morass of pages in the hope that we may come 
across some illuminating remark or an important fact to en
courage us to proceed on our laborious journey. But it is 
different with Coleridge. He may not give us the important 
fact, and as a rule he rarely does; yet invariably we are 
amply rewarded in other ways.

The strength of Coleridge's Shakespearean criticism, 
fragmentary as it is, lies in its profoundly systematic 
nature; and it is precisely in this quality that the 
eighteenth century criticism most painfully fails. Here 
we encounter a vigorous mind playing freely, and a keen
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1
sensibility that is not altogether lacking in discipline.
The impression, true enough, is the starting point; but it
is often translated into an intelligible statement, which in

2
turn is referred back to some basic principle. In other
words, Coleridge's strength as a critic consists in his

3being a philosophic critic. Not content with recording M s  
impressions alone, as the worst of the romantic critics do, 
or with forcing a work to fit in with a rigid, preconceived 
formula, as the eighteenth century critics often try to do, 
he arranges his various impressions into some sort of system 
- a system that has its place in a larger system of mind. 
Opinions may vary as to whether the study of philo^phy has 
killed the poet in Coleridge; but there is no doubt that 
his philosophical preoccupation 1ms helped to make him the

1. That a man can possess a disciplined sensibility and may 
at the Same time suffer from digreaiveness is, I take 
it, beyond dispute.

2. See Letter to Sotheby (Sept.1002); 'Be minute, and assign 
your reasons often, and your first impression always, 
and then blame or praise, I care not which, I shall be
satisfied.' Lettersvol.i, p.402. Gt.Haslitt's essay 
•On CriticismTTIn his Table Talk, (William Hazlitt, The 
Complete Works, ed, P.Ihnowe, Tond., 1930-4, vol.8,pp.

which is in parts an indirect attack on Cole
ridge. Hazlitt objects to the 'modern or metaphysical 
system of criticism* which 'supposes the question. Why? 
to be repeated at the end of every decision.' As an im
pressionist he believes that 'a genuine criticism should 
reflect the colours, the light and shade, the soul and 
body of a work.' (Ibid., p.217). The result is that in
stead of criticism IlazTitt often provides us with a 
genre of rhapsodical writing which tells us more about 
the critic than about the work.

3. See I.A.Richards, Coleridge on ' ' • Imagination, (Lond., 
1950), p.5.
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critic lie is* One has to admit that, even if one rightly 
or wrongly may dismiss a great part of the philosophy itself 
as a mystifying mixture of fog, imite and moonshine. Cole
ridge's criticism of Shakespeare remains in a profound 
sense systematic if only we make allowance for some impor
tant facts. Coleridge did not publish his criticism himself; 
but the great bulk of it has reached us in the form of 
lecture notes, marginalia and other fragments. The limita
tions imposed by the form of lecturing, often improvised 
lecturing which, however, in the opinion of Godwin, Robin
son and others, fell infinitely below his conversation in1
private company, have also to be taken into consideration. 
Admitting that repetition and digressiveness are among 
Coleridge's mental habits, still a considerable part of 
the digressions and repetitions may be excused on this 
score. Likewise his failure to acknowledge some of his 
debts may be due to the inconvenience of so doing in a pub
lic lecture room in the presence of a mixed audience of 
varying intellectual standards and backgrounds.

Yet some critics iiave propagated the misleading notion 
that in his practical criticism, or at least, in his best 
criticism, Coleridge disregards his theories or principles, 
as if his criticism had in fact no bearing upon his aesthe- 
tical theory, as if the latter belonged categorically to the 
rest of his philosophising, which being in parts incoherent,

1, Sh. Prit., vol.ii, pp. 213, 218.
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obscure and sometimes confused, should not be taken heed of.
How strange it is to accuse a man, who in all places and at 
all times emphasised the need to return to fundamental 
principles, of taking himself little notice of such principles. 
How can one hold such a view in the face of overwhelming 
evidence to the contrary? The underlying theme of The Friend. 
Eioyraphia Literaria, even The Aids to Reflection, is a plea 
for a re-examination of contemporary basic principles in j

morality, politics, philosophy and criticism, and an attempt [ 
to rest all of them upon secure foundations. Coleridge de
fines the aim of The Friend in the following terms;

To refer men's opinions to their absolute principles, 
and thence their feelings to the appropriate objects, I 

and in their due degrees; and finally to apply the I

principles thus ascertained, to the formation of sted- | 
fast convictions concerning the most important questions | 
of politics, morality and religion - these are to be 
the objects of his work. 1

And in a letLer to J. Colson he claims that his intention
in the periodical is

to establish, elucidate, and recommend principle in- j
stead of mere expedience - and therefore Principles ; 
principles in~Te.sFFljpoetry, prose, painting, music, 
dress, etc. etc, etc.,) principles in private morality 
- principles in general rCTTglon, ••• etc. 2

The Friend, of course, did not live long enough to fulfil
all of these large claims. In the sphere of aesthetic,
criticism and the fine arts, for example, with the exception
of few stray remarks on genius and talent and the part of the

1. The Friend, Introductory, Essay 2.
2, vol.i, p.455.
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fine essay on Method, it completely fails our expectations. 
But in the other suhjeots the attempt is definitely made, 
and it is sufficient for our purpose to note from what 
standpoint the periodical is written, and what its explicit 
intentions 'are. In his plan for a successful review Cole
ridge emphasises that the essential desideratum is that it 
'should be started upon a published code of principles, 
critical, moral, political and religious. * Aids to Reflec
tion is designed for 'all who, desirous of building up a 
manly character in,the light of distinct consciousness, are 
content to study the principles of moral architecture on 2
the several grounds of prudence, morality, and religion.* 
Whether the book carries out its promise convincingly or 
not is not my business; my concern is to show how Coleridge 
in almost everything he wrote felt the need to refer to 
basic principles, and that in spite of his obscurities 
which are frequently not unjustly complained of. Or per
haps it is because of his incessant desire to go back to 
such principles, which with him becomes as much a haunting
need and a vice as a virtue, that he is often tortuous,

3
involuted and obscure.

T.T., June 7, I830.2. IBTs! P.3T7.
3. Hee A.P., p.302.
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Biograph!a Literaria* rambling as it is, stresses the
value of principles in literary criticism. In it one of the
main aims of Coleridge is to point to the chaos in critical
writings, both in literary reviews and elsewhere, and the

1
dangers of 'the substitution of assertion for argument',
and to advocate a kind of 'philosophical criticism' which
sets out by defining its principles# Before he embarked
upon the actual criticism of Wordsworth's poetry he thought
it wise to explain what he meant by philosophical criticism.
I shall quote the passage in full for its importance.

I should call that investigation fair and philosophical, 
in which the critic announces and endeavours to esta
blish the principles, which he holds for the foundation 
of poetry in general, with the specification of these 
in their application to the different classes of 
poetry. Having thus prepared his canons of criticism 
for praise and condemnation, he would proceed to parti
cularize the most striking passages to which he deems 
them applicable, faithfully noticing the frequent or 
infrequent recurrence of similar merits or defects, and 
as faithfully distinguishing what is characteristic 
from what is accidental, or a mere flagging of the 
wing. Then if his premises be rational, his deductions 
legitimate, and his conclusions justly applied, the 
reader, and possibly the poet himself, may adopt his 
judgment in the light of judg-ient and in the indepen- 
dence of free-agency. If he has erred, he presents 
his errors in a definite place and tangible form, and 
holds the torch and guides the way to their detection.

This is the method which Coleridge follows in his criticism 
not only of Wordsworth but of Shakespeare as well. Every
where he asserts the importance of principles, and he is 
constantly referring to them. But he applies them with the

1. B.L., vol.ii, p.90. Cf.Letter to Byron, Ü.L.. vol.ii, p. 
r43: 'My object (in B.L.) is to reduce criticism to a 
system.'

2. B.L.. vol.ii, p.85.
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utmost tact, revealing M s  complete awareness that they are
not hard and fast rules, hut useful tools to guide and

1
clarify his responses to every individual work. The critic
is not one who voices his own personal 'opinions', which
'weigh for nothing'; he is the one who writes about a work
'in such a form, as is calculated either to effect a funda-

2
mental conviction, or receive a fundamental confutation.*

Par from being desultory and impressionistic in his 
critical pronouncements on Shakespeare, Coleridge practically 
in every course of lectures on the subject starts by defi
ning his principles. Dome of these principles are involved 
in his definition of poetry to which he often cbvotes the
two initial lectures. This is significant. It is not

i
sufficient to explain away the fact by reference to Cole
ridge's habit of repeating himself. Nor would it be con-I
vincing to say that the impecunious Coleridge found it easy 
to n i l  up two lectures with matter which became so familiar 
to him that it no longer required of him any fresh prepara
tion or previous labour. V/e may find a great many faults in 
Coleridge's character, but I do not think we can charge him 
with insincerity in this respect. Besides in almost every 
course of lectures lie gave he had more material than he could

1. See Inquiring Surit, ed. Kathleen Cobum, (Bond., 1951), 
p .l5^ 'Tlrot principles of criticise, which can indeed 
neither create a Tasterpr supply the want of it but yet 
may conduce effectively to its cultivation and are per
haps indispensable in securing it from the aberrations 
of"caprice and,fashion.*

2. B.B.. vol.i, p.65.
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dispose of in the allotted number of lectures, and he often
found it necessary to add one or more lectures free of charge
to the number originally planned. It is more probable, and
more in peeping with his habits of thought, that Coleridge _
started his courses on Shakespeare with the discourse on the
definition of poetry because of the importance of such a
definition, because of the immediate relevance of it to
the subject at hand. In fact his interest in his principles,
and his belief in the intimate relation between them and
the main subject of lectures were such that occasionally
one feels that his object in discoursing on Shakespeare was ,
to illustrate his principles of criticism and his aesthe- 1
tical theory. Such a feeling would seem to be not alto
gether unjustified, since he himself explicitly states in 
the Prospectus to one of his courses that the lectures
would be given 'in illustration of the Principles of 

2
Poetry' . In one of the lectures he admits that his object
'is not so much to illustrate the character of Shakespeare

3
as to illustrate the principles of poetry.' It seems 
therefore necessary that any study of Coleridge's Shake
spearean criticism should start with an examina'fcion of his 
definition - just as Coleridge himself thought that his 
study of Shakespeare ought to begin with a definition of 
poetry. It seems equally necessary that in order to know 
the exact nature of Coleridge's contribution to Shale e speare an

1. Sh. Crit., vol.ii, p.75.
2. TbTg;;— ol.ii, p.k.
3. Tbi'd., vol.ii, p.90.
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criticism, we should study the relation of that definition 
to previous critical theory. It will not be amiss there
fore to provide at this point a short sketch of the ancestry 
of Coleridge's definition.

In a sense Coleridge was writing in the English critical 
tradition when he maintained, as he often did, that the end 
of poetry is pleasure. As far back as Bacon's time poetry
was connected with pleasure. Bacon, in his essay 'Of Truth*,

. 2
had claimed that poets 'make lies for pleasure* - although
in his view as a philosopher and logician it is a pleasure
which should not be indulged in. In the Advancement of
learning he tells us that 'it is not good to stay too long

3
in the theatre. ' There is an implicit opposition in his 
words between poetry which has pleasure for its object, and 
philosophy, human and natural, which is by far the superior 
occupation, and which should be approached 'with more 
reverence and attention*.

Bacon, in some ways the father of modern thought, be
lieved that the only true way of searching into and disv
covering truth is that which 'derives axioms from the senses

4
and particulars*. By setting a great value on the role

1. See for instance, to take his Sh.Crit. alone, vol.i, p. 
164; vol.ii, pp.75-76, 66-68.

2. Bac on* s Ess ay s. ed. A. S.V/est, (Cambridge, 1914), p. 1.
3. FranoTs Bacon, The Advancement of Learning, ed. V/.A.

ï/right, (Oxf.; n r 5 9 T 7 V p T î Ô 4 n W T ~ ~ ---
4. Francis Bacon, ilovum Organum, Tr.Ellis and Spedding, 

(London, Routledge, undatedT, Bk.I, Aphorism xix.
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played by the senses he influenced the general trend of
subsequent English thought considerably. In this respect
he is the originator of English sensationalism, from him
Hobbes, Id eke and Hume and Hartley derive a direct descent.
Hobbes tells us that ‘there is no conception in a man‘s
mind, which hath not at first, totally or by parts, been
begotten upon the organs of sense. ' Imagination is nothing

2
but a ‘decaying sense*, and differs in no way from memory*
His ‘simple* and ‘compounded* imagination passed over to 
IjQcke and by him they were christened ‘primary* and ‘secon
dary* ‘ideas*, while sense was style ‘impression*. These 
impressions and ideas of Locke had enormous influence in 
the field of literary theory and practice - much greater 
than one would at first suppose. It is to the influence of 
sensationalism, much more than to any other factor, that the
rise of naturalism,both in criticism and in creation, can be 

3attributed. This could be easily seen about the middle of 
the eighteenth century, although the germs of the movement

1* Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan. (Lend., 1889), Part I, ch.i.
2. Ibid., Part I, eh.ii.
3. This theory of the rise of naturalism, which is offered

tentatively in the following pages, I have discovered
later, bears a certain degree of resemblance to that whici 
Mr. W.J.Bate expounds in detail in his book .From Classic 
to Romantic. (Harvard, 1948), and which establishes a 
close and important connection between empiricism and
the movement from the general and universal to the par
ticular. As my conclusions were arrived at independent
ly and before seeing Mr. Eate*s book, I have not attem
pted to alter my mode of presenting them.
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were b o m  much earlier. Of course in the early years of the
century Hobbes and Locke could be read by every educated
reader, and we have seen Addison's debt to both thinkers in1
his Papers on the Pleasures of the Imagination. Pryden be
fore" had once expressed his belief that he was satisfied 
as long as his poetry succeeded in exciting pleasure in the 
reader. But it is after sensationalism had become indeed 
popular, with the advent of the once influential Pr. Hartley 
the eighteenth century behaviourist, who attempted an all- 
embracing explanation of all the departments of knowledge - 
that the immediate repercussions of the philosophy were 
felt everywhere. It is not irrelevant here to remember that
it is about this time that Garrick was gaining the unanimous
applause of all the theatre-goers by his deliberately 
naturalistic acting of Shakespeare. Of his performance of 
the character of Pdchard the Tliird at Goodman's Fields in 
1741 Murphy w rites :

The moment he entered the scene, the character he assumed 
was visible in his countenance; ' the power of his imagi- . 
nation was such, that he transformed himself into the 
very nan; the passions rose in rapid succession, and 
before he uttered a word, were legible in every feature 
of that various face. His look, his voice, his atti
tude changed with every sentiment ••• Everything he 
discovered was almost reality ... In all this, the
audience saw an exact imitation. 2

But it was in Lear's madness, Murphy goes on, that 'Garrick's
genius was remarkably distinguished'. Murphy is careful to

1. See supra, p. ign
2. . Arthur hurpiiy, tn'O*Life of Bavid Garrick. Esq.,

(Lond., 1801}, vol.!,' pp.22-24.
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point out that Garrick, ‘acquired the hint that guided him* 
from a friend of his who went mad over the loss of a beloved 
daughter of two, whom lie dropped wliile fondling at his 
dining room window. Garrick used to say therefore: ‘I
copied nature.‘

Emotionalism, it is true,,had set in in English c ritioism 
early in the century with critics like Dennis and Hughes;- 
but at the time the neo-classical tradition, with its high 
evaluation of formal elements, was at Its strongest, and 
sensationalism had invaded by then only certcali quarters. 
Sensationalism, which as we shall presently see, gave rise 
to the conception that poetry is, at its best, a close imi
tation of life, had already by the early years of the cen-

2tury determined the age's view of imitation. Drama was 
considered a copy of life, but, on the other hand, the be
lief in decorum and the criterion of generality remained 
unshaken. As the century proceeded, however, the uncomfor
table contradiction became less striking, although it never 
quite disappeared until Coleridge attempted some kind of 
reconciliation between the general and the particular. When
ever the critic was left to his own individual responses to 
Shakespeare there is no doubt what he would say, but as soon 
as there occurred any occasion to call forth in him his 
literary education and training he would fly over to the ideal

1. Arthur, Murphy, The Life of David Garrick, Dso.,(Loud. I 1801), vbl'.'i'; -
2, See supra. Part I, Section 4*
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of generality. But the contradiction became less notice
able in the latter half of the century, because for the 
production of a thoroughgoing naturalistic theory of 
poetry it w'as necessary that an emotionalist! o conception of _ 
poetry and a sensationalistic psychology and philosophy 
should concur.

This unholy alliance took place about the time of Hart
ley, and can be best studied in the work of the critics who 
came under his influence - or, rather, of those who were 
more directly and considerably influenced by him, since, 
practically every author on the subject was in some measure1
affected by his then extremely popular Observations on Man.
For an application of Hartley's principles to literary 
theory we may conveniently go to Joseph Priestley, another 
popular writer of the same period. In the Preface to his

1. Tlie whole thing is foreshadowed in Hume. Hume had already 
arrived at the conclusion that the ‘very essence* 

of Beauty consists in its power of producing pleasure 
(David Hume, The Philosophical Works. London, 1826, vol. 
iv, pp.208 ffTT Applying"his'empirical psychology, he '
rules out the possibility that pleasure is a consequence 
of, or an accompanying element in, the perception of 
beauty, and announces his firm conviction that pleasure 
is its very essence, (Ibid., ii, pp.31 ff). The plea
sure arises from our own realisation of a conformity in 
the object either to what pleases the primary consti
tution of our nature, meaning of course our physical 
nature (which is the physicalist view expounded at 
length in the greater part of Burke's treatise on 
the Sublime and the Beautiful), or to what by custom 
or caprice gives us pleasure (which is the germ of 
associationist aesthetic) (Ibid., ii, p.31)* Hume con
cludes his discussion of the~subject by drawing a broad 
distinction between Taste anc^Èeason. Taste is the 
faculty that gives us pleasure or pain; whereas reason 
is that which conveys the knowledge of truth and false
hood (Ibid.,iv,pp.375 ff). It is only a step from this 
to arrîve^at the opposition between science and poetry.
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book, A Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism Priestley
admits that he has decided to publish his book ‘partly with
a view to the illustration of the doctrines of the associa-
tion of ideas, to which there is a constant reference —  1 
through the whole book.' and as a result of his attempt to . _
draw attention to the principles of human nature as advocated 
by Dr.: Hartley. Priestley, of course, owes another debt to 
Lord Kam.es, the author of Elements of Criticism, himself 
another propagandist for the naturalistic theory.

' Priestley finds that the end of poetry is to give 
.pleasure. His crude psychology, which he has derived fr>m 
Hartley, has led him to the belief that the intellectual 
pleasure which poetry excites in us, like all our intel
lectual pleasures ‘consists of nothing but the simple plea-

2
sures of sense combined together‘. The pleasures of the
Imagination or the more delicate sensations which we feel
when we read poetry, says Priestley, following his Hartley
faithfully, are

nothing more than a congeries or combination of ibas 
and sensations, separately indistinguishable, but 
which were formerly associated either with the idea 
itself that excites them, or with some other idea, or 
circumstance, attending the introduction of them. 3

By reducing the end of poetry to pleasure, the emotion it
arouses in the recipient, and by interpreting pleasure in
these terms momentous conclusions follow* Our passions are

1. Joseph Priestley. A Course of Lectures on OratoryCriticism. (icnd!,n7rrnTpni:—
2. Tbid., p.137.
3. Ibid., p.73.
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engaged, Priestley concludes quite rightly from his premises,
*in proportion to the vividness of our ideas of those objects1
and circumstances which contribute to excite them. ' Perhaps 
the question would be made clear if we reconstructed the 
process of the genesis of naturalism roughly in the follow-: -
ing steps: airst, we can only experience sensations.

edSecondly, what we call ideas are really form/of combinations 
of these sensations, only fainter in their impact. Thirdly, 
poetry arouses in us sensations of similar nature to those 
we obtain in perception; 'Heading a romance is nearly the

2
same thing as seeing so much of the world and of mankind.'
With the exception of a certain auount of pleasure that
attends on our realisation of skill in imitation, the main
pleasure of poetry arises from the sensations associated
with the objects it presents or describes. Fourthly, the
mark of good poetry therefore is its presentation of objects
as close as possible to objects in the real world, so that
the most vivid sensations, or ideas as near as possible to

. 3
impressions may be produced in the recipient. Priestley
provides the best illustration of the theory in his words:

With regard to the conduct of the passions, to repre
sent things to the life, in order thoroughly to affect 
and interest the reader in the perusal of a composition, 
it is of singular advantage to be very ciroumstantiol, 
and to introduce as many sensible images as possible.

1. Joseoh Priestley, A Course of Lectures on Oratory and
■ Criticisn. (Lond. ,"377777 P^?97"2. 11) 3. ci., p ♦ o 3.
3# Ihis is precisely the principle of 'ideal presence'

Karnes puts forward in his Elements. Of.supra. Pp.71 ff.
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The power of art have no other means of exciting 
our passions than by representing such scenes as are 
found to excite them in rval life, ïTow in nature and 
real life, we see nothing but particulars, and to time 
ideas alone are strongest sensations and emotions 
annexed. 1

The poet should introduce 'the proper names of persons and
things, which have a more immediate connection with scenes
of real life.* The mention of time, place and person

excites more determinate ideas; and the more precise 
and vivid are our ideas, with the greater strength 
do they excite all the emotions and passions that de
pend upon them. The mention of these particulars makes 
a relation to resemble real and active life. 2

Consequently Shakespeare is praised because more than any 
other dramatic poet, he arouses the reader's passions, be
cause, he 'copies nature and real life in this prospect more

3closely than most others' . Under such despotism of the
4senses, to use a Coleridgean phrase, the production of 

Shakespeare on the stage could be nothing but naturalistic, 
with every minute detail reproduced faithfully in the stage 
decor.

The belief that poetry has pleasure for its aim - and 
all that the belief involves - soon became prédominent. It 
invaded even the strictly rationalist circles. Beattie who 
was once a staunch advocate of the immutability of Truth, 
hi#self had no doubt that one end of poetry is ”T0 G-IYB

1. Joseph Priestley, On.Cit.. p.84.
2. Ibid., p.85.
3. TDn"., p.87.
4. B.L., i, p.74.
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1
PLEASURE’* • The Ho rat Ian utile diilce causes him for a moment 
to ;mver in his conviction;- but he soon waives the diffi
culty maintaining that pleasure is still ‘undoubtedly the 
Immediate aim* of poetry. An ‘agreeable* piece of writing 
may be poetry although it contains no instruction, for a ' 
poet must do everything he can in order to please. The con
clusion of a long chapter he devotes to a discussion of the 
subject is 5

Let this therefore be established as a truth in criti
cism, That the end of poetry is, TO PLEASE. 3
But in order that poetry may fulfil its aim, which is

to please, it must be naturalistic, it must ‘exhibit real
matter of fact, or something like it; that is in other words,
must be either according to truth, or according to verisimi- 

4
litude*. * To a poem mere morality is not essential as

5
accurate description*. Not only poetry, but every art 
‘whose end is to please must be natural.* This is what
Beattie wrote in 1762. By 1783 he had been won over or al
most to the opposite camp of Hartley. In Dissertations 
Moral and Critical he could lose himself in absurd irrele- 
vancies like any thoroughgoing aesociationist vdien he 
attempted the task of analysing certain objects taken to
1. James' Be'aiiîie, ĵ ssays bn Roe try 'and Musi c ""as they affect 

the Mind, (Lond., 1779)/ p7T\
2. ïi’TF'iTtogether fanciful to suggest that Coleridge, who 

entertained a high opinion of Beattie, owes, perhaps un
consciously, some tiling to this discussion.? Meeting with 
the same difficulty in his discussion in the B. L.Cole- 
ridge ends by asserting that pleasure is at least ‘the 
immediate end* of poetry. ii, pp.9-10).

3. James Beattie, Op.Git.. p. 27.
4. Ibid.. p.33.

itia.. p.23.
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be beautiful. To point out such irrelevancies is not my 
object; the point I wish to make clear is the intimate 
connection between the rise of sensationalist philosophy 
and psychology and the spread of naturalism in art, and 
consequently in the discussion of Shakespearean drama. I L 
do not wish to imply that there is any logical relation be
tween sensationalism and naturalism; but the absence of such 
relation (if it indeed be absent) does not invalidate the 
evidence that there was a historical connection between the 
two events*

Subsequent writers on the subject adopted both sensa
tionalism and the pleasure principle. The main concern of
Alison's book on taste is what he called 'the emotion of 

1
taste' , and Knight v/as certain that 'the first and most 

' 2 
essential merit of poetry is to be pleasing'. In their
respective studies of taste the principle of association 
assumes an overwhelming importance. For Knight 'all the 
pleasures of intellect arise from the association of ideas'; 
consequently, the pleasure the object of poetry is to pro
duce is enhanced in proportion to the increase in 'the

• 3
materials of association*. Naturalism went together with
this attitude. Alison calls the emotion of pleasure which
it is the aim of the fine arts to produce an 'emotion of
17 Archil^al^""AlTs0n/ Assays on the Mature and brinci ole's "oF"

Taste. (Edinb., 179'C)') , ViT.' ,
2. Ni'ohard Payne Knight, Analytical ̂ iguiry into the Princ

iples of Taste, ( Lond * /~lHo5’J7*~p71177 Knight condemns 
Pai*ad 1 si"''Lost for its 'want of the power to please and
■ amuse•  ̂ .

3. Ibid., p.133,
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taste* in order to distinguish it from the 'simple emotion* 
which an object in everyday life may excite. But this emo
tion of taste is in reality nothing but the 'simple emotion* 
(i.e. the pleasure we derive from a pleasing object) plus 
the 'emotion of imagination*. Since the latter is only 
the pleasure we may find in indulging in reveries and day
dreams , for such is the extent of the function with which2
he seems to endow imagination, the importance of a natui'a-
listic representation vhich offers objects capable of
arousing 'simple emotions* becomes at once clear. Likewise,
Knight presents a clearly naturalistic view of poetry.
Truth, he writes

is naturally circumstantial, especially in matters 
that interest the feelings; for that which has been 
strongly impressed upon the mind, naturally leaves 
precise and determinate ideas. 3

Exactitude in detail he, therefore, praises as a great 
virtue in poetry. Similarly in drama naturalism demands 
accuracy of detail in the human characters presented on the 
stage. Since its birth was connected with a passive view 
of the mind, naturalism makes it its aim to render every
thing on the stage as sensible as possible. In it there 
is not enough room left for the creative imagination of the
the audience: 'In dramatic representations there can be no-

4
thing left Indeterminate for the imagination to work upon.*
IT I'rclal'bâld Alison, bp. cit.. p.lit.'
2. Ibid.. p.49*
3. Eichard Payne Knight, Op.Cit., p.277.
4. Ibid., p.291.
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Consequently symbolic or non-human characters in Shakespearean 
drama, which cannot anyhow be represented naturalistically, 
lose their effect for a naturalistically minded spectator.
For Knight the Witches in Macbeth lose 'totally their 
grandeur* by being exhibited on the stage. On the stage • 
what is needed is *a detailed adherence to the peculiari
ties of a common individual nature* and the most *affecting*
tragedies are found to be those * taken from the events of 1
common life.*

Coleridge's view that poetry has pleasure for its end
has thus a long history behind it. Indeed, we need not
say with Haysor that he obtained it from the article by the

2
Enquirer • in the Monthly Magazine, since it was a view
commonly held at the time. Besides, the author of the
article wus only really interested in the questiop<vhether
or not verse is essential to poetry, his thesis being that

3
the opposition between prose and poetry is ill-grounded.
The reply to this article written by a *Philo-Ehytlimus* in

4
the following number, which maintains that the distinction 
between poetry and prose should be made 'as clear and dis
tinct as possible*, shows where the real issue of the 
article lies. It would therefore blur the problem Coleridge 
was concerned with to relate his definition to this article,

1. Richard Payne Knight, Op.Cit., p.304.
2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.163, f717
3. See the Monthly Magazine, ii (1795), p.453.
4. Ibid., pT333.
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instead of placing it in the larger context of critical
opinion. After all the Enquirer himself was influenced by
Blair, another emotionalistic critic, and the distinction he
drew between poetry and philosophy was made on the assumption
that the proper office of the poet is to 'amuse*,- and that of2 “ 
the philosopher is to 'instruct', the world - the very
assumption we have been considering. The opposition between
poetry and science in Coleridge's definition is the product
of the eighteenth-century pœ tics which equated poetry with
pleasure. The opposition itself exists in the harbinger of

3 ' 4empiricism. Bacon, and is clearly marked in Ilurae and in
- 5Beattie, amongst others.

■ In Coleridge's critical theory the pleasure principle
was accompanied by its corollary in eighteenth-century
criticism, namely, naturalism. Dr. Richards, writing as * a
materialist trying to interpret the utterances of an extreme
idealist*, and intent on showing the sensational non-
Kantian heritage that has surreptitiously entered into6
Coleridge's sysbem, says that *in the final theory v;hat he 
has learnt from each (Hartley and Kant) came together.* This 
is indeed true, although we cannot understand this 'coming

1. Monthly Magazine, ii (1796), p.454. See supra, p.p.134-5.
2. ï i H P p T Î ^ ”—
3. Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning, p.105.
4. David Hume, The Phil
5. James Beattie, Bssa^
6. I.A.Richards, CoTFri

1950), p.16.

sophlcal Works, vol.lv, p.376#
on Boetryjand Music, p. 10.
ce on '' - Imagination, (Lond.,
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together* in Richards's sense. The two elements were not 
fused ‘imaginatively* by Coleridge (How can they ever be?), 
but were, so to speak, held loosely and separately. ’ In fact 
if anything, there is a cleavage between them rather than a 
co-ordination. Hiere is a great deal of the eighteenth 
century in Coleridge's theory and practice of which he him
self seems to be unaware. The d efinition of poetry as having 
pleasure for its object is a case in point, and with it the 
tendency in his practical criticism to look upon Shakespeare's 
characters as living human beings. In Shakespeare*s play, he
says, 'you meet people who. meet and speak to you as in real 

 ̂ 1 2 life,* they are 'flesh and blood individuals.* When he came
to defend Shakespeare's tragi jf-co me dies his argument was just
as naturalistic as that of the eighteenth-century critics:
'Shakespeare is the Poet of Nature, portraying things as they 
exist.

3
r?' I

But this is only half the story. And to think that
Coleridge's conception of poetry is all included in this
definition, which is based upon the opposition between truth
and pleasure, is to misunderstand Coleridge completely. It
is because a purist .like J. Bronowski saw only tliis half of
the story that he could write:

Coleridge believes that man answers every question when 
he understands, the pleasures which he talies in himself. 
The study of these pleasures was Coleridge's step in

1. Oh.Grit.. vol.ii, p.315.
2. TlirSTT^vol.i, p.13.
3. TCTd., vol.ii, p.313. See also vol.i, p.194. Cf. 

supra, pp.37-38.
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psychology. In making it, Coleridge did able and 
pioneer work in this social science. He did as able 
pioneer work in seeing that poetry was a good field 
for experiments in this science. But his work tells 
us nothing of wliat poetry is itself. 1

Besides, as we shall see presently, the principles under
lying this definition are impossible to reconcile with those 
upon which his more valuable theory of imagination is founded. 
Poetic imagination is conceived by him primarily not as a 
pleasure-giving faculty,, but as one which provides a mode 
of apprehending reality. But in order to realize the in
adequacy of Coleridge's definition and his own sense of 
it we must analyze the definition in some detail.

Having attempted the distinction between poetry and
2

science on the grounds of the pleasure-truth opposition, 
he was perceptive enough to realize that his definition 
would include all manner of writing which has not truth 
for its object. Pushed for a closer definition he found 
himself trapped in the pleasure psychology. And having 
erected his theory of poetry upon the basis of pleasure he 
felt the necessity to distinguish between poetry and prose 
by reference to a quantitative and a relational scale of 
pleasure more in keeping with the eighteenth-century mind 
than with his own philosophical position. Poetry, we are 
told, 'permits a pleasure from the whole consistent with a 
consciousness of pleasure from the component parts'; perfect

1. J.Bronowski, The Poet's Defence. (Cambridge), 1939), 
pp.162-163.

2. Sh.Grit.. vol.i, p.164.
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poetry communicates 'from each part the greatest immediate 
pleasure compatible with the largest sum of pleasure on the, 
whole*. ■ Supposing that pleasure is the criterion, why 
this should not apply equally to a well written novel or 
prose drama is not clear. If Coleridge happens to be think
ing of metre as the element responsible for the pleasure we

2
derive from the parts, which is what Richards^suggests . 
and what Coleridge elsewhere seems to meazi, then this is ; 
hardly a true description of poetry, since metre exists in 
good as well as bad verse and certainly in the latter we 
feel no more pleasure in the parts than in the whole. As 
GoIsridge himself says on another occasion,*rhymes and 
fingcr-metre render poor flat prose ludicrous, rather than

4tend to elevate it, or even to hide its nakedness.* _ But he
realizes that he has been trapped by his premise. In
B10granhia Literaria. when he cones to discuss the same
point, suddenly the whole discussion collapses and he
undermines his own grounds when he declares that 'poetry of
the highest kind may exist without metre and even without

5
the contradistinguishing objects of a poem', meaning, of 
course, that poetry may exist in writings which do not pro
pose pleasure for their object. And very, soon he shifts the 
argument from the point of view of the reader and recipient

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.164.
2. "TTTTrIcriards, Coleridge on '■ Imagination, p.116.
3. Sh.Orit., vol.ii,.pp.cb-of.
4. !i!TsFoFit.. p.183.
5. STL.7 vol.il. p.12.
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to that of the poet. For, he tells us, after al]/Jiat dis
tinguishes poetry is not the pleasure we’feel in reading it,
but 'that peculiar state and degree of excitement, which

1
arises in the poet himself in the act of composition,' - 
*V/hat is poetry?' he writes in Biographla Literaria, 'is so 
nearly the same question with, what is a noet? that the

2
answer to tne one is involved in the solution of the other.'

Once the argument is shifted fzom the point of view of 
the reader to that of the writer, however, and Coleridge con
centrates on an analysis of the poet's mind during the 
creative process, we detect elements other than pleasure 
surreptitiously intruding in the argument and in fact direc
ting it. In order to understand the nature of the excite
ment the poet suffers during the act of creation, which is
after all the thing that distinguishes what is poetry from 

■ 3 :
what is not, Coleridge seems to ask the reader to put him
self in the poet's place, and to try to recreate for himself 
what the poet actually undergoes. He must first of all 
possess 'more than common sensibility*• By that is meant 
that he must feel *a more than common sympathy with the ob
jects, emotions, or incidents' which form the subject of the 
poem. In other words, whatever object may happen to be the 
subject-matter of a poem must obviously mean something to 
the poet. Secondly, he must possess 'a more than ordinary

1. Sh.Crit,, vol.i, pp.163-164; vol.ii, p.77.
2. 33.L. , vol.ii, p. 12.
3. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.156; 'The most general and distinc-

livF^character of a poem originates in poetic genius
itself.'
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activity of the mind in respect of the fancy and imagination*,
which means, in plainer language, that the field of the poet's
experience must he broad and inclusive (fancy being the1
aggregative and collective power) but however widely dis
parate the component parts of the experience may be, they 
must be reduced to a real unity of some sort, a unity of
vision or interest as Coleridge prefers to call it(imagina-

2
tion being the unifying power). V/hat then results from the 
coupling of more than usual sympathy with objects and more 
than ordinary activity of fancy and imagination? A 'more 
vivid reflection of the truths of nature and of the human 
heart', which is due to the working of sympathy (for 
sympathy from the latter part of the eighteenth century on
wards becomes a means of recreating the objects upon which 

- 3
it is directed). Tnese 'truths of nature and of the human
heart', however, are not reproduced objectively as they
exist in the chaotic world of every day life, but they are
rather 'modified and corrected* by the poet's activity of
fancy and imagination, sympathy, as it were, directing
the poet's fancy to collect and reproduce the material, and
imagination reducing the collected material into a unified
and organic shape. Coleridge, indeed, in this particular con-

/ 1. 7 Cf F e.g. tetters," p. 4Ô5I * Fancy or "'tiie^aggregating fècolH
ty of the iETn3/ not imagination or the modifying and 
coadunating faculty.'

2. See Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.209% 'the starts and strange far- 
flights of the assimilative power on the slightest and 
least obvious likenesses presented by thoughts, words, 
and objects, and even, by this very power, the after
as strange but always certain return to the dominant 
idea.* ■ ,3. On 'sympathy' see W.J.Bate, From Classic to Romantic. 
pp. 132 ff.
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text does not state that it is the poeths imagination which 
modifies the truths, hut rather says that the truths are 
modified by 'that sort of pleasurable emotion which the 
exertion of all our faculties gives in a certain degree* *
But from his frequent utterances on the role of Imagination 
it is beyond doubt what it is that accomplishes the modifica
tion. Besides, the pleasurable emotion is only the result 
of the 'exertion of all our faculties', of the full working 
of sympathy, fancy and imagination, and it only takes place 
after all these powers of the mind have done their job in 
altering the objective world.

As a result of this brief analysis we realize that 
'pleasure* is only a catchword which confuses the aim of 
poetry with its result, or what attends the fulfilment of 
its function. Poetry is primarily a passionate apprehension 
of reality. Its object is to recreate human experience 
imaginatively, to set forth’'values *, 'the truths of nature 
and of the human heart' not as they are in the flux of the 
world, but reduced to a unified and meaningful pattern - 
meaningful both to the poet and to the reader. Coleridge 
himself is aware of this when he forgets about his pleasure 
principle. There is no stronger proof of the truth of that 
than his own theory of the imagination. It will be remembered 
that in the famous formal definition the secondary Imagi
nation, i.e. the poetic, is described as 'identical with the1
primary in the kind of its agency* • The primary is stated

,B.t vol.i, p.202.
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to be 'the prime Agent of all human perception*. Now what
ever meaning we may attach to the primary imagination, one 
thing is certain in the mind of Coleridge, and that is the 
importance of imaginative activity in human perception,
whether the role of the activity is limited to imposing a

of
pattern on the manifold of sensations making/them one con-

1
Crete unified Wiole, according to the Kantian system, or is
assigned itself the supreme importance in the act of percep-

2 —

tion as Schelling claims. By making the poetic imagination 
not only identical with, but even higher than, the primary, 
Coleridge bestows on poetry an overwhelming importance. Par 
from being trivial, as Bacon thought, or mere play, as some 
of Coleridge's contemporaries, like e.g. Schiller saw it, 
the poetic Imagination is related by Coleridge to the 
serious business of life. The function of imaginative 
poetry is to create a unified and meaningful pattern of the - 
chaos and welter of experience. That.is precisely why, as 
Coleridge says, the whole personality of the poet is en
gaged in the imaginative process. In imagination, we remem
ber, the moral will is concerned, whereas in fancy it is
only what Coleridge calls 'choice', which in his terminology,

3is something very different from the moral will. Whereas 
imagination, therefore, is a serious activity, fancy is mere 
play; it 'plays with counters'. Of the unsatisfactory defi-

1. Sea D.Cr.James, Scepticism and Poetry. (Lond, 1937), pp. 
18 ff.

2. See J.Shawcross's Introduction to B.L., pp.lx ff.
3. B.L.. vol.i, p.193.
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ni tion of poetry in Bio graph! a Lit ex-aria Shawcrocs complains
saying tliat 'instead of reaching a clear definition of
poetry he contents himself with a description of the poet,
which in its turn resolves itself into an enumeration of

1the, characteristics of imagination.' But this is exactly 
the point about Coleridge's theory of poetry. While he 
would not abandon the eigliteenth-century conception of poetry 
as having pleasure for its object, somehow at the back of 
his mind he feels the inadequcy of the conception, and so 
he always ends his definition by giving a description of 
the poet in terms of his theory of poetic imagination. \7e 
must believe Coleridge when he writes in the same place that 
his own 'conclusions on the nature of poetry, in the strictest 
use of the word, have been in part anticipated in the pre- 
ceding disquisition on the fancy and imagination. ' But 
it is remarkable that Coleridge did not realize tliat what 
he said about imagination is incompatible with the view 
that poetry is opposed to science in having pleasure and 
not truth for its object.

bhen, however, we turn to the more strictly aesthetical 
essays, we find that Richards is understating when he diag
noses only 'some lack of confidence* in Coleridge about the 
equation of the end of poetry with pleasure. In the first 
essay on the.Principles of Genial Criticism he writes that

1. B.L., vol.ii, p.253.
2. TïïTd., vol.ii, p.12.
3. I.A.Richards, Coleridge on - Imagination. p. 115.
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*tiie common, essence of all (the fine arts) consists in the
excitement of emotion for the immediate purpose of pleasure

1
through the medium of beauty, * Here we find a new element 
introduced in the discussion, namely beauty. And unless 
'beauty* could be reduced in the last analysis to that 
which arouses pleasure, pleasure would cease to be the 
real differentia of the fine arts. So a word on Coleridge's 
conception, of beauty vi 11 perhaps render his position clear. 
In the second essay of the same series Coleridge tells us 
that

the Apollo Belvedere is not beautifu^Æecause it pleases, 
but it pleases because it is beautiful. 2

This precisely is the crux of the problem, for beauty, and
3not pleasure is the real differentia of the fine arts. 

Pleasure is only what accompanies the perception of beauty, 
for 'the Beautiful not originating in sensations, must be-4
long to the intellect.* . And

when we declare an object beautiful, the contemplation or intuition of its beauty precedes the feeling of 
complacency, in order of nature at least.

Not only that, but the pleasure itself is an accibntal
accompaniment dependent upon a variety of contingent and
fugitive factors;

in great depression of spirits (beauty) may even exist 
without sensibly producing it (i.e., pleasure). 3

Ï. B.ïi.", vol.ii', p.222.
2. I'bTd., vol.ii, p.224,
3# *^Beauty which may be present in a disagreeable object,' 

B.L., vol.ii, p.257.
4. 107., ii, p.242; cf. Alison, vol.ii, p.42.
5. or.; vol.ii,P.241. ~
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No one knew that better than the author of the Dejection Ode 
himself. Conversely a good deal of the pleasure occasioned 
by a work of art may not be caused by the work of art itself, 
but may arise from purely personal associations. Again no
body realised that more forcibly than the great opponent - 
of associationism; ■ ■

So far is the Beautiful fra'ia depending wholly on associa
tion, that it is frequently produced by the mere removal 
of associations. 1

In his analysis of beauty the discussion, we notice, veers 
significantly towards his conception of the secondary imagi
nation. *Ihe Beautiful, contemplated in its essentials,
is that in which the many.,still seen as many, becomes 

2
one.* The general definition of beauty is "Multeity in
unity", it is the reconciliation of the one and the many;
it is essentially 'harmony*.

The Beautiful arises from the perceived harmony of an 
object, whether sight or sound, with the inborn and 
constitutive rules of the judgment and imagination; 
and it is always intuitive.

So he writes at the conclusion of his essays on the Principles 
of Genial Criticism. It is interesting to note that plea
sure is not mentioned as an essential in this recapitulation 
of his thoughts on the subject, but only as an attendant on 
that perception:

1. B.B., vol.ii, p.232.
2. Loo.Git.
3. %T%TT~T1, pp.232-233.
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As light is to the eye, even, such is 'beauty to the mind, 
which cannot “but have complacency in whatever is per
ceived as pre-figured to its living faculties. 1

And ". the faculty of taste;in his treatment at this stage
becomes very close^indeed to that of imagination.

Taste is the intermediate faculty which connects the 
active with the passive powers of our mind, the 
intellect with the senses ... 2

As Coleridge’s thoughts on the subject develop, and as he
comes under the influence of Schelling, the unity of the
manifold, which has constituted his conception of beauty,
becomes essentially an organic unity, which it is the

privilege of imagination alone to create. Art then stamps
the elements it combines into unity ’in the mould of a 

3moral idea* • The 'common definition of the fine arts'
then becomes: 'that they all, like poetry, are to express
intellectual purposes, thoughts, conceptions, and senti-

4
ments which have their origin in the human mind', and

A work of art will be just in proportion as it ade
quately conveys the thought, and rich in proportion 
to the variety of parts which it holds in unity. 5

At this moment we cease to hear of pleasure altogether.
Of course, Coleridge's conception of pleasure is not

as crude as that of the eighteenth-century literary theorists.
TTie empiricist and associationist idea of pleasure was
fraught with all kinds of forei:gn matter. Even as great a

1. B.L., vol.ii, p.243.
2. Ibid.. vol.ii, p.227.
3. On Poesy or Art, (1818), S.L., vol.ii, p.253%
4. Ibid., vol.ii, p.255.
5. RcTOit.
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mind as Hume could not see the distinction between art and 
utility* And aa late as Coleridge’s own time the confusion 
still persisted* It is to be found in Alison, Dugald 
Stewart, Richard Payne Knight and Jeffrey, the editor of the, 
Bdinburgh Review» Coleridge, on the other hand, tried to' 
point out the disinterested nature of poetic pleasure.
In this respect his pleasure is more strictly aesthetic 
and closer to Kant’s conception than to Hartley’s. Following 
the Critique of Jud,gm.ent he went to great pains to distin
guish between the beautiful, the agreeable and the useful.
At times indeed, in his treatment, pleasure became a feeling 
of spiritual joy, almost the reverse of what the empiri
cists and associationists understood by it. In Biographia 
Literaria he expressed his dissatisfaction with the use 
of the word ’pleasure’ in this context; ’The term, plea
sure, is unfortunately so comprehensive, as frequently1
to become equivocal.’

But still the definition suffers from making the end 
of poetry an emotion. The result is that when he comes to 
providing a criterion of excellence in poetry he is con
tinually referring to what is beyond pleasure or mere 
emotion. When faced with an unsophisticated and straight
forward presentation of his theory in George Dyer’s Preface 
to his own Poems, namely,.that ’the immediate object of 
poetry is to please,’ he indignantly exclaims in a marginal

1. B.L.* vol.ii, p.224.
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note: 'Damned nonsense!* and writes, 'The poet must always
aim at pleasure as his specific moans; hut surely Milton 
did,and all ought to aim at something nobler as their 
end.* And in a MS note, recently published by Mr. House 
we read:

Not the mere quantity of pleasure received can be any 
criterion, for that is endlessly dependent on accidents 
of the Subject receiving it, his age, sensibility, 
moral habits, &c. - but the worth, the permanence, and 
comparative Independence of the Sources, from which 
the Pleasure has been derived. 2

The Sources turn out to be none other than Reason, Arbitra
ment, Judgment, Fancy, Imagination and sensations all opera
ting 'in due proportion and harmony.' Parts of Collins's 
Ode on the Poetical Oharaoter*inspired and whirled him 
along with greater agitations of enthusiasm than any of 
the most impassioned scenes in Schiller or Shakespeare',
and yet he regarded the latter as the 'more valuable poetry',

3and it is not really clear why he should think so, granting
that pleasure is the criterion. Gray's poem, The Bard, once
'intoxicated' him, but that is no proof that it is a good
poem: in fact he later came to think it is positively a

4
poor piece of writing. Pleasure therefore is no criterion 
of poetic excellence. To a mature mind, if it.takes place at 
all, it arises only as an attendant on the understanding of a 
poem. On the other hand, to a 'mind in its simplicity' the

1. Mis.Crit.. pp.320-321.
2. Humohry House, Coleridge, (Lond., 1953), p.150#
3. Latter£, vol.i, p.190.
4. ZaThleen Coburn, Inquiring Cpirit, p.156; of. T.T..

Oct. 23, 1833.
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pleasure is greatest when poetry 'is only generally and not 
perfectly understood,* when, in other words, the reader's 
response is made up more of his own imagining than of what 
a poem has to offer. As Coleridge himself said, as early 
as 1796, poetry, even that which deals with abstract truths 
is * deemed impassioned, by him who reads it with impassioned 
feelings.*

Coleridge realized that the end of poetic drama is 
something more than an emotion. Poetic drama is first and 
foremost a * hind* of poetry, and as such it has not for 
its end the mere arousing of emotions. In fact he blames 
his contemporary dramatists precisely for their being 
satisfied with the excitement of emotions in their spec
tators, irrespective of whether their works should or 
should not embody a philosophy of life or a vision of 
existence. The ancient dramatists both in hngland and in
France, he writes in The Friend, considered both comedy

3
and tragedy as 'kinds of poetry*. Their excellence is
that

they excite the minds of the spectators to active 
thought and to a striving after ideal excellence.
The soul is not stupefied into mere sensations by 
worthless sympathy with our own ordinary sufferings, 
or an empty curiosity for the surprising, undignified 
by the language or situations which awe and delight 
the imagination. 4

1* See Appendix A.
2. Letters, vol.i. p.136. ,
3. See 3.L., vol.il, p.33 F.#.
4. Ibid., vol.il, p.158.
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The modems, on the other hand, 'sought in comedy to make us 
laugh merely* and in tragedy they ,*condescended to wheedle 
away ■

the applause of the spectators, by representing before 
them facsimiles of their own mean selves in all their 
existing meanness, or to work on the sluggish 
sympathies - by a pathos not a whit more respectable 
than the maudlin tears of drunkness.
Mere laughter aid tears are not the ends, or the cri-

' edteria of comedy and tragedy. Coleridge's spirit/attack
in his lengthy critique on Maturin's popular tragedy,
hertram, is directed against its emotionalism, no less than
against its immorality and subverion of the natural order
of things. To Idopstock's remark that the criterion of
a good tragedy is 'its power of exciting tears* Coleridge
replied that 'nothing was easier than to deluge an audience,

2
that it was done every day by the meanest writers.* Of
that criticism of his own tragedy. The Remorse, which
arraigned it becai^se of its lack of pathos, he wrote to
Robert Southey:

As to the cry that the Remorse is not pathetic 
(meaning such pathos as”cônvuTses in Isabella or The
Gamester) the answer is easy. , True 1 the poet never
meant that it should be. 3

It is because he saw that the end of poetry is not an emotion
that he rejected Garrick's version of Romeo and Juliet.
Garrick had altered the catastrophe of Shakespeare's play,
and, following the English translation of Eandello, which

1. B.L., Ch.xxiii. .
2. IbTd., vol.ii, p.179.
3. Letters, vol.ii, p.603 (Feb. 1813).
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was not used by Shakespeare, made Juliet awake the very
moment Romeo has taken the poison. In his surprise Romeo
forgets what he has done, and transported with joy both he
and Juliet 'break out in a strain of rapture*. But their
bliss does not last long for soon the poison works on him
and he dies at her feet. The 'scene of bliss is changed
to grief and anguish* and Juliet soon stabs herself to
death. In his criticism of this alteration Coleridge says
that *a narrative is one thing and a drama another, and
that Shakespeare's judgment revolted at such situations
on the stage.' If the end of tragedy were purely emotional,
what difference would there be between a tragedy and a
blunt razor, which can equally produce tears 'by shaving

1
the upper lip'? Against such a verdict it may be illumi
nating to set a typical emotionalistic comment. Murphy 
regrets that Shakespeare had not seen this translation of 
Bandello, for otherwise 'he would have known how to make 
the best use of these extraordinary circumstances.* By his 
alteration, Murpl^y believes, Garrick 'rouses a variety of

passions; we are transported with joy, surprise, and 
rapture, and by a rep id change, we are suddenly over
whelmed with despair, and grief and pity. Every word 
pierces to the heart, and the catastrophe, as it now 
stands, is the most affecting in the whole compass 
of the drama.* 2

1. Sh^_Cri^., vol. ii, p. 35.
2. Arthur k̂irphy, The Life of David Garrick, vol.i, pp.

151-152. Also contrast' wiln Coleridge * s attitude to
drama the emotionalism of Hazlitt and its effect on his 
conception of tragedy. Hazlitt believes that in a 
tragedy the human soul is, or should be, absolutely 
crushed. Intent on squeezing a situation of every 
possible drop of emotion, he denounces Greek tragedy.

(cont.)
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But such is the natural result of the belief that the end 
of poetry is an emotion.

Great drama, undoubtedly, should affect us; but it 
should do so 'in union with the activity both of our under
standing and imagination. ' Immediately the understanding and
the imagination are introduced we realise that it is not1
merely a matter of producing an emotional attitude.
Coleridge's view of the origin of metre, we must remember,
is that although metre demands passion as the stuff and
raw material of the experience it also arises from the need

2
to impose order upon that passion. He once described music
as 'poetry in its grand sense', because in it we get not

3only passion, but passion and order at once; and in hyper-
î’ootnoie ' 2 con11 nuedTTrdm ' ' '

Sophocles, in his opinion, did not write real tragedies; 
in his dramas 'the mind is not shaken to its centre, the 
whole being is not crushed or broken down.' Unlike 
modern tragedians, he does not present to us heroes 
whose souls are 'utterly subdued, or even convulsed and 
overthrown' by misfortune azid passion. See Elizabeth 
Schneider, The Aesthetics of William Hazlitt,(Philadelphia, 
1933), p. 134. AccoraingbOhaalx'Gt we goto see trage

dies 'for the same reason' as we read newspaper accounts of 
'dreadful fires and shocking murders' and 'frequent 
executions and trials', and that is 'because there is a 
natural tendency in the mind to a strong excitement, a 
desire to have its faculties aroused and stimulated to 
the utmost.* William Hazlitt, The Complete Works, ed.
P.P.Howe, vol.5, p.213. Of.e.g. Mrs.Montagu, supra,p. 73

1. Coleridge agrees with Wordsworth that poetry Implies pas
sion, but the definition he offers of passion by no means
confines it to feelings; 'Passion must be understood in

' its general sense, as an excited state of the feelings
and faculties.* B.L., ii, p.55.2. ibidTT-vSiTii, ppirg-so.

3’ A.i?.. p.200.
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bolio lan/piage he called poets 'Gods of Love who tame the 1
chaos.* 'All other men's worlds are the poet's chaos,' he2
said on another occasion. Poetry then is not just the ex
pression o f ,  nor does it result in, mere emotion. It primarily 
consists in imposing a meaningful pattern upon the flux and 
chaos of the emotions. In Coleridge's view great poetry is 
not just 'interesting* or 'entertaining*. Indeed the reporter 
of his 1811 lectures was right when he wrote of his treatment 
of poetry: ■

To those who consider poetry in no other light than 
as a most entertaining species of composition, this 
gentleman's mode"oi inquiring into its principles may 
want attraction. 3

Without a 'most profound, energetic and philosophical mind,'
Shakespeare might have become a 'very delightful post, but not

4
the great dramatic poet.* In Biogranhia Literaria we are told
that without 'depth and energy of thought' poetic powers

5
'could scarce exist in a high degree.* In the verses from
Orchestra, in which Coleridge finds an analogy to the working
of poetic genius, the final destination of the activity is not
the 'senses' but the 'mind'; poetry, as it were, in Coleridge's6
own words, 'steals access through our senses to our minds.* 

Coleridge's definition of poetry on the ground of the
T‘   " " 4  "*?'? — .-"""uie-T'       Ill»» I. . . .  .. . . . . . . ...      ■ M i. i.. I .  .X. A. 1. , p.9o.
2. miscellanies, Aesthetic and Literary, ed.T.AsIie, p.347.
3. n . p .is & i.iis.yn77“p!i5o. FAJz, .—  —
4. En^rit., vol.i, p.214; Cf, vol.i, pp.228-230.
5. JhTTT^vol.ii, pp. 18-19.
6. Crit., vol.i, p.167.
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trutîi-pleasure opposition, has, however, been once more empha
sized by a recent critic. In his book on Coleridge Mr. 
Humphry House has made a special plea for the reinstatement 
of the emotional element in Coleridge's theory. As a remin
der that the modem trend which insists upon nothing but
meaning can go too far, his attempt is both sound and 1
laudable. On the. other hand, asi emphasis on the emotional • 
side in Coleridge's literary theory cannot lead to fruitful 
results in the field of literary criticism. Mr. House him
self admits that The Ancient Mariner and Kubla ICban, poems
which he values very highly, 'are only tolerable if they

. 2 
carry a weight of important meaning.* And in his en
lightening discussion of these two poems his approach can 
hardly be described as that of one vvho believes that the 
end of the poems is pleasure, and who sets out with the 
object of analysing the sources of that pleasure. Ignoring • 
other material, he seems to pin his discussion of Coleridge's 
literary theory on his attempted definition of poetry in 
terms of the pleasure-trutli opposition. Ha even forces the 
distinction between imagination and fancy to yield him the
emotional element which, at least in theory, he is looking 

3
for. .

1. Humphry House, Coleridge, p.148*
2. Ibid., p.155.3. Mîvl.Iouse's view of imagination is meant to counteract 

Livingston Lowê -'s 'equation of imagination with ordinary 
thinking.,even scientific thinking "which curbs and 
rudders"*. (See J.Livingston Lowes ,The Road to Xanadu, 
ch.xxli). The general import of it seems to be that 
whereas in fancy the activity engaged in is purely con
scious (it consists in 'selective acts of will') (cont.)
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.Even apart from its historical association with naturalism, 
the opposition between science and poetry on account of truth, 
is a false and misleading one.' It can only hold water if we 
mean by truth only scientific truth, but that is indeed inad
missible. We have no reason to believe that the kind of truth
we arrive at by means of science is Truth, particularly as1
it does not pretend to possess any certainty. Furthermore the • 
Footnote 3 continued from page 222.

in imagination it is the unconscious that preponderates. 
From a discussion of the working of memory and associa
tion, in which Coleridge maintains that 'either "bodily 
feeling" or "emotion" acts as a determining principle 
by which certain images or other material from memory 
are brought to the consciousness rather than others'(see 
Coleridge, p.143), he deduces the importance of the 
emdHonaT element in imagination. But it must be remem
bered that Coleridge is here concerned with memory (not 
with any particular type of memory operative only in 
imaginative activity): 'Renew the state of affection
or bodily Feeling, same or similar - sometimes dimly 
similar / and instantly the trains of forgotten 
Thought rise from the living Catacombs!' lColeridge, 
p. 143 & A.P., p.8) And selective memory operates as” much 
in fancy as in imagination, if anything more in the for
mer, since the former is after all *a mode of memory.*
But because he accepts the view that the end of poetry 
is an emotion, and because heunvmrrantably relegates 
fancy to the power of 'writing verses' (p.145), Mr.
House has to stress the emotional element in imagination.

1. Coleridge, of course, could.not know that. Following
Hunt, he believed that scientific truth is immutable and 
certain. In works of science he found 'truth absolute 
and demonstrable.' (33.L,, ii, p.9; see his definition 
of science in Aids. p7T9*5)* The vhole of the Kantian 
system of pure reason was erected on the assumption, 
commonly held until the advent of Einstein, tliat New
ton's Princlpia was unassailable, and that its laws of 
the physical universe were actually the laws by which 
the universe worked, that they were necessary and uni
versal. Ue, who have lived to see the physios of Eins
tein and Bohr, naturally know better. Science, we have 
come to learn, accepts explanations which are only more 
probable than others, and which are ready to be super
seded when other explànations possessing a greater de
gree of probability are offered;

(cont.)
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truths of science by no means encompass the whole field of 
human experience. It would therefore be more satisfactory 
and more conformable to the na’bure of facts, to start from 

human experience itself, and thereby allow for more 
than one kind of truth. If science is concerned with the 
problem of explanation, the realm of poetry lies in what we 
might call 'interpretation'. In interpretation we find 
elements which from the nature of things do not, and should 
not, disturb explanation - for what interpretation is
primarily concerned with is the question of values. In

■ -
this way we can say that there is truth in poetry as much
as there is truth in science, and science and poetry then
become only two tools (very different indeed) of searching
into the nature of the reality of human experience: Science
is itself a way in which the human mind constructs the world
and itself according to certain rules (that is what is meant
Footnote 1 continued from page 223.

'ICant mobilizes the science of his day for the proof ; 
that certainty is attainable; he claims that the 
philosopher's dream of certainty is borne out by the 
results of science ••• He regarded the physics of 
Newton as the ultimate stage of knowledge of nature 
and idealised it into a philosophical system •.• Had 
Kant lived to see the physics and mathematics of our 
day he might very well have abandoned the philosophy ' 
of the synthetic apriori.' The Rise of Scientific 
Philosophy by Hans Heichenbacaji (Tîniv. of*~UanToraia 
Press, 1951), pp.42-44. See the whole chapter 'The 
search for Certainty' for a lucid explanation of the 
lack of certainty in science.
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by explanation), and poetry, like any other art, is a way
of^assessing its value or meaning. Fundamentally it is a1
question of relationship or attitude. One and the same 
object can be treated scientifically as well as poetically, 
and unless we confuse categories I cannot see how the 
scientific explanation can be truer than the poetic inter
pretation. Perhaps it is something like this that Kierke
gaard meant when he said that

Science, fully as much as poetry and art, assumes a 
mood both on the part of the producer and on the 
part of the recipient, that an error in modulation 
is just as disturbing as an error in the exposition 
of thought. 2 .

This fact, wrote Kierkegaard, 'has been entirely forgotten
in our age, ' and his words seem to be truer of our o m
time than even of his.

1. If the opposition is conceived as a question of different' 
attitudes then the long standing feud between science and 
poetry can be reconciled in the psychological notion of 
the indivisible unity of personality. The individual can 
adopt different attitudes to the same object at diffe
rent times, and that without ceasing to be one integral 
unity. There is no need therefore to envisage the con
flict between the two as absolutely insoluble, as some 
poets like Blake and thinkers like Schopeniiauer or Semy 
de Gourmont once did. The latter, in an essay on 'L'Art 
et la Science' wrote of this conflict; 'Le conflit est 
permanent, parce qu'il a sa source dans l'organisation 
même de l'ftre humE&i, L'homme veut vivre et l'homme 
veut connaître. Loin que ces deux tendances se complè
tent et se renforcent, elles se nient l'une l'autre*
(Promenade B Philo sophlque g. Paris, 1905, pp.122-123).
As 'homme des lettres' he had to defend poetry at the 
expense of science, by making the impulse to knowledge 
a death impulse in contra-distinotion to the vital im
pulse of art. Dr. Richards, more recently, being more 
respectful to science and yet recognizing the value of 
poetry,makes the latter a matter of emotions, thus re
ducing almost to nothing, at least in his early theories 
(in Principles of Literary Criticism and Science and 
Poetry), the cognTETve element' in poetry. / ^ ^
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It is something of the same nature tliat Coleridge's 
celebrated phrase 'the willing suspension of disbelief* sug
gests to my mind. We suspend our disbelief for the sake of 
poetic faith. Coleridge's use of the words 'disbelief 
and 'faith' in this connection is indeed telling. Coleridge 
did not say the suspension of disbelief for the sake of 
poetic belief.: And unless I am very much mistaken the 
word 'faith* implies something different from 'belief* or 
'disbelief*. Fi^^elief is essentially an intellectual 
matter, whereas ;,in 'faith' the question of values and the
whole personality cf man (his total faculties with their

1
relative worth and dignity) enters. At one point he tells
us that this poetic faith is an 'Analogon' of religious 

2
faith. I cannot object, as some Coleridge scholars have 
done, to the use of the word 'willing* in this context. Par 
from being an unhappy choice, in my opinion, it has an im
portant function to fulfil. . To read poetry as it should be 
read one must adopt the right attitude, one must assume the 
proper 'mood', to use Kierkegaard's term. .We could, if we 
would, read parts of Paradise host as if it were a treatise 
Fooino ke 2 c ontinue'd from" page' 225'#
.2. Sofen Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread, tr.Lowrie, 

(Princeton, 1944), p.13, F.N,
1. Coleridge defines faith as 'a collective, energy, a total 

act of the whole moral being,* B.L., i, p.84. See 
'Essay on Faith* where he writes^iat by virtue of the 
dependence of faith upon the will * it must be an energy, 
and inasmuch as it relates to the whole moral man, it 
must be exerted in each and all of his constituents or 
Incidents, faculties and tendencies; - it must be a total,j 
not a partial - a continuous, not a desultory or occasio
nal - energy.* Aids, p.349. In T.T. H.ÏÏ.Coleridge tells 
us that Coleridge~^used very frequently to insist upon :

(conta.)
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on astronomy. Coleridge himself, actuated by the 'pleasure* 
assumptions, did read parts of Wordsworth's Immortality Ode 
with the wrong attitude. He chose not to suspend his dis
belief for the sake of poetic faith. The suspension of 
disbelief is therefore an act of will. Besides there is a 
historical justification for Coleridge's use of the word 
'willing'. 'Willing' is -necessary to distinguish the type 
of activity an ideal recipient is engaged in, according to 
Coleridge, from the mere passive reading of literature to 
which aseociationism leads, Vdiile we are suspending our 
disbelief we are not mere 'lazy lookers on' on the world 
that is revealed to us in poetry. V/e are not 'ideally
present* as Karnes's sensationalism would have us believe,

- 1 
nor are we indeed dreaming or even half-dreaming. Just as
the poet himself, while composing, reveals judgment ever
awake and steady self-possession, so does the ideal reader.

The suspension does not at all imply divorcing poetry
from life. On the contrary. It only means tliat we adopt a
specific attitude to huaan experience - only that this
specific attitude happens not to be the attitude of science.
Any objection declaring the superiority of the scientific
attitude, or complaining that the poetic attitude, so to
Footnote 1 continued from paĝ e" 22o, and footnote

the distinction between belief and faith.* T.T.,
July 20, 1832.

2. B.L.. vol.ii, p.107.
1. See infra., p.p. 239 ff.
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speak, does not yield us scientific truth, would he not only 
irrelevant hut meaningless. Tliat is why this phrase of 
Coleridge is far more valuable as a description of the 
relationship between poetry and science than his famous 
definition which draws an opposition between them on the 
ground of truth.

With human experience we start; it is the raw material 
of a Shakespearean tragedy, for example. And although the 
experience itself is transmuted in the creative, process 
into something else, something purer, deeper and more 
lasting as a pattern than the flux of individual experiences 
- yet it is with the affirmation of some human value that 
we always end. That is why it will not do to hold either 
the naive assumption that what we see on the stage is a 
real event (i.e. complete delusion) or at the opposite ex
treme, the hard, common sense assumption that we believe 
all the time while passing through the harrowing experience 
of Lear, that it is nothing but fiction - the two views 
prevalent in the eighteenth century. The first confuses 
art with reality, and ignores the vast difference between 
our responses to a tragedy and our responses to a catastro
phic event in.everyday life. The latter view suffers from . 
the application of the scientific attitude to what lies 
outside the realm of science, from a confusion of 'moods*.
If it is true that Othello is nothing but fiction, ho w can 
we account for the fact that we are deeply concerned with 
the fate of Othello and the other characters? Any serious
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reading or watching of the ' play cannot but show us'how 
deeply involved in the whole action we are. It is hardly 
convincing to dispose of the problem by saying it is really 
a matter of language, an emotive use of language, which is 
so rich in associations and connotations. Although undoubt
edly we only reach the experience through the language, 
and for that reason's thorough analysis of the language of 
Shakespeare is indispensable, we Iiave to admit once and for 
all that it goes much deeper than that - unless, of course, 
we wash our hands of all real human problems, making of 
them, with the logical positivists, purely problems of 
language. Besides, language itself, as a great poet like 
Shakespeare uses it, is deeply rooted in experience. We 
are immediately involved in Othello, because we perceive 
that there are human values at stake. And Shakespeare's 
greatness lies precisely in that in his poetic drama he 
touches upon these human values, upon what concerns all of 
us, or to express it differently using Coleridge's words, he
sees the 'universal in the particular} the 'all in each of 

1human nature.' Thus in the tragedy of Othello, as Cole
ridge rightly suggests, we have the enormity of human 

.2
deception. And nothing short of Coleridge's'faith* can ex
plain the degree and force of our concern.

1* B.L., vol.ii, p.64.
2. Uee* infra, ch.IV.p.407.
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The values that are affirmed in Shakespearean drama may 
be regarded from metaphysical or ethical points of view. But 
this is not at all necessary; they are neither doctrinally 
ethical nor systematically metaphysical. At best they^ are 
shown to be in some broad sense moral values. They are con
cerned with man's spiritual life, his joy and suffering, the , . 1 
dignity and grandeur of the human soul. That such values
exist in the works of Shakespeare it seems indeed strange 
that some people doubt. If the 'total'.response we obtain 
from a Shakespearean play is purely an emotional attitude, 
all that can be said about Shakespearean tragedy would 
hardly make one slim volume - the technical language of 
emotion being handicapped and inadequate as it is confessed 
by its users to be. But the literature written on Shakes
peare is colossal: we still interpret his plays and discuss
other people's interpretations, assuming some kind of common 
ground from which we start our arguments or to which v;e 
return. Our writings on them do not always contain mere 
historical information. One cannot therefore see how we 
can in all sincerity do that unless we assume somehow the 
existence of such values in them. If people were really con
vinced that their experience of Shakespeare meant only,as it

2
has been asserted, that everything is all right in their ner-

"liie power 6f~ïïee t iny and thee ont r oITTn'g ml'giït "of heaven, 
which seems to elevate the characters which sink beneath 
its irresistible blow.' B.B., vol.ii, p.163.

2. By I.A.Richards. Also see his Principles of Literary 
criticism, p.273: 'The people who say "how True I" a' 
îFiTervaîs’ while reading Shakespeare are misusing his 
work, and, comparatively speaking, wasting their time.'
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vous system, they would have shut their mouths a long time 
ago, opening them only at frequent intervals to murmur that 
Be gustibus ... etc.

Does Coleridge then describe adequately the nature of 
our involvement in drama when he discusses the question of 
dramatic illusion, or when he deals with the problem of 
imitation? Boes he advance the discussion of the subject a 
step further than his predecessors? As regards the problem 
of imitation we have seen that the question of the unities 
as understood to be a means of producing verisimilitude has 
already been settled-in the eighteenth century both on his
torical and rational grounds by Karnes, Br, Johnson and

1 g
others. That drama aims at perfect delusion is an opinion,

2
which, Coleridge^ feels, needs 'no fresh confutation.'
But iq,6ombatting the theory of verisimilitude Johnson parti
cularly moved to the opposite extime denying all dramatic 
illusion. This Coleridge found to be an equally erroneous 
view., The truth of the matter he maintains to lie some
where between the two positions.

Coleridge follows some of his predecessors in holding 
the Aristotelian imitation to be the end of drama. Imita
tion is not a copy and the difference between the two con
sists in a certain degree of difference in the former from 
the objects imitated. That is why a completely naturalistic

1. See supra, ppOl' ff* and Part #1, Sect. 7.
2. SiuCHtrr vol.i, P.128. U
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view of the characters would be inconsistent at least with 
Coleridge's principle of imitation. In the discussion of 
imitation in drama with special reference to Shakespeare 
Coleridge shows that he is somewhat aware of the convention
ality of Shakespearean drama - though the discussion itself 
in many parts is far from satisfactory. The copy, he tells 
us, arouses disgust, whereas a successful imitation causes 
delight. So far so good. But when he goes on to explain 
that the quantum of difference that we find in imitation
is 'an indispensable condition and cause of the pleasure we1 . . .  

derive from it* , and almost in the same breath he tells us
that while watching or reading a play 'our sense of proba
bility is in slumber' we suspect that the argument is break
ing down, particularly as elsewhere, when he comes to analyse 
the state of dramatic illusion, he tells us that our power 
of judgment or comparison is suspended, For how can w© ob
tain the pleasure of imitation, i.e., the pleasure arising 
from the perception of the quantum of difference between 
imitation and imitated, unless we are in possession of the 
power of judgment by means of which we can compare the two?
'In all imitation,' says Coleridge, 'two element^ust exist,

2
and not only exist but must be perceived as existent. * Ee 
further complicates matters by on the one hand likening the 
state of dramatic illusion to that of a dream, the explaiia-

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i. p.128.
2. Mis.CfTt., p.20o; the italics are mine.
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tion given by some eighteenth century English as well as
German critical theorists, which is compatible with a passive
view of the mind, and on the other hand introducing the,
Kantian view that the moment we exclaim of a work.'Eow ’2
natural!' we perceive the highest degree of art.

..But in the hope of throwing some light on the question,
let us shift our focus for a moment from the recipient to
the poet. Raysor remarks justly that

The distinction of copy and imitation as applied to the 
product of art, has a close connection with the dis
tinction of observation and meditation, as applied to 
the artistic process. 3

Perhaps the analogy can eu^ain more precisely what Coleridge 
means by his throry of illusion. If observation can only 
lead to a copy and meditation to an imitation the difference 
between a copy and an imitation can perhaps be put in this 
way. In a copy we only meet with the external appearance 
of the world in which the artist does not enter; whereas 
in an imitation we get not so much the external world as it 
appears 'objectively*, but rather a vision of the world ex
perienced , a:ad felt by the individual poet. The difference 
-therefore:between a copy and an imitation is not a diffe
rence in degree! in Shakespearean drama we do not get a 
picture of the world recorded by observation, in which some 
elements are suppressed and others superadded. It is a diffe-
IT * 6n üEe Ge r man anc es try of t he d re'am analogy see Do'rcTthy T, 

Morrill, 'Coleridge's Theory of Dramatic Illusion',
M.L.ÏÏ., ZXII, 7 (November, 1927)* Amongst the English criTTcs who used the dream image were Karnes and later 
Alison.

2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.204*
3. TbldTTvol.i, pl200, F.N. 1.
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rence in quality. It is,in fact, the difference between the 
'primary* and 'secondary' imagination. The world of Shake
spearean drama is other than the world of everyday reality*
It is an experience of it seen from a particular point of 
view; it is essentially a world of the spirit. It is pri
marily an expression of value, of the meaning the external 
world held for the poet. That is precisely what we do not 
obtain from a copy.

Subjective indeed it is, but because the experience does 
not touch the poet's petty personal self, but arises from
the very depths of his being, from 'the unfathomable depths1
of his own oceanic mind', it has a universal significance ;

'Shakespeare shaped his characters out of the nature with
in; but we cannot so safely say, out of his own nature, 
as an individual person. No! this latter is itseIf but 
a natura naturata,~'an, effect. a product, not a power^.,. 
Shakespeare frTcomposing had no but the ^  represen
tative. 3 ™

Coleridge again and again points out the impersonal nature
of this subjective experience. It is an essential mark of
a true genius, he says, that 'its sensibility is excited by
any other cause more powerfully than by its own personal 

4interests.' The choice of subjects 'very remote' from
5

personal self is considered by him to be *a promise of genius.'

1. T.T., March 1$, 1834.
2. T h i s is what Coleridge elsewhere describes as the *na tura 

naturans.' Mis.Grit., p.209.
3. Mis. Crit., pT44.4. -i-> f voir, i, p. 30.
5. Tbid.. vol.ii, p.14.
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Lkat lie finds of specific excellence in Venus and Adonis is
'the utter aloofness of the poet's own feelings f r o m  those

1
of which: li2F is at once the painter and the analyst. * The
same thought he expresses in his letters:

It is easy to clothe imaginary beings with our own - 
thoughts and feelings, hut to send ourselves, out of our 
selves, to think ourselves into the thoughts and feelings 
of beings in circumstances wholly and strangely diffe
rent from our ov/n, hie labor hoc opus; and who has 
achieved it? Perha^lmly Shakespeare. 2

One could in fact produce a powerful catena of quotations 
to prove Coleridge's insistence on the impersonality of 
great art, particularly as exhibited in Shakespeare. It is 
therefore not quite accurate to say that he had 'a marked 
tendency to regard the writer gave immediate expression 
to his own mode of experience - the personal v/riter - as 
the type and norm of the creative artist in literature', 
or that he 'made the mistake of regarding - in his more ab
stract considerations at all events - the personal writer

3as supæior to the objective writer.' The greatest artist 
in literature, in Coleridge's opinion, was always Shakespeare 
whose impersonal art no other critic pointed out with greater 
clarity or consistency. As to his critbal theory Coleridge's 
position is sufficiently clear. , This complete detachment 
and negation of self (what Keats calls 'negative capability'), 
this complete absence of personal interest may help explain

1. j B . L . ,  vol.ii, p.16,
2. betters, vol.i, p.372.
3* JôhinîTfldleton Hurry, The Problem of Style, (Oxf., 

h3), p,40.
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Coleridge's emphasis on the relation between poetic genius
and deep morality. In his Philosphioal Lectures he says
that 'to have a genius is to live in the universal;' meaning
that during the act of creation the poet's 'individuality'
is 'lost' and with it 'his little unthinking contemptible .

1
self.' The morality of a great poet, in Coleridge's view,

2
is not therefore what F.L.Lucas understands him to mean:
it does not consist in upholding 'prudish moral standards',
nor has it anything to do with conduct or whatever lies

3outside the moment of creation; . •
From his other writings, particularly from his 'Essay 

on Method', we know the significance Coleridge attached 
to the distinction between observation and meditation. In 
observation the mind is a passive recorder of the impressions 
of the outside world, and is, as it were, a mirror which can
not but produce a copy. Meditation, contrariwise, is an 
Inward recoiling of the mind upon itself: in it the mind
is essentially active and imposes its forms on the passive 
gleanings of the senses, making of them meaning and sense.
It is by meditation and not by observation that 'ideas* are
bom. Truth 'in whatever science*, Coleridge believed,4
originates in the.mind. . Hence his emphasis on the subjective 
element in the creative experience.
Tl PhFlo'sophicaF hect^ —  -
2. F.L.Lucas. Tiie LcLTuiT̂ arid Fall of the Romantic Ideal, 

(Camb., 1937777^337" "  ^
3. See especially Letters, vol.i, p.372, and T.T., Aug.20, 

1833: 'I would agree with Strabo ... that tnere can be 
no great poet who is not a good man, though not, per
haps, a goody man.'

4. The Friend, p.305.
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': For in all that truly merits the name of poetry in its 
most comprehensive sense, there is a necessary predomi- 
nance of the ideas (i.e. of that which originates in 
the artist himself), and a comparative indifference of 
the materials. 1

This explains why, in his treatment of Shakespeare, Coleridge's 
attention is wholly absorbed by an analysis of what is essen
tially Shakespearean, to a degree in which he tends to isolate 
him from his age and contemporaries. In the creative act 
meditation always comes first in the order of importance, and 
then observation# It is well known that in his approach to 
Shakespeare's plays Coleridge disregards, nay distrusts, 
scholarship completely. But it is not sufficiently realized 
that he does so, as it were, on principle. The scholarly 
approach which pointed out sources and hunted for analogues 
to the plays represented to him the view that regarded art
istic creation as a passive act of 'observation*, and which 
in its attention to the parts tended to lose sight of the 
'idea* or the unifying principle of the whole, which is 
simply the product of the poet's own mind:

It has escaped some critics, that in the Fine Arts the 
Mental initiative must necessarily proceed from within, 
lienee we find them giving, as it were, recipes to form 
a Poet, by placing him in certain directions and posi
tions; as if they thought that every deer-stealer 
might, if he pleased, become a Shakespeare, or that 
Shakespeare's mind was made up of the shreds and patches 
of the books of his day, which by good fortune he 
happened to read in such an order that they successively 
fitted into the scenes of Macbeth, Othello, The Tempest,
As You Like It, etc. 3*

1. The Friend, p.3<
2. See Appendix 0.
3. Treatise on Method, (ed. Snyder), p.62.
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Vaiereas observation leads to a mere artificial form, by 
meditation a poet=achieves a real organic unity in his work. 
Meditation in art is in fact Coleridge's description of 
that activity of the mind during the creative process which 
must include the imaginative act in the strictly Ooleridgean 
sense. In Beaumont and Fletcher's works where the power of 
meditation is lacking, there is an artificial form hiding 
'an inward impossibility.*: 'just as a man might fit to- ,
gather a quarter of an or&nge, a quarter of an apple, and 
the like of a lemon and of a pomegranate, and make it look 
like one round diverse coloured fruit.* Meditation, on the 
other hand, creates a genuine object with a life' of its own. 
By meditation Shakespeare 'evolves the germ from within by 
the imaginative power according to an idea', with the re
sult that his works give the impression that 'the thing said 
not only might have been said, but that nothing else could
be substituted to excite the same sense of its exquisite 

2
propriety.' The 'ideas' which are-arrived at by meditation,
and of which the works of art are the embodiment, are the
'values* which poetic genius reveals in a world 'of which,
for the common view, custom had bedimmed all the lustre,

3
had dried up *the sparkle and the dewdrops.* The values 
themselves constitute the poet's Interpretation of the human 
condition: the mind of a genius 'feels the riddle of the

1. Mis. Grit., pp.42-43#
2* Bqc. Git. ̂ ^3# rrr— Toi.i, p.59#
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1

world and may help unravel it.* 'The man of genius places
. 2

things in a new light.'
If we consider the question of imitation and dramatic 

illusion from this angle, and Coleridge's theory of imagi
nation invites us to do so, we realize how the 'waking ■ 
dream* analogy is not only unhappy hut misleading. Instead 
of stressing their 'poetic truth', i.e. the values of which 
they are the expression, it links the plays to harmful and
aberrational forms of self-indulgence, like reveries, which

3Coleridge tirelessly condemns. The fact that the whole 
state of 'dramatic illusion' depends upon the will ('we 
choose to he deceived,' says Coleridge) should alone he 
sufficient to make it something qualitatively different from

1. A.P., pp.41-42.
2. i3T%., p.233.
3. ETgT, B#L.» vol.i, p.34: 'day-dreaming, during which 

the mind“of the dreamer furnishes for itself nothing 
but laziness, and a little mawkish sensibility, etc. 
...' See also his warning against making a habit of 
the passive reading of contemporary novels because it 
'occasions in time the entire destruction of the 
powers of the mind', and 'produces no improvement of 
the intellect, but fills the mind with a mawkish and 
morbid sensibility, which is directly hostile to the 
cultivation, invigoration, and enlargement of the _ 
nobler faculties of the understanding. ' (Sli.Or^.,

' ii, p.57). The nearest modern equivalent to'The'se 
novels, I suppose, are the cheap sensational films 
which create this completely passive dream-like state 
of mind. But surely the implication of Coleridge's 
words here is that the effect.of a serious literary 
work, Shakespeare's drama for example, is not analogous 
to that of a drug.
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dreaming. Indeed it can never be true that a dream-like ex
perience is, as Coleridge wishes us to believe, 'the highest 
degree* of the aesthetic state. But Coleridge seems to be . 
influenced here by sensationalist psychology and the plea- 
sure principle. If the object of poetry is to give us 
pleasure, then we must do alive can to obtain that pleasure.
We must blind our judgment and willingly deceive ourselves.
But all this will not do. \We are not mere passive specta
tors bewitched or lulled into a state of semi-sleep by a 
series of events unfolding before our eyes. On the contrary, 
we respond actively to a play with the whole of our persona- 
1 ity engaged - only we do not approach it with the improper 
attitude, e.g. the attitude of science. If our judgment is 
suspended it is only suspended in one field or on one level.
ÏÏ8 do not indeed ask ourselves whether Hamlet is really 
Garrick declaiming a set of fine speeches, or whether Ger
trude is really Mrs. Pritchard cleverly simulating death by 
poison - not because we are in a state of *a waking dream*, 
or because we are absolutely suspending our judgment, but 
because such questions would be irrelevant, because our 
attention is wholly absorbed by a certain event; which de
mands from us a certain attitude, it is not that w e willingly 
deceive ourselves, but v;e willingly adopt a certain 'mood*, 
to use Kierkegaard's term again. Such moods we continuously 
adopt in our daily life, otherwise our life would be a chaos. 
For instance, while dealing with a geometrical problem we 
do not stoo to ask ourselves whether the circle is a beautiful
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figure, or whether it is a mystical symbol. Nor do we, when 
in everyday life we assume for practical purposes that the 
■ sun rises and sets, ask ourselves whether the sun really 
rises or sets and whether it is not the earth that really 
revolves round the sun. In every different field of ez- 
perienoe, be it scientific, practical or artistic;' etc. ..., 
we willingly suspend our judgment in one direction or other 
in accordance with the requirements of the particular field, 
eliminating ffom our consciousness any irrelvant considera
tions. And yet we cannot say that we willingly deceive 
ourselves daily or suspend our judgment absolutely. This 
applies to art and literature as much as to science and 
practical life. If we do not judge whether or not the 
action and events in a play are real in the sense that our 
presence in the theatre is, we can still judge whether one 
part of the play is in keeping with another and harmonizes 
with the whole pat Lem. V/e can still ask ourselves such 
questions as what is the meaning of the whole play? In fact, 
while watching a play we are in a state of complete vigi
lance and mental alertness. An apparently insigificant 
incident, a little remark dropped casually by one of the 
characters, will perhaps determine our whole response to the 
play. This is not done completely unoonsciously on our 
part. Without our readiness to interpret, the incident or 
remark may pass unnoticed, and its significance will be lost 
on us. That is in an ideal recipient the exercise of 
judgment and a state of mental awareness are indispensable.
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For instance, irony, a sharp and effective tool in the hands 
of a master dramatist, would cease to produce the required 
effect without that state of awareness. Vdien we respond to 
a play rightly we judge and interpret all the time, even 
though a great.',deal of our interpretation we do almost un
wittingly. Is it too much to say that a sensationalist 
psychology which has led to the "belief that we are completely
passive spectators, has also hlinded the critics to the pre-1
sence of irony in Shakespearean drama?

Nothing in fact can he more misleading about the nature
of drama than this dream analogy. By stressing the element
of 'unreality* it suggests a divorce between poetry and life.
Once a dream or reverie is over and we apply the reality
principle, we forget completely about it. This is at least
what we do if vie are the so-called 'normal* people. But in
the case of our experience of drama, because it brings our
whole personality into action, many a good play has altered
in some ways one’s outlook on the serious business of life.
The relation between art and life is an intimate one at all
points, and art cannot be divorced from life except to its
own detriment. As Coleridge himself says, in good reading
we should not judge of books by books, but rather we should2
refer what we have read to our own experience. Any theory 
that deprives literature of the exercise of its noble function 
in life must therefore be discouraged, at least on the grounds

1. See Infraj oh.IIPP'2oo ff.
2. Sli.CrffcW vol.l, p.206.
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that it is not true to experience,
Coleridge himself is not always satisfied with this des

cription of our experience of drama in terms of a dream, in 
which we suspend our judgment. When be breaks loose from the 
eighteenth century sensationalist critical tradition he tells 
us a different and more convincing story. The experience then 
becomes, as he describes it, very far indeed from the sickly 
self-indulgence in pleasant unrealities. Although we do not
apply the everyday life criteria, no delusion of any kind

1enters into it, however ’innocent* it may be. The *delight-
2

ful dream of our inner nature * is * in truth more than a dream.* 
Similarly,at times, he realises the inadequacy of his theory 
of the suspension of jud̂ gment, and fumbles for a more satis
factory explanations

I admit the prerogative of poetic feellng,and poetic faith; 
but I cannot suspend the judgment even for a moment. 3

He finds that, despite all the poetic faith in the world, he
cannot accept as a good poem one in which there is a purely 
arbitrary interpretation of life, in which the poet simply 
’makes things so and so.* The experience then becomes some
thing like the loss of our narrow personal self into an ex-

4
perience larger and purer than our own. The pleasure, or
I:— mrnTHTTTv^^^ — — — ------ ------------- -----
2. ïlTTTr^vol.ii, p. 110,
3. Mis.Crlt.. p.162.
4. As early as 1799 Coleridge defined the feeling of sublimity

as the utter absorption of "the mind * s self-consciousness.
in its total attention to the object working upon it. * (Bjog. 
E^K,vol.i,p. 154). The relation between such an experience 
and the experience of empathy, which is only.too common

■ in Coleridge, is interesting. E.g. A.P., pp.70 ff.
101 ff.
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rather, the deep Inward joy, we feel is what accompanies
the being innocently - shall I say, deluded? - no I but 
drawn away from ourselves into the music of noblest 
thoughts in harmonizing sounds. 1

The great poet is one 'who makes me forget my specific class,
character, and circumstances* and who 'raises me into the

2
universal man.* That is why Coleridge thinks that the
effect of poetry resembles in some respects that of religion.
Like religion, poetry has for its 'object'

to generalise our notion; to prevent men from con
fining their attention solely, or chiefly, to their 
own narrow sphere of action and to their own individual 
circumstances. By placing them in certain awful rela
tions it merges the individual man in the whole 
species, and makes it impossible for any one man to 
think of his future lot, or indeed of his present 
condition, without at the same time comprising in his 
view his fellow-creatures. 3

This indeed is a truer account of the state of aesthetic
appreciation than any dream image can be, for the so-called
'illusion' in drama is not something sul generis, but is
exactly of the same nature as our experience of any other
form of art. And when Coleridge writes about 'the spiritual

4
vision' in The Tempest, we see that the dramatic world is no 
longer conceived of either as a dream world of illusion or 
the world of everyday life, but essentially as a world of 
the spirit., As he himself says elsewhere, in accordance with 
his theory of the imagination, poetry is 'ideal*; it is not

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.i, p.79*
2. Mis.Grit.. p.293*
3 . S.1.U Crit., vol.il, p. 147«
4. ToTd.. vol.i,p.132.
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'the mere copy of things, but the contemplation of mind 1
upon things.' 'High poetry is the translation of reality

2
into the ideal*.

Because Coleridge realises that the dramatic world is
neither the one world nor the other he is driven to the .
middle state which he styles 'illusion* - a word unfortunate
for its association with deception. And in order to describe
this state in : more intelligible terms, he has to fall back
upon the dream analogy, which is the product of the eighteenth-
century critical tradition with its passive conception of
mind and art and its relegating poetry, as contradistinguished

■ 3from science, to the realm of pleasing dreams and fancies.
Hie result is that instead of clarifying the discussion, 
the analogy makes it only more muddledand throws it into 
violent contradiction with Coleridge's other and more 
valuable principles which are revealed in his theory of 
imagination.

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.il, p.8l.
2. M i Prit., p.162. Of. Sh.Prit., li, pp.00-81 and T.T..

, May 8, X824, where he InTEerprets 'impassionate * in ills
often quoted definition of poetry, ultimately derived 
from Milton, as 'informed with the spirit of mind.'

3. For the apparent influence of sensationalist philosophy 
upon Coleridge see, e.g., his IIS note in the flyleaf of . 
Volume I of Hartley's Observations on Man in the British 
Museum, (on p.81): 'Ideas may become as vivid and dis
tinct and the feelings accompanying them as vivid as 
original impressions - and this may finally make a man 
independent of his senses. - One use of poetry.' The 
thought is essentially in keeping with the sensationalist 
assoclationist philosophy and pgphology, although it is 
here given a characteristic Coleridgean twist. The sub
stance, however, is that of the 'ideal presence* of 
Karnes, and even the expression is reminiscent of a man 
like Priestley.
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Hie question of dramatic illusion is not as purely 
theoretical as it may seem. In fact it lias a direct bearing 
upon the practical criticism of drama. - If the object of a 
dramatist is to produce as much delusion as possible, then 
his output will be judged by the degree of its resemblance 
to everyday life. His job will be fulfilled if he manages 
to portray characters which are true to life. In this case 
the end of a Shakespearean critic will be only to analyze 
Shakespeare's characters with a view to pointing out 
their truth to life, measuring their actions and motives 
strictly by the moral and psychological criteria we apply 
in our dealing with our fellow human beings. This is pre- 1
cisely what we have seen the eighteenth-century critics do. 
Coleridge, by denying delusion to drama and acknowledging 
the middle state, cannot be charged with the same fault.
But because his conception of this middle stats was in terms 
of the eighteenth-century views on the subject, he hovered 
somewhere between their position and a new position of his 
own. Since lie conceived of the 'illusion* as a dream he 
tended sometimes to attach great value and significance to 
whatever conduced to this illual on ejià sustained the slumber. 
Ke would say, for instance, that all the 'excellencies of 
drama' such as 'unity of interest', 'distinctness and sub
ordination of characters', 'appropriateness of style', 'the

1. See supra, Part I, Sect.4.
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charm of language and sentiment' are 'means to this chief 
end, that of producing this willing illusion*; hut he 
would also say that 'it is not always or of necessity an 
objection to them (i.e. all these excellencies) that they 
prevent it (i.e. the illusion) from rising to as great a 
height as it might otherwise have attained; it is eiougli, 1
if they are compatible with as high a degree as requisite,'
or would demand only *a human interest and a semblance of
truth sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination
that willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which

2
constitutes poetic faith.* Hence in his criticism of Shake
speare we find that he sometimes treats the Shakespearean
character as a medium, for value, and as a part of the meaning

3of the whole play as the poet's vision, and at other times, 
looking upon illusion as an end in itself, he is satisfied 
as long as a character is psychologically probable, or re
veals psychological insight on the part of the poet, instead 
of considering psychological probability purely as a means.
Here again, as in his definition of poetry, we have a mix
ture of what is the eighteenth-century heritage and what is 
Coleridge's own.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that Coleridge's 
Shakespearean criticism forms part and parcel of his general 
critical theory. As it has been shown the c ritical theory

1* Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.130.
2. ÏÏTL.t vol.ii, p.,6. ’
3. See infra, p. 298*
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itself suffers from a basic contradiction, wliich is tiie re
sult of his attempt to combine what belo.gs to the eighteenth- 
century sensationalism and what is essentially the product 
of his own dynaaicand idealistic position. There is no uni
fied view of poetry in Coleridge's critical system; there —  
are rather two distinct views in sharp opposition to each 
other. On the one hand, we have the view that the object 
of poetry is to arouse an emotion of pleasure and all that 
this view entails, from the opposition it draws between
science and poetry to the conception of poetry as a pleasant

and
unreality to be willingly indulged in like reveries ̂ day
dreams. On the other, there is the theory of imagination, 
which regards poetry essentially as a mode of apprehending 
reality and as an interpretation of existence. In his detailed 
study of Coleridge's philosophy H. Wellelc maintains that
Coleridge Mias little insight into the incompatibility of1
different trends of thought.*. Without committing myself 
to Wellek's opinion of Coleridge's pîiilosopliÿ, I would sug
gest that Coleridge's critical theory tells very strongly on 
Mr. Wellek's side. In lis actual criticism Coleridge does 
not deviate from his theory, but he alternately applies now 
this set of principles, now the other. It is perhaps failure 
to see this dichotomy that has led some critics to assert that

1. Rene V/ellek. Immanuel Kant in England, 1793-1838, 
(Princeton, 1931773:^7;-------  ----
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his theory is one thing and his criticism is another. I 
hope that the preceding discussion has at least done some
thing towards proving that such an approach to Coleridge's 
criticism is neither right nor fair. On thé other hand, 
the dichotomy or polarity in Coleridge's critical position 
may explain - his constitutional failure to execute his innu
merable projects apart - his inability to commit to paper his 
whole theory of poetry, except in fragments, for his aubi- 
tious book on poetry was never written. It is this dichotomy 
that may also help explain the baffling phenomenon in the 
history of criticism and ideas, namely the fact that several 
people representing diametrically opposite views have 
claimed allegiance to Coleridge, c ritics as widely different 
as Bradley, Herbert Read aad I.A.Richards, to say nothing 
of past thinkers like J.S.Mill and Cardinal Newman. Since 
the theory of imagination is, as has been shown above, the 
more valuable theory, I shall treat Coleridge's criticism 
of Shakespeare in the following chapters mainly from this 
point of view.
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CHAPTER H70

Form and Meaning

Hiat a Shakespearean play is essentially a dramatic 
and poetic vision of human existence is a necessary con
clusion from Coleridge's theory of the imagination, bhat it 
is concerned with fundamentally are 'ideas' or 'values', 
the product of the poet's deep experience of reality. This 
seems to he what Coleridge is at pains to point out in, 
for instance, a passage like the following:

The truth is, Shakespeare's characters are all genera 
intensely individualized, the results of meditation, 
of which observation supplied the drapery and the 
colours necessary to combine them with each other.
He had virtually surveyed all the great component 
powers and impulses of human nature - had seen that 
their combinations and subordinations were in fact 
the individualisers of men, and showed how their har
mony was produced by reciprocal disproportions of ex
cess or deficiency. The language in which these truths 
are expressed was not drawn from any set fashion, but 
from the profoundest depths of his moral being, and is 
therefore for all ages. 1

The passage is strongly reminiscent of another by William
Richardson, the author of A Philosophical Analysis and

2
Illustration of the Characters of Shakespeare, and, indeed, 
at first sight the two critics seem to be saying the same

1. Sh.Grit.. vol^i, p.137.
2. See supra, p.&9 : ’’Shakespeare is most eminently dis

tinguished by imitating the passion in all its aspects, 
by pursuing it through all its windings and labyrinths, 
by moderating or accelerating its impetuosity according 
to the influence of other principles and of external 
events, and finally by combining it in a judicious 
manner with other passions and propensities, or by 
setting it ap0Ly in opposition.” William Richardson, 
Fssays on Shakespeare's Dramatic Characters, pp.32 ff.
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thing. But a closer study of the two passages reveals a 
basic difference between the two critics, and sets forth 
the nature of part of Coleridge's contribution. The dif
ference lies in the first and last sentences of Coleridge's 
passage, which, if they are carefully attended to, will 
determine our Interpretation of the rest of the passage 
considerably. The first indicates the nature of the 'truths' 
the poet conveys in his work and the relation these truths 
bear to him; the last establishes at once the intimate 
connection between the truths expressed and the language 
in which they are rendered. Richardson's Shakespeare 
'imitates' the passion in all its aspects, and although by 
imitation Richardson means 'selective imitation', his
conception of imitation remains what Coleridge designates 1
'observation*. On the other hand, a Shakespearean charac
ter is conceived by Coleridge as the embodiment of an 
'idea', the product of his 'meditation' on the human con
dition. It is essentially the result of a subjective 
creative process, and a deep inner experience. Because the 
experience is profound, the 'idea' has a permanent relevance 
to human nature. The dictum that the characters are 'all 
genera intensely individualized* means in this context 
(and taking into account what Coleridge means by meditation) 
that the 'ideas' are felt and realized in concrete human 
situations. Both critics are moralists, for to Coleridge

1. See supra, pp. y- ^̂ id 233 ff.
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the 'Idea* is some.human truth which ultimately has a 
moral significance. But Richardson's morality is an ex
plicit morality, which is essentially non-dramatic.

1
Richardson's method, we have seen, is to choose a parti
cular Shakespearean character which suffers from a moral 
flaw, analyze it in the light of his 'ruling passion' 
psychology, deducing from it a moral which he ends by ex
horting the reader to follow. Eis truths about human be
haviour he arrives at purely from an analysis of the story 
of the plays, vhiich he would have been equally able to 
obtain from a faithful prose rendering of them. The dra
matic poetry, he admits, is only an embellishment. With 
Coleridge, however, it would seem that the 'truths' as 
well as the moral effect of a Shakespearean play Viould be 
incomplete without the very expression. Coleridge points 
to the close relation between the 'truths' and the 'expres
sion*; both are b o m  in the same act. Shakespeare's 
language is 'drawn from the profoundest depths of his 
moral being', the very source of 'meditation* by means of 
which the poet arrives at the 'truths*.

. The 'values', 'truths' or 'ideas' which we obtain from 
a Shakespearean play are therefore not abstract notions, or 
general rules of conduct, and it is only by an act of ab- 
structi on that væ can discuss them at all in prose. Here 
the distinction between the thing said, and the way it is 
said does not exist, and, as Blake said, 'Invention depends

1. See supra, pp.go ff., 10? ff. and 151 ff.
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1
Altogether upon Execution or Organization*, Hiis simple
truth was not so simple before Coleridge's time, not even
to a Eryden or to a Johnson* Coleridge would not go to
Coriolanus* for instance, to learn politics, or read the

2
History plays to acquire a knowledge of history. Poetic

3truth, says Coleridge is not abstract truth, and dramatic
poetry 'must be poetry hid in thought and passion, not

4thought or passion disguised in the dress of poetry,'
Each play is a poetic statement of some value, the nature 
of which is determined by the intensity, breadth and 
depth of the poet's intuition of it. The poetry there
fore cannot be ignored or regarded as a mere trapping or 
an embellisliment superadded. In a critical approach to 
Shakespeare it must be treated as an indispensable element, 
in fact, the b 1 ne qua non of tli^lays. hithout it the 
value is reduced to a thin abstraction; it loses all 
its intensity, breadth and depth.

If this is granted then considerations of form do not 
become extraneous to the values we find in Shakespearean 
drama. But form when taken in relation to value is con
ceived in an organic sense. It is not a mould separate

1. William Blake, Poetry and Prose, ed. Geoffrey Keynes, . 
(Bond., 1940), p.772.

2. In the History plays Shakespeare is 'not to be read
as the Duke of Marlborough reads him, as an historian.* 
Sh.Crit.. ii, p.278, Of.U.L., vol.ii, p.194: 'For who - 
in"the^evil*s name, ever thought of reading poetry 
for any political or practical purposes till these 
Devil's times that we live in ?*

3. gh.Crit., ii, p.230.
4. ' MisTCrTt., p.343.
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from the material and into which the material is poured 
out. 'Could a rule be given from without'. says Coleridge, 
'poetry would cease to be poetry and sink into a mechanical 
a r t . T h e  question of the unities, to which great import
ance was attached in the eighteenth century, is therefore 
based upon an inadequate conception of poetic fora.
Whether a play observes .the unities or not is neither a 
virtue nor a fault in its.construction. Such considerations 
are immaterial, provided that the value in a play does 
not suffer. , bhat is important is the inner form, or as 
Coleridge .sometimes calls it, 'dramatic interest'. If 
every part of a play, every scene, and almost every word 
in the poetry contribute towards the setting forth of the 
value of a play, its main theme and interest, then the 
form of a play is to be praised. Otherwise the play is 
deficient in form, and failure as regards form means the 
failure of the play as a whole to realize its object. It 
is also failure in value. To Coleridge this complete 
interdependence of the constituent elements of a play is 
the criterion of dramatic excellence. In spite of his en
thusiasm for Borneo and Juliet he still considers it an 
immature work, compared with the great plays of Shakespeare. 
In it, he says, 'are to be found all the crude materials of 
future excellence. The poet, the great dramatic poet, is 
throughout seen, but the various parts of the composition 
are not blended with such harmony as in some of his after

1. B.L., vol.ii, p.65.
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1
writings. *

In this sense of form Coleridge offers us a great
deal of sound formal criticism on Shakespeare's plays.
Ilis observations on the dramatic preparation in the plays
are famous, and if they are not they ouglit well to be.m.
That Coleridge often dwelt in his criticism on first .
scenes and on dramatic preparation is no accident. It is
rather an expected outcome of his belief that Shakespearé's yplays/

/form organic wholes. In Shakespearean drama, he writes.
'all is growth, evolution, - each line, each
word almost begets the following - and the will of the ■■
writer is an interfusion, a continuous agency, no series

2
of separate acts.' Since the plays grow and develop, it 
is most important, in order to know what they really are, 
that we should watch their development from the very be
ginning. In his criticism of the first scenes in Romeo and 
Juliet or in Hamlet, he is, as it were, trying to catch 
the 'germ* of the play and to define the nature of its
growth and development. It is therefore misleading to

3
say, as Babcock does, that the only contribution of Cole
ridge to Shakespearean criticism lies in his criticism of 
first scenes, implying, nay indeed stating, that in every
thing else his criticism of Shakespeare does not in any 
way differ from that of his eighteenth-century predecessors.

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.127. Also of. vol.ii, p.123,
2. tlxiTSrTt.. p.89.
3# R.W.Babcock. The Genesis of Shakesueare Idolatry,

p.226. — ------------------------------ "
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Coleridge's critioism of first scenes is only one manifes
tation of a new critical attitude to Shakespearean drama, : 
an attitude of which one of the assumptions is that each 
play is an organlc whole, a temporal development and not a -, 
static adding of one scene to another. Every individual 
scene has an implied past, a present and a future. This is 
what he means when he says on another occasion that in
Shakespearean drama v/e get 'expectation in preference to,1 .......
surprise.' I
’■ Mhen Coleridge praises Shakespeare's 'management of

first scenes', it Is important to note, he does not treat
these first scenes in isolation. V/hat he is always careful
to point out is 'the wonderful balance between the pro-

2
gressive action and the immediate interest of the dialogue.' 
Hiere is no scene in the canon which has won more consis
tent admiration throughout the eighteenth-century, than per-

3haps the ghost scene in Hamlet. Coleridge also goes to 
great length in his treatment of this scene, and often ex
presses his adulation in rapturous terms. But the diffe
rence between the two treatments is colossal. Of the re
marks of the eighteenth-century critics the main theme is 
the wonderful power Shakespeare displays in presenting the 
supernatural convincingly, and what an awe-inspiring thing 
the ghost is. 3y them the scene is praised in isolation, 
as if it were a picture revealing the truth of the remark

1. Sh.Crit,. vol.i, p.225.
2. Ibid.. vol.i, p.229.
3. See supra, pp.60 ff.
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on Shakespeare that in the realm of magic and the super
natural none dared walk hut he. In Coleridge's treatment, 
however, the scene is extolled not simply because of its 
intrinsic merit, hut also because of the valuable function 
it fulfils,for the whole play. V/e are told that Shakes
peare with great art attempted to malce the Ghost convincing 
and important only to interest us the more in Hamlet him
self. . The enormous Interest Shakespeare has gradually 
aroused in the appearance of the Ghost and its importance 
is all shifted to the hero when we are told by Horatio 
that Hamlet (whose name is mentioned at this point for the 
first time) must be informed of the strange appearance of 
the Ghost, that the latter must have a message of some 
serious import to him. . Likewise, the subdued language 
with which the play opens, the dead silence, the cold, 
the welcome relief of the guard, the broken expressions - 
'all excellently accord with and prepare for the after
rise into tragedy, the interest of which is eminently1
ad et apiid intra.'- What Coleridge admires is 'the judge
ment with which Shakespeare always in his first scenes
prepares and yet how naturally and with -what a conceal-

2
ment of art, for the catastrophe.* For example in 
Richard II we see how he 'presents the germ of all the 
after events, in Richard's insincerity, partiality, 
arbitrariness, favoritism, and in the proud, tempestuous '

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.20.
2. ÏÏÏÎd.. vol.i, p.153.
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1temperament of his barons. *
This is his typical approach. In plays like Macbeth

and Tvælfth Night the first scenes 'strike at once the key
2

note, give the predominant spirit of the whole play.'
'Fair is foul and foul is fair* is the epitome of the
tragic meaning of Macbeth, just as 'If music be the food
of love ...* is the theme on which the Twelfth Night pro-
vides magnificent variations. In 'the feuds and party
spirit of the servants of the two houses' with which
.Romeo and Juliet opens, we have before us 'in one glance
both the past and the future in some effect which implies

3
the continuance and full agency of its cause.' Hie 
Tempest Is an example of another device employed by Shake
speare, which consists in starting at once 'the action so 
as to excite a curiosity for the explanation of the 
following scenes.' Here 'the storm of the wind, the 
waves and the boatswain! arouse our curiosity, 'instead 
of anticipating it* as other first scenes do, and thus 
prepare us for the explanation that follows. Yet because 
the tempest is in.many ways symbolical of the meaning of 
the play, 'the element of danger is abstracted from it'.
In nearly all Coleridge's remarks on these first scenes a 
scene is judged by him valuable in proportion to its dra
matic service to the other scenes, to its contribution to-

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.l53.
2. --|p!ïï77~Vol.i, p.42,
3. IbiTl., vol.i, p.41.
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1
wards the total effect of the whole play.

It Is not .then, with 'the wriggling of individual 
emotion.* that Coleridge is concerned, Vat rather with the 
whole situation - only his situation is not conceived sta
tically or as a Chinese picture. The situation is always 
0rganic and dramatic.. In his treatment there is always 
the implicit assumption that mere juxtaposition as such, 
effective as it may be, is not essentially dramatic. It 
becomes dramatic only .when it is juxtaposition in notion, 
and when the relationship between the parts is an alive 
one, and the elements opposed act and react upon one ano
ther^ modifying, enhancing or subduing one another. For

2
after all drama is growth and development. Thus at the 
masque scene in Borneo and Juliet Capulet's 'impetuosity* 
is at once 'contrasting, yet harmonized, with the young

3Tybalt's*, and 'precipitation is the character of the play.',
1. " of. âIIs o u, vol.i, p.igTT" 'The wonderful power which

Shakespeare above ail other men possessed ... of anti
cipating evidently is the result - at least partakes 
- of meditation, or that mental process which consists 
in the submitting to the operation of thought every 
object of feeling, or impulse, or passion observed out 
of it. *

2. See Letters, vol.ii, p.558. Note Coleridge's dynamic 
concêpEioîTof drama: 'In all subjects of deep and las
ting Interest, you will detect a struggle between two 
opposite, two polar forces, both of which are alike 
necessary to our moral well-being, and necessary each 
to the continued existence of the other. Well, there
fore, may we contemplate with intense feelings those 
whirlwinds which are for free agents the appointed 
means, and the only possible condition of that equili
brium in which our moral Being subsists; while the dis
turbance of the  sane constitutes our sense of life.
Thus in the ancient Tragedy, the lofty struggle between 
irresistible fate and unconquerable free will ...*
Mis.Crit., p.342.

3. girrgHTfr. vol.i. pp.8-g.
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Of this feature in Shakespeare's works, Coleridge 
thinks, the examples are 'endless*. He himself points out 
a few. The blinding of Gloucester, with which lie found 
fault at first, seen in this light, becomes a means of har
monising the cruelty of G-oneril and Regan to their father,

1
making the latter more credible. Similarly, Aufidius's 
speech in Coriolanris (lY.vii.28-57) inwliich, he sometime 
thought, the speaker's envious jealousy was somewhat im
probable, he came to look upon as a fine dramatic device 
by Shakespeare to prevent the otherwise certain shock the 
reader or spectator would have felt in Aufidius's charac
ter when he stabs Coriolanus to death at the close of the 2
play. The speech is therefore necessary in so far as it
reveals Aufidius's jealousy which is to become later the
instrument of the catastrophe. In Othello. Iago'a duping
of Roderigo, with which the play opens, acts as a prelude
to his more momentous and tragic ensnaring of Othello, both
enhancing it and making it more convincing. Likewise,
lago 'rehearses on Boderigo his intention on Othello* when 

: 3he persuades him that Desdemona loves Cassio. In Lear
Edgar's madness 'takes off part of the shock' from the
true madness of Lear, as well as displays 'the profound

4
difference between the two*. The relationship between the

. 5
Pool and Lear is another example. In the character of
T% ^ BIîTürït. vol. i, p. 56. '.... .
2. Ibid., vol.i, p.90.
3. ITnah, vol.i, p.52.
4. , vol.i, p. 65.
5. TbTd., vol.i, p.64.
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Prospero.we are shown *îiow completely anything that might
have been disagreeable to us in the magician, is reconciled
and shaded in the humanity and natural feelings of the
father. * ' Conversely, Miranda is 'never directly "brought ,
into comparison with Ariel, le st the natural and human of .
the one and the supernatural of the other should tend to

2
neutralise each other.' Again in the same play, the effect
of the scene where Antonio and Sebastian plot against the
lives of Alonzo and Gonsalo, is 'heightened by contrast
with another counterpart of it in low life,' i.e. the
scene where Stéphane, Trinculo and Caliban plot the murder 

3of Prospère. In a Shakespearean play the characters are
4

often 'connected all by likeness or contrast.* For in
stance in Hichard II 'York's boldness of words and feeble
ness of act^is harmonised with^Richard's wordy courage

. 5
that betrays the inward jimpotence» * Bolingbroke's 
'ambitious hope', 'calm and decorous and courtly checking 
of his anger in subservience to a predetermined plan* after 
hearing the sentence of banishment in the beginning of the 
play is 'beautifully contrasted' with Mowbray's 'desolation* 
and 'unaffected lamentation*. This last quarrel between 
Mowbray and Bolingbroke, and the contrast between the two 
characters vhiich it reveals ' seems introduced for the pur
pose of showing by anticipation the characters of Richard 

. ; ■ 6 : 

and bolingbroke.' ____
1. hh.Crit., voT.i, p".l33*
2. Tbid., vol.i, p.134.
3. ToTcT., vol.i, p. 136.
4. Tbid., vol.i, p,154.
5. Ibid., vol.i, p.155. 6. Ibid., vol.i,pp.147-148.
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It is because Coleridge is not interested in character
in isolation'from the whole situation that he does not find
the death of Meroutio a forced machination on the part of
the dramatist. In spite of his enthusiastic appreciation
of his character, Coleridge considers him only instrumental

of '
to the bringing about/the catastrophe.- 'By Mils loss it was 
contrived that the whole catastrophe of the tragedy should 
be brought aboutj ' it endears him to Romeo and gives the
death of Llercutio an importance which it could not other-

1 ' ' . , 
wise have acquired.* 'Upon his death the whole catastrophe
depends ... Had not Mercutio been rendered so maiable and 
so interesting, we could not have felt so strongly the 
necessity for Borneo's interference, connecting it imme
diately, and passionately, with the future fortunes of

2
the lover and his mistress.' But there is no end to 
the examples one might quote.- For to the orchestral move
ment of a play as a whole Coleridge was highly sensitive.
His criticism is rich in remarks on the interrelation of
the narts, be they incidents, characters, images or odd 

3

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.ii, p.132.
2. Tbid., vol.ii, p.133.3. Examples of this kind of formal criticism, in the pro

found sense of the term, are very scarce in the work
of Coleridge's predecessors. One of them is provided 
by a critic, vho was not primarily a literary critic,
but significantly enough a critic of art, who could
perhaps respond to the formal patterning of a work of 
art more sensitively than his contemporary literary 
critics. The scene in Macbeth, before Macbeth's

..castle, where , Dune an anE"~Tanquo praise the very castle 
in which Dime an will meet his fate, Sir Joshua Rey
nolds describes as an instance of 'repose', a term

(cont.)
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Y/hen in tragedy the relation does not harmonize, hut 
throws into relief the opposing nature of the elements, 
resulting in an extension of meaning, then we get some
thing like 'tragic irony'. As far as I am aware, Cole-
T- .

ridge does not use the phrase. The word 'irony', of 
course, occurs in his Shakespearean criticism, as well as 
in his other writings, "but he does not mean "by it the 
same thing as we do when we use the word in the tragic con
text. Had Mr. F.L.Lucas noticed that he would never have
footnote i  continued from page 2621

"borrowed from painting. The fine comment deserves to 
he quoted in full: 'Their conversation very naturally
turns upon the beauty of its situation, and the pleas
antness of the air: and Eanquo, observing the mart
lets' nests in every recess of the cornice, remarks, 
that where those birds most breed and haunt, the air 
is delicate. The subject of this quiet and easy conver
sation gives that repose so necessary to the mind after 
the tumultous bustle of the preceding scenes, and per
fectly Gontrasts the scene of horror that immediately 
succeeds ... This is frequently the practice of Homer, 
who from the midst of battles and horrors, relieves 
and refreshes the mind of the reader, by introducing 
some quiet rural image, or picture of familiar domes
tic life.* The Literary Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds, 
(Lond., 1 8 7 0 ^ 1 : iT pp.^RFTï'. There are also some 
brilliant, though brief and undeveloped remarks, which 
are worthy of the name : of formal criticism, intersper
sed in Horgann's Essay, E.g. he notes that 'the real 
madness of Lear, the assumed wildness of Edgar, and 
the Professional Pantasoue of the Pool' all operate 
'to heighten and contrast each other* and that Caliban 
who is *a compound of malice, servility and lu^t, sub
stantiated. ... is best shown in contrast with the 
Tightness of Ariel, and the innocence of Miranda.*
Maurice Morgann, On.Cit., p.253 PH. Dr. Johnson's 
defence of the functional nature of Mercutio's death 
is also to be remembered. (Raleigh, p.188).

1. According to O.P.D., Bishop TEirlwaH was the first to 
use the phrasë 'tragic irony' in 1833, when he wrote 
of Sophoclean drama; 'The contrast between man with 
his hopes, fears, wishes and undertakings, and a dark 
inflexible fate, affords abundant room for the exhibition 
of tragic irony.'
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sneered at Coleridge's insensitivity to tragic irony in 1 '

Macbeth. Coleridge used the word in the sense of deliberate
equivocation, of saying one thing and meaning another, when,

2
e.g., he talked about the 'irony* of Richard The Third. This

3 ^was the usual sense of the word in his time. But he also
4wrote about the 'natural irony of self-delusion', a sense 

which he seemed to have derived from Schlegel. Vvhen Cole
ridge denied that there is any irony in Macbeth he was 
apparently under the influence of Schlegel, and was using 
the word in Schlegel*s sense. The latter's conception of 
irony in tragedy is limited to the half-conscious
self-deception of the characters, and to the parodying

5
of the main serious plot in the comic sub-plot. That 
is why Schlegel believed that 'whenever the proper 
tragic enters every thing like irony immediately ceases,* 
meaning presumably everything in the nature of a comic sub
plot. Consequently following him unquestioningly, Coleridge

1. P.L.I/ucas, The Decline and Pall of the Romantic Ideal,
p.192, . ,

2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.235; of. Mis.Crit.. p.99.
3. S’ee'MJTT’.I). : *1828 lYhatelv Rhet. in Dncyc 1.Metrov .

, •uhe modern use of "Irony, saying the contrary 
to what is meant.”'

This is the sense in which we use. the word when we 
talk about someone being ironical.

4. Mis.Crit.. p.344.
5. Augustus William Schlegel, A Course of Lectures on

Dramatic Art and Literature, tr.Jolm Black, (Lond.,



thought that because Macbeth is wholly tragic, irony is
Ml

completely absent from it. But when he freed himself from^
the shackles of Schlegel*s influence, and relied upon his
own response to the play, he pointed out the presence of
irony even in Schlegel*s sense (the sense of haü^consei'ous
self-deception) in the characters of Macbeth and Lady Mac- 2
beth, although he did not actually use the word. But in 
spite of the fact that he had a different name for it, 
Coleridge's conception of tragic irony, which is; implied 
in the examples to which he drew our attention, is essen
tially our om. It consists in a character giving expres
sion to a thought truer than he or she would have dreamt, 
or in complete opposition to what the subsequent turn of 
events will reveal, - and, by extension, in the whole pat
tern of action, which the very conception of tragedy in
volves. But it can not be said that in his recorded
criticism < Coleridge ever discussed this wider implica-

3tion of tragic irony. Coleridge's use of the word *pre- 
sentiment' does not differ materially in sense from the 
phrase 'tragic irony*. The examples he offers of 'presenti
ment', of which, he says, Shakespeare is fond, are precisely

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.?8.
2. üeT^nfra, pp . 303 ff* and 415.
3* I am using the word 'irony' in the narrow tragic sense, -

which is also the sense commonly accepted. It lias 
therefore no relation to the generalized usage of 
Richards and more especially Cleanth Brooks, which makes 
irony a basic quality in every great poem. It is temp
ting to be side-tracked here and prove how much this
generalized conception of irony, as the balance and ten
sion between conflicting impulses and attitudes, owes

(cont.)
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those of what we now call tragic irony. It is no wonder
that Coleridge is one of the first English critics, if not
the first, to point out the frequency of tragic irony in
Shakespearean drama. To he aware of tragic irony, a
critic must he able to hold the whole of a play in mind’,
to perceive the subtle meanin;r of one part in relation to

2
another, as well as to the whole. Ho amount of detailed 
study, however painstaking, of every scene, as it were,' in 
isolation can make us see irony. Besides, tragic irony, 
particularly verbal irony, has affinities with puns and 
amoiguities; it arises from the ssuue, or similar mental 
habits. It is not an accident then that the critic who 
perceived irony was the one who was passionately interested 
himself in puns and words, and viho d e f e n d e d  Slialiespeare * s 
puns tirelessly and on functional grounds. There is also 
another aspect to the question, which bears a relation to 
Coleridge's secondary imagination. Irony seems to be a per-
ï?lTôSoW~3~''ooîîTiliû  'from "pagë̂ '2̂ "'"^^ "footnote 4:

to Coleridge's view of the reconciliation of opposites - 
in great poetry.

4. Sea, e.g., Sh.Crit.. vol.i, p.70;
1. Having consulted one authority on Greek as well as ano- ̂

there on French literature, I have discovered the s u r -  
pricing and interesting fact that no previous critic 
was aware of the significance of 'tragic irony* used so ■
often by the dramatists. In the classical critics who
followed Aristotle, I understand, there was a total ab
sence of interest in drama as drama. Hot only was no 
development made in dramatic aesthetics after Aris
totle's time, but what was made was subsequently disre-• 
garded, and the critics' attention was concentrated on 
the rhetorical and stylistic aspects of literature.
This piecemeal approach to literary works determined 
subsequent criticism for many centuries. As for French 
dramatic criticism, nothing had been said about

(cont.)
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feot illustration of the type of organic unity it is the
privilege of the.secondary imagination alone to produce.
On this point! shall quote from an impartial critics

Drai']̂ lQ irony gives one some means of under
standing the view of a work of genius as a sort of 
miracle whose style carries its personality■into' 
every part of it, whose matter consists in microcosms 
of its form, and whose flesh has the character of 
the flesh of an organism. 1
When Johnson wrote of Othello;
Had the scene opened in Cyprus, and the preceding 
incidents been occasionally related, there had been 
little wanting to a drama of the most exact and scru
pulous regularity. 2

ïootaote 1 continued from page' 2oo and footnote É:'
dramatic irony until quite recently. Although Racine 
himself used it, yet it was not recognized in the . 
criticism of the time. Even now, I was told, it is 
still not a faiuillar enough notion to have made a 
name for itself. It is extremely difficult to find a 
satisfactory french phrase into which to translate 
the English term 'dramatic irony*.

2. Of. Coleridge's remarks on his reading of Donne's 
poem. Canonization. 'As late as ten years ag g>, I 
used to seek to find out grand lines and fine stanzas; 
hut my delight has been far greater since it has con
sisted more in tracing the leading thought thro'out the 
whole, iiie former is too much like coveting your 
neighbour's good, in the latter you merge yourself in 
the author, you become He.* His.Grit,,p.137.

1. William Empson, Seven Tynes of Ambiguity, (Lend., 1947), 
pp, 44-45, Indeed~rlie presence 6T%rony alone should 
provide us with an argument to refute the opinion en
tertained by Itllmelin and Schdcking that in Shakespeare's 
plays there is a 'supreme interest in the single -= 
scene, which all his Iciovlsdge of dramatic art cannot 
Induce him to subordinate to the interest of the whole 
to the extent that is demanded by a later period.'
L.L.Gchtickling, Character Problems in Shakespeare's 
Plays, (Lond., 1922;, p.2. isryk. p.201.



he was, amongst other things, apparently blind to the _
tragi0 irony in the part preceding the arrival in Cyprus. ,1
Coleridge shows the functional nature of that part, and is
furthermore aware of the irony in the lines;

Bra. Look to her, Hoor, if thou hast eyes to see;
She has deceived her father, and may thee.

0th. lly life upon her faith. (I.iii.293-295)•
Because of his blindness to the tragic irony in these lines, 
the only comment Johnson could make on lago's words, 
strongly reminiscent of Brahantio's:

She did deceive .her father, marrying you. (Ill.iii.206j 
is the'crude moral exhortation that 'this,and the follow
ing argument of lago ought to he deeply impressed on every 
reader. Deceit and falsehood, whatever conveniences they 
may for a time promise or produce, are, in the sum of life,
obstacles to happiness*, and an admonition against *dis- 

' 2 "  - 

proportionate marriages. * liiis inability to see tragic
irony is a symptom of a certain way of reading Shakespeare, 
a way which is both piecemeal and literally minded. 
Coleridge, on the other hand, who was both aware of the 
subtleties of the plays, and their■wholeness, often point
ed out the tragic irony in them. It is difficult for us 
now to realize the extent of Coleridge's contribution, be
cause it has become part and parcel of Shakespearean criti
cism. Host of his critical remarks, like his critical 
terminology, have been incorporated in the main body of 
critical opinion both in the nineteenth and the twentieth
1. ~ Sh. Orit., voTTi,'PP.4B-49. ~  '....
2. haleiglT, p.198. .
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centuries, to sucli a n extent tliat they often form tacit,
; ■   1

unquestioned assumptions in our minds. Ve fail to he im
pressed when we are told that Coleridge stresses the drama
tic importance of Othello's words, 'honest, honest, lago', 
because, thanks to Coleridge, the remark, however important, 
has now become only a commonplace of Shakespearean c riti- 
cism. But it is fair, if we want to give Coleridge his due, 
to remember that before Coleridge's time it was not. ITor 
was the role of tragic irony in Shakespearean drama per
ceived until he came. Coleridge is the first critic to . 
draw our attention to Duncan's words on hearing the news 
of the death of the traitor, Cawdor,

There's no art 
To find the mind's construction in the face:
He was a gentleman on whom I built 

' An absolute trust. (Macbeth, I.iv.11-14)
'interrupted by the '''.•worthiest cousin* on the entrance of

2
the deeper trakor to whom Cawdor had made way;' or to the 
ironic contrast between Macbeth's soliloquy before the

3murder and his remorseful utterance immediately after it.
Yet, we are told, even by the scholar, tliat his contribution 
is insignificant.
Xr"” "'^blerfdge*s 'words' are onIy^"T6o truê ' wuen writing of ' 

his first course of lectures on Shakespeare, he says 
that three fourths of them 'appeared at that time 
startling paradoxes, which have since been adopted 
even by men who at the tlmp&ade use of them as proofs 
of my flighty and paradoxical turn of mind - all tend
ing to prove that Shakespeare's judgment was, if 
possible, still more wonderful than his genius h or 
rather, the contradistinction itself between judgment 
and genius rested on an utterly false theory.' Sh. 
Crit^, vol.ii, pp.305-306.

2. TbTcT., vol.i, p.70.
3. mis.Grit.. p.449.
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Coleridge's subtlety enabled him to see art where 
previous critics could only find fault arid negligence. 
Johnson, for instance, could not see the value of dramatic 
preparation in Lear, but, instead he found 'obscurity' 
or 'inaccuracy* in the first scene of the play.' He could 
not understand how Lear 'has already divided his kingdom, 
and yet when he enters he examines his daughters, to dis- ' 
cover in what proportions he should divide it.* Coleridge, 
who was fully alive to the dramatic function and iniplica- s 
tion of preparatory scenes, did not dismiss the apparent 
incongruity here as the result of haste or negligence.
To him it was not 'without forethought and it is not with
out its due significance' that Shakespeare deviated from 
his source in making Lear divide his kingdom already be
fore summoning his daughters to hear their declaration 
of love before the assembled court. If the arrangement of 
the scene is regarded as deliberate on the part of
Shakespeare, then the trial of professions becomes a mere
trick in which the ageing and capricious monarch indulges 
in order to satisfy a whim. The whim itself is important, 
because it makes a significant feature of the monarch's 
character; it reflects upon the meaning of his character, 
and of his arduous and painful journey towards wisdom , _ 
and self-knowledge, as well as upon the meaning of the
whole play. In the opening of the play then is to be found,

1. Raleigh, p.154#
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in retrospect, 'the facts, the passions, the moral veri-1
ties on which the whole tragedy is founded.' Lear indeed 
appears in the beginning of the play as 'irrational' as 
Goethe noticed disparagingly; but Shakespeare intends to 
show him there with all the irrationality of folly on his 
head. As to the possible adverse effects of this initial

2
folly and irrationality upon our response to his character,
Shakespeare, Coleridge points out, circumvents them by a

3
subtle dramatic method. from his careful reading of 
Shakespeare, Coleridge shows how the initial scene serves 
other purposes as well. .In it we are first made aware of 
the difference between the characters of Albany and Corn
wall, which will be developed and clarified in the course 
of the play. Also immediately after Lear, who is 'the 
persona rations of the drama, and whose character, passions 
and sufferings' form its 'main subject matter*, it intro
duces to us most judiciously the person who is second in 
importance in the play, and who will be responsible for 
much of its important action, i.e. Edmund, From the casual 
and natural conversation between Kent and Gloucester, we are 
given the circumstances of his birth, education and situation
in life - all the details necessary for our understanding

4-
of his future actions.
1. Sh.Grit., vol.i, p.55.
2. Tin that scene Lear appears so irrational that we can

not altogether blame his daughters for the consequences.' 
Criticisms, Reflections and Maxims of Goethe, Tr.W.B. 
Eoniiefeldx, (Lond., imdatedTf p. 19.

3. See infra, P*3?3.
4. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.55.
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Because of this remarkable power of reading one part 
with an eye on the whole, Coleridge could see relations and 
harmony where others could only find disjunction and hetero
geneity. The melange des genres which, as we have seen 
earlier, the eighteenth-century mind found repulsive and dis-

'ftracting, at least in practice is not in theory, is seen by 
Coleridge not as a mere melange but as interfusion and func
tional interrelation. The comic scenes in Shakespeare's tra
gedies, unlike those in the works of Beaumont and Fletcher,1
'react upon and finally fuse with the tragic interest.'
In the latter, 'the comic scenes are rarely so interfused
amidst the tragic as to produce a unity of the tragic on
the whole, without which the intermixture is a fault.
In Shakespeare this is always managed with transcendent 

. 2
skill. * But the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher are only
'aggregations without unity*, while 'in the Shakespearean
drama there is vitality which grows and evolves itself from
within - a keynote which guides and controls the harmonies 

3
throughout. ' Y/hile yet 'accommodating himself to the 
taste and spirit, of the times' in introducing Fools and 
clowns j.n his plays to satisfy the demand of the Eliza
bethan audience, Shakespeare does not sacrifice artistic 
considerations. His genius and judgment are revealed in the 
particular use he often makes of such characters. In the 
serious plays the Pool constitutes an integral part of the
1. Mi s . C ri o".. p. ? B. "
2. T T r T T l u l y  i, 1833.
3# Mis.Crit., p.4SI
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1
whole. The case is very clear in Lear. But in 'other 
dramas, though perhaps in a less degree, our great poet

2
has evinced the same skill and felicity of the treatment.' 
Tims while conforming to the convention of tragi-comedy 
Shakespeare produces a unified artistic whole. Even the 
songs, as he uses them, often become an integral part of 
the plays in which they occur* They too have a dramatic 
function to fulfil. For example they are 'often made 
characteristic of the person who has called for them', as 
we see in the case of Besdemona and of the Duke in As You

3 “Like It. Of a more complex relation to the dramatic
4

structure are Ophelia's songs.
Considering the sound formal c riticism, with wiiich 

his writings on Shakespeare abound, it seems scarcely just 
to accuse Coleridge of neglecting plot. Even as sympathetic 
a critic as Raysor, who has done much to make his Shake
spearean criticism available, joins the rank of the accu
sers, Yet of all the romantic critics of Shakespeare, 
Coleridge is the most sensitive to the formal aspect of 
Shakespearean drama. It is true, that at one point he
does not mention 'plot* among the constituent elements of 

5
poetic drama; but this can hardly be taken against him 
seriously as a sign of his complete neglect of 'plot or
structure' in the teeth of the overwhelming evidence of his

6
practical criticism. Even in the same fragment in which he
Tl 17,'' VO 1."ii”, "~p .T3. ...
2. ÏT5ïïï77~vol.ii, p.74 and p.265. .
3, TFit*., vol.i, pp.226-227. 4. Ibid.,vol.i, p.33.
5. rEH". vol.ll p.205. 6. nTn".;vol.l.p.206.

—  ~  FIT.l. _
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sets down the constituents of poetic drama, Coleridge 
tells us that 'each part should he proportionate, the* the 
whole perhaps impossible: at all events it should he com
patible with a sound sense of logic in the mind of the 
poet himself* -4'vhich in. fact is nothing if not a criticism 
of structure. Raysor claims that Coleridge's criticism of 
Shakespeare is 'poetic rather than dramatic*. Yet there 
could hardly be a critic who insisted more strongly upon 
the distinction between poetry and dramatic poetry.

Moreover we must remember that by the word 'plot' 
Coleridge does not often mean the artistic structure of a 
play, but rather the mere story or fable. This is clear
from the conversation he imagines to take place between him

2
and a defender of the contemporary melodrama. There we
learn that it is not the story that matters;

The greater part, if.not all of Shakespeare's dramas 
were as far as the names and the main incidents are 
concerned, already stock plays. All the stories,at 
least, on which they are built pr9existed"l]n~tiie 
chronicles, ballads, or translations of contemporary 
or preceding English writers.

What matter, however, are 'the manner, the situations, the
action and reaction of the passions.' The story is only
the 'canvas', so to speak, 'an * which, and not 'by' which
a dramatist displays his 'appropriate excellence.' The
manner and situations are only Coleridge's words for 'plot*
in the profound sense. On another occasion he describes

1, See infra, pp. k-4-o ff-
2. B.h., voT.ii, pp.161 ff.
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the function of plot exactly in the same terms as he does
the story here. Hie plot, we are told, 'is only the
canvas*. Coleridge is indeed light when he stresses the
'subordination' of plot in the sense of the more story and .
the external arrangement of incidents. His view ought
to be emphasized particularly nowadays, when a greater
value than is really proper is attached to similarity in
story or fable, when we are given to understand tiiat we
have gone a long v/ay towards the realization of Shake-
speare's greatness, on being told that Shylock was clearly
meant to compete with his near relative, Marlowe's Jew of 

2
Malta , or that Hamlet is only a variation on the theme

3
of ICyd's liieronymo. Because he tlirows all the emphasis ■ 
on the handling or treatment of the story rather than on 
the story itself, the reading of Coleridge is a good 
tonic against the modem historical approach, which stands 
in the danger of regarding Shalcespearean drama as a 
period piece.

Indeed Coleridge did not write about the plots of 
Shakespeare's plays in the manner-of the eighteenth-century 
critics. Unlike them he did not indulge in a facile appli
cation of Aristotle's rules for a beginning, a middle and an 
end in every fable, or in the mechanical criticism of the

1. Bh.Crit*, vol.i, p.226. Cf. U , vol.ii, p.67: where
he also refers to the 'tale* of a poem as 'the canvas*.

2. Tj.L.fchacking, Oo. Cit., p.9.
1. Elmer Ed^ar StoTT. Irt and Artifice in Shakespeare,

.  —' .  f  wm w , wu—n w i i— if iwriw iimn —i l U i »  , ii w ii e w h k - w i"  ................................................................. ..(Came., 1934), p.94.
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amities* Such formal criticism, in the superficial sense 
of the word finds no place in his work. Per with his deep 
sense of the inner form of Shakespearean drama, not only 
did he treat it as an organic thing, but apparently he 
considered the whole outward movement of a play as the em
bodiment of the vision it expresses. The fable of a play : 
in that sense ceases to be important in itself, and becomes
as it were, a concrete symbol of its meaning. 'The events

1
themselves,* he writes, 'are•immaterial, otherwise than 
as the clothing and manifestation of the spirit that is 
working within.'

It is, of course, true that of the body of his criti
cism that reached us in the form of lectures, criticism of

2
character seems to take the lion's share; but this is no
proof that Coleridge neglects plot or fails to see its
importance. In the compact ninth lecture of the 1811-12
course, for example, we have a ma,gnificent analysis of
the plot of the lemoest, which was meant to prove the
poet's superb judgment. 'The storm,' he says, 'and all
that precedes the tale, as well as the tale itself serve
to develop completely the main character of the drama, as

3
well as the design of Prospère.' The first scene

was meant as a lively commencement of the story; the 
reader is prepared (by the bustle and excitement) for 
something that is to be developed, and in the next

1. Sh.Prit.. vol.i, p.133*
2. PiTF, however, does not apply to the marginalia notes.
3. S}i.Grit,, vol.ii, p.174*
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scene he brings forward Prospero and Miranda, ilow is 
this to be done? By giving to his favourite character, 
Miranda, a sentence which at once expresses the violence - 
and fury of the storm, such as it might appear to a wit
ness on the land, and at the same time displays the 
tenderness of her feelings.

In a fine manner the reader is prepared for what is to follow:
Prospero is introduced, first in his magic robe, which, 
with the assistance of his daughter, he lays aside, and 
we then know him to be a being possessed of supernatural 
powers. He then instructs Miranda in the story of their 
arrival in the island, and this is conducted in such a 
manner, that the reader never conjectures the technical 
use the poet has made of the relation, by informing the 
auditor of what it is necessary for him to know.

The next step is the warning by Prospero, that he 
means for particular purposes, to lull his daughter to 
sleep; and here exhibits the earliest and mildest proof 
of magical power. In ordinary and vulgar plays we should 
have had some person brought upon the stage, whom nobody ■ 
knows or cares anythin;; about, to let the audience into 
the secret, Prospero having cast sleep upon his daugh
ter, by that sleep stops the narrative at the very 
moment when it was necessary to break it off, in order 
to excite curiosity, and yet to give the memory and 
understanding sufficient to carry on the progress of 
the history uninterruptedly

The manner in which the heroine is charmed asleep 
fits 113 for what follows, goes beyond our ordinary 
belief, and gradually leads us to the appearance and 
disclosure of a being of the most fanciful and deli
cate texture, like Prospero, preternaturally gifted.
In this way the entrance of Ariel, if noÉ absolutely 1 - 
forethought by the reader, was foreshown by the writer,

Coleridge goes on commenting on the way Shakespeare intro
duces Ariel, Caliban, the lovers, the plots etc, ,,, 
showing how 'the same judgment is observable in every 
scene, still preparing, still inviting, and still grati
fying, like a finished piece of music.* This is a criticism

1. Sh.Prit., vol.ii, pp,169-179*
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of plot or structure in the best sense, a criticism which 
enters imaginatively into the poet's workshop, so to 
speak, but all the while taking into account the effect 
the work has on the recipient. 'Caliban is described in 
such a manner by Prospero, as to. lead us to expect the 
appearance of a foul unnatural monster. He is not seen 
at once: his voice is heard; this is the preparation:

1
he was too. offensive to be seen first in all his deformity.'
But such a criticism of plot does not deal with the
management of events only as such. It is rather an
organic approach to plot, relating event and character
when the two illuminate each other and help to enforce
the design of the whole, Ariel's reluctance 'to be under
the command even of Prospero* (itself in keeping with his
character as shown'by Coleridge) 'is kept through the
whole play, and in the exercise of his admirable judgment
Shakespeare has availed himself of it, in order to give
Ariel an interest in the event, looking forward to that
moment when he vms to.gain his last and only reward -

2
simple and eternal liberty,* As a reporter of one of his
lectures said, 'criticism of this kind cannot be 

3
abridged;' and on that ground I hope that the preceding

<
lengthy quotations may be excused.

According to the syllabus of the 1812-13 Lectures, the 
object of the seventh lecture v;as partly to give 'the

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.177.
2. locTCit.
3. SiHGrit., vol.ii, p.322.



proofs tliat a profound jud ment in the construction of M s
' 1 

Plays is equally the characteristic of Shakespeare*, ■ One
of the lectures given in Bristol (I8I3-I4) was concerned
with an analysis of the construction of the two tragedies,

2 ..  

Harnlet and Macbeth, In the Prospectus to his last course
of lectures on Shakespeare (I8I8-I9), the text of which
is still missing, we are told that Coleridge intended to
give H ^  . '

a course of Six lectures, each having for its subject 
some one play of Shakespeare*s scene by scene, for 
the purpose of illustrating the conduct of the plot, 
and the peculiar force, beauty and propriety, of the 
language, in the particular passages, as well as the ■ 
intention of the great Philosophical Poet in the 
prominent characters of each play, and the unity of 
interest in the whole and in the apparent contrast 
of the component parts. 3

On every occasion Coleridge declared Iris conviction that
Shakespeare revealed 'consummate judgment not only in -
the general construction, but in all the detail, of his

4
dramas.'- But because Coleridge's criticism of character
is at any rate much easier to note down and remember, it
would seem that a great part of his criticism of structure 
has unfortunately failed to reach us.

The difference of Coleridge's conception of dramatic 
structure from that of his predecessors becomes even clearer

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.248.
2. IlJiS. ,~vol.ii, p. 253*
3. Tiiid.. vol.ii, pp.313-319. ^
4. m r .  vol.i, p. 22, F.M. Of. TJ.L.. vol.ii, p.156.
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when VîG consider his treatment of the unities. Coleridge 
realised how the particular conditions of the stage for 
which Shakespeare wrote determined.the form of his plays. 
Indeed by his time the argument that the Elizabethan drama, 
unlike that : of Greece, did not observe the unities be
cause each of them was intended for a different stage had

2
already become general knowledge, : But the only law 
which Coleridge deemed necessary to observe was the law 
of the unity of action* This law Coleridge understood in 
a way which makes his position entirely different from that 
of his predecessors. Johnson, perhaps, was the most power
ful critic who in the eighteenth-century advocated the 
unity of action as the only essential law of drama. But in 
Johnson's view the law affects only the external arrange
ment of events; it recommends neat causal relations between

3 ^the various actions of a play, Coleridge, perhaps, as
Ray80r suggests, under the influence of Sohlegel, preferred
to call his law 'Instead of unity of action* 'homogeneity,

4"proportionateness, and totality of interest,*d The diffe
rence is not simply, as it may appear, one of nomenclature, 
Coleridge's in fact amounts to a new law, and certainly 
reveals a different attitude to drama. The difference is 
between the analytic and the organic attitude. 'Yliereas 
Johnson's lav̂  is concerned with the plot, in the sense of 
the surface relation between the events, Coleridge's affects

1, Sh.Crit., vol.i,pp.174. ff-
2, See , pp.]$ ff. and 157 ff.3, See supra, p.36#4, Sh.oFnTT^vol.i. p.4.
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the whole form and structure of a play. The totality of 
interest is the, totality of the vision the play expresses, 
the totality of theme and value. It pervades plot, charac
ter, imagery and rhythm alike, and is not to he looked for 
in any of them alone. This, Coleridge believed, is what 
only a genius can produce. The work.of a genius is
'effected by a single energy, modified ah intra in each

1 '
component part.' Notwithstanding his recognition of the 
shortcomings of Romeo and Juliet (he thought it is more of 
a poem than a poetic drama), he tried to trace the working 
of genius in it. He summed up the character of the play 
in the speeches of Romeo and Friar Lawrence:

Rom. Do thou but close our hands with holy words, 
Then love-devouring death do wiiat he dare,
It is enough I may but call her mine.

Fr.L. These violent delights have violent ends,
And in their triumph die, like fire and powder 
bhioh as they kiss consume: (II.vi.6-11)

His comment, which was to be substantiated later by Caro
line Spurgeon's card index method, was that the speeches
reveal clearly 'the precipitation which is the character 

2
of the play.' The precipitation is to be found not only 
in the love of Romeo and Juliet and their hasty marriage; 
it marks the heat of the family feud, which Coleridge 
takes to be one of the main themes of the play, and it is 
there in the 'impetuosity' of Tybalt and Capulet and in 
the latter*s decision to■bring Paris into wedlock so soon.

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.i, p.5.
2. vol.i, p.9* See Caroline P.P.Spurgeon,

shakes-peare * s Imagery and V/hat It tells us, (Camb., TSdoTTp* jl2t
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The theme of the family feud is introduced with all its
variations in a minor key in the opening of the play:
'With his accustomed judgment Shakespeare has begun by
placing before us a lively picture of all the impulses
of the play, like a prelude.* Human folly, in the shape
of the family quarrel, is set before us first in 'the
laughable absurdity of the evil in the oontagioiof the
servants,* then in its serious aspect, which is to be
developed later on in the play, and the remainder of the
scene is 'a motley dance of all ranks and ages to one 1
tune.'

Because Coleridge finds that Shakespeare's plays are
excellent from the point of view of form in the organic
sense in which he understands the word, he considers it
one of his main functions as a Shakespearean critic to

2
combat the popular erroneous notion that he was a 'great
T l It is exceedluigTjnnTBrcult to consider his fmious

comment on the close of the tragedy, coming after such 
a sound and reasoned, though brief, analysis of some 
of the features of the play, an irrelevant piece of 
'creative* criticism:

The spring and winter meet, and winter assumes the
character of spring, spring the sadness of winter.
(Sh.Crit. vol.i, p.12)%

The commeirF becomes rather a fine appreciative state
ment of the meaning of the tragedy; it describes how 
the long-standing feud between the aged is brought to 
an end through the sacrifice of the young.

2. See Jeffrey's reviews in The Edinburgh Review of Weber's 
Edition of Ford's Works, or of V,Tlliem Meister, e.g. 'If 
it be true that no other man hasFever~wri7Een so finely 
as Shakespeare has done in his happier passages, it is 
no less true that there is not a scribbler now alive 
who could possibly write worse than he has sometimes 
written, - who could, on occasion, devise more contemp
tible ideas, or misplace them so abominably, by the 
side of such incomparable excellence.* or 'The noto-

( cent.)
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dramatist by a sort of instinct*, a 'pure child of nature*,
a great genius indeed, but 'wild*, 'irregular* and devoid,
of 'taste or judgment'. He is well aware that the rational
criticism lias ended in the supernaturalization of.Siiake-

2 ~
speare, and in spite of those who accuse Coleridge of ■
treating Shakespeare as a supernatural phenomenon, he em
phatically deprecates the fact and exposes its absurdity:

to a thinking mind it cannot but be painful to find 
any excellence, merely hurian, throvm out of all 
human analogy, and thereby leaving us neither rules 
for.imitation, nor motives to imitate. 3

In his attempt to illustrate his opinion that Shakespeare's
judgment and conscious artistry were equal to his genius,
he gives a great portion of his attention to the study of
Shakespeare's early non-dramatic output, which met with
hardly any critical consideration prior to Coleridge's time,
.and was siuauarily dismissed by a contemporary critic of

4
Coleridge's as not worthy of criticism. Ills aim is to
K o  Sib a e"'2' "c ont iiiued' frontpage 2(f;f: ' ” "

riety of Shakespeare may seem to make it superfluous
to speak of the peculiarities of those old dramatists,
of whom he will be admitted to be so worthy a repre
sentative, . ITor Siiall we venture to say anything of 
the confusion of their plots, the disorders of their 
chronology, their contempt of,the.unities, or their im
perfect discrimination between the provinces of Tra
gedy and Comedy.* Bdinburgh Review, Aug., 1811. Yet 
Jeffrey called himsFIF^an i3ôlator of Shakespeare, (See 
his review of îïazlitt's Characters, )

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, pp.219-220] voTTii, p.164.
2. See supra, 3%). 30-3I.3. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.220.
4. hilliam Hazlitt,- Complete Works, ed.P.O.Howe, vol.4,

p.358: 'In a word, v/e~*do~nbT^ITke Shakespeare's poems, 
because we like his plays: the one, in all their ex
cellences are just the reverse of the other.'
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prove that Shakespeare 'appears from Jiis poems alone,
apart from his great works, to have possessed all the con-1
ditions of a true poet.* Prom the plays themselves we
see that 'he was no child of nature, he was not possessed,

2
but he was in possession.of all.' Shakespeare was there
fore 'no automaton of genius, no passive vehicle of inspi-

3ration possessed by the spirit, not possessing it.*
In order to put an end to the view that Shakespeare*s

p lays are shapeless products and that Shakespeare is no
conscious artist, a new understanding of form was necessary.
'Form had to be conceived in a way different from the way
the eighteenth-century critics understood it. Indeed wloat
was needed was a critical position which both in theory
and in practice insisted upon the sharp distinction between
the organic and meclmical forms. Such a position was held
by Coleridge. ,

The form is :necnanic when on any given material we 
impress a predetermined form, not necessarily arising 
out of the properties of the material ... The organic 
form, on the other hand, is innate, it shapes as it 
develops from within, and the fullness of its develop
ment is one and the saime with the form. 4

The view with its clear differentiation between the two
types of form may not be ultimately of a Coleridgean origin.

5
He may have borrowed it from Cchlegel, Richter and Schelling.
1 ... GirTTiut.. vol. 1. p.'2l3. —  ' "
2. ïbTïïTTFrol.ii, p.202.
3. h.h., vol.ii, p.19.
4. ilBÜ* » vol.i, p.224.
5. See l:is%Grit., p.212: 'Difference of form as procee

ding anu shape as superinduced*, and Note 1. For a de
tailed exposition of the distinction see Aids, pp.
40-1 and Fhil.Lect., pp.354-355.



But does it really matter that Coleridge lias borrowed it, i f

h e has assimilated it in such a way that it can be treated
as his ovn? The comparison between a Shakespearean play.
and an organism is not very new itself. The eighteenth-.1
century critics often introduced it in their writings.
But there it is referred to merely as an abstract principle 
which is never applied in the actual criticism of the indi
vidual plays. The only type of formal Shakespearean cri
ticism in the eighteenth-century is that which deals with 
the unities, and naturally enough, after the dethronement 
of the unities we cease to find formal criticism altogether. 
Coleridge, however, having learnt the German distinction, 
spent the rest of his life not only expounding it in Eng
land in theory, but the large body of his actual criticism 
of Shakespeare is an illustration of the application of the 
principle. That is why it ceases to matter whether or not 
he arrived at the principle himself; it is enough that in 
his practice, more than any other critic, he has lived it. 
There are reasons, of course, why Coleridge feels at home 
in the application of the principle. Apart from any qinstions 
of debt to others, the principle of the organic unity of a 
work of art is the direct outcome of his theory of imagina
tion. To those critics who assert that in his practical 
criticism Coleridge was completely oblivious of his theory, 
the answer is so simple that indeed it is a matter 
of wonder how it could have been missed* If one

1. See for instance Mrs. Monta^ui, An Essay on the Writings 
and Genius of Shakespeare, (Bondr%%8ToTT pp.x-xi and * 
Karnes, Op.Cit., vol.i, p.27.
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were to summarize the vhiole of Coleridge's contribution
to Shakespearean criticism one could quite safely describe
it as the application of the principle of the organic unity
of the plays. Now any moderate study of Coleridge's theory
of imagination will reveal that the function of the second-

1
ary imagination is precisely to produce tliis kind of unity. 
Works which achieve this unity are always desoribed&y 
Coleridge as works of imagination, while others in which 
this unity does not obtain are called by him works of fancy. 
As often with Coleridge, whatever he borrows in the course 
of his reading he assimilates into his own system. The 
organic and mechanical forms become in his system the pro
ducts of imagination and fancy respectively. Thus the 
plays of Shakespeare are cited often enough by him as works 
of imagination, while those of Beaumont and Fletcher are 
designated works of fancy. In the former there is an 
organic unity, whereas in the latter there is a mechanical 
one, 'The power of reducing multitude into unity of effect
and modifying a series of thoughts by some one predominant

2
thought or feeling' is a gift of the imagination.

If Shakespeare's plays are not the shapeless and law
less works they were taken to be, then genius cannot rightly
be opposed to rules; 'Imagine not I am about to oopose

3genius to rules.* Coleridge has read Lessing, whom he
Tl drfveF him to thelTalse ety^

nology of the German word 'Einbildungskraft'; See A.P., 
p.236, 'How excellently the G-erman EinblMmrgs_^afl ex- 
presses this prime and loftiest faculty tllat* forms the 
many into one - Xn-elns-bildung!’

2. B.L.,vol.ii,p.l4'7" TTBirrCrrt., vol.i, p.223.
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admired all M s  life, with sufficient attention to realize 
that the eighteenth-century conception of 'wild genius' can
not he true. Consequently, on all occasions he stresses 
the conscious and deliberate artistry of Shakespeare. Indeed 
there is inspiration, the unconscious element in poetry. But
no great poetry is made of inspiration alone., Great poetry

2
(which is human) is not nature's poetry, and in great poetry 
there must exist a balance between the conscious and uncon
scious. Without any need to go into the philosophical. 
Schelllngitm implications of the words, this is what Cole
ridge means when he says that

The man of genius is the link that combines the con
scious and the unconscious ... But for that reason, 
he must partake of both. Hence, there is in genius 
itself an unconscious activity ... 3

and that Shakespeare is *a nature humanized, a genial under
standing directii:g self-consciously a power and an implicit

4
wisdom deeper than consciousness.' Elsewhere lie writes,
as early as 1795, of 'that toil of thinking which is neces-

5
sary in order to plan a whole.• Without judgment genius

1. See G.E.Lessing, Ilarr-burgische Dramaturgle, No.95:
'Every genius is a uoin crlTi'c'. he has the proof of all 
rules within himself. He comprehends, remembers and fol
lows only those that express his feelings in words.'
Also Of. IbM., No.34. 'Coleridge once contemplated 
writing aTTography of Lessing, (see Flog.Epis., vol.
1, p.180). ------

2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.218.
3. !̂!Ts. Crit., p. 210; of. Aids, p.58.
4. Sh.Crr^, vol.i, p.224,
5. LeTt’ers, vol.i, p.210; also see p.223.
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1
'either cannot he, or cannot at least manifest itself.' 
Indeed, as was shown "by a recent critic, the "belief that 
there must "be a large conscious element in a work of art is 
a necessary corollary to Coleridge's theory of the imagina
tion. Genius, then, has its own rules, but the rules are 
not to be imposed from without. Bales, being only means 
to some end, have no sanctity in themselves. They vary 
with every age, and even with every individual work. The 
unities, therefore, which were imposed on the Greek drama
tists 'by local and accidentaldiroumstances,* cannot of 
necessity apply to Elizabethan drama. When this, together 
with the distinction between the organic and mechanical 
forms, is understood, then 'the doubt will arise whether 
the judgment or the genius of the man has the stronger 
claim to our wonder, or rather it will he felt that judg
ment was the birth and living offspring of his genius even
as the symmetry of a body results from the sanity and vigour

3
of the life as the organising power.' In the 'Essay on 
Method* Coleridge elaborates on the theme in Biogranhia 
Literarta that poetry has a logic of its own, no less severe

2.

Mis.C-r i p~.loi. V p'."24: 'Great injury has
resulted from the supposed incompatibility of one talent 
with another, judgment with imagination and taste, good 
sense with strong feeling, etc.*
'Coleridge must, of necessity, emphasize the coexistence 
of the conscious will with the Secondary Imagination, in 
order to avoid the 'mania' which is the final state of 
the Imagination "if the check of the senses and the 
reason were witlidrawn". ' Humphry House, Coleridye,p.145. 
See also B.I., vol.i, p.Sp where Coleridge~*aIHost equa
tes composing with 'thinking', the thing which lends 
some justification to Livingstone Lev/es* theory expoun
ded in Road to Xanadu, ch.IGHI 'Imagination Creatrix*.

3. Coleridge on Logic and Learning, Snyder, p.110. (cont.)
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1
than that of soiance* What the critics find to be pure
irregularity in Shakespeare*s work is only a higher and
'more methodical sense of harmony' than they can understand#
*A very slight knowledge of music will enable any one to
detect discords in the exquisite harmonies of Haydn or
Mozart*, but will never reveal to him the superior judgment
of the composer in introducing the minor note into the 

2
major key.

Of course for the reinstatement of Shakespeare's con
scious artistry it was'also necessary to know that Shake
spearean drama is a genre of its kind, and to realize that 
it is a highly developed genre, that the Elizabethan andthat/.
Jacobean drama was not drama in its infancy stage. For/a 
certain amount of historical knowledge was needed. Cole
ridge was not ignorant of the historic background of Shake
spearean drama. Of its relation to the morality plays he 
was aware. He knew the relation between the villain and 
the Devil, between the Clown and the old Vice, although in 
the major works of Shakespeare he was more concerned with 
the dramatist's power of endowing his characters with in
dividuality and realism. île also knew Shakespeare's re-
Pootnote 3"'76iTHnuFü~lR% page 2̂'331

Gf.Hazlitt's remark that Shakespeare 'appears to 
have owed almost everything to chance, scarce anything 
to industry or design.* Cornulete Works, ed.P.D.Howe, 
vol.12, p.118.

1. 'Poetry even that of the Itftiest and seemingly, that 
of the wildest odes, had a logic of its own, as severe 
as that of science and more difficult, because more 
subtle, more complex, a:ncl dependent on more and more 
fugitive causes.' D.L., vol.i, p.4#

2. Sh.Crit,, vol.ii, p.349#
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latioiisliip with the romance tradition. Ha pointed it for 
instance in his notes on Love's Labour's Lost. But what 
is extremely important is that he entertained no misguided 
notions on the intellectual standard of the Elizabethan 
audience. .. To him they were not the ignorant people, whose 
barbaric taste was responsible for all the unhappy irrangu
larities of Shakespeare's plays - the thing.which we con-

2
stantly hear in the early eighteenth century. Nor were
they, as the late eighteenth-century primitivists thought,
primitive and unenlightened people, who, however, as they
lived in an early stage of society, were gifted with a
fiery imagination that made of ghosts and other supernatural
phaomena everyday realities, and could speak a colourful

3language vitiated by a good deal of mixed metaphors. Just 
as he exploded the preposterous notion that Shakespeare was 
a wild and irregular genius Coleridge found this view of 
the Elizabethan audience crude and unacceptable. .The pic
ture he painted of the intellectual standard of Shakespeare's 
times was, on the other hand, if anything, slightly idea-

' i-liaed. Thqihiglish court then, Coleridge thought, 'was
still the foster-mother of the state and muses;* and 'the
courtiers, and men of rank and fashion, affected a display
of wit, point and sententious observation that would be

. 4  ' , -
deemed intolerable at present.' Against such a background
T l HuTUFTtT,'vo'1.i, p.93/' — ~ ~ ~
2. See supra, pp.
3̂ - See supra, pp. 134* f -
4. Sh.Crit., vol.i, pp.93-94.
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a satire like.I-ove'e Labour's Lost becomes understandable. 
But this nay seem very much like the picture of the Eliza
bethan court and society imagined by the eighteenth-century 
critics, in.which we are told, 'The public taste was in 
its infancy; ■ and delighted (as it always does during tliat 
state) in the high and turgid,* and 'the professor 
quibbled in his chair, the judged quibbled on the bench, - 
the prelate quibbled in the pulpit, the statesman quibbled
at the council-board; nay, even majesty quibbled on the ^

2
throne.* Coleridge never believed that

, The court of Elizabeth spoke a scientific jargon, and 
a certain obscurity of style was universally affected. 
Janes brought an addition of pedantry, accompanied by 
indecent and indelicate manners and language. 3

He maintained that he had read, for instance, Bonne's
sermons which Earburton condemned,without encountering any

4
of the artificialities and jingles attributed to them.
Apart from his taking word play as a sign of mental vigour, 
Coleridge Icnew well how the Elizabethan audience was 
highly educated and trained in the art of language by elo
quent sermons, political pamphlets and miscellaneous tracts:

A hundred years of controversy, involving every ^reat 
political, and every dear domestic, interest, had 
trained all but the lowest classes to participate.
Add to this the very style of the sermons of the time, 
and the eagerness of the Protestants to distinguish 
themselves by long and frequent preaching, and it will 
be found that, from the reign of Henry VIII to tiie 
abdication of James II no country ever received such a 
national education as England. 5

. waruurron, On, O i t ., enth-Gentur.y Essays on Snake-
opeare, B . N. SmiHi, pPIO4.

2. Hr si mohta.'Tu, ' Op. Pit., p.89.
3. Ibid., pp.xiii-kiv.
4* Sir, (Trit.. vol.i, p.25. 5. Ibid.. vol.i, p.94.
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V lien we have known that Shakespeare’s times were marked by
1

•a general energy of thinking’, we cease to find it either 
baffling or mysterious that Shakespeare*s poetic dramas 
were at all possible#

If Shakespeare is a fully conscious artist, who never 
writes anything without design, the question then arise? 
while perusing his works; hhat is the poet’s design behind 
each particular play? ■ Vfnat is the play’s meaning? In his 
search for the meaning of the plays the question of their 
form persistently presented itself to Coleridge’s mind#
After all form and meaning are only two facets of the same 
thing, dlstinguishabl?6nly for the sake of critical con
venience. Coleridge found that Shakespeare’s plays are 
divided roughly into two groups. In some plays the main 
interest lies in one or two ’indisputably prominent* char
acters, and the meaning of such plays is to be inferred
from the nature of the experience the characters pass2through# To this type belongs a play like Hamlet# But 
this does not mean that such prominent characters should 
be disengaged completely from the artistic pattern of the 
whole. In fact Coleridge’s aversion to the stage represen
tation of Shakespeare is caused partly by the apparently 
prevailing habit in his time of giving one star performances 
of the plays, instead of providing a harmonious performance 
of an integral whole# He laments the fact that while major

1# Gh.Crit#, vol.ii, pp.84, 85,
2. Mis.üri't., p.95.
3# bee Appendix B.
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roles are given to a Kemble or a Mrs. Siddons, all the 
minor parts ’through which our poet shone no less conspic
uously and brightly’ are ’usurped by fellows who owed their1
very elevation to dexterity in. snuffing candles,’ Like
wise, he deprecates the habit of going to the theatres not
’to see a play, but to see Kaster Betty or Mr. Kean, or

2
some one individual in some one part.’ In plays of this
category, therefore, the importance of the main characters
should be stressed, but not to the extent of distorting the
whole artistic design. In other plays,- the interest is
equally divided among all the characters, and*the total
effect is produced ’not from the subordination of all to
one either as the prominent person or the principal object,’
but ’by a coordination of the characters, by a wreath of 

3
flowers’, The meaning of such plays resides in their 
total pattern, and in them ’one effect is produced by the 
spirit of the whole’. Of the latter group plays like 
Midsummer’s Kimht’s Bream or As You Like It, or Winter’s 
Tale are perfect examples, . In this connection, Coleridge 
pointed out, the titles of the plays bear a certain degree 
of relevance to their meaning* Some plays derive their 
titles from the names of the main characters, thereby sug
gesting that their main interest lies in these characters, 
e.g. Hamlet, Macbeth, Othello, Lear «,. etc. . Others are

1. Sh.Orit., vol.ii, p.97.
2. Hisylzyt., p. 339. ,
3. STgrolFlt., vol.i, p.41.
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called The Winter’s Tale. An You Like It because their ' 
meaning does not lie largely in the experience of any one 
of the characters alone, because in them all the component 
parts of the play have an equal importance. This, however, 
is a useful guide , sometimes, but not an absolute, rule. 
Coleridge knew that a play like Gfmbeline, for instance, 
although it takes its title from the name of one character, 
the king, is really a play that belongs to the second 
group. The hint that there is occasionally a connection 
between a play’s title and its meaning is,, however, a use
ful one, and at least it may sometimes help throw some 
light on the way Shakespeare intends us to take his plays, 
which characters to emphasise .. etc. For instance, 
theories which make of the King the main character in Ham
let, or conceive of lago as an equally tragic figure with 
Othello, or make Lear the tragedy of Cordelia, may be dis
missed at least on this simple ground.

A Shakespearean play is not simply a structure of
words and scenes that has pleasure for its object. It is1
founded on ’facts’, ’passions’ and ’moral verities’. In
other words, it has a meaning and a moral significance.
This is what Coleridge means when he describes Shakespeare
as a philosopher: he ’has made passion the vehicle of
general truth, as in his comedy he has made even folly

2
itself the vehicle of philosophy.’ Shakespeare is at once

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.55.
2. ÎFiT., vol.ii, p.315.
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both poet and philosopher. It is not that from his plays 
a system of moral philosophy can be abstracted, the thing - 
which Dr. Johnson suggested and which the Victorian critics 
wrote much about. IT or is it that his characters utter moral 
aphorisms to be collected and detached from their dramatic 
context, and even from their speakers - as Mrs. Griffith 
offers us in her book on Die Morality of Shakesneare Illus
trate^, Kenrick, in the late eighteenth centuigr said that 
much had been written on Shakespeare as a poet, and sugges
ted that it was time that lie should be discussed as a moral 

2
philosopher. But this separation between the poetry and
the philosophy is imwarrantable; it was only possible
when a theory of poetry existed which thouryit of form and

3content in major poetry in isolation. In Shakespearean 
drama the philosopher and the poet cannot be separated ex
cept to the detriment of both. Like all great poetry 
Shakespeare’s is marked by ’depth and energy of thought.’ 
For, says the Coleridge who is not hampered by the pleasure
theory, ’no man was ever yet a great poet, without being

4at the same time a profound philosopher’. In the immature
poetry of Shakespeare, ’his works which give at once strong
promises of the strength, and yet obvious proofs of the

•5immaturity, of his genius’, the poet and the philosopher
are not quite one: ’Daoli with its excess seems to threaten
j- S i e g i n g  pplll2-il4.

See supra, p. lOo.
3. See Fuora, .llOffand infra, op. 444 ff.
4. 3J..7V5f.ii, p.19.----- -----
5. Ikii* vol.ii, p.13.
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the extinction of the other.* But ’at length in the drama 
they were reconciled, and fought each with its shield before 
the breast of the other.’ In other words, in the plays 
the philosopher and the poet become inseparable.

What shape does this reconciliation take in the plays? 
We may turn to Coleridge’s criticism of an early play,
Love’s Labour’s Lost, to obtain some idea of the reconcilia
tion Shakespeare effected in the drama, and also to see • 
how Coleridge suggests that a Shakespearean play has a 
meaning. Biron’s crucial sceoch on love and the relative 
values of learning and living (lY.iii. 12^51.) Coleridge 
finds to be ’quite a study’. Here poetry and philosophy' 
are at harmony - but because the poetry is predominantly 
rhetorical Coleridge describes the speech as ’logic 
clothed in rhetoric*. The phrase is not particularly 
happy, since it suggests that the philosophy is separable, 
and that it is merely sugar-coated, as it were, to have 
the semblance of poetry. But, as Coleridge explains later, 
this is not the case. • The ’profound truths’ are only to 
be arrived at through the ’most lively images’, further, 
they are not tacked on to the play: they do not form a
gnomic passage to be detached and collected and viewed in _ 
isolation. Since both the poetry and the philosophy are 
indissolubly wedded to each other, the whole passage, the 
thought-expression, has its meaning only in the dramatic 
context of which it forms a part. It is ’faithful to the 
character supposed to utter the lines’ and also constitutes
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1
’a further development of .that character.*

Hot that Coleridge failed to see that in some of Shake
speare’s plays the speeches of some characters fulfil a 
function similar to that of the Chorus in Greek draz:a.
Coleridge knew that and pointed to it in his critical

2
remarks on Richard II. There lie also noted that such 
speeches are distinguished from others by their rhymes and 
formal quality, and that in them we get ’the general truths’ 
as distinguished from the ’passions of the dialogue.’ But, 
in English drama which has no chorus, he did not consider 
such an explicit momentary neglect of a fairly important 
character for the sake of giving utterance to the?general 
truths’ which bear no immediate living relation to the 
character itself a merit in dramatic.teclmlque. Such 
’general truths’, if they have to be uttered, must be con
veyed obliquely and without any detriment to the character 
uttering them. In Shakespeare’s mature works, he remarked, 
we cease to find such an artistic defect: the practice ’is
infrequent in proportion to the excellence of Shakespeare’s

3 ' -plays.’ In the mature plays ’the truths he teaches he
told in character and with passion. They are the sparks

4
from heated iron.’ Otherwise, the general moral reflections
are ’put in the mouths of unimportant personages who act as
chorus commenting on the action, and whose speeches are

5
meant to ;uiids our responses to the plays. In the mature
1. sh. Ori t., vol7aT, ̂'p75 4. •
2. 1 d. ,‘“"vol.i, p.146.
3. Boo.Cit.
4. BHTgîTT.. vol.ii, p.IT, 283. 5. r â d .. vol.ii, p.283.
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plays, then, the bond between the philosophy and the poetry 
becomes tighter and more organic.

Character, therefore, while being self-consistent, be
comes a medium for the value and meaning in a play. Cole
ridge does not treat the matter in detail. Hor does he, 
in the manner of one writing a study of Love’s Labour’s Lost, 
analyse the particular meaning and values embodied in it.
As usual lie is contented 'with dropping .a Iiint or suggestion. 
But the hint and suggestion, however fragmentary, reveal a
sound method of approach. The play is a satire on pedan- 

1try; but it has a deeper meaning. The meaning is to be2
found, Coleridge suggests, in Rosaline’s final speech to 
Berowne, in which she dictates to him the penance he is to 
offer for having been ’a man replete with mocks, Full of 
comparisons and wounding flouts.’ The play then deals with 
the education of the soul without which love’s labour is 
lost, and the passage is indeed crucial to the whole concep
tion of the play. A parallel punishment is dealt to the 
other lovers. Shakespeare cures his young men, who would 
set themselves against nature, by making them fall in love, 
thereby breaking their preposterous oaths to rise above 
nature and shun the company of women. Here, with an ex
quisitely comical effect, nature triumphs above unnatural
ness and hypocrisy. But they have to be educated further; 
they have to lay aside their vanity and mockery, learn 
humility and be acquainted with human sorrow, in order to
r.~ ~  ̂ EnirTu., vol.i, p.93.
2. Tiyxa,, vol.i, p.97.
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attain to the goals of their love# Tlie theme itself is
parallelled in the subplot.

Perhaps a few illustrations of Coleridge’s method of
searching for the meaning of Shakespeare’o plays will make
the method still clearer. Coleridge found Trotlus and
Cresslda a difficult play to understand: he ’scarcely knew
what to say of it*; but the judgment he attempted of the
play reveals in some ways his method best. It is neither
vitiated by crude moralisation, nor disturbed by inaensi- ^
tivity to form# He was not, like Dr, Joinson, disgusted
by the vicious characters, nor did he find both Cressida.1
and Pandarus merely ’detested and contemned’. To him,
though difficult, the play is not ’one of the most loose

2
and desultory of our author’s plays.’ On the contrary,
it presents a nice grouping of characters representing
certain values. In the foreground we have the lovers,
each the embodiment of a different value. In Cressida
Shakespeare has drawn ’the portrait of a vehement passion
that, having its true origin and proper cause in warmth of
temperament, fastens on, ra hier than fixes to, some one

3
object by llring and temporary preference. ’ This is set 
against the ’profound affection represented in Troilus, 
and alone worthy the name of love; affection, passionate 
indeed ... but still having a depth of calmer element in a 
will stronger than desire, more entire than choice, and 
which gives permanence to its own act by converting it into
Ï. • 184. 3% SIi. Crit.. vol.i", p. 109»
2. V/illiam liaalitt,. Complete Works, ed.P.P.Howe, vol.4,p.221. ---------- -----
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faith and duty.* But the contrast between the turbulence 
of passion and the profundity o f ,moral life as expressed 
in Cressida and Troilus finds its place in a larger con
trast between the group of characters representing the 
Creeks, and those representing the Trojans, Shakespeare 
has 'inwoven* with the two characters the theme of the 
opposition of ’the inferior civilization but purer morals 
of,the Trojans to the refinements, deep policy, but dupli
city and sensual corruptions of the Creeks.’ The meaning 
Coleridge finds in the play is the superiority of the 
moral and spiritual to the worldly and calculating. There 
are also other related themes, (although Coleridge does 
not think the relation lias been stressed by Shakespeare); 
for example, in the grouping of Agamemnon, Nestor, Ulysses 
as opposed to Achilles, Ajax and Thersites Shakespeare 
seems to have had the intention of stating poetically the 
’subservience and vassalage of strength and animal courage 
to intellect and policy,’

We may now find this interpretation of Troilus and 
Cressida,a play which has meant so much to the twentieth- 
century mind and which has been best analysed and perhaps 
understood by it, naive and inadequate - although as re
cently as 1930 C, Wilson Khiglit read in the play a meaning

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p. 190-, 210.
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.1
not altogether dissimilar.from Coleridge’s. But this is .
not the point at issue. Wliat is important for our present
purpose is the fact that in Coleridge’s criticism we meet
for the first time in the history of English criticism
with an attempt to find out the meaning of a Shakespearean
play, a meaning not in terms of crude psychological or
moral aphorisms, hut in terms of values. Johnson, when not
explicitly moral, is satisfied with commenting on this
play that Shakespeare ’has diversified his characters with2
great variety, and preserved them with great exactness.* 
Hazlltt, who wanted more and more psychological realism 
in the characters, complained that Troilus ’is no charac
ter: he is merely a common lover,* and praised the portraits
of both Cressida and Pandarus for being so true to life:

: 3they are ’hit off with proverbial truth’. Different 
indeed from these approaches is Coleridge’s, and what dis
tinguishes his is the realisation that the individual 
character or group of characters are intended to mean some*
1. Just asColeridgefinds that Shakespeare contrasts the

Trojans and the Greeks, meaning the former to represent
’the inferior civilisation, but the purer morals’ and
the latter ’refinement, deep policy, but duplicity and
sensual conceptions’ - Knight sees that ’the Trojan 
party stands for human beauty‘and worth, the Greek 
party for the bestial and stupid elements of man, the 
barren stagnancy of intellect divorced from action «.. 
Now these two primary aspects of humanity can be pro
visionally equated with the concepts ‘’intuiti on'‘ and 
'’intellect”, or '*emotion*' and '’reason”.̂ G.Wilson 
Knight, Die T/.h.eel of Fire, p.51.

2. Rale Igli, ~"p 4.
3# Vï'ilîiam Haslitt, Complete Works, vol.4, p.221.
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tiling. lie therefore offers an interpretation which is arri
ved at after posing the questions; what does every character 
or group of characters mean? - and what is the meaning of 
the whole? And it is a legitimate interpretation in the 
sense that its truth or falsity can he tested, as far as 
such matters are at all possible in literary criticism, by 
its self-consistency and by reference to the text. We may 
disagree with Coleridge on this interpretation, but in dis
agreeing with him we assume in our minds some other inter
pretation, which as an interpretation does not differ in 
structure from Coleridge’s. Coleridge has given us the 
critical apparatus, as it were, with which we can test his 
or anybody’s criticism, or form our own. Then we refute 
him we are using his tools. For instance, it follows 
from his interpretation of Troilus and Cressida, as a 
poetic statement of the superiority of the moral or spiri
tual to the worldly or sensual, that the character of Ther
sites is ’the Caliban of demagogues* life - the admirable 
portrait of intellectual power deserted by all grace, all 
moral principle, all not momentary purpose.* We may now 
find it difficult to accept this interpretation of Ther
sites ’s character. We may tend to consider what Coleridge 
thkes as *a mule, quarrelsome by the original discord of

2
its nature’ as a chorus pointing to the meaning of the play.

., voi". i, ’ p. 111. '
2. TIs read his (i.e. Thersites) comment and relate it 

with the debates in these other minds, his is seen to 
be the dominant of their scale.’ U.Sllis-Permor,
The Frontiers of Drama, (Bond., 1948), p.68,
.inT i*r».ir--------- — - -  » .......   iliiiMi I.I-IIM I III.MMI m #  ?  *  ^
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But then we do that because we may have a different inter
pretation of the play, which sees it as a ’Discord in the 
Spheres'. And we have arrived at this.interpretation by 
fundamentally the same process as Coleridge* Not content 
with regarding how far a character is true to life as an 
end in Itself, we have asked ourselves questions concerning 
its ijb aning and, the meaning of its relation to other char
acters. Of course, we ask questions regarding the meaning 
of other elements beside character, like for instance 
imagery, which Coleridge in this particular instance does 
not raise. But these, as we shall see elsewhere, he 
does not really neglect.

The tragedy of Macbeth to take another example, may be 
taken as that of a man suffering from a diseased will. But 
it is more than that. It is the tragedy of self-deception, 
just as Othello has for its theme the enormity of human 
deception. Both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are sadly ignor
ant of their own true selves. The case of Macbeth is the 
clearer. Before he succumbs to the temptation of murdering
Duncan he interprets ’the inward pangs and warnings of

2
conscience* as 'prudential reasonings.* After the murder 
he is ’ever and ever mistaking the anguish of conscience 
for fears of selfishness, and thus, as a punishment of that 
selfishness, plunging deeper in guilt and ruin;* - although

1. See infra, p. A-ol - , .
2. Sh.Orit,, vol.i, p.74, 
3# loig.t vol.i, p.7o.
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sometimes ’conscience rushes in her own person* undisguised,, 
as when, immediately after the murder, he refuses to take 
hack the daggers to the scene of murder, or when he wishes 
that the knocking at his castle gate could ’wake* Duncan,
This last speech (II,ii.73 ff) Coleridge asks us to con
trast with his previous equivocal speech before the murder;1
’If it were done ...* In his va,in endeavour to obtain 
peace of mind and get rid of the horrible dreams which 
shake him and his wife nightly, and which he wrongly attri
butes to his insecure position, he co:umits further atroci
ties, unsetting the whole order of nature: he ’tears '2
himself live-asunder from nature.* Trusting none he causes
everybody to mid trust him, like him, all those who work
under him are motivated by fear. Pear therefore is what
haunts the universe of Macbeth; it is to be found in all

, 3the characters of the play. Coleridge puts the problem thus:
Macbeth mistranslates the recoilings and ominous whis
pers of conscience into prudential and selfish reason
ings, and after the deed, the terrors of remorse into : 
fear from external dangers - like delirious men that 
run away from the phantoms of their own brain, or, 
raised by terror to rage, stab the real object that 
is within their ova reach. 4

Dut towards the end wçàear no more of his ’prudential pros
pective reasonings* and Shakespeare concentres now on the 
’inward’. Once Macbeth sees the truth of his situation there

1. ShoGrit., vol.i, p.75.
2. ToihT, vol.i, p.76,
3. TiriT., vol.i,p.81.
4. IMS*» vol.i, p.60.
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is nothing left for him hut despair. On the speech he de
livers when he hears of his wife’s death Coleridge remarks
that ’Despondency is the final wretcued heart-armour*. No 

self
less/ignorant than Macbeth is Lady Macbeth. She has been
living in a world of unreality and fantasy. We need’ not
worry our heads over the deep psychology of the characters,
and argue in the manner,of Bradley as to which is the
more imaginative and poetical or less practical. It is
enough to know that Shakespeare presents to us in Lady
Macbeth a character who is no less deceived in herself1
than her husband. In spite of her early conviction in her 
own heroic nature she soon loses the power to bear reality, 
and she gives way before her husband, who in her opinion 
was the weaker* When we last see her|, before her mind is 
disordered in the sleepwalking scene, she is ’merely en
deavouring to reconcile her husband and her own sinking
of heart by anticipation of the worst shape and thoughts

2
and affected bravado in confronting them.’ Coleridge sums
up the character justly when he writes that

feeding herself with day-dreams of ambition, she mis
takes the courage of fantasy for the power of bearing 
the consequences of the realities of guilt. Hers is 
the mock fortitude of a mind deluded by ambition; 
she shames her husband with a superhuman audacity of . 
fancy which she cannot support, but sinks in the season 
of remorse, and dies in suicidal agony. 3
'C%r~Ihe roI^'"oF'3magery^n ̂ o n a r a c t e r  1 zation of Lady
Macbeth see infra,.p. 460.

2. 8h.Prit., votTl, *p.oO.
3* Tb i d "" V O  l.i. p.7̂ .
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The meaning Coleridge finds in Hamlet is only too 
well known. But it is important to realize that he reaches 
the conclusion that the meaning of the play resides mainly 
in the character of the Prince, as a consequence of «èhis 
total response to the play and of his subsequent analysis 
of some of its dramatic features. We are shown for instance 
how the preparation leads to the dramatic building up of 
the character of Hamlet. Shakespeare does not make Hamlet 
himself appear in the first exciting scene on the battle
ments, but introduces him,later on at the royal court, and 
that still after an important but subordinate character,
i.e. Laertes, His object is to make the character of the 
hero - who also happens to be the chief organ of the meaning 
of the play - arouse as much interest aé possible. 'How
judicious that Hamlet should not have to.take up the leav-

2
ings of exîiaustion. * The love theme in the play, impor
tant enough to be sure, is not made conspicuous, or pre
sented directly to the audience. Bather, it is often to
be inferred: for instance, Hamlet's 'spite to poor Polonius,

3whom he cannot let rest,* the audience understand, is in 
part caused by his love for Ophelia which has been inter
cepted by Polonius. If it had been otherwise presented the 
unity of interest might have been.jeopardized, Shakespeare 
sees to it that nothing should deflect the attention from 
the crux of the play, which is Hamlet's attitude to the

1. See p.p.256 ff.
2. Sn.Orir., vol.i, p.22.3 . TiTicrr r v o i . i .  p .30.
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duty of revenge laid upon his shoulders. In conformity to 
the theme and interest of the play the tempo of Hamlet is 
marked "by its utmost slowness, as contrasted, for instance, 
with the breathless and crowded rapidity of Macbeth. . Thus - 
the starting point of his interpretation of the play is not 
the character of the protagonist, but a dramatic considera
tion of the form and structure of the play, which leads to 

2‘Sb character. , . ' , •   .
Or consider Coleridge’s criticism of the history plays,

scanty as it is. Coleridge felt the epic breadth which
characterises them. He also knew that the problem which
faced Shakespeare the artist was to reduce those events of
epic magnitude to dramatic form. ’An historical drama’,
he said, ’is a collection of events borrowed from history,

and
but connected together in respect to cause/time poetically,

3by dramatic fiction.’ The ’theory’ on which the historical
“ 4*plays rest is ’the conversion of the epic into the dramatic.’

Indeed Coleridge did not compare Shakespeare’s historical
plays with their sources in order to trace the process by
which he artistically transmuted the events into drama; he
lacked the scholarly mind necessary for such an undertaking.

1. The contrast between the two plays is drawn by Schlegel; 
but Coleridge characteristically links it up with his 
view of Ilanlet’s character. See Sh.Grit., vol.ii, p.273.

2. See sunrs, p. 292.
3. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.139.
4. TbdZTT^ol.i, pll52.
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Dut lie hinted on tiie way Shakespeare’s artistic conscience 
impelled him to deviate from history for the sake of the 
exigencies of drama. He knew that if Shakespeare had been 
writing an epic about that wide expanse of English history, 
he would have tackled the problem differently. As he was 
writing drama, however, he had to insist more on the role 
of human wills, and the significance of choice, without 
which Coleridge believed drama would be impossible. n@ 
also had to introduce little concrete incidents in order to 
give the plays ’reality and individual life’, thereby dis
tinguishing them from mere history, as we find, e.g., in 
the Gardener enisode in Richard II, and in the comic scenes 
of low life in Henry IV though the concrete incidents must
bear an organic relation to the structure of the play they

2
happen to form part of. On the whole in hisireatment of 
the History Plays, Coleridge regarded every play as an auto
nomous individual work of art. Dut he still noted the 
continuity and the close connection between one play and 
another - a thing in which he found a decisive argument
against the view that Shakespeare was no conscious artist.
Diile writing the individual play, the pattern of the 
series seemed to have been taking shape in his mind. Cole
ridge admired the art by which Shakespeare ’makes one play

3introductory to another’, and the way in which the character

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, pgS3%156; vol.ii, p.234*
2. rvid., vol.i, p.140.
3. TbTg,, vol.i, p.153.



of Gloucester in Henry VI was portrayed ’evidently with a view 
to Richard III, * how Bolinghroke in Richard II was a prepara
tory study for Henry IV, and how casual questions dropped 'by~ 
him prepare for Prince Hal of the future play. But Coleridge : 
does not attempt any considerable analysis of the epic quality |

Iin the History Plays. Indeed, with the exception of his re- i 
marks on the continuity of some characters in certain plays,

2 he does not point^in any detail any major theme that links ' . j 
the whole series together. Yet even here, in Coleridge’s view,; 
the plays are not devoid of meaning. They are the expression 
of the ethos of a people, and the poetic and dramatic state- ! 
ment of the value of patriotism and of harmony and order in !

2 I
the state. |

A Shakespearean play, then, has a meaning; it discloses j 
a particular vision of life, which is ultimately the poet’s | 
vision. But Coleridge also remembers that it is an autonomous i 
work of art. In it the poet does not speak his own I
thoughts crudely and directly, and nowhere does Coleridge try j 
to trade the poet’s personal convictions. As artist Shake- I
speare reveals an amazing power of detachment from his créa- ! 
tion, a power which Coleridge detects even in Shakespeare’s 
earliest productions. In Venus and Adonis he admires Shake- 
speare’s ’thinking faculty and thereby perfect abstraction 
from himself* and notes how ’he works exactly as if 
of another planet, as describing the movements of two

1. Sh.Crit*. vol.i, pp.154. 156; vol.ii, p.281.
2. Ï M — v&l.i, pp.l43^15L3.
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1
butterflies.* It is precisely this quality which made
some of the romantics think that there is an element of

2
cruelty in Shakespeare's art. Coleridge, however, finds
that impersonality is an indispensable feature of all art

3that merits the epithet ’great*. For instance, he praises
’the wonderful philosophic impartiality in Shakespeare’s

4
politics’ which is displayed in Corlolanus. ’Shakespeare
is quite peculiar. In other writers we find the particular
opinions of the individual ... but Shakespeare never pro-

5
mulgates any party tendbs. ’ Sensitive as he is to the 
follies and absurdities of the mob, for instance, his 
treatment of it is on the whole impartial.

Such Is the way Coleridge searches for meaning in 
Shakespeare’s plays. But it cannot be said that this is
always his approach. Tlie naturalistic criteria in his6
criticism sometimes betray themselves. Then we are con-

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.213.
2. See~TTg. Schiller, On Naive and Sentimental Poetry.
3. See supra, pp. 234 ff.
4. Sh.Grit.. vol.i, p.89. Ct. Haalitt on Corlolanus;

‘nSIaiLespeare himself seems to have liad"lâ leaning to 
the arbitrary side of the question, perhaps from some 
feeling of contempt for his own origin; and to have 
spared no occasion of baiting the rabble.’ Complete 
VOrksy.vol%4;'p.214. Cf. J.Palmer, Political”̂ naracTers
in hhakespeare, (Bond., 1945),^p.334, ’The meod in 
which Shakegpeare contemplated politics as such was 
one Ox ironic detachment * ; and ibid., p.310; ’The 
warning of Coleridge, who found in itCGoriolanus) a 
supreme example of the impartiality of ihiaF^*politics 
deserves more attention than it has received.*

5. Sh.Orit., vol.i, pp.135-137.
6. See suora. p.p.203 ff. and 245 ff.
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fronted with Coleridge at his weakest as a critic, concen
trating on character to the exclusion of the meaning of the 
play. Viiienever he does that, he disengages the character 
from the whole fabric, judging it as if it were a living 
human being, confusing art with reality. It is then that 
his moral judgments become as crude and explicit'as those 
of the eighteenth-century critics only too often are. Thus 
concentrating on the character of Angelo in Measure for 
Measure, he fails to see the point of the play* To him 
Angelo represents only ’cruelty with lust and damnable 
baseness’, and he therefore cannot pass unpunished. Cole
ridge does not stop to ask himself, whether it is of any 
significance at all that Shakespeare disposed of him 
otherwise. Instead, applying a crude moral judgment, he . 
concludes that Angelo’s pardon and marriage ’not merely
baffles the strong indignant claim of justice •.. but it is1
likewise degrading to the character of woman* ’ V/ith his 
moral sfnse so wounded he complains that Measure for Mea
sure is the ’most painful - say rather the only painful -

2
part of his genuine works’, and he compares the marriage 
of Angelo and xlarianne to that of Ala the and A1 gripe in 
the Hight-Malker of the morally iresponsible Beaumont and 
Fletcher, He never studies the nature of Angelo’s pardon 
and its relation to the other forms of forgiveness in the 
total pattern or its significance in the whole meaning of the

1, Sh.Orit., vol.i, pp.113-114*
2. ïliîd,, vvol.ii, p.352.

s/O ï* ( y ( 5 -
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play. Unawares, he has suffered his feelings to he disturbed
and offended by thoughts which the poet himself has not 1
presented. That Coleridge so errs in a play which was for 
long considered at least a problem play, and on which even 
now there is not^uch agreement among critics of .Shakespeare, 
may make his error understandable, but it cannot excuse 
the faulty method of criticism which against his better 
judgment and knowledge he here pursues. But this brings 
us to . ' considerations of character proper, which is the
subject of the following chapter.

1. l.L,, vol.ii, p.104.
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CHAPTER THREE 

Character and Psychology

Although as early as the beginning of the eighteenth
century the Aristotelian mimesis was understood in the
sense of literal imitation, Shakespeare’s characters were,1
then generally considered as classes. This attitude, 
oddly enough, was best expressed by Dr. Johnson, the last 
great critic, who in some ways represented fully the early 
eighteenth-century tradition. Johnson, we remember, wrote 
in his Preface that in Shakespeare’s writings, as contra
distinguished from those of other poets, a character is2
’commonly a species.’ But we have seen how with the spread 
of the empirical philosophy and psychology the emphasis 
was being gradually shifted to the individual. By the 
last quarter of the century it was no longer surprising to 
find that Shakespeare’s characters were openly treated even 
as historic beings who have, imposed upon them by the 
critic, a past before the play starts and a future aftep 
the curtain falls. In the beginning of the nineteenth cen
tury this criterion of individuality was carried to ex
tremes. The main butt of Ilaslitt’s attack in the preface 
to his Characters of Shakespeare, a book written apparently 
with Schlegel*s lectures fresh in his mind, is the ideal of

1. See supra, pp. 77 ff.
2. Raleigh, p.12.
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generality as represented in Johnson’s Preface. Here Hazlitt
censures Johnson for remarking of Shakespeare’s characters,
’in contradiction to what Pope had observed, and to what
every one else feels that each character is a species, in-

1stead of being an individual’ - just as he elsewhere
attacks Reynolds for expressing the same belief in the cri-

2
terion of the general in his Discourses. lîazlitt himself
sets out in his book on Shakespeare’s characters to point
out in the best v;ay he can ’the individual traits’ in
them, which Johnson could not or would not find.

In this long-standing feud between the general and
the particular Coleridge sided with neither party. If
anything he blamed the modern poets for.rendering their
characters ’as much as possible specific, individual, even

3to a degree of portraiture.’ He found that neither the 
concept of the general nor that of the particular alone 
fits the nature of the Shakespearean character. A Shake
spearean character is both at once, and here is an example
of the principle of the reconciliation of opposites which

4
imagination embodies. It is neither an individual nor a

5
class alone, but, as it were, ’a class individualized’.
1. Uilliam Hazlitt. The Complete Works, vol. 4. pp. 175-176'.
2. Ibid.. vol.8, p.l4l.
3. ÎB.D. , vol.ii, p.21. Cf. Eazlitt’s complaint that modem

dramatists ’scout individuality as beneath the subli
mity of their pretensions.’ Complete Works, vol.12,
p.53.

4. A^., pp. 55, 185, 300-1.
5. Sh.Orit.. vol.i, p.72; vol.ii, p.33.
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In Biographla Literarla he wrote that ’the ideal*, which
is the province of poetry,

Consists in the happy balance of the generic with the 
individual. The former makes the character represen
tative and symbolical, therefore instructive ... The 
latter gives it living interest;I for nothing lives 
or is real, but as definite and individual. 1

2
Those who believe that Coleridge was a master of verbalism 
may find the solution, if not the controversy, meaningless. 
But it is not really as purely verbal or as meaningless as 
it may at first sound. The 'general* and the * individual’ 
represent two different approaches to Shakespeare’s charac
ters, or to any work of art for that,matter; they give 
rise to two different types of practical criticism. Whereas 
the belief in the general,results primarily in a literary 
and moral type of criticism, the outcome of the belief in
the individual is the psychological; its direct progeny

3is the Ernest Jones variety. That is to say nothing of the 
living philosophical implications of the two critical 
attitudes. By reconciling both approaches Coleridge mana
ged to write a kind of Shakespearean criticism which is both 
psychological and something else at the same time. Cole
ridge did not treat the psychological criticism of charac-
r — v'JITil, ”pVlB7.   '— ~— — h—  ---- — ---
2. âee", for instance, J.MhRobertson, Hew Essays towards 

a Critical Method, (Bond., 1897).
3. ÏF the difference between the two does not appear as 

striking as it should be in the eighteenth-century cri
ticism of Shakespeare’s characters, it is because the 
age’s view of imitation was generally that gf crying, 
at best selective copying. (See supra, pp. * »
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ters as the end of the Shakespearean critic, but he went 
beyond it (without neglecting it or underrating its impor-' 
tance as some modern critics try to do) and asked further 
questions about the ’meaning’ of a character and of a whole 
play.

This may indeed sound a startling assertion to make, ' 
since the spread, if not the rise,.df.the psychological 
school of Shakespearean criticism is often associated with 
the name of Coleridge. Moreover, his psychological criti
cism of character has been found by many, including his 
editor Eaysor, to be his only valuable contribution. Other 
critics, reacting wholeheartedly against the psychological 
criticism, have chiefly blamed him for lending the voice 
of his authority to such an erroneous approach, and for 
diverting the course of Shakespearean criticism into fruit
less and irrelevant cliannels. But in the light of the evi
dence we possess in his criticism, we tend to think that 
such a charge is exaggerated, if not sometimes groundless. 
There are strong indications indeed that Coleridge does 
not treat psychological truth as an end in itself, that 
sometimes when he talks about the truths of the human heart 
he does not mean merely psychological truths, but rather 
broad human values, which it is the business of all serious 
literature to present. In the version of the Essay on 
Method, which appeared in the Encyclopedia Metropo1itana, 
he tells us that Shakespeare ’was pursuing tv;o Methods at 
once; besides the psychological Method he has also to attend
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1
to the poetical** The ’poetical method* itself,,we are
told in the same essay, involves the apprehension of deep
moral values* In his practical criticism the psychological
sometimes gives way to the.poetical*

• There is for instance a fragment of his unfortunately
missing criticism of A Midsummer Night * s Dream* hy which 

' ' 2 
what I maintain here can he supported* I am not concerned

or fats/fy O f h6\t crrh'c/{ç»n ly j

at present with^he critical method and assumptions the 
fragment reveals* In the first scene of the first act of
the play Helena enters just after Ilermia and Lysander
have decided to elope together and arranged to meet in a 
wood outside Athens* Helena, heing the friend and school 
fellow of Ilermia, is let into the secret hy the young 
lovers* As Helena dotes on Demetrius, who does not care 
much for her, hut is in his turn head over ears in love 
with Ilermia, she he trays the faith the young lovers have 
placed in her. She decides to divulge the secret of their 
elopement and the details of their meeting to Demetrius, 
hoping thereby to enjoy his company to the place in the 
woods she well knows. Now Helena’s behaviour here Cole
ridge finds in accordance with the truths of psychology 
as he understands it* ’The act*, he writes:

is natural; the resolve to act is, I fear, likewise
too true a picture of the laz hold that principles have 
on the female heart, when opposed to, or even separated 
from passion and inclination.

1* Sh*Grit.* vol.ii, p.348.
2* See also e.g. his criticism of Troilus and Gressida,

supra., pp*ii9 $ and his interpretation of ÔthelIoT^
Inf ra., cli.17*
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23ut it is not enough for a dramatic character to be psycholo
gically true. It has to fulfil other requirements which a 
work of art entails - requirements which vary from one work 
to another according to the meaning, mood and emotional 
level of every particular work. : ' _

But still, however just (the act may be psychologi
cally) the representation is not poetical; we shrink 

; from it and cannot harmonize it with the ideal. 1
Similarly in The Winter’s Tale Autolycus’s speech at the 
beginning of the third scene of the fourth act is, Cole
ridge thinks, marred by the words ’for the life to come, I 
sleep out the thought of it*, although the utterance itself 
is in keeping with the character. It is ’delicately charac
teristic of one who had lived and been reared in the best 
society, and had been precipitated from it by " die and 
drab”*’ So far Coleridge is saying what in substance is
Dr. Johnson’s verdict; ’The character of Autolycus is so

3
naturally conceived, and strongly represented.’ But it is 
not sufficient that a character should say what is consis
tent with itself; v.hat it says should also harmonise with 
the predominant tone of the whole. In this particular in
stance the expression, despite its psychological probability, 
’strikes against’ the critic’s feelings ’as a note out of 
time and as not coalescing with that pastoral tint which gives
TT"

TEal wliat Coleridge really wanted Shakespeare to do 
was to give the romantic idealised picture of womanhood 
he himself often entertained. It may be so. But this 
still shows that he did not consider the object of a 
poetic dramatist to represent men strictly as they are.

2. The Winter’s Tale, IV.iii. 29-30.,
3. T̂ IêrglT.'-'nlgT;---
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1
such a charm to this fourth act,* It is apparently too, 
Macheth-like for the emotional level of the play. Of 
course, we may disagree with such nice and fastidious cri
ticism; hut the criticism itself is significant. There 
are other considerations to he taken into account in a 
work of art besides character consistency and psychological 
truth, and without them psychological truth itself has no 
merit, . •

These considerations are what Coleridge calls poetic
2 ■ ■ ' ' . ' 

or ’aesthetic logic’. Vdiat offends the aesthetic logic
is for Coleridge of graver results than what offends rea
lism. For Instance, to observe poetic logic the storm in 
the Tempest has to be represented as ’not in strictness 
natural*. To harmonize with the ’meaning* of the play it 
has to be represented in^such a way that we are given only 
’the bustle of a tempest, from which the real horrors are 
abstracted.’ ■ Coleridge is abundantly aware that the 
plays are, primarily poetic drama and not psychological 
'documents. In the comparison he draws between Massinger 
and Shakespeare the former is praised for his realism; in 
his

delineations objects appear as they do in nature, have 
the same force and truth and produce the same effect 
upon the spectabr.

But Massinger, he goes on, ’is not a poet of high imagina-

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.120.
2. iBBnnr.
3. î'bï'd.",.Vol.i, p.132.
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tion*, and it is not enough for poetic drama to be simply
truthful. Shakespeare, on the other hand,

is beyond this; - he always by metaphors and figures, 
involves in the thing considered a universe of past 
and possible experiences; - he,mingles earth, sea, 
and air, gives a soul to everything, and at the same 

' time that he inspires human feelings, adds a dignity 
in his images to human nature itself. 1
That Coleridge was not really satisfied with the psycho

logical analysis of Shakespeare’s characters as an end in 
itself cannot be more apparent than in his insistence that
in Shakespeare we neither find what he calls ’ventriloquism’
nor are we faced with characters composed of flesh and 
blood and completely independent of their creator. Ventri
loquism is the term Coleridge uses to describe the lack 
of sufficient detachment in the dramatic poet from his
creations, to denote the absence of what Mr. Sliot has re-

2
cently called the "third voice* of poetry. If a dramatist
presents to us characters all speaking the same voice, which

3is directly the poet’s own voice, then he is a ventriloquist.

1. Mis.Grit.’, p.96.
2. TTB.Ëîîo’t, The Three Voices of Poetry, (Bond., 1953),
3# Coleridge ’ s’ETeTinTHon^'ofvintHTb qui sm is ; ’One

man is speaking all the while, but every now and then 
he alters his voice into a semi-squeak and would 
fain make it appear to proceed from some doll or man 
of straw at some little distance from it.* Cole ril ge
on Logic and Learning, Snyder, p.60,
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Shakespeare, Coleridge tells us, is no ventriloquist; his
characters are more than sufficiently independent of him
and remarkably distinguished from one another. Bach has a
life of its own and each speaks its own voice, üiat is why
Shakespeare seems to be ’characterless* • But this does
not mean that it is not basically a poetic creation;

In the meanest characters, it was still Shakespeare;
it was not the mere Nurse in Borneo and Juliet, or the

• Dogberry in Much Ado About NotliJn-f, or tie blundering 
Constable in i%asure^Yor Measure ... We know that no 
Nurse talked ezacfly^in^fESTi way, tho* particular 
sentences might be to that purpose,* 2

Hie Shakespearean universe is peopled not by historic
beings, but by the creatuæs of the poet*s-imagination, which
however independent they may be, still have their relation
to the poet. For the characters, we remember, are essen-

3
tially products of ’meditation*. Just as Shakespeare is
no ventriloquist he is not lost in his creations either.
This Coleridge expresses in the following cryptic manner;

The poet lost in his portraits contrasted with the 
poet as a mere ventriloquist; wonderful union of 
both in Shakespeare. 4

The poet indeed speaks in every play, but his voice, in 
the mature plays at least, is not the voicè of any one par
ticular character. We hear it rather, as Coleridge puts it,

5
’by way of continuous undersong’, and its message lies in
n  ~ Sli'.Crit.. vol.i. p.b2« Contrasted with Milton Shakes- 

peare is ’the Spinosistio deity - an omnipresent crea
tiveness’, whereas ’John Milton himself is in every line 
of the Paradize Lost;* ’Shak’s poetry is characterless; 
that is% ITHioes not reflect-the individual Shakespeare.* 
T.T.. May 12, 1830.

2. Sh.Orit.. vol.ii,p.81; also cf. vol.ii, p.201.
3. See supra., pp. 233-239:251^. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.82.
9. Ibid.. vol.i, p.9o. 0f.vol.i,“p720Tr (cont.)
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the total meaning of every play. It is only in the immature 
Shakespeare, or in those rare parts of his mature works, of 
which an example is furnished in the Captain's speech in 
the second scene of Macbeth, in which Shakespeare drops 
the dramatic ê 'le and in its stead uses a, 'mere style of 
narration* - that the author's voice is heard, to use Cole
ridge's word, 'palpably*. In such parts væ find 'thoughts 
and descriptions, suited neither to the passion of the 
speaker, nor the purpose- of the person to whom the informa
tion is to be given*, but for a moment the author himself 
addresses directly the audience or the reader. For a moment 
Shakespeare's 'negative capability* disappears and his 
poetry has a 'palpable design upon us*, as Heats would say.
Of course we can reply that in some cases the dramatic 
style proper is suspended for higher purposes, perhaps for 
the sake of the Introduction of some significant phrase 
tiiat is meant to orientate our response to a particular 
situation or of an image that will set the appropriate 
atmosphere. Still from the point of view of dramatic 
te Clinique Coleridge would consider this a lapse, and in 
his mature works Shakespeare very often achieves these effects 
while simultaneously maintaining the dramatic style, and 
ventriloquism is the last charge that can be levelled at him.
Footnote 5 continued from page E32X; ' - " ... ..' -

* The consciousness of the poet's mind must be diffused 
over that of the reader or spectator; but he himself, 
according to his genius, elevates us, and by being 
always in keeping prevents us from perceiving any 
strangeness, tho** we feel great exaltation. * i

1. The case of Macbeth does not disturb us much because the 
speaker is a very minor character. The Captain (cont.)
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Although he did not regard psychological truth as the 
objective of the dramatic poet, Coleridge did not underrate 
its Importance. He knew well that in order to convey its . 
meaning a play, at least a serious play, ought to have a 
certain degree of probability. A play is not simply a 
structure of words that creates an emotion in the recipient, 
no matter whether the structure is feasible o r involves a 
psychological impossibility. Psychological truth may not 
be the country into which a play transports us. But it is 
a country we have to cross in order to arrive at our des
tination -the dramatic and poetic vision. There is no 
other route. Without it we remain all the time outside 
the threshold of the dramatic experience. It is, in fact, 
the equivalent of literal sense in non-dramatic poetry: 
although in itself it does not constitute the meaning of a 
poem; yet without it we can never arrive at its meaning.

Indeed there are one or two of Shakespeare's serious 
plays of which 'the interest and situations' 'are derived 
from the assumption of a gross improbability'. Both Bear 
and The Merchant of Venice start with a postulate which we 
have to accept, unquestloningly. But, as Coleridge points 
out, in such cases we are dealing with an old tale. Hot only
K 0tnote" 1 continued' from'page 322:

is clearly meant to bNothing more than a choric com
mentary on Macbeth's martial valour, the object of his 
rhetorical or epic speech being to introduce us in as 
short and concentrated a space as possible to the 
heroic aspect of Macbeth's character, . As we are not 
interested in the speaker himself, the speech there
fore has relevance not so much to him as to the 
character to which it refers.
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were the stories known either in histories or in ballad 
form or in both in the Elizabethan times but they had some
times been already dramatized. ■ This fact would lessen 
then, if it did not remove altogether, the sense of improb
ability and the unfamiliarity of the poet's vvorid which a 
modem recipient, unacquainted with these, might feel.
The conduct of Lear in the first scene, Coleridge observes, 
and the same thing applies to that of Shylook in The Mer
chant of Venice, follows 'an old story, rooted in popular
faith - a. thing taken for granted already, and consequently

2
without any of the effects of improbability'• • Besides, 
Shakespeare, Coleridge explains, counteracts the possible 
effects of improbability in different ways. Bor instance, 
the glaring absurdity of Lear in the first scene is les
sened by 'the little admixture of pride and sullenness*

3which he finds in Cordelia's answer 'Nothing*. Further, 
the interest in the improbable postulate is dropped the 
moment it has served its purpose, and by introducing the Kent 
episode the attention is 'forced away from the nursery-tale'.

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.59.
2. BocTcTIT»
3. H U s  argument would be unacceptable to us if we happen

ed to be of Schücking's view that Cordelia's answer is 
by no means meant to characterize her; 'Me may regard 
it as absolutely certain, however, that SIxakespeare had 
not the slightest intention of endowing with any trait 
of vanity the touching figure of Cordelia.* (Character 
problems,in Sbakespeare'a Plays, P*39). One fimîs, 
Eowev'er, to see the grounds Schiicking* s absolute 
certainty. Granting the use of basic dramatic conven
tions, surely in his delineation of Cordelia Shake
speare does not display mere 'ventriloquism*.
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But the important thing is that it is only the initial 
postulate which we now have to accept. In the development 
o f  the drama, once the initial step is accepted, there is 
nothing purely arbitrary and accidental. The characters 
reveal enough psychological realism to make the dramatic 
experience^ possible. 'Or, to quote Coleridge, the tale 
in both plays is 'merely the canvas to the characters and 
passions, a mere occasion - not (as in Beaumont and 
Fletcher) perpetually recurring, as the cause and sine qua 
non of the incidents and emotions.' The incidents and 
emotions form the body of the dramatic experience, and be
cause genuine dramatic experience is first and foremost a 
kind of apprehension of reality, a great dramatist, in 
spite of all the conventions in the world, cannot afford 
to give us such a distorted representation of reality as 
to preclude all psychological probability. Of drama, per
haps more than of anything else, Coleridge's words remain 
true:

Like the moisture or the polish on a pebble, genius 
neither distorts nor false-colours its objects; but 
on the contrary brings out many a vein and many a tin^, 
which escapes the eye of common observation, thus 
raising to the ranks of gems what had been often kicked 
away by the hurrying foot of the traveller on the dusty 

. high road of custom. 2
Writing of the requirements of poetic drama, Eliot observes
that 'it must take genuine and substantial human emotions,

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.59-
2. , vol.ii, p. 121.
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such as observation can confirm, typical emotions, and give
1

them artistic form.* But if we insist upon 'genuine and,,
substantial human emotions', we are, in fact, demanding a
certain measure of psychological truth. It is here that
Coleridge finds the tragedies of Beaumont and Fletcher to
be deficient, for they 'proceed upon something forced and
unnatural; the reader never can reconcile the plot with

2
probability, and sometimes not with possibility.'

Much has been written of late to,,deny psychological 
realism to Shakespeare's major characters, and to propa
gate the strange notion that because a dramatist works 
primarily for the stage his sole object is the momentary 
excitation of emotions by means of tricks and illusions.
But if it were true that Shakespeare's major characters 
are not psychologically convincing (and it is difficult to 
see how they could be convincing otherwise), then, it seems 
to me, it should be admitted once and for all that the plays 
can no longer stand as great drama, although they may live 
as second rate literature, for even great non-dramatic lite
rature must have a permanent relevance to human reality.
But it is a strange fact that the critics who deny the 
characters any psychological reality still continue to pay 
lip service to the great dramatist. The relation between 
drama and psychology is in fact of the greatest importance,

1. T.3.Eliot, Selected Essavs, (Bond., 1948), p.41.2. Sh.Orit., voTnTTpnT:—
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and Coleridge was undoubtedly right in stressing this im
portance. Even a modern dramatist like Sartre, who cannot 
be said to entertain much respect for traditional drama
tists, admits that it would be 'absurd* to 'reject 

1
psychology'. It is because of this close relation that 
it seems tliat an exact equivalent of surrealism and cubism, 
where there is an undue distortion of material, is not 
possible in the sphere of drama. Even the so-called ex- 
pressionistic drama could not do without psychology alto
gether - except to its ov;n detriment. For instance, the 
latter part of a play like Elmer Sice's The Adding Machine 
fails, not because in it the events are staged in the world 
beyond the grave, but because the character of the prota
gonist, who is sufficiently individualised in the earlier 
part, is deliberately robbed of his individuality and is 
made by the dramatist to appear like a type. Consequently 
the play ceases to be a living action and becomes a pure 
drame a these fundamentally of the same nature as an 
apparently different work like J.J.Bernard's L'âme en 
peine. A similar charge could be levelled at Toller's
Masses and the Han, where the characters, as the author

3admits in his letter to the producer, are not individuals,
Tl Quoted W  Eric Bent lev' in The Modem Theatre, (Bond.',

1948), p.181. ' ~
2. The Maeterlinckian thèse of Bernard's play demands 

that the hero and tSe heroine, who were apparently made 
for each other, should never meet. The result is a dra
matization of an idea, but no real drama, which can only 
exist when its material is the action and interaction
of psychologically plausible characters.

3. Seven Plays of Ernst Toller, (Lond., 1935), p.111.
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and where even the heroine, being no one in particular with 
a definite human experience, could in fact be anybody. This, 
of course, is something radically different from the nature 
of a Shakespearean tragic character, which, while never 
ceasing to be an individual, rises into the general man.
%7hile being an individual with a concrete experience in a 
concrete situation, Macbeth utters words which are beyond 
the individual character without being themselves out of 
character. This is what Coleridge meant by his dictum 
that a Shakespearean character is both an individual and 
a species. In drama the individual is no less important 
than the species, and without it there can be no real 
drama. In this connection the failure of the surrealist 
and other cognate attempts at drama, which sacrifice 
character consistency altogether, is particularly instruc
tive. Even if we analyze the works of a great dramatist 
like Strindberg, who in some plays has adopted methods 
broadly resembling, the surrealist technique, we shall find 
that in them character consistency is sacrificed only at 
the expense of drama itself. Not even Strindberg's bril
liance could redeem these plays which flaunt the basic 
conventions of drama. In fact the most pcsr;erful a posteriori

1. V/Iien Strindberg uses the expressionist devices sparing
ly and plausibly the effect is admirable. For instance, 
in The Dance of Death, Part I, Curt, a decidedly minor 
figure in the play, seems to undergo a transformation 
which lasts only a few seconds when he seems to be 
caught into the web of evil, vdiich the Captain's house
hold has been weaving for twenty-five years. During 
that short while he is, as it were, possessed, and the

(cont.)
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Poo tno te 1 "continued from page 32Ü: ...
sight of so much evil in its 'odious nakedness* seems to 
have aroused 'the wild beast' in him; hut consistently with 
his character he soon shakes it off and returns to himself. 
This momentary excursion into evil, however, itself not 
unplausihle, helps to enhance the atmosphere of evil in the 
play, and fulfils a similar function to the temptation of 
Banquo in Macbeth. But when Strindberg resorts io purely 
symbolical™ iievTces affecting major characters, without con
sidering psychological probability, the result is not really 
dramatically effective. In The Ghost Sonata, for example, . 
Hummel and the Dummy, the Colonel's wife, end by exchan
ging places - a symbolic act signifying the final unmasking 
of the unmasker. Hummel, who starts by placing himself on 
a higher plane than his fellows and who sets about brutally 
revealing the sordid reality of their true selves, ends by 
being himself stripped naked and shown in a world of de
ceitful appearance to be no better than they. But in as 
much as the characters are drained of psychological content 
and living individuality and made purely symbolical, there 
is a loss in dramatic immediacy and effectiveness. An even 
more extreme case is The Dream Play, where he tries to imi
tate the disconnected "loim of a dream, and where, as he 
writes in the Reminder to the play, 'anything may happen, 
everything is possible and probable. Time and space do 
not exist. On an insignificant background of reality, 
imagination designs and embroiders novel patterns; a 
medley of memories, experiences, free fancies, absurdities 
and improvisations. The characters split, double, multi
ply, vanish, solidify, blur, clarify ...' (Plays by Strind
berg. First Series, Tr. E.BjOrkman, Loidd., I9I2, pl24) •
The result, however, is certainly not drama, but a drama
tization of an idea or rather an emotion; the prevalence 
of human misery. All that the play, in fact, succeeds in 
creating is an atmosphere, something which Shakespeare 
managed to evoke through the use of imagery alone, say in 
Lear. It is as if the dramatist wished to erect a v/hole 
pTay purely upon imagery^ In Shakespeare's plays, on the 
other hand, imagery adds to the characters a fourth dimen
sion, so to speaic; while in this play of Strindberg what 
we get is only the fourth dimension without the other three. 
Much nearer to Shakespeare's catholic method is Ibsen's, 
for instance, in The Wild Diick. All the characters connec
ted with the wild"ducï: 'are deTined further by this connec
tion; the duck, which is obviously symbolic, seems to 
bestow upon them another attribute, another dimension.:
But they have, to begin with, a solid basis of reality. 
Surely you must first lay down the foundations before 
erecting securely the superstructure.
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argument against the critics who deny psychological truth 
to characters in great drama like Shakespeare's lies in 
the relative failure of the actual attempts to juggle with 
psychology made by some modern dramatists, certain of whom 
possess undoubtedly more than mere brilliance.

Why it is impossible to dispense with psychological 
probability in drama altogether is indeed an important and 
interesting question. To this question the answer that can 
be constructed from Coleridge's position appears to be that 
because the object of drama is to offer us an interpreta
tion of life, the interpretation would be lost on us if 
the world the dramatist presents to us did not in any way 
strike us as being in essence similar to life as we ex
perience it. Coleridge thought that without this sufficient
degree of resemblance we fail to be involved in the action,

1
and remain outside the dramatic experience. But perhaps 
it is a question of the exigencies of the dramatic form 
itself which does not permit an unduly large distortion 
of the material. Indeed, we can easily imagine a somewhat 
surrealistic mime and conceive a silent film made up en
tirely of a series of pictures representing certain situa
tions and characters merging into one another in a manner 
similar to what happens in dreams. But draana we cannot.

"S' 0 e " }3. ïr,' ~ V O  i n  i, p. 57 ^the interesting of the affeo- 
tioni*Ty the dramatic truth of such emotions, as vmuld 
naturally accompany such situations supposing them 
real.* Coleridge is speaking here not of poetic drama, 
but of dramatic poetry, but the words remain true of 
both.
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It may ultimately therefore be a question of language, which
cannot at any : considerable length be emptied o f all its
cognitive element. We expect that dialogue.should to some
extent be intelligible, and intelligibility in its turn
involves consistency. That is why we cannot really
approach drama, Shakespearean or otherwise, in the same
way as we approach ballet or opera.

The comparison between Shakespearean drama ând ballet 
1

or opera, wnich has.been urged once more recently by Mr.
2̂  .

B.L.Joseph, is therefore somewhat misleading. Unless we are
17"" uuelne, we may ' remei3)e'r,"lTad ™already likened drama to 

opera in his dialogue 'On the Truth and Probability of 
Works of Art*, (1798); See Criticisms, Reflections and 
Maxims of Goethe, Tr, by W.BTTGmieTdT, Hie Scolt 
lobrary, pp.UIUBo. But his intention in the dialogue 
was to arrive at a principle in aesthetics, and to 
point out that drama is not a copy of life. The problem 
with which he was concerned was the problem of imita
tion which occupied much of the attention of critics 
in the loth and 19th centuries, and for which Cole
ridge attempted a solution in the antithesis which he 
established between copy and imitation, observation 
and meditation. V»h.en he came to treat Shakespeare's 
plays in detail, however, the question of opera never 
arose. Iryfact, If anything, Goethe leant heavily on 
the side of naturalism. His criticism of Hamlet's 
character in T/ilhelm Melster aid elsewhere, aid his 
attempt to reconstruct his ""character before his 
Father's murder are just as naturalistic as Horgann's 
speculations on the past of Sir Jolin Palstaff. More 
recently Mr, Eliot, in 'Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry',
(Selected Essays. p.46), noted that in the Russian 
balleT^tliere’ ^seemed to be everything that we wanted 
in drama, except the poetry.' But that is precisely 
the point. And once poetry or language is introduced 
we have other elements than the purely formal. Witness 
the death of the once fashionable theatre de silence,

2. B.L.Joseph, Elizabethan Acting (Oxf., l95l), p.1ÏÏJI
Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.175.
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directly concerned with general aestlietical theory, it seems 
to me that for purposes of practical criticism it is more 
valuable to emphasize the distinctions between poetry and 
the sister arts than their resemblances. Poetic drama is, 
as Coleridge often a kind of poetry. It has to be
responded to and judged in the same way as poetry is re
sponded to and judged. Hence the inevitable intrusion of 
psychology. Just as in poetry of the first voice any ex
perience of the poet that is worthwhile has to be convin
cing, DO it is in poetic drama: only in drama, because
the poet's own personality disappears behind his creations, 
it is the experience of his characters which we expect to 
find convincing. Because of the nature of its medium 
poetry contains a cognitive element, even though the cog
nitive element in it may be one part of, or subordinated to, 
the total 'meaning*. Even if we agreed with some critics 
(e.g. Maud Bodkin) to reducing poetry to archetypal pat
terns, the patterns themselves would be foimd to possess 
some intelligible significance than can in some measure be 
discussed. But in music and the rest of the arts the 
cognitive element is vague and attenuated. Indeed it has 
recently been claimed by some critics and artists to be 
non-existent. That is perhaps one reason why there is very 
little criticism written on, for instance, music and the 
little that there is is undeveloped in comparison with 
criticism of poetry.

In ballet as well as in opera the individual moment of
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1
human life is so highly formalized that it hears the mini
mum of reference to actual human experience. And "because 
of the high degree of formalization it becomes only an 
occasion for the display of the composer's art. Shake spear-T_ 
ean drama does not give us this degree of formalisation.
It is only in the early work of Shakespeare, where the 
already existing Elizabethan dramatic conventions liave not 
undergone much alteration in his shaping hands,that we 
find a considerable degree of formalization. But Shake- 
speare*s art develops, just as his experience of the human 
condition deepens, and with this development the conven
tions grow beyond the accepted limits. It is significant 
that i-Ir. Joseph coul#6nly apply his opera approach to 
parts of an early work like henry VI or Borneo and Juliet.
But when he cones to a mature play like Hamlet, where there 
are no purely symbolic figures, or dramatic speeches or 
dialogues cast in sonnet-form, or set in rhetorical patterns,
he has to fall back upon the long accepted criterion of 

.2
Character.
X . ““The"'degree ox formalizalion varies within opera it- 

self. For instance, there is generally less of it in 
the Wagnerian music drama than in opera proper, in 
which the arias play a much more important role.

2. In Hamlet, he writes, "we have a fast-moving plot of 
action and mystery, which is saved from becoming melo
dramatic by the author's ability to draw character, 
and his poetic apprehension of the implications under
lying a story in some respects almost as barbarous as 
that of Titus Androm&cus.' B.L.Joseph, Elizabethan 
Acting, p.132.
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In drama then, there can only he simplification, hut 
not total distortion of the human character. The degree 
of simplification varies from one play to another according 
to the amount of naturalism aimed at; hut it is there even in 
the most naturalistic prose play. If, however, the simplifi
cation is carried to an extreme, and the characters lose all 
their individuality, the result is not so much drama as a 
dramatic poem, something basically like Everyman, where the 
characters liave no psychological reality in themselves, hut 
are clearly personifications of certain human qualities. Once 
more we recall Coleridge's golden rule that in poetic drama 
character must he both an individual and a species. Yet even 
there, once we are introduced to every character we find that 
its action, simple as it is, answers perfectly to its appella
tion. Fellowship behaves exactly as we should expect it to 

such/
behave in/a crisis and so does the frail Good Deeds. The 
characters are consistent, but because of their predominantly 
abstract nature, their consistency is not psychological, but 
logical.

Consistency in character, when the character grows ob
viously beyond the confines of the purely allegorical or con
ventional, can be measured only by reference to human ex
perience. He have no other criteria. As Coleridge says,
'if the allegoric personage be strongly individualized so as

1
to interest us, we cease to think of it as allegory'. Of
course, we can, if we like, think of Caliban as 'an imperso-

2
nated Abstraction'; but we can hardly do so in the case of 
rr* Mi8.Orit"., p.3n  2. D .L., "vbl.ii,' p.~1BS.
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Hamlet. Surely lago is not of the same calibre as Aaron in 
Titus Andronlous. Since it is only wilful prejudice that 
would make us think of. Shakespeare's characters merely as 
types or of his plays as almost morality plays, it no 
longer becomes as futile as it is often made to appear to 
find a certain measure of psychological truth in them.
For consistency in the major and strongly individualized 
characters is nearer to psychological probability. VJhen 
we are told therefore by Stoll that Othello presents a 
psychological impossibility v/e suspect that the powerful 
critic is misreading his character. Othello is obviously 
neither an allegorical nor a 'conventional* figure; on 
the contrary, the impression he creates is that he is an 
alive and strongly individualized personage. To admit the 
psychological improbability in the character and yet at 
the same time to claim that he is made convincing by the 
power of poetry is a very strange position indeed. One 
fails to understand how the magic of poetry at all can 
endow a psychologically unconvincing character with the 
quality of convincingness, even seeming convincingness.
Of course, there is the further question to ask; how can 
we draw such a sharp line of demarcation between character 
and poetry in Shakespeare? Is it not tlirough the poetry, 
the poetry a character utters in self-exposition, self
exploration or in commentary on its own action -that we 
come to have any notion of a character at all?

See E.'STBToll,' Shakespeare
and other Masters,(Camb..Mass..1940),p.94: 'In his traits ... ~ (cont.)
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Many critics have hastened to the rescue ibf Shakespeare's 
characters from the danger of Stoll's incessant attacks.
Bat nearly all the attempts to refute his assertions seem 
to me to tackle the problem from the middle, so to speak.
The common method, brilliantly adopted in some cases,' is 
to show that underneath the apparent inconsistency which 
Stoll points out, there lies a weightier and deeper psy
chological truth. But Stoll's criticism of Shakespeare's 
characters and indeed of all drama, is directly based upon 
a specific theory of drama. This accounts for its strength 
as well as for its weakness. For the theory has its 
serious limitations: it stands upon a strongly question
able assumption - the assumption that the end of poetic 
drama is merely to arouse emotions. The object of
tragedy is to make us weep and of comedy to arouse our

2
laughter and that is the extent of their functions. The 
'bigger the volume of emotions generated', the better is 
the work. It is a kind of sensationalism that the drama
tist seeks: the reason for the death of Besdemona, Ophelia
or Cordelia is simply that Shakespeare wanted to arouse our

4emotions 'at tneir greatest intensity*. It is not then a
^00 tno'Le 2 co ntinuel 'froîa page 335'; —

the character does not always hold convincingly to
gether; but in his speech he does.*

1. For a discussion of this assumption-and its consequences 
in the Shakespearean criticism of the eighteenth-century 
critics as well as in that of Coleridge see sunra. Pt.
II, Ch.I.------------------------------------- ---

2. See Shakesneare and Other Masters.(Camb..Mass.,1940). 
P P . 3 7 7 ' T I 3 T --------------------------------------------------

3. Ibid., p.48,
4 .  T G I T ,;  p . 7 1 .
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vision of human existence or an interpretation of life
that the dramatist presents to us, hut a set of situations
in vAich characters are hro ight to do impossible deeds solely
to excite our emotions. Hence Stoll's deliberate neglect

1
of all questions of meaning, psychological or otherwise. 
Psychological probability is in fact the heavy price we 
have to pay to obtain our emotional gratification. Whether 
he is aware of it or not, Prof. Stoll therefore belongs 
categorically to the scientific tradition which sets a 
great value on science, making it the sole purveyor of 
truth, and which makes of poetry merely an affair of emo
tions, reducing it to the realm of make-believe and illu
sions. In fact he quotes approvingly in Art and Artifice 
in Shakespeare the words of Dr. Richards of Tlie Principles
of literary Criticism, who by the distinction he drew be
tween the two uses of language, the referential and the 
emotional,-■propagated:the view that the object of poetry
is to create emotional attitudes, thus draining poetî r̂ of

2
all cognitive elements. Stoll shrinks from anything in
the plays which might be suggested by others to make us
think, for we do not go to the theatre to do any serious

3thinking but only to respond emotionally. If by thinking
1. See Shakespeare and Other Masters/ (Camo..Mass,

wifiii—  I I          ■■■T iw iMiw i . w,rw#rfmmw, ,  i i I' l H^  '  r 9  V

p. „2. E.D.Stoll, Art and Artifice in Shakespeare,p.13 PH.2.
3. P.P.Stoll, Siiakespeare and other Masters, p. 125 and p. 

55 ; 'Merited suffering moves usTar less than the un
merited; psychology is for the intellect, and anything 
of a riddle - even of a study - on the stage inter
feres with the direct response both demanded and pro
vided for by the greatest dramatists still more largely 
than by the merely sudfessful onei
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Stoll means scientific thinking he is no doubt right. But 
we have seen how our experience of a play is not really

1
the passive business of watching dreams and taking narcotivs.

Like Coleridge Stoll is rightly aware that poetic dramaT
is after all a kind of poetry. He also perceives that the
world of poetry is not the world of science, but because
of the essential difference between the two worlds, he cannot
conceive that poetry has its own 'truth* and doeqAot really
traffic in 'illusions'. Unlike Coleridge he has no theory
of imagination to save him. Stoll writes that 'the drama-

2
tist keeps away from science'; and that 'Poetry, however -
above all, drama - is not theology, metaphysics, or higher 

3
science. * f/itli this nobody can quarrel. But it does not
at all mean, as he wishes us to believe, that 'it deals

4
with appearances and produces immediate impressions' •
The plays of Shakespeare are not made up of mere appear
ances and illusions, nor do they merely consist in the 
momentary emotions of joy or sorrow they produce. They 
are the embodiment of a great poet's experience of human 
life. They have something serious to say to us, something 
which bears a permanent relevance to human reality. By ex
ploding all sorts of erroneous approaches to the plays, by

1. See supra, pp.227 and 240 ff.
2. B.B.UTolT, S.I lakes peare and other Masters, p.211.
3. Ibid., p.7.
4. I ^Oit.
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insisting that the plays are primarily works of art, not
psychological documents, and hy showing. Indirectly through
his own practice, the inadequacy of applying to them the
common sense criteria of practical life. Professor Stoll
has done a great service to Shakespearean criticism. ' But
he has failed to see the relevance of the plays to the
human situation. Indeed, it is difficult to see after
his laborious analyses of the plays, why they are considered
to be of any importance at all. If tho action does not1
develop at least in part 'out of the character* what diffe
rence would there be between a tragedy and a pure melodrama, 
or even a disastrous event in real life? If the pure tra
gedy does not lie in the human situation as such, but in an 
artificial situation which is brought about absolutely arbi
trarily by the dramatist and which bears no basic relation
to our nature, we fail to see any tragedy at all. Stoll's
position cannot be rescued by resort to poetry. Poetry 
is not exactly a narcotic, and, divested of human expe
rience in which it is rooted, it becomes an added embellish
ment which can only afford an ultimately frivolous deliglit.

There is in fact a certain confusion that continually 
besets discussion of the relation between Shakespeare's 
characters and psychology. Of course it is one thing to 
say that Shakespeare's characters are psychologically con
vincing; it is entirely another to claim that they are 
psychological studies in the technical sense. But this

1. B.E.Stoll, Shakespeare and other Masteig p.31*
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simple .distinction lias not always been observed. All that 
Stoll lias succeeded in doing in effect is to deny that they 
are psychological documents and to show that the dramatist's 
method is not that of the professional psychologist who 
explains perfectly all the various intricate motives behind 
every minute act, that, in short, a Shakespearean charac
ter is not a case history. But it does not at all follow,

2
as Coleridge was well aware, from the fact tliat a dramatic 
poet does not apply the scientific method of the psycholo
gist in his conception of character, that his products, if 
he is a great dramatist, are. psychologically improbable.
This is the error which Stoll commits. In fact, it is a 
common paradox in drama that dramatists v/ho adopt methods 
nearer to those of the psychologist, and whose characters 
give US' a perfectly lucid account of every little act and 
every movement of their thought, whose characters, in other 
words, talk too much about themselves, end by giving us far 
less convincing and alive characters than those who just 
follow their Intuition and are sparing in their exposition. 
This is true not only of earlier dramatists, like e.g. Cor
neille, but of modern dramatists as yjell. He can see how 
the excessive analysis and self-analysis almost defeat the 
characters of the captain and his wife in Strindberg's The 
Dance of Death and of the character of Henry the f o u r in

1. Stoll, Sg.akesoeare and Other Mas ten p.37 ̂
2. See   —
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Pirandello's play of that name. One of the dramatic ex
cellences of Shakespeare, says Coleridge, is that his
characters are 'to be inferred by the reader, not told to

1 — — ■ — --
him*.

Stoll again and again quotes in support of his position
Eliot's words that:

A living character is not necessarily true to life. It 
is a person whom we can see and hear, whether he be
tme or false to human nature as we know it. 2

But I am not sure whether Eliot's words really advocate
the psychological improbability or impossibility which
Stoll insists upon. The rest of Eliot's statement runs
as follows:

1. 8'h. Crit., i, p. 227. The distinction between the two 
methods of Characterization has in fact been well 
established by the latter part of the eighteenth cen
tury, For instance, Karnes drew a contrast between 
Shakespeare and Corneille in which he showed how the 
former provides an immediate representation of passion, 
while in the latter we only get cold 'description*, 
(Karnes, Elements of Criticism, Ch.X7I). William Richard
son madelâuch of tliTs distinction and acknowledged his 
debt to Karnes (see supra, p. 85,87.). Maurice Morgann 
succumbed to the te;iptauion of regarding Shakespeare's 
characters 'rather as historic than Dramatic beings' - 
because of their wholeness, and because very frequently 
they 'act and speak from those parts of the composition, 
which are inferred only, and not distinctly shewn.'
(Haurice Morgann, Op.Cit., p.247 FN.)

2. h.E.Stoll, Shakespenfe"aid Other Masters, pp.88, 242. 
quoted f r o m " T T I o l ) . n  massingeiF%lT.S.Eliot, 
Selected Essays, p.212).
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ÏÏiiat the creator of character needs is not so much 
knowledge of motives as keen sensibility; the 
dramatist need not understand people; but he must 
be exceptionally aware of them. 1

Ihe question with which Sliot is concerned here is really
in

the question which crops up now and again/his critical wri
tings, namely, the question of the relation between poetry 
and philosophy or abstract thinking. Although a poet may 
not provide us with clear cut motives (he is not concerned 
with a rational problem, for poets, according to Eliot, are 
not philosophers), he must yet possess the sensibility which 
enables him to feel and recreate human situations. In 
other words, the poet proceeds, not so much by a purely 
rational operation of the mind, as by intuition - a word 
of which Hr. Eliot of the twenties would not perhaps have 
approved, but which is really what his sensibility or feel
ing amounts to. In the version of the Essay on Method 
which appears in the Encyclopedia Hetropolitana Coleridge 
wrote that what distinguishes art from science is that in 
art we get ’the instinctive approach towards an Idea*
whereas in science we get the 'Idea* itself *in a clear,

2
distinct and definite form.* As Ibsen says when he speaks 
of the relation of the artist to the psychologist: 'what
we, the uninitiated, do not possess as knowledge, we possess,. 
I believe, to a certain degree, as intuition or instinct.*

TToTe 11 o'(jE™%ïec'ted' u s • a '-re, p. 'IT 2.
2. Treatise on hethod. ed. dnyder, p. o.
3* llie’"dorrespondence of H.Ibsen, p. 193. Quoted by H.C.

Î3rad brook, I os eh the .worwe pçian. (bond., 1943), p. 102.
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23.18 characters the poet creates must therefore be more than
the illusions Stoll takes them to be; they must be such as
have some meaning for us. T7e instinctively recognise some
human truth in them, although they may appeal to us on a
subconscious level, they may not be true to human nature as
we know it. Otherwise, if the object of a dramatist is to
provide us with Impossible characters why does Eliot demand
that he must be exceptionally aware of people? The value of
his awareness, in fact, is to enable him to perceive(and
recreate) their behaviour patterns, although he may do
all that intuitively and without any rational knowledge
of motives. Elsewhere Stoll quotes Eliot's words that in
a play characters must be real in relation to each other,
adding that this is more important than their being real^1
in relation to human nature. But Eliot's actual words
are that characters, beside being true to life, must be
true to one another - which is really the sane position of
Coleridge. Eliot by no means minimises the 'reality*

2
of characters;

Characters should be real in relation to our own life,
certainly, as even a very minor character of Shakespeare
may be real; but they must also be real in relation to 
each other. 3

1. h.E.Stoliy Shakespeare and Other Masters, p.
2. In Eliot's later remarks on the^dramatic art, which 

are largely the product of his reflection on his own 
practice as a dramatic poet, his emphasis on the truth, 
not the photographic realism, of character is even 
stronger. See e.g. his Poetry and Brama  ̂ (Lend., 1951), 
pp. 20-29 and his recent Tec tare, '3uie'̂ hOTroe Voices of 
Poetry, (Loud., 1953).

3. f.O.Eliot, Selected Pssays. p.lop.
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C oler idge  b e fo re  him had i n s i s t e d  upon the  n e c e s s i t y  o f

what he c a l l e d  ' t h e  keeping* of a l l  the  c h a r a c t e r s  i n  a1
p la y ,  b es id e  t h e i r  i n d i v i d u a l  r e a l i t y .  Dut why d id  some 

modern i n f l u e n t i a l  c r i t i c s  d ep a r t  from C o l e r id g e ' s  p o s i t i o n ?  

And vvliat a re  the  r e a l  assumptions behind their c r i t i c i s m ?

T-:ie modern view that i n  S h ak e s p ea re 's  p la y s  c h a r a c t e r s  

a r e  n o t  p s y c h o lo g ic a l ly  convincing  i s  i n  part a r e a c t i o n  

a g a i n s t  the tendency p r e v a l e n t  i n  the p rev ious  c e n tu ry  

which regarded  the p la y s  p r i m a r i l y  as psychological docu

ments .  But the r i s e  o f  t h i s  view was i n t i m a t e l y  r e l a t e d  

to the  advance o f  th e  s c h o la r ly  and h i s t o r i c a l  method and 

the  consequent  r e v a l u a t i o n  of S h ak es p ea re 's  contemporaries
on th e  one hand, and on th e  o th e r  to  the  ' p o s i t i v i s t  and

2
r e a l i s t  temper* o f  th e  tw e n t i e th  oentuigr which le d  to  the 
concep t ion  of c h a r a c t e r  i n  drama as  no th in g  more tlian an 
i l l u s i o n .  The q u e s t io n  of  i l l u s i o n  and C o l e r i d g e ' s  views 

on i t  have a l r e a d y  been dealt with i n  an e a r l i e r  c h a p te r ,  

and, I  f e e l ,  r e q u i r e  no f r e s h  d i s c u s s io n .  But the  problems 

t o  which h i s t o r i c a l  criticism and s c h o la r s h ip  have g iven  

rise, and which have azi immediate b e a r in g  upon the  e v a lu a 

t i o n  of Coleridge's Shakespearean c r i t i c i s m ,  ought to  be 
discussed i f  briefly a t  t h i s  point. The d e t a i l e d  study 
of th e  works of Shakespeare's contemporary d r a m a t i s t s  re
vea led  that Shakespeare worked i n  c e r t a i n  dram atic  conven-

IT ' 'Eh.'OrPb. VO 1.Ï , and x^ifra, p. 390.
2. Tne phrase is characteristically used Fb introduce the 

chapter on Tv/entieth-Centmy Shakecrpearean Criticism 
by M.G.Lradbrook in her essay, Elizabethan Stage .. 
Conditions, (Camb., 1932), p.19.
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tlons, which are not the conventions inherent in the dramatic 
form as such, but are the result of a certain time and 
place.. Shakespeare's characters, we are told, should not 
be judged by their truth to human experience, but by 
reference to the dramatic conventions which governed the 
Elizabethan and Jacobean stage. But it does not require a 
painstaking study to see that, this, although it may ex
plain to us certain minor figures, cannot really be applied 
to the major characters of Shakespeare, at least in the 
period of his maturity - except to the detraction from the 
great dramatist's power of apprehending reality.

Surely it would be absurd to pretend that such dis
coveries as the conventions and stage-conditions in which 
Shakespeare worked are devoid of value. But conventions 
only begin to be relevant to aesthetic criticism when we 
attempt a comparative study of the different ways in vhich 
Elizabethan dramatists used them. Such a study, however, 
will ironically enough, show that the difference between 
Shakespeare and most of his contemporary dramatists lies 
precisely la the subtle ways he uses the conventions, in 
the organic relation he often creates between his charac
ter, plot, dialogue, imagery and rhytlim - the very thing 
upon which Coleridge always insists. Consequently his 
major characters do not remain the mere types lesser 
Elizabethan dramatists give us, and although they may 
nominally deal with the conventional themes of lust and

See Bunra. Ch.II, pp.281 ff.
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ambition, the plays in reality far transcend these themes. 
The result of such a study, in other words, will ba a tri
bute to Shakespeare's firm.grasp of concrete human expe
rience. Hiss Bradbrook is undoubtedly right in attacking 
the attitude that regards the Shakespearean character 
purely as a flesh and blood individual whose past has to 
be ransacked in order to account for his present action.
But it is surely going to the opposite extreme to maintain1
that the characters are 'theatrical types'. If we want
characters which are just theatrical types, we shall find
them in plenty in the works of the lesser dramatists. l'or
the conventional figure of the melancholy 'revenger' we
should go to the Ilieronimog, but not to Hamlet, just as
for the figure of the Machiavellian villain we should go

2 3
to the flamineos, even to the Bosolas, but not to lago.
Or if we seek a conventional lustful tyrant we shall find

4
him in B’Amville, but not in Angelo. And when some of 
these characters themselves come to life, as they do now 
and then, even they, for a moment, cease to be pure con- -, 
ventions. But Shakespeare *o greatness consists in that in 
his Iiands the 'types' grow into convincing beings, which 
often 'develop*, and which are almost always complex and.
IT "TTir̂ aTîêrETîaîï ifUa-ge Conditions, p. 12."
2. In teosterbs hi.e \v.,:ii"ce 'evil.
3. In Webster's ITTe Duche’iïï’"oTfD"alfi.
4. In Tourneur's lTi.e AtlieTsT's Tragedy,
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round. Lhere In the compass of Elizabethan drama can we 
find the type which can adequately fit, for instance, Mac
beth? Is it in the type to which Tamburlaine belongs? or 
even Shakespeare's own early character, Richard the Third?
If the nineteenth-century construed Shakespeare's major 
characters rather naturalistically, the twentieth-century 
critic is in danger of conceiving them in accordance with 
his own likes and prejudices. V/e have cone to attach too 
great a significance to the purely formal, whether in 
music, art or poetry. But it is useful to remember that 
excessive formalization ends in sterility, just as insen
sitivity to form results in blindness to the figure in the
carpet. Wlien one critic likens Shakespeare's plays to1
tapestry or Chinese painting, and another implies that
Shakespeare's characters qua types remain static or do net
undergo much development, a reaction against the purely
formal would be healthy, and a return to Coleridge's sane
position should be preached. It is only in the twentieth
century that we have come to hear the strange notion that a
static character can be tragic, or that the tragic can
consist in a situation in which a number of static characters

3are hurled together. If, as Coleridge believed, choice is
4

the essence of the tragic, then how can a static character,
TT iiardin dr'ai% 'Trends in hodefn Shakespeare Scholarship'7 

Shakespeare Survey, (1943), p.113*
2. M.0 .BraJbroolc, ÊlTzabetJian Sta*:e Conditions, p.38: 'In

' the development of a character CiiakTspeax-e was as a 
rule not interested.'

3* Indeed because of their particular form, and because 
the fate of their characters is decided beforehand, 
the Japanese ho_plays can afford to be somewhat static

(cont.) '
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i.e. a character whose be lia vl our is determined before hand, 
after hearing its first few lines, have in any way the 
possibility of choice?

To say that choice is the essence of the tragic does 
not imply that character is destiny, but that without char
acter, character which has the possibility of development, 
and which is sufficiently humanized for us.to be interested 
in its actions and its fate, there can be no real tragedy. 
If a Shakespearean play is a poetic statement of human 
values, then its characters have to bear some degree of 
resemblance to man. Particularly in plays in which charac
ter happens to be the main interest, the main 'key* to 
their 'meaning', character must be other than static.
Surely Lear in the storm scene is not quite the Lear of 
the opening of the play, and he has certainly travelled a 
long way to arrive at the position of the Lear taken pri
soner with Cordelia, telling her that they two alone will
foovnoGe 3 continued from page 347 and lootnote^:

and formal. Unlike European drama, this kind of Japanese 
drama does not offer us, as it were, living characters, 
but the ghosts of characters who come back to narrate 
and pnrtly^ re-enact and mime the story of their lives.
The whole action is therefore very much distanced from 
us, whereas in Shakespearean drama we are actually wit
nessing a present unfolding of human events, no more 
distanced from us than a work of art necessarily is. 
from the point of view of form Japanese drama bears a 
somewhat similar relation to the Shakespearean as 
opera proper to music drama. Shakespearean drama has 
been likened to Chinese painting, but I do not think 
any one, as yet at least, has asserted its similarity 
to Japanese drama. See Donald Keene, Japanese Litera- 
fcre. (load., 1953). PP-53 & 65. "
3. SIi. Crlt.. vol.il, p.273.
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1
sing like birds i' the cage. Would it not be rash to say2
that neither Othello nor Macbeth (nor even Lady Macbeth) nor 
Troilus develops, to say nothing of hamlet's choice.

Of course, as Coleridge believed, a Shakespearean play 
is not meant to be a delusion*. That is why methods that 
assume the naturalistic criteria, whether they are used by 
Morgann, Ernest Jones or F.I.Lucas are to be discouraged 
on the grounds that they start with a wrong assumption. But 
this does not mean that what we are dealing with ià a 
world completely alien from ours, and is nothing but a set 
of walking gorgeously attired abstractions declaiming sten- 
torianly a good deal of fine verse. It is a world of 
direct human relevance. A poet can never convey his 
serious dramatic vision of life unless his medium, the 
world we are witnessing, is convincing enough. In Bio- 
graph!a Llteraria Coleridge explains that the object of 'ad 
herence to the truth of nature' is 'to excite the sympathy

a
of the reader', to arouse in him the necessary degree of 
concern and interest. This is precisely Shakespeare's 
greatness, and his superiority to his contemporaries. There- 
as most of them presented only those 'abstractions', or the

1. On the development of Lear see Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.66. 
and infra., p.jTT.

2. See the development of Lady Macbeth from Act i, sc.5 to 
Act iii, sc.2, where signs of change begin to show

themselves and the end of Act iii, sc.4, which is
clearly a turning point, and which paves the way for 
Act V, sc.l.

3. B.L., vol.ii, p.5.
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wooden conventional characters based upon them, coming to 
life now and then, Shakespeare, by transcending these conven
tions and the 'primitive technique', managed to make his 
world convincing to us* The conventions can perhaps be 
seen through his characters, but certainly in the mature 
works,they are not the characters themselves. Falstaff has 
travelled such a long way from the Braggart Soldier that 
a knowledge of his humble ancestry does not afford us much 
help. lago may be derived from Aaron, hichard the Third, 
or Marlowe's Barabas; but it would be wrong to regard him,
as with some justification we may regard the others, just

. 1̂'
as 'a, Machiavel, or stage villain. *

It is indeed gratifying to notice that when Hiss 
Bradbrook comes to develop her views in the more compre- ■ 
hensive work, Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan Tragedy. 
she finds that she has t o make some Important qualifications 
to the view expounded in her earlier essay, tliat Shakes
peare's characters should be treated as-theatrical types;

TJie plays of Shakespeare should be, as far as possible, 
excluded from the mind when the lesser Elizabethans 
are considered. Shakespeare can be judged by nine
teenth-century standards (or any other standards, for 
that matter) without suffering an eclipse. lie is so 
different from his contemporaries, particularly in the 
matter of characterization, that it is unfair to judge 
them by him. 2

One may add that it is equally unfair to judge him exclu
sively by them. In fact, the dangersof doing so are never

1. E.2.Stoll, Shakesneare Studies, (îI.Y., 1927), p*387*
2. M.S.Bradbrook, 'and Conventions of Elizabethan

Tragedy. (Camb., f935TT'pTor
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pointed-out more strongly than by Hiss Bradbrook herself
indirectly in her book. Practically to every Elizabethan
dramatic convention Shakespeare's plays, especially the
mature tragedies, are alleged to form an exception. Ms are
told, for instance, that in Elizabethan drama characters
are types which are' 'pretematurally rigid'; they could
not 'interact upon each other'. But to this generalisation

2 ■
Shakespeare is the exception. Again we are told that
characters in Elizabethan drama do not develop; but again

' ■ ' _ 3Shakespeare is cited as the exception.  ̂'Credibility of
slander*, says Miss Bradbrook, following Professor Stoll
more closely, is a convention used again and again by
Elizabethan dramatists in order to complicate action. But
in Othello, she goes on, slander is made credible and 'the
movement of the hero's mind from security through doubt to

4
a conviction by the slander is adequately shown'. likewise, 
soliloquies, as used by Elhabethan dramatists like Jonson 
and Chapman, are always to be 'taken straightforwardly and 
not with reference to the character of the speaker'; but

1. !a.O.Bradbrook, Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan
T r a p ' e (0amb. 7^9 J5TT p.50.

2. - IbIdTTp.61.
3. Iioo.Cit.
4. rgcT— P.G3.
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1

Shakespeare is the exception again. And so on. In fact,
the book may be taken as a dociment revealing indirectly how
in Shakespeare's mature plays the Elizabethan dramatic •
conventions have undergone such a complete metamorphosis

2
that it is very hard indeed to trace their origin. ■ It is
an illustration of Coleridge's dictum that

it is natural that a poet should conform to the cir
cumstances of his day, but a true genius will stand 
independent of these circumstances. 3

Although Coleridge did not prove his case in a detailed,
scholarly fsoliion, he no doubt held the right end of the
stick when he said

Ko one can understand Shakespeare's superiority fully 
until he has ascertained by comparison, all that which 
he possessed in common with several other great drama
tists of his age, and has then calculated the surplus 
which is entirely Shakespeare's o?m. 4

Shakespeare's power of realizing his 'values' in concrete
human situations is entirely his own, and cannot really
be explained away by reference to contemporary dramatic
conventions.

Character therefore has to be consistent; it has to
H  lITG TE raT brbolc '7WLeme8'"'anT%ôhven t i o n F  o f i z a b e l i a n  ^

Tra.gej^ p. 130.2. Ill Inerrast book Miss Bradbrook admits that Shakespeare's 
characters 'range from the generic to the specific*, 
which is a much more moderate and sane position. Shake- 
sneare and Elizabethan Poetry, (Bond., 1351), p.95.

3. ni'7,-mFU2,-vr331--------
4. If Coleridge concentrates on the 'essence' of

Shakespeare's works, paying little or no\ attention to 
contemporary stage conditions, he is only applying his 
philosophical standpoint to literary criticism. We must 
not forget that his refutation of the materialist school 
of thought is that they mistake the 'conditions of a . 
tiling for its causes and essences', B7X77~^17i , p.85.
His criticism of Locke is that his book is an embodiment 
of 'the fallacy that the soil, rain, and sunshine make(cont.)
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conform to the general psychology of man. The 'accidental' 
in the initial assumption of a play is not as serious a 
fault as in the character; and yet we are shown by Cole
ridge how the effects of the former in Shakespeare are 
counteracted by the fact that the accidental there was 
part and parcel of the common tradition of the time. In 
the characters Shakespeare is too great a dramatist to 
present us with the purely arbitrary. In Lear. Coleridge 
writes,

The accidental is nowhere thé groundwork of the pas
sions, bat hie , that which in all ages has
been and ever will be close and native to the heart 
of man —  parental anguish from filial ingratitude, 
the genuineness of worth, tho' coffered in bluntness, 
the vileness of smooth iniquity. 1

These are some of the values the play expresses. They are
primarily moral rather than psychological. But they have
to be placed in a universe not unlike ours so tliat they
may have relevance to our experience. As early as 179^
Coleridge realized that necessity. The reason for his
strictures on the type of 'romances' in which 'the order
of nature may be changed whenever the author's purposes
demand it* is that it is 'incapable of exemplifying a 

2
moral truth*. As long as the author works 'physical

the wheat-stalk and its ear of com, because they 
are the conditions under which alone the seed can deve
lop itself.' B.L., vol.i, pn.236-237, There is in this*—  pm II I ii .I'Tn # " . __setence an implicit criticism of the argaiments of 
Sch'iicking and other determlnists.

1. . fh.Orit., vol.i, p.59#
2. Eh s.Grit.. p.371.
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wonders* no serious charge can be levelled against him, but
'the first moral miracle which he attempts' will doubtless ■—

1
offend and disgust our judgment, We cannot get away from 
judging by our own experience as human beings. Once the 
situation in which the characters are placed, however/ im
probable that may be, is accepted, then 'how beings like
ourselves would feel and act in it our own feelings suffi-

2 ' 
ciently instruct us.' Consequently Coleridge would not
have a dramatic character that is purely vicious. For a
character that is completely devoid of the common feelings
of humanity is not an adequate representation of it. It is
monstrous and therefore unnatural. Hiat is perhaps what
caused Coleridge to make the rash generalisation that Chake-

3speare became everything except the vicious. y
\Consistency of character, however, in Coleridge's view, \
\

does not mean perfectly adequate motivation, and it cer
tainly does not imply that a character's behaviour is abso
lutely determined beforehand, the thing which obtains in 
complete types. îHie rationalist approach to character, we 
have seen, reduced character to a neat chain of cause and 
effect. L*esprit simpliste behind it could only lead to an
1. ' ihslhJ3? t ., p I^oTe''^Te^srmrra^ between""^ le ri d ge * s

view and that of Lessing. See Hamburgische Dramaturgie. - 
No.45. , There is no question of influence here.

2. Ibid., p.373.
3. in f.T., April 5, 1833 Coleridge admits that 'Began and 

G-oneril are the only pictures of the unnatural in Shake
speare - the pure unnatural; and you will observe that 
Shakespeare has left their hideousness unsoftened or 
diversified by a single line of goodness or common human 
frailty.' For Coleridge's analysis of the artistic 
treatment of these characters see supra, Ch.II, p.260.
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inadequate and rather naive conception of personality. To
hold that man is a completely rational animal is to believe
that his actions proceed from completely rational motives.
If the behaviour of dramatic character therefore does not
tally perfectly with its conscious motives, the character
is dismissed as inconsistent and not true-to human nature.
It is significant that the critic who wrote the best essay
on Shakespeare in the eighteenth century was the one who
raised his voice against the concept of rationality, *We
might indeed, if we chose it, candidly confess to one
another that ... we are by no means so rational in all

2
points as we could wish,' said Maurice îvlorgami. But un
fortunately his voice was not hearkened to, and he himself 
did not always distinguish between nature and art, with the 
result that he sometimes lost himself in a wilderness of 
irrelevancies.

Like Morgann Coleridge realised only too well the in
adequacy of the rationalist concept of personality. Com
plete consistency and intelllgfility, Coleridge believed, 
is not human;

It is not the wickedness of Don Juan, therefore, which 
constitutes the character an abstraction, and removes 
it from the rules of prob?abilImy; luie rapid succes
sion of the correspondent acts and incidents ... Don 
Juan, is from the beginning to the end, an intellIgTl3le 
character; as much so as the Satan of Hilton. 3#
nee""subra, pp.94 ff.

2. DiuliDeenth Century Essays on Shakespeare, ed. D.N,Smith,
3. S.L., vol.11, p.IBS.
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Hence the residue of mystery in nearly all the major charac
ters of Shakespeare, the mystery which, in their attempts 
to make the characters completely intelligible by an appeal 
to the history and the conventions of the Elizabethan 
stage, etc. the modern rationalist critics explain
away at the expense of impoverishing the immensely rich 
content of the characters. To claim with the modem real
ists, that Shakespeare's characters are psychologically 
impossible creations and must therefore be mere illusions, 
because their conscious motives do not always explain ade
quately their actions, is in fact to claim that man is a 
completely rational animal., It is strictly speaking to 
hark back to the eighteenth-century rationalist approach,
the approach of Hymer no less than that of the late eight-1
eenth-century critics. Only a superficial view of psy— 
chology, which holds that man lives only on the level of 
the- conscious and that his actions are absolutely commen
surate with his conscious motives, can regard, for instance, 
the characters of Brutus and lago as 'unnatural' because

' ’SiT"£a-6ra,’’p}>. '9 4 0 "there' in 
SdhflckfngT" from his petty condemnation of janachronisms
to his objections to the clown and the melange des 
genres, and the general literal-mindedness which per
vades M s  criticism? The arguments Stoll adduces to 
deny Othello psychological reality are the common 
sense argument we would use in practical everyday 
life. The difference between him and Eyrner is that 
whereas îhaaer condemns Othello for not being 'natural*, 
Stoll applauds him for his umiaturalness. If one were 
to approach the play with the 'mood' of everyday life 
common sense, then it seems to me that of the two 
kymer's conclusions are the more tenable.
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tile former*8 avowed motives are not adequate, and the 
latter*0 cannot be reconciled with his actions. Tliis is 
apparently Stoll's view of psychology no less than Scirdcking'si 
Sohdcking found the contradictory impulses in Cleopatra's

1 '3
character too hard to swallow. Stoll all the time equated

2 -
the 'psychological* with the 'logical*. But there are in
fact two aspects to modern psychology. As a science
Freudian psychology presupposes that human behaviour follows
certain patterns on principle subject to rational investi-
gat ion. On the other hand, it recognizes the overvfielming

0
importance of the unconscious and therefore illogical as- •

s
peot of personality in determining behaviour. Nobody acts 
from purely conscious motives, ilan is mad, though there 
is method in his madness. Because of his habit of intro
spection and of his fascination by dreams and cognate ex- 

3
perienees Coleridge was aware of the unconscious forces 
underlying the human personality, of the inadequacy of 
motives to account for its behaviour.

Coletidge'a own view of motives is indeed interesting, 
and may explain his approach to the Shakespearean charac
ter more fully. The following is a lengthy quotation for 
which I feel no apology is needed, since the subject is 
both relevant and important.

1. L.L.Dchtichlng, Character Problems in Shakespeare's Plays.
pp.113 ff.

2. S .E .Stoll. Shakesoeare and Other M asters , e.g., pp.25, 
25, 40, 263":

3. Sea Humphry House, Coleridge, pp.151 ff.
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For wliat is a Motive? Not a thing, but the thought of 
a thing. But as all thoughts are not motives, in order 
to specify the class of thoughts we must add the pre
dicate, "determining" and a motive must be defined a 
determining thought. But again, what is Thought? - Is — 
this a thing or an individual? What are its circump- 
scriptions, what the interspaces between it and ano
ther? Where does it begin? Where does it end? - Far 
more readily could we apply these quotations to an 
ocean billow, or the drops of water which we may 
imagine as the component integers of the ocean. As by 
a billow we mean no more than a particular movement 
of the sea, so neither by a thought can we mean more 
than the mind thinking in one direction. Consequent
ly a motive is neither more nor less than the act 
of an intelligent being determining itself ... It is 
not the motives govern the man, but it is the man. 
that makes the motives and these indeed are so 
various, mutable and chameleon-like that it is often 
as difficult as fortunately it is a matter of compara
tive indifference, to determine what a man's motive 
is for this or that particular action. A wise man will ' 
rather enquire wliat the person's general objects are 
- what does he habitually wish? - thence deducing the 
state of the will and the impulses, in which that 
state reveals itself and which are commonly the true 
efficient causes of human actions; inasmuch as with
out these the motive itself could not have become a 
motive. 1

Thus an analysis of motives resolves itself really into
an analysis of the whole personality. The motive, in the
sense of a single conscious detemining thought, becomes
not only very difficult to detect, but in fact meaningless.
For the motive in reality is nothing short of the whole
being moving in a certain direction at a particular moment.
What matters is the whole man, his principle of individuation,
so to speak: what matters is not bmotive-mongering', but

2
'the individual self.' The motives in the common sense of 
the word behind lago's action are not adequate, and Coleridge

1. Coleridge on Lo-ic and Learning, ed. Snyder, pp.132-133* 
SIi.cTriT., voTTïÿ p. 33%
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is aware of it. But he does not dismiss the cliarao-
1

ter as a psychological impossibility. The living principle
beneath lago's character renders his actions sufficiently
explicable. To go much further is to presuppose that a
living character is perfectly intelligible. And after
all, as Coleridge was fond of saying, omnia exeunt in 

2mysterlum. Mr. Eliot was indeed right when he said that
'one of the gifts of the Romantic Movement to Shakespeare
criticism' was the recqnition of 'an element of mystery* in

3Shakespeare's characters. More than any other critic 
Coleridge was senMive to this element of mystery, espe
cially because of his views on the nature of motives. It 
is precisely this element of mystery that our modem 
rationalist critics endeavour to exorcise from the plays.
The realist critics fight shy of mystery with the same 
zeal and embarrassment as the logical positivists shun 
metaphysics; and perhaps there is more than a surface con
nection between the two. This is another reason why it is 
good to stress the value of Coleridge's position nowadays. 
Even Mr. Eliot of the 1934 admits that this gift of the
Romantic Movement is 'one for which, with all its excesses,

4
we have reason to be grateful.' We should remember that if
Îiil     • «m#  I'Htm-tmm     "m i.  g m, m. w rmm ' ^ m w w y iifl w i i. i i ii»w  i .iiiiiiii t , j  mm m    i |  lÊÊmtrnmmmmmmbee umnia:na7voT7i, pp.21-30: oTitnout the perception of tHTiT' truth it is impossible to understand the char

acter of lago, who is represented as now assigning one, 
and then another, and again a third, motive for his con
duct, all alike the mere fictions of his own restless 
nature, distempered by a keen sense of his intellectual 
superiority, and haunted by the love of exerting power, 
on"those especially who are his superior in practical 
and moral excellence. Yet how many among our modem 
critics have attributed to the profound author this,

(cont.)
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the characters of Shakespeare then.act not on a rational
1 . X

principle, but 'on the immediate impulse of feeling*, if
they do not give us a cogent rational explanation of their
action, itjs not because of their unreality, but because of
their essential psychological realism*. And as the author
was not a psychological novelist he could not very well
intrude in his own person and analyse in detail the various
motives of his characters.

But the degree of probability and psychological realism
is determined by the seriousness of the vision expressed.

2
So Coleridge seems to say* When we are no longer imme- 
diatly involved,.we remain outside the threshold of the 
dramatic nroper. In Comedy- of Errors Shakespeare provides 
an example of this case. It is a farce in the strict sense 
of the term. In a farce it does not matter if we cannot 
identify to the requisite degree the world that is being 
unfolded to us with our own. In fact, it is perhaps neces
sary that we should abstain from such an aot^f identifica
tion, for as a rule the effect of a farce, as a farce,
diminishes in proportion to the decrease in the detachment 

which we/
with/view it. To secure that detachment there is no attempt
FbôtnôTe^%l)bhTinuWTnRo^ 359 and Toornoteb ' 2,3,4%

the appropriate inconsistency of the character itself.'
2. AMs, p.91. -
3. A  (Toîil'oanion to Shakespeare Studies, (Camb., 1949)«p.298.

- Lac.Pit.
1. II.J.Grierson, Cross Currents in English Literature of 

the kVIIth Centur^ (%ond., 19W ) , p.lïTT
2.
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in a farce to make its world probable or convincing* As
distinguished from comedy and naturally from tragedy, a
farce is not only 'allowed*, but it actually 'requires'1
extraordinary licence in its fable* 'The story need not 
be probable, it is enough that it is possible*' The acci
dental, which if it is allowed to remain accidental, mars 
serious drama is the domain of the farce: 'A comedy would
scarcely allow even the two Antipholuses *.. But farce 
dares add the two Bromios, and is justified in so doing by 
the laws of its end and constitution.* But it is signifi
cant that in farce we are not concerned with the question 
of values* If there is any dramatic form which aims at 
producing a mere emotion, it is farce, which is on the same 
level as a melodrama. Every liberty is taken by the drama
tist to achieve his end, which is the production of 'laugh
able situations'. But it is also noteworthy that farce is 
the lowest form of drama, for who would think of comparing 
Comedy of Errors with Othello or Th.e Temnest? If a farce 
produces 'strange and laughable situations' it has achieved 
its end. But great drama cannot be satisfied with skimming 
the surface of the human spirit. It has to touch its 
depths and Uncharted seas, enlarging our awareness of the 
human situation itself. This a play like The Comedy of 
Errors, which is an explicit farce, does not pretend to do.

Dramatic probability, again, depends on the emotional 
level of a situation and the degree of excitement in which

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.99.
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the mind is supposed to be;
Many obvious improbabilities will be endured as belong
ing to the groundwork of the story rather than to the 
drama, in the first scenes, which would disturb or 
disentrance us from all illusion in the acme of our 
excitement, as, for instance, Lear's division of his 
realm and banishment. 1

Consequently the degree of psychological realism varies 
from one character to another, in proportion to the import
ance of the role a character plays in the varticular drama, 
together with the emotional level of the dramatic world it 
iniiabits. Generally speaking it is not necessary that 
characters in comedy should possess the same degree of 
psychological reality as those in tragedy. For instance, 
Coleridge finds that Prospère's behaviour in interrupting
the courtship between Ferdinand and Miranda is not suffi-

2
ciently motivated. Now a critic who regards psychological 
realism as the end of drama would either condemn this be
haviour as psychologically unconvincing, or else try to 
reconcile it with Prosperous character* Haslitt, as an 
example, follows the second course, maintaining that it is 
'in character with the magician, whose sense of preternatural
power makes him arbitrary, tetchy, and impatient of opposi- 

3tion,* which is rather straining the character for tne sake 
of preserving the psychology* Likewise SEiflcking finds in

8Ii.Crit., vol.i, p. 130.
2. OFIe "Tempest. I, 11, 451 ff.
3. VilTiaai hazlitt, The Complete Y/orkâÿ ed* P.P.Howe, 

vol.4, p.242*
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1M s  behaviour some thing of a humourless schoolmaster, and 

Dover Wilson regards him as *a terrible old man almost as
2

tyrannical and irascible as Dear at the openirig of his play,* 
But such interpretations cannot be convincingly corrobora
ted by the text, Coleridge, however, admits the absence 
of complete psychological probability, but he still consi
ders Prospero'e alleged reason 'lest too light winning 
Make the prize light' to be a sufficient motive 'for the 
ethereal connexions of the romantic imagination, although 
it would not be/)o for the historical* * In other words, a 
romance play' does not require the same degree of psycholo
gical probability as a play of a higher emotional level. It 
is therefore irrelevant to ask for the same degree of psy
chological probability in The Tempest as for instance in
Macbeth, since the former is deliberately 'nitched in a

4
lower key throughout..' Similarly when Coleridge discusses
The Winter's Tale, he writes that 'it seems mere indolence
of the great bard not to have in the oracle provided some
ground for Hermione's seeming death and fifteen years con-

5
ceaLment, voluntary concealment.* By suggesting that Shake
speare could have remedied the fault by the mere addition of

ETir^'Fch'EcSng , "ljhar̂ acWF"TFo^ £n*̂ l'>nÆ'e s p e a re * F
pp.243 ffT"

2. T,Dover Wilson, fihe Meaning of th e  Tempest, (1936), 
Quoted by E.M.W.TîlTS^ardT^ S h ak e sp e a re 's  Last P la y s ,  
(Dond., 1951), p.54. ^

3, Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.135.
4, '^cTUrt.
5. ItTTcuT̂ lfol.i, p.ll9.
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some such 'obscure sentence' to the words of the oracle as
'Nor shall he (I.e. Deontes) ever recover an heir if he
have a wife before that recovery,' Coleridge's intention
is not to make ,the behaviour of Hemione rational in the
strict sense, or, as Miss Bradbrook thinks, to 'relieve her 

‘ - 1 
from a possible charge of hard-heartedness', but rather
to create that quantum of probability necessary for draria.
But he realizes that in a romance play like The Winter's
Tale, no great degree of probability is aimed at by the
poet. It is, he remarks 'on the whole exquisitely res-

2 •

pondent to its title.'
Not only in romances can psychological probability to 

some extent be sacrificed, but even in a serious tragedy 
a minor character may be deliberately unrealised and made 
somewhat symbolical. Tor instance, the Fool in Lear is not 
altogether just a realistic clown to provide tragic relief 
or to please the groundlings. He is 'no comic buffoon to
make the groundlings laugh, no forced condescension of

' ' ' 3 '

Shakespeare's genius to the taste of his audiences.* The
eighteenth-century had generally thought he was, and conse
quently he was cut out in the stage productions of the 

4
time. Of course, there were individual critics in the 
eighteenth century vbio objected to the tampering with Shake-

1. M.C.Bradbrook, Elizabethan Staae Conditions, p.84.
2. Sh.Crit., vol.irSTIigr---------- --------
3. rZildTn/ol.i, p.63.
4. Tne Fool was not restored to the stage until I83S. 

See B.ïïicliol Smith, Shakesneare in the Eighteenth SaaiüïïL, (Cxf., 1928)717247
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spoare's text, particularly as the century drew to its 
close. But it was Coleridge who pointed out the exact 
nature of the Fool in King Lear, Tïie Fool, he wrote, is 
'brought into living connection with the pathos of the play, 
with the sufferings;' since Cordelia's departure, Shake
speare tells us, the Fool 'hath much pined away.' He has 
an important symbolical function to fulfil; he acts as 
an impersonal commentator on, and a pointer to, what goes 
on in the. mind of Lear, For instance, the Pool's 'gro
tesque prattling* at the end of the first act 'seems to
indicate the dislocation of the feeling will oh has begun

- 1
and is to be continued' in the mind of Lear himself.

In the serious plays, however, the degree of round- 
neoa and psychological truth of the main characters naturally 
increases with the maturing of Shakespeare's genius • Cole
ridge detected the formal nature of the characters where 
it is obvious in the early plays. For instance, in Richard 
the Second he noticed that characters are formal in the 
sense that they have no more reality than a poet assigns 
to them in certain situations, that they have no third 
dimension, so to speak. The result is that a character may 
say something in a particular situation which is patently 
out of character. For a moment it ceases altogether to be 
an individual character and acts as a chorus uttering general 
truths that bear no relation tu its own nature. This in
organic quality in character, Coleridge remarks, belongs

1. Sh,prit^^ vol.i, p.64.
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only to Shakespeare's early work. In the case of Hichard
lit he tries to account for this feature, saying that
Shakespeare takes the historical reality of his characters \
for granted, and assumes that it is equally known to his
public, with the result that lie is not so much concerned y
with impressing his audience with their reality (as he does
with his non-historical characters) as with pointing out
certain truths* Hence a character may act as itself and
 ̂as a Greek chorus, not indeed at one and the same time as
is the case sometimes in the mature works, but at different 1
moments* But Coleridge's explanation of the lack of com
plete dramatic reality in some of the characters of Richard 
II is very shaky, as he himself realizes. His idolatry 
here drives him to find excuses for Shakespeare's artistic 
lapses, where there can be none. For in the sarae breath 
he declares that 'it does not exactly justify the practice', 
and remarks that this fault in dramatic conception and
tec,Inique is 'infrequent in proportion to the excellence

2
of Shakespeare*s plays.'

Coleridge was also aware how a number of Shakespeare's 
characters fall under certain types, and he traced the de
velopment of these types in Shakespeare’s Iiands. Just as 
he found that Love's Labour's Lost, which is an early work, 
mirrors forth, though in a minor form, some of the qualities 
of the later productions, so he saw that Berowne and Rosaline

1 -4-4.
1. Ch.Grit., vol.i, p.I64,
2* Cf. supra, pp.f297 ff *
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1
are the prototypes of Benedick and Beatrice. Berowne is
also the prototype not only of Benedick hnt of lierontio as 2
well. Costard is the 'gronndwork* of Tapster in Measure
for Measure, and Ball of Dogberry. The pedant In IIolo-

■3femes is the germ of his equivalent in Polonius. laimce
4in Two Gentlemen foreshadows laimcelot in Merchant of Venice, 

In the early characters we see the germs of the later con
ceptions. ^True genius,* says Coleridge, 'begins by gene
ralizing and condensing; it ends in realizing and expan-

5
ding. It first collects the seeds.* Thus by comparing.the 
earlier with tie later works we can watch the development 
of the dramatic artist in Shakespeare. In Love * e .Labour * s 
Dost there are 'many of Shakespeare's characteristic fea
tures* in which we find all the potentialities of his 
maturity. In them, as it were, we see *a portrait taken 
of him in his boyhood. * The earlier sketches seem to be 
studies for the later finished works. But they are not 
studies made with the object of furnishing material to be 
exhibited in a portrait gallery. Bach of these characters, 
although broadly it conforms to a type, serves a particular 
purpose in the play from which it derives its existence.

1. 2h.Crit., vol.1,.p.92.
2. 33%B:;-vol.ii, p.108.
3. , vol.i, pp.92-93*
4. Tbiji., vol.i, p.99.
5. rtyid., vol.i, p.92.
G. -^iZckCit.
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And it is always a dramatic purpose, Berowne, Mercutio
and Benedick belong to the same family, but they fulfil
different functions. Tliere would have been no tragedy in
Borneo and Juliet if such a character as Mercutio, with his
nobility, charm and generosity, which endear him to Borneo,

1
had not been there to be sacrificed. Conversely without

2
Benedick Much Ado would have been no comedy. The education
of Berowne is essential to the meaning of the play of which 
; /  ■' 3he is a part.

The main characters at least in the mature works ob-* 
viously grow beyond the limits of types and conventions. 
Coleridge realizes that the ground work of Hamlet, for
instance, is the -melancholy type. lie sees h i s  affinity to

4 4
the melancholy Jacques. But he is sensitive, as who can
not be, to the complexity of Hamlet's character, to his 
growing beyond the conventional framework of the type.
The speech 'To be or not to be . he remarks, is
appropriately given to Hamlet, but 'it would liave been

5too deep' for Jacques. He also intimates that Hamlet's 
doubts concerning the ghost's message are not the unjusti
fied doubts o f  a diseased character in the face of contrary 
evidence. Bather he seems to place the conflict in Hamlet's

1. Sli.Orit,, vol.ii, p.132. See sunra, pp. 262,
2. Sli.Cril., vol.i, p.226,.ariWW^.1, M  '. vmem W W ’tm ,

3 . See sunra, p . p .  298 f f ,
4. Sh.Orit,, vol.i, p.29.
2" Cit.
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mind in the larger context of contemporary opinion. Cole- —  
ridge goes to the writings of Sir Thomas Browne, to support 
his view that until the staging of the play Hamlet's mis
givings about the possibility of the Ghost being the incar
nation of the devil, and his consequent fears of damnation,

1
are both genuine and sincere. Hamlet's predicament is there
fore a real one; his sorrows are not artificial sorrows 
spun round a mere melancholic Humour.

In the analysis of the major characters, the type of 
analysis which began in the form of describing its actions 
from without in the early eighteenth century and took a

, I ' ' 2
more inward turn later in the century, Coleridge, in a sense, 
may be said to have carried on the achievement of his pre
decessors among the Shakespearean critics. But he was 
better qualified than many of them. He had an exceedingly 
sharp eye for the subtle distinctions between one character 
and another, and noted the minutest change from one moment 
to another in the emotional life of each character. Unlike 
Richardson he did not often force the text to agree with a 
preconceived simple moral theory. Rather he had an open, 
sens&ive and perceptive mind, with the result that nearly 
all the outstanding traits in the characters lie dealt with 
are all there in his accounts. Bor instance, his analysis 
of the character of Hamlet, however much we may disagree

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.i, p.28.
2. See gĴ ira, PP* 81.
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with his final interpretation, is indeed a masterly piece 
of Shakespearean criticism of its kind. His account of 
the salient points in the character is just and almost ex
haustive. lie noted his meditativeness, his habit of intro
spection, his morbid preoccupation with death, his melan
choly, his tedium vitae, his fits of passion, his 'half- 
false* madness, his wild jesting immediately after his 
fateful interview with the Ghost (the ludicrous is 'a 
common mode by which the mind tries to emancipate itself 
from terror*), his exuberancy of mind, his fondness for 
puns and ambiguities (and all that it means), his tendency 
to generalise his situation, his gentlemanly manners, his 
nobility of soul, etc. ... In this connection it is worth 
mentioning that the charge that Coleridge identifies himself 
with the character of the protagonist is largely ill- 
grounded, and indeed can be exaggerated. It is only true 
of his criticism of Hamlet, where he interprets the prota
gonist's delay in the lirht of his own personal tragic 2
experience. But we must remember that he was in part aware

3of that; 'I have a smack of Hamlet myself, * he once said.
On the other hmid, it waqZiis constant belief that 'the 
essence of poetry is uniYersaliti% * Great poetry, he nain-
Tl t., VOiTi, pp. f3-40.'
2. or. IjTT. , vol.ii, p. 104, Letter to Jolm Morgan (1814);

'To-morrow morning I doubt not I shall be of clear and 
collected spirits; but tonight I feel that I should do
nothing to any purpose, but and excepting Thinking,
Planning, and Resolving to resolve - and praying to be 
able to execute,' and his summing up of the character 
of Hamlet in Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.198.

3. T.T., July 24T~IF2Tr
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tained, does not address itself to 'personal feeling' and
'the sympathy arising from a reference to individual sensi-

1bility' is only 'a spurious sympathy#' It is not of the
nature of the proper response to the work. That is pre-

2
oisely why a character like Hamlet 'affects all men,' - And 
he always maintained that a Shakespearean character is "both 
an individual and a species* Besides it is only right to 
observe that in his remarks on the other characters of the 
play he never coirimits the folly of seeing them through 
Hamlet's eyes. In fact he seems to be sure (and he sub
stantiates his view by the text) that 'Shakespeare never 
intended us to see.the King with hamlet's eyes'# Similarly 
he tells us that we are not supposed to regard Polonius as 
the prejudiced Hamlet sees him:
h , It was natural that Hamlet, a young man of genius and 

fire, detecting formality, and disliking Polonius for 
political reasons, as imagining that he had assisted 
his uncle in his usurpation, should express himself 
satirically; but Hamlet's words should not be taken 
as Shakespeare*s conception of him, 4

Coleridge also points out another reason for Hamlet's dis
like for Polonius, namely his interception of the love

5 '

affair between him and Ophelia, But if his self-identifica-

1# Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.9.
2. 'HCocvUTt*
3. Ibid, vol.i, p.34.
4. THTd, vol.ii, pp.265-267.
5. TSid!, vol.i, p.30.
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tion with the character of Hamlet were as complete as it
is often made out to be, he would certainly have seen the
other characters through Hamlet's eyes, as indeed some
critics have done. It is therefore not quite t to
imply that Coleridge's Hamlet is merely 'an attempt to pre-

2
sent Coleridge in an attractive costume,'

Or take his searching analysis of.Lear's character — 
an analysis which is both psychological and dramatic.
Prom the psychological point of view he finds that Lear at 
the opening of the play suffers from 'a mixture of selfish
ness and seiisibillty, ' , He is selfish in the sense that he

3
haâ'aii intense desire to be intensely beloved', but his
selfishness is of a feeble kind: Lear is not self-supporting
since he craves for the absolute love of his daughters.
His sensibility is enforced by his rank and the long habit
of obtaining complete obedience. The latter converts his
selfish 'wish into claim and positive right, and the incom-

4
pliance with it into crime and treason'. Hence his tyranny
and his moral inability to resign his sovereignty even at
the very moment he has divided his kingdom, which shows it-

5
self in his punishment of Kent.

The psychological method, however, is not pursued beyond
the proper limits. There is just enough psychological rea-
T l See' ëg.''%^ôITeFl!âTêT3fr^hakesoeare, ( Loud,', 15̂ 39 ), p. 

154: *V/e see him (i.e. the Iting)"ïTîi'ough Hamlet's eyes, 
and share Hamlet's hatred of him.'.

2. T.O.Bliot, Selected Essays, p.33*
3. Sh.Crit., vôTTx7~P.55.^
4* JLoc.jCit.5. RiüTTnrol.i, p. 61.
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lion in the character; 'the mixture of selfisliiiess and 
sensibility', we are told, is 'stran® but by no means un
natural.' Lear is not a complete flesh and blood individual, 
and 'an addition of individuality' (to his old age and life
long habits of being promptly obeyed), Coleridge writes, 
would be 'unnecessary*' But Shakespeare resorts to a subtle 
dramatic method in his delineation of Lear, Lear's charac
ter becomes distinguished sufficiently for dramatic purposes,
as the play unfolds itself, by the relations of others to 1 . ' 

him. Tlius the 'passionate affection and fidelity* of Kent
- who is 'the nearest to perfect goodness of all Shakespeare's
characters' - 'acts on our feelings in Lear's favour.'. We

2
feel that 'virtue seems to be in company with him', just as
vice and evil in the person of his daughters and Edmund to
be against him, Hiis too seems to mitigate whatever bad
effect his extreme folly, pride and irascibility may have
on us. In fact Shakespeare manages most cunningly to make
all his faults 'increase our pity. We refuse to know them
otherwise than as means and aggravations of his sufferings

3and his daughters' ingratitude.' And from the very begin
ning Shakespeare has seen to it that Lear's selfishness is
not tliat of a vicious character, but of *a loving and kindly 

4
nature.'

1. Sh,Prit., vol.i, p.62.
2. XLairrjTvol. i, p. 61.
3. TSid., vol.i, p.65.
4. ÏFcTÜit. -
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Shakespeare in fact pursues more than one method of 
characterisation. In his discussion of these methods Cole
ridge is indeed enlightening. Bor instance, he points out,
by Implication, what we may call the method of single

1
characterization. This is the usual method, which seems 
to consist in the dramatist’s concentration on individua
lizing his character mainly through soliloquy, self
exploration as well as impersonal commentary by other 
characters. Of this method Hamlet, I suppose,. would be a 
good example. But there is also the method of double 
characterization. We find that the speeches in which one 
character describes on other quite often reveal to us both 
characters at once. This method of double characteriza
tion Coleridge detects in Macbeth, where Lady Macbeth in 
her famous soliloquy describes her husband : ’Macbeth is
described by Lady Macbeth so as at the same time to describe

2
her own character.’ This latter method, however, is too 
subtle to be reduced to a single formula: at one time a 
speech works one way, at another time it works another way. , 
Hut there are times when it works both ways at once. It is 
therefore futile to attempt to find any one single law which, 
we may suppose, Shakespeare consciously or unconsciously 
follows scientifically, since we shall have to allow for 
numberless exceptions to any law thvt our ingenuity may cause 
us to discover. Such laws as ’the Principle of the Objec-
n  ' n̂rrôrTT.7  ̂  ̂ '
2. ' iL ^ cT b it .
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. - 1 
tive Appropriateness of Dramatic Testimony* and so forth
are the result of a naive application of scientific method
to such a nice tiling as poetic drama. Coleridge indeed
has said tliaj^oetry has a logic of its own as severe as

2
that of science, hut the logic of poetry is not the same 
as that of science, Tlien lago tells us that there is a 
daily beauty in Cassio's life that makes hig6wn ugly we be
lieve him. But when he tells us of Othello that he is 
'horribly stuff'd with epithets of war* we do not. The 
reason is that we cannot take at any point one character's 
description of another for gospel truth without taking into 
consideration the nature of the character as well aa the 
dramatic situation. As Coleridge writes, 'it is a common 
error to mistake the epithets by the dramatis personae to
each other, as truly descriptive of what the audience ought

3
to see or know. ' Tdiat is always needed is critical tact, 
the kind of tact a great critic like Coleridge often re
veals. Otherwise our criticism will become mechanical, we 
shall misread the text and find ourselves beset by all kinds
of spurious problems. If, for instance, against Coleridge's 

4advice, we decided to take Hamlet's description of his 
uncle as objectively true in every detail of it,we would 
create, with 8checking, the problem of the incompatibility

1. L.L.Schtlcking, Character Problems in Shakespeare's 
Pla:{2* P«56.

2* vol.i, p.4.
3, Bh.Crit., vol.i, p.47.
4. ïlafl., vol.i, p.34"
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between .the King's character as we see it and Hamlet's 1
account of it. And to solve this problem we would have to 
resort to the old eightaentli-century misconception of Shake
speare's lack of art, as indeed Schttcking does. But we 
must remember that such problems are really pseudo- • 
problems, and can only exist as a result of the misapplica
tion of the scientific method.

Coleridge notes another method of characterization in 
Shakespearean drama. He often draws attention to what may 
be called the relational method, which, by its economy and 
indirectness, seems to be more germane than the other two 
to poetic drama proper. By this method a character is fur
ther defined, not by excessive psychological delineation 
so much as by the relation which other characters bear to -
it. Thus Ophelia's attitude to Polonius, 'her reverence

2
of his memory', acts in his favour and shows that 'Shake
speare never intended him to be a mere buffoon'. Similar
ly, but more powerfully, Kent's relation to Bear, his ab
solute faithfulness and devoted service to him, help to de-

3
fine the Matter's character and our response to him. Our 
interest in Helena in All's Well that Ends Hell is deter
mined 'chiefly by the operation of the other characters, -
the Countess, Lafeu, etc. We get to like Helena from their

4
praising and commending her so much.' But there is really
Tl T.'TTScHIukTu:^, Ch'aractêr^Tio bleias in "7Kiakespeare'*W 

Plays, pp.172 ff.
2. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.267.
3. lDidT7~vol.i, p. 62. See supra, p. 373.
4. T.P.,July 1, 1833.
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no sharp separation between these tliree methods, for often 
the three can be seen at work together in the delineation 
of the same character, although usually there is either the 
one or the other more dominant at a time*

Prom Coleridge's treatment of Shakespeare's charac
ters it is clear that he does not regard the main charac
ters in the great plays as purely conventional or as mere 
theatrical types. On the contrary, he sees in them a proof 
of Shakespeare's firm grasp of concrete human situations. 
Hot only does he note the different and subtle methods of 
characterization employed by Shakespeare, as well as the 
fine shades of distinction between one character and ano-1
ther, but he also pointas' out how the characters develop. 
And he is sometimes aware of the dramatic technique Shake
speare occasionally uses to reconcile the audience to 
that development. Bor instance, he shows how Shakespeare 
withdraws Bear after the storm scene, where we find the 
'first symptoms of his positive derangement', for a whole
scene 'in order to allow an interval for Lear in full mad-

2
ness to appear.' In fact in his treatment of the mature 
plays, at least, there is the assumption that there is no
thing at all primitive about Shakespeare's characterization. 
In order to arrive at a sound view of a character, he often 
considers the very expression it uses, the imagery and even 
at times the rhythm of its speech. lie points to the 'set

1* Mis.Orit., p.46.
2. bh.Crit., vol.i, p.6o.
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pedantically antithetic form' of the King's speech at the
1

beginning of the second scene of the first act of I-Iamle t.
and 'the laboured rhythm and hypocritical overmuch' of Lady
 ̂ ‘ - 2Macbeth's welcome to Duncan. The result is a more sensi
tive and broad-minded criticism than the so-called objec
tive interpretation. Ironically enough the so-called scien
tific criticism often ends by being downright dogmatic.
Bor instance, having stated his principle of the sufficiency 
of 'expressly stated reasons' for action for the under
standing of a character (in this case the reasons stated by 
the King, Hamlet, IV, v, 76), Schxicking goes on to 'conclude 
with certainty' that Shakespeare wanted us to know that
Ophelia's madness is caused solely by her father's death,

3and that Hamlet's desertion has nothing to do with it.
On the other hand, a detailed analysis of Ophelia's speeches
like the one attempted by Coleridge shows us how the two
thoughts, i.e. her father's death and her lover's desertion,

4”
remain inseparable in her mind.

But it would be wrong to think that Coleridge was blind 
to the exigencies of poetic drama and to the basic oonven-

. . .  5
tions v/hich its very nature imposes. Let it be at once ad-

BnTvrrC, volTITl?r2%
2. rŜ iciT, vol.i, p.73. For aûetailed treatment of this 

point see infra, Oh.Y.
3. L.L.SchtLoking, Character Problems in Shake sue are ' b

P*225* 33-
4. Sh.urit., vol.i, fp.3 4.
5. jTl.X.otewart, Character and Motive in Shakespeare, 

(Lond., 1949), pTo:
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mitted here that Coleridge at times forgot M s  own wise
precepts and hunted for psychological truths for their
own sake. For there are in fact two Coleridges, or, as a1
witty critic once put it, a Coleridge and an 8.1.0. And
we have seen how his theory of poetry consists in reality
of two incompatible theories, each having its different
assumptions as well as its different consequences in his

2 ' ' 
practical criticism. V/liereas his theory of imagination
led him to the conception of a work of art as a work of 
art, his pleasure theory did not;_ it rather confused art 
with everyday life. In the former he regarded psychologi
cal truth purely as a means; in the latter it became the 
end. Consequently because Coleridge found that in Siiake--
speare's major characters 'the reader never has a mere ab- 

of a
s tract/pas si on, as of wrath or ambition, but the whole man

3is presented to him', he often dwelt on tne psychological 
insiypnt and subtlety with which Shakespeare presents the 
whole man, as if these were the ultimate end of dramatic 
excellence ;

Shakespeare has this advantage over all dramatists - 
that he has availed himself of his psychological 
genius to develop all the minutiae of the human heart: 
showing us-fne thing that, to common observers, he 
seems solely intent upon, he makes visible what we 
should not otherwise have seen: just as, after look
ing at distant objects through a telescope, when v/e

TT UlephenTPo 11er I Sïïï¥rïclge (Tond7, 153$ ). V
2. Sce^sunra, Oh.I.~ ^
3# Sh.Cii% , vol.ii, p. 131.
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behold them consequently with the naked eye, we see 
them with greater distinctness, and in more detail, 
than we should otherwise have done. 1

And when he declared that 'one main object' of his lectures
is 'to point out the superiority of Shakespeare to other
dramatists* and that

no superiority can he more striking, than thatthis 
wonderful poet could take two characters, which at 
first sight seem to be so much alike, and yet, when 
carefully and minutely examined, are so totally dis
tinct. 2

- like Hazlitt, he was simply writing in the eighteenth- 
century tradition. Numberless parallel passages, parti

cularly from the late eighteenth-century criticism can
easily be produced. And by stating tliat 'every one wished

3
a Desdemona or Ophelia for a wife' he was already paving 
the way for such irrelevant and sentimental works as Mrs. 
Jameson's ?hakosneare's 'Heroines.

In fact it is abundantly clear that by calling Shake
speare a philosopher Coleridge sometimes meant simply that 
in his creations he reveals a very profound insight in the 
psychology of man. For example, when he compared Fletcher's 
Hollo with Shakes'jmre's Richard the Third he wrote:

as in all his other imitations of Shakespeare, he was 
not philosopher enough to bottom his original. Thus in 
Rol3ô  he has produced a mere personification of out
rageous wickedness with no fundaznental characteristic 
inpulses to make either the tyrant's words or actions 
philosophically intelligible. 4

2. vol.il, p.182. .
3. T.T.. Sent. 27, 1830. Of. Sh.Crit.. vol.ii. pp.127-128.
4. ZlITr. (:riï;., i). &.I. --------
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In the Essay on Method Coleridge, exactly in the manner of
Karnes and Richardson, illustrates a psychological truth by1
examples drawn from Shakespeare's characters. But it would 
be unfair to overlook the two different views of character 
expressed in the Essay on Method itself. While looking 
upon the characters as concrete illustrations of psycholo
gical truths, unlike his predecessors, Coleridge shows 
that he is sufficiently aware of the difference, between 
art and reality. The Hostess and tha Tapster, It is true, 
illustrate the want of method in the 'ignorant and the un
thinking'; but they differ from their comiterpart in real
life 'by their superior humour, the poet's gift and in- 

2 .

fusion,*
Ultimately, however, Coleridge's conception of Shake

spearean drama is not naturalistic. Referring to modem 
na'turalistic drama he writes that it is

utterly heterogeneous from the drama of the Shakespearean 
age, with a diverse object and a contrary principle.

, The one was to present a model by i m t ation of real
life, to take from real life all that is what it ought 
to be, and to supply the rest - the other to cony 
what and as it i^ ... In the former the dil'ie- 
rence was en essential element; in the latter an in
voluntary defect. 3

Perhaps we would not like now to put the difference between
the two types quite so strongly, or at least in these terms;
but from our earlier discussion of what Coleridge meant by

4
the antithesis he drew between 'copy' and 'imitation*,

3 .  h l l C U I T b . ,  p . 4 9 .
4. See Siipim, pp. 231 ff.
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we may be able to perceive something of the force of his
distinction here. Of course, Coleridge was aware of the
conventions inherent in the dramatic form Itself, from

1
'dark scenes' to ’asides* and dialogue. Ihien Sollicking
thinks that it would clearly be 'an absolute self-
contradiction if, for

instance, anybody were to explain in long-winded 
speeches, and with a great wealth of vocabulary, 
tliat he is remarkable for his gift of silence, and it 
would be equally absurd to endeavour to provè stupi
dity by a great display of clever arguments ... or to 
express a matter-of-fact disposition"in highly poeti
cal language. 2

he is clearly confusing drama with life, or approaching 
drama with the wrong 'mood'. He goes to Shakespeare's 
plays for literal truth, and when he does not find it he 
complains if psychological impossibilities. His criteria, 
in fact, are the same as those which caused Bradley to 
find in Macbeth the imagination of a poet, These cri
teria reveal a certain Insensitivity to the basic conven
tions of drama at any time. Precisely on Schtloking's argu
ments one might complain that it is a worse and more 
patent contradiction tliat in Merchant of Venice Portia, 
who speaks excellent English, rejects her English suitor 
because she cannot speak his language. This is the actual
example Coleridge offers to show the essentiallyconveritional 

3 J
nature of drama.

I:— ----------^2. L.l.üchücking, Character Problems in Shakespeare's 
^PlayB, p.35.

3. kh.Grit.. vol.i, p.123; Mis.Grit..p.452.
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Poetic drama has still its further specific exigencies. 
According to Coleridge, its proper domain lies in that 
middle state between pure conventionalism on the one hand, 
and pure naturalism on the other. A purely conventional 
poetic play will he more akin to poetry than to drama, for 
drama is after all a living action; just as a purely natu
ralistic play may he drama, hut no poetry. Making allowance
for Coleridge's prejudiced view of the Greek drama, which1
he derived from Schlegel, hut which he later repudiated,
this is what he meant when he said that 'on the Grecian
plan a man could he a poet, hut rarely a dramatist; on2
the present a dramatist, not a poet.' This is also the
assumption behind his discussion of the way a dramatic
poet should use language:

It cannot he supposed that the poet should make his 
characters say all that they would, or taking in his 
whole drama, that™each scene, or each paragraph should 
he such as on cool examination we can cUnceive it 
likely that men in such situations would say, in 
that order and in that perfection.

Yet, on the other hand, a certain amount of realism Cole
ridge deems necessary for good poetic drama:

According to my feelings, it is very inferior kind of 
/poetry in which, as in the French tragedies, men are 
made to talk what few indeed, even of the wittiest men 
can he supposed to converse in. 3

and which is the 'actual produce of an author's closet'*
It is again the happy union of 'the poet lost in iis por-
1. U Û U OrTt.7 vol.ii.''n.lQÏ7'"rg.'I7"TT!iF̂ T)rit.T P.3937
2. Uh.CÎrTT., vol.i, pp.203-204.
3. rGTWT~Vol.l. pisos.
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traits' and 'the poet as a mere ventriloquist' that is 1
needed. ' It is wrong then to assume that Coleridge conceived
of a Shakespearean play as a kind of naturalistic drama
only written in verse. This is largely the eighteenth-
century view, but not that of Coleridge. In Biograpliia
Literaria we are told that'if metre he superadded' to a

. 2
work, 'all other parts must he made consonant with it.'
And he always considered Shakespearean drama primarily as

3a kind of poetry. 2nis could he seen even in his views
on acting. 'A good actor, comic or tragic,' he wrote, 'is
not to he a mere copy, a fao si mile, but an imitation of
of Nature.* He is in fact 'Pygmalion's Statue, a work of
exquisite art, animated with and"gifted with motion, but

4 "
still art, still a species of poetry.' And ha attacked 
the contemporary stage representations of Shakespeare be
cause in their drive for naturalism they sacrificed the

5
poetry of the plays* In fact, one can go further and
claim that he was even aware of some of the conventions of 
speech in Elizabethan drama itself - though not as conven
tions - the kind of thing that Miss Bradbrook and other 
scholars have recently pointed out. He noted the patterned

not less with the elder dramatists of England and 
France, both comedy and tragedy were considered as 
kinds of poetry.'

4. Letters, ii, po. 622-3; of. tT.L., ii, p. 145.
5. bee A on en dix .3.
6. Sh. vûTTi, p. 146.
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as well as the insertion of little poems in the dialogue,
to which Shakespeare drew attention by the use of incomplete 

i*
metre. But it does not require any deep study to be con
vinced that Coleridge's interest in Shakespeare*s poetry 
is just as great, if not greater than his interest in 
characters.

The use of poetry therefore entails a specific treat
ment of character. In Shakespearean drama characters are 
essentially the product of 'meditation*; 'they are the 
embodiments of 'ideas' or 'values', for 'Meditation looks 
at every character with Interest, only as it contains some
thing generally true, and such as might be expressed in a

2
philosophical problem.' Coleridge often talks about 'the
germ of a character* which is 'of such importance to under- 

3
stand,* meaning the idea round which the character is built
and the value which it is meant to convey. Once the mind
seizes hold of the 'Idea' of a character 'all the speeches

4
receive the light and attest by reflecting it.* The idea 
of a character is, of course, something different from mere 
psychological truth. The latter, Coleridge says, is not 
what we get in Shakespeare; for he does not give us 'psycho
logic portraiture', as naturalist dramatists do, but rather 
'a living balance* between psychologic portraiture and 
general truths;
I:— voT:i;— isT:
2. ri'ld,, vol.ii, p. 117.
3# Eh.Ji^it., vol.i, p.33.
4. > vol.i, p.227.
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It is not the poet's business to analyze and criti
cize the affections and faiths of men, but to assure 
himself that such and such are affections and faiths 
grounded in human nature, not in mere accident of ig
norance or disease, 1

he may not accept the values Coleridge finds in this 
Shakespearean character or that. We may & nd his inter
pretation of Hamlet's character too personal or his view 
of the values behind falstaffs too solemn. But the search 
for a pattern underlying the character, and indeed the 
whole play, a pattern of moral and philosophical implica
tions is significant. We have been doing the - same thing 
since Coleridge's time, nor can v,e help doing it if we are 
at all to treat art seriously. And one of the many results 
of such a search is the realisation of the profundity, the 
rich and closely knit texture, the organic unity of the 
plays. Unlike characters in naturalisti o drama, Shake
speare's characters

V from Othello, Macbeth down to Dogberry and the Grave
diggers, may be termed ideal realities. They are not 
the things themselves, so much as abstracts of the 
things, which a great mind takes into itself, and there 
naturalizes them to its own conception. 2

Yet they are not abstractions, for they have sufficient 
psychological realism and individuality. Unlike Ben Jen
son's characters, which are 'almost as fixed as the masks 
of the ancient actors; you know from the first scene - 
sometimes from the list of names - exactly v/hat every one of

3them is to be,' Shakespeare’s grow and develop. They are
1." Slu7?rTlH\ vol. i~7 p. 22oT" .
2. Ibid., vol.ii, p.162.
3. Ilfs ."Grit., p.46.
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alive, but their life is not that of pure naturalism. And
Coleridge knew how an author deliberately 'unrealises his
story, in order,to give a deeper reality to the truths 1
intended.*

Characters in Shakespearean drama are therefore both
individuals and species at one and the same time, and that
is Wiiat characters in poetry should be. Coleridge declares
his full faith in ’the principle of Aristotle that poetry
is essentially ideal, that its apparent individualities of
rank, character and occupation must be representative of a 

2
class. That is why he attacked the ’matter-of-factness’ in 
some of Wordsworth’s poems - a phrase which he coined to 
mean *a laborious minuteness and fidelity in the represen
tation of objects, and their position’ and ’the insertion 
of accidental circumstances in order to the full explana
tion of his living characters, their disposition and 
actions; which circumstances might be necessary to estab
lish the probability of a statement in real life, where no
thing is taken for granted by the hearer; but appear
superfluous in poetry, where the reader is willing to believe

3
for his own sake.' In a footnote he explains his position 
further in a passage, which for all its length deserves 
quotation;
TI Tus. crTY7,~ pTdboE '  ̂ '
2. x>. -ij», "vol.ii, pp. 33***34.
3. vol.ii, p. 101. Contrast with Priestley and other

sensationalist critics in the eighteenth century; see
PT.197 ff.



Say not I am recoimnending abstractions; for these 
olass-oh:.racteristies which constitute the instructive- 
ness of‘ a character are so modified and particiil/rised 
in each person of the Shakespearean ’Drama, that life 
itself does hot excite more distinctly that sense of 
individuality which belongs to real existence. Para
doxical as it may sound, one of the essential proper
ties of Geometry is not less essential to dramatic 
excellence; and Aristotle had accordingly required 
of the poet an involution of the universal in the in
dividual. The chief differences are, that in Geometry
it is universal truth, which is uppermost in the con
sciousness; in poetry the individual form, in which 
the truth is clothed, 1
Because characters in Shakespearean drama are general

no less than individual they are 'clothed ... not with such
as one gifted Individual might posmbly possess, but such
as from his situation it is most probable beforehand tliat

2
he would possess.* , Hence the importance of the dramatic
situation. For the truth of a character is none other
than the truth of the experience that it undergoes in a
given situation and in none other. A character is only a
constituent of a whole, and if it were disengaged from it
it would have no meaning, or at least, it would not mean
the same thing. For it is only alive in the particular
situation conceived by the post. The pattern of the whole
work is of great importance, not only in poetry, but in
the other arts as well.

The Helen of Zeuxis is said to have been composed from 
different features of the most beautiful women of 
Greece but yet it would be strange to say that the 
Helen of Zeuxis had existed anyv/here but in the picture.

2. TbTd., vol.ii, pp.33-34.
3. Fhîlosorbical Lectures p.234. of. D.L., vol.i, p.162:

lairesr part oi m e  most beautiful body will 
appear formed and monstrous, if dissevered from its 
place in the organic whole.*
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Hamlet’s madness, feigned or real, is not a study in mad
ness as such, and is not meant to reveal the character of  ̂
Hamlet abstracted from the situation. It rather consists
in ’the full utterance of all the thoughts that had past1
thro’ his mind "before - in telling home truths. * It is
born of, and reflects upon, the wider issues of the play.
Similarly Ophelia’s mdness biin̂ gs out most clearly some
of these issues. In her singing we find the ’conjunction
of the two thoughts that had never subsisted in disjunc-2
tion, the love for Hamlet and her filial love.’ , Her mad
ness has its roots in the dramatic situation, and the 
thoughts that come rushing in her disordered mind in 
rapid succession are formed of the ’cautions so lately 
expressed and the fears not too delicately avowed by her
father and biother concerning the danger to which her

3
honor lay exposed,* Far from being a ’mere portrait of
a Dutch painting*, the character of the Nurse in Romeo
and Juliet is not only ’exquisitely generalized*, but it
is also made ’subservient to the display of fine moral 

4
contrasts.* It derives its full significance from the 
whole dramatic situation of which it-forms a jart.

Each play is then an individual work of art. The poet 
is interested in creating, not a portrait gallery, but an 
organic whole. . The characters have to be convincing, to be
IT lirrUrTt7T~^T.T7' p.33.  '

4. ÎTla., vol.ii, p.204.
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sure; hut because they inhabit a particular world they
bear a necessary relation to one another. They have to be1
’real in relation to each other*, as Eliot justly says,
Lhile ’his eye rested upon an individual character, Shake
speare always embraced a wide circumference of others with
out diminishing the separate interest he intended to attach

2
to the being he portrayed,* Coleridge often admired
what he called ’the keeping of the characters’ in every

3individual play. Tor instance, in Richard II. not only are
the principal characters, Hichard the Cecond, Solingbroke
and York, ’easily distinguished from one another*, but ’the

4
keeping of all is most admirable,’

_ The beautiful keening of the characters of the play is 
conspicuous in' the'^uke of xoihE7™He7"^ike Gaunt, is 
old, and, full of religious loyalty struggling with in
dignation at the king’s vices and follies, is an evi
dence of a man giving up all energy under a feeling 
of despair, 5

- which, in turn, is what ha:)pens to Richard himself. This
is what Coleridge means when he describes a Shakespearean
play as a s;,mgenesia; in a Shalœspearean play, he writes,
the dramatis personae ’were not planned each by It-self. ’ but
’the play is a ggmgenesia - each has indeed a life of its
own and is an Individuiui of itself, but yet an organ to the6
whole - as the heart, etc. of that particular vniole. ’
1, ' fT%C''5Tio t T ïîe Te o t Is, " p .13uT
2. , voTTTiT'pp, 33-34.
3. , vol.ii, p.2üQ.
4. iDid., vol.ii, up,103-134,
5, vol.ii, p.180.
6, jm.,9. Prit., p.95.
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CHAPTER .FOUR 

Character and Morality

V/e have seen in the preceding chapter that, although 
Coleridge thought psychological probability essential to a 
major character in a serious play, he did not regard psy
chological truth as the ultimate end of a Shakespearean 
play or the main occupation of the Shakespearean critic.
A Shakespearean play is primarily a work of art, or, as 
he put it, a ’syngenesia*• As poetry it has for. him a 
serious ’meaning’, which lies, not in the psychological 
truths it reveals in its characters, but, as we have seen ,
earlier, in the moral values of which it is the concrete 1
expression. In this respect Coleridge can be called a
moral, rather than a psychological, critic - although we
shall have to modify the sense of the word ’moral’ here so
as to distinguish between his standpoint and that of the
eighteenth-century critics who hunted mainly for the ex-

2
plicit moral in the plays. Poetry, in Coleridge’s view, 
belongs essentially to the world of the spirit; it is the 
product of an act of ’meditation’ on the human condition, 
and that is why it embodies spiritual values. Dramatic 
poetry, especially, because it deals directly with the moral

1. See supra. Ch.II.
2. See supra, Pt.I, Section 5, and Pt.II, Ch.II.
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or spiritual world, cannot be divorced from morality in 
the broad sense of the term. Conseq.uently in his criticism 
of Shakespeare's plays Coleridge always points to the inti
mate connection between characters and moral issues. He 
would never accept, for instance, Blake's view that 'Good
ness or Badness has nothing to do with Character.' He
would agree with him that 'a Good Apple tree or a Bad is an1
Apple tree still, ' but lie would point out that the case of 
man is different. Man is such because of his self- 
consciousness: this is in fact the starting point of
Coleridge's dynamic philosophy. But self-consciousness 
also means to him reason and the moral sense. Goodness or 
badness, therefore, is not 'another consideration*, as 
Blake believes: on the contrary, in Coleridge's opinion,
the moral sense is part of the very concept of man. That 
is why moral considerations carry such a heavy weight in 
Coleridge's criticism of Shakespeare.

It is his moral qiproach to the plays which determines 
his interpretation of this character or that, of this play 
or the other. This is apparent in much of his criticism of 
the plays. But it is his treatment of Othello, which seems 
to me to reveal this moral approach in a peculiar and sig
nificant way. It may therefore be illuminating on this 
point to examine his treatment of this particular play first 
and in some detail. ■ Before we can discuss his general in
terpretation of it, however, it is necessary at the outset
to clarify certain points regarding a statement he once 
T l Blak^,^Ppgtry and Prose, ed.Geoffrey Keynes,
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made to describe lago'e commentary on his own vicious mac
hinations. I mean the celebrated phrase 'the motive-1
hunting of motiveless malignity*, which has led him into 
some trouble with certain modem critics, and indeed pas
sed current as the summing up of his judgment on lago's 
character. Besides, as will be seen later, his interpre
tation of the character of lago is an integral and Important 
part of his interpretation of the whole play.

That the phrase means, to begin with, as it is often 
2

understood to mean, the complete absence of all motives be
hind lago's actions is indeed very far from the truth.
Coleridge, in fact, points out the two passions that rankle

3in  lago's breast: disappointment and envy. Further he .
even concedes that Shakespeare has compromised on the
dubious question of Othello's alleged adultery with 

4
Emilia. But he also realizes that when we have exhausted 
all that could be said about lago's alleged motives, there 
will still remain something inexplicable and inscrutable 
about his villainy, something which cannot be accounted for 
by the apdication of a rational chain of cause and effect.

5
Aid, taking into account Coleridge's own views on motives,

1. Sh.Grit.t vol.i, p.49.
2. ÜeF, e.g., A.G.Bradley, Shake so e ?. re an T rage dy. (Bond., 

1950), p.209.
3. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.46. .
4. ÏMà., vol.i, p.52. .
5. Bee" supra, p>.357 ff,
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this is not because of lago's unnaturalness, but because
he is too alive a character to be reduced to any one wholly
intelligible formula.

It is, in fact, here that Coleridge's dissatisfaction1
with the purely rational approach betrays Itself* In lago 
Shakespeare has given us a character, who is alive and con
vincing, and yet whose behaviour cannot be elucidated ra
tionally - a problem which, as we have seen, has caused 
some previous critics either to make a capital out of inade
quate motives or else to supply,him with motives of their 

2 ' -,  own. It is significant to note,that William Richardson,
who attempted an analysis of Shakespeare's major charac
ters such as Hamlet, Bear and Macbeth, did not venture to 
tackle lago, although he dealt with minor characters like 
Jacques, Imogen, etc* For what leading passion in the 
eighteenth-century sense could be found in him? Unlike 
some of the eighteenth-oentury critics, Coleridge does not 
lose himself in a morass of speculation as to whether and 
how Othello committed adultery with lago's wife, whether 
lago was a good man before this happened, and like questions.
Instead he sees that in lago we are faced with the inscrut-

3able element of evil in human existence* But evil is not 
an abstract quality thrust upon him inorganically, from
1. ' Bee supra, pp c 7'
2. See supra*
3* On the importance of the 'lago-Bevil association* see 

G.Wilson Knight. The \’heel of Fire* (Oxf., 1937). PP.
125 ff.
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without, so to speak. It comes from within him, and is his
1

whole 'individual self*. The scientific Shakespearean
criticism of Schtlcking is committed to accepting lago's

2
avowed motives for gospel truth, and the historical method
of Miss Bradhrook leads her to think that 'Ills explanation
must plainly be accepted.' But it is amusing to watch .
Schficking attacking Coleridge's view of lago, and yet,
after a long-winded analysis, ending by declaring that 'the
reasons alleged by lago for his actions do not strike as

4
the real impelling forces' - which is the very position of
Coleridge. Only Schücking considers the inconsistency
between lago's avowed motives and his actual behaviour as

' 5
an artistic 'mistake' by Shakespeare. But if 'we see

6 -
him (i.e. lago) actuated by hellish malignity' we must 
not think he is the less human or alive for it. It is 
indeed better to be true to our respons e and admit the em
barrassing truth that he is a fearfully alive character, 
inscrutable as we may find him.
1. - Cee supraT p J5Ü. ' — —
2. L.L.Schücking, Op.Cit., p.207.
3. M .G.Bradbrook, Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan

Tragedy. ( Camb. ,~T933'7T 'pTBo. Miss Bradbro ok accepts 
uhquestioningly lago's explanation of his own villainy,
and yet she refuses to accept that of Ferdinand of
Aragon in Tlie Duchess of Malfi. because it is .'incom
patible with the facts~of"~the case* and with 'his 
tone and temper.' Ibid., p.64. But surely of the two 
lago is the more convincing character, and is therefore 
the one to be taken more seriously and not at his
face value.

4. B.L.Schficking, Op.Cit., p.211.
5. Ibid., p.213.
6. D3Td., p.211.
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Such an interpretation, as Coleridge's, which endows 
lago with exceptional 'will in intellect', and regards him,, 
as the incarnation of evil, naturally makes of him a major 
figure in the tragedy. Coleridge in fact objects to the 
representation of lago on the stage as *a fellow with 
a countenance predestined for the gallows,* and not as 'an 
accomplished and artful villain, who was indefatigable in 
his exertions to poison the mind of the brave and swarthy 
Moor.* This view of lago some critics have found hard to 
accept. P.E.Leavis, for instance, rejects altogether the 
dramatic importance of lago, maintaining that he is 'not

2
much more than a necessary piece of dramatic mechanism.'
This, however, much of a reaction it may be against the
Bradley school, is certainly going too far. It is on a
par with the purely 'conventional* attitude which reduces
lago to a ourely theatrical villain of the Machiavellian 

3
type. Ho doubt it is wrong to be sentimental over lago's
character, and look un on him in the face of the evidence

4
of the text as an almost tragic figure - a thing which
Coleridge, of course, never does. Hot only does the title

5
of the play indicate how the tragedy is to be taken, but 
Shakespeare clearly intended tiiat lago should be the villain
Ï." Crit., v:ol. ii, p . 27?*
2. P.lHTeavis, The Com ion Pursuit, (Bond., 1952), p.138.
3. See S.E.Stoll, Shakespeare Studies, (H.Y., 1927;>p*337«
4. A.G.Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy, p.218: 'In fact, 

the tragedy of Oth e l l o is in a sense his (i.e.lago's) 
tragedy too.' Î do not know where in the text Brad
ley can find the justification for the words; 1 would 
suggest that lago, though thoroughly selfish and un
feeling, was not by nature malignant.' Ibid.. p.217#

5. See supra, |>.293 ff.
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of tlie piece. We are familiar enough, with the type which 
forms, as it were, the substratum upon which Shakespeare 
built his character, both in his plays and in Elizabethan 
drama in general. But what is more to the point is that 
this is confirmed by the effect the character has upon us.
On the other hand, it certainly will not do to reduce his 
character to a piece of dramatic mechanism, as Dr. Leavis 
does, or to a mere type as Stoll will have us see him.

Coleridge may not have been fully conscious that the 
character of lago is based upon the Machiavellian type.
But his analysis of some of the salient points in his 
character accords with the Elizabethan notion of the 
Machiavellian villain. In lago, Coleridge writes, Shake
speare gives us a human quality magnified to the exclusion
of other human attributes; his character consists in his

1
being 'all will in intellect*. He is the type that sets 
himself on a higher level than the rest of humanity; he 
does not share 'the frail nature of man*, or his passions.
No moral considerations can stand in his way. On the con
trary, he coldly and unflinchingly uses the rest of humanity 
purely for his convenience, and as tools with which to 
achieve his ends. His end is always to assert his superior
ity, and if he suffers from any passion at all, it is pride 
in doing so. In his relationshipvith Roderigo, Coleridge 
remarks, pride is by far stronger than 'the love of lucre.'

1. Sh.Grit.. vol.i, p.49.
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All these are roughly the qualities of the conventional
Machiavellian villain, "but only roughly. For he is not a
cold compound of conventions; in him all these qualities
spring to life. He is *a "being next to devil, only not
quite devil* and yet he is made perfectly convincing. And

2
that is the mystery of Shakespeare's genius. But alive as
he is, he is clearly meant to he a medium for certain

3
•values', what Coleridge calls 'lagoism*. lago's 'passion
less character', which is 'all will in intellect* is 'a
bold partisan here of a truth, but yet of a truth converted
into falsehood by the absence of all the modifications by

4
the frail nature of man.' But all this Br. Beavis brushes
aside. He even goes further;

But in order to perform his function as dramatic 
machinery, he (i.e. lago) has to put on such an appear
ance of invicibly cunning devilry as to provide Cole
ridge and the rest with some excuse for their awe, and 
to leave others wondering, in critical reflection, 
whether he isn't a rather clumsy meclianism. 5

And Br. Leavis is upliappily among those who are left won
dering in critical reflection._

The truth is that Br. Leavis is driven of necessity to 
this view of lago's character by his peculiar interpretation 
of Othello. Othello, as he sees him, is aæntimental hero, 
an egocentric, who from beginning to end, betrays a notorious

1. Sh.Crit.. vol.i, p.49.
2. TT^ïd., vol.i, p.58.
3. T5IT. voi.l, p.49.
4. hoc,Jit.
5. T.Tr.Xeavis, Op.Pit.. p.155.
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habit of self-dramatization. This is his tragedy. His is 
essentially a psychological problem. Because he is egocen
tric he has never been really in love with Besdemona, as 
we read in Shakespeare's play. But, against the testimony 
of the dramatist's own words, we are asked to believe that 
what the 'egoistic* Othello really feels for Besdemona is 
not love but 'a matter of self-centred and self-regarding 
satisfactions - pride, sensual^possessiveness, appetite, 
love of loving.* Since the tragedy is 'inherent in the 
Othello-Besdemona relation' lago becomes only 'a mechanism

2
necessary for precipitating tragedy in a dramatic action.* 
Any odd villainous character would do for that matter, for 
Othello believes 'promptly* the slanderer of his wife. Thus 
the dramatic proportions of lago are greatly reduced at 
the expense of providing instead of Shakespeare's Othello. 
an entirely new play, we might as well have been reading 
Jean Anouilh's Colombe.• But is this really tenable? and 
is Coleridge's view of lago so wide of the mark?

By dismissing lago as a clumsy piece of machinery 
Leavis is simply running counter to Shakespeare's text.
If Coleridge thinks of lago as a major figure in the play 
it is only because Shakespeare has made him so. Until al
most the beginning of the change in Othello's soul lago is 
certainly the most dominant figure on the stage next to 
Othello, sometines as dominant as Othello himself. In a

1. P.H.Leavis, On.Cit., p.145. 2. Ibid., p.141.
3. It is a well-known fact that leading actors welcome the

role of lago as much as that of Othello.
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great and well-constructed play like Othello we refuse to 
think that such dramatic interest as that gradually aroused 
in us by lago is simply of no purpose. Besides, the scenes 
in which we witness him torturing Othello's soul have such 
a powerful emotional impact that any interpretation of 
Othello, which takes into cansideration the tortured and 
the tempted, leaving out the torturer and the tempter must 
bo false to our responses to the play. It is these scenes, 
in fact, that make understandable, though by no means 
acceptable, J.I.M,Stewart's fantastic theory that 'when 
poetically received Othello and lago are felt less as indi
viduals each with his own psychological integrity than as
abstractions from a single and, as it were, invisible pro- 1
tagonist.' Further, to claim that Othello believes lago 
promptly and without sufficient reasons is to overlook cer
tain aspects of the treatment of lago's character as well 
as of the dramatic structure of the play, thus confusing 
art with life. After all, Othello is a drama, a work of 
art, and not an event in everyday life. To judge its 
action purely by reference to every day life criteria, with
out taking into account dramatic considerations, involves 
a misapplication of the criteria and a confusion of 'moods'. 
It would indeed be irrelevant here to point out what these
1.' ' J. I. Stewart, G11 ar acl'er ̂ nd Imyb i v ë in Shakespeare,

(Bond., 1949), p» 10S'. ' Pope", who was'generally "only too 
sparing in his marks of approval of whole scenes, bles
sed the temptation scene (Act III, Scene iii) with a 
star. Even Ê nuer said that it was considered 'the Top 
scene, the Scene that raises Othello above all other 
Tragedies on our Theatres.'
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1

aspects are, for my object is not .so much to defend
Coleridge's interpretation as to show the nature of the  ̂
critical assumptions behind it. But it is sufficient at 
present to say that Othello would not have believed lago 
as he does had it not been for certain dramatic features 
in the play, one of which is the way Shakespeare conceived 
the character of lago. To omit lago, or to belittle his 
role unduly, concentrating on the Othello-Desdemona relation
ship, is to commit an offence against the dramatic pattern 
of Othello. This is not the way Shakespeare wrote his play, 
and Coleridge is indeed right when he stresses the impor
tance of lago's character.

The question is crucial to Coleridge's interpretation 
of the whole play. Coleridge, we remember, does not con
sider Othello a tragedy of jealousy. lie notes how Shakes
peare idealizes Othello's character as well as the rela-

2
tionship between him and Besdemona, how he emphasizes his 
nobility, his 'self-government'. In support of his inter
pretation Coleridge finds abundant evidence. For instance, 
he draws attention to Othello's calm reply: 'It is better
as it is' to lago when the latter tells him how he has

3
thought of attacking Brabantio. Shakespeare, he says,

4
seems to have made Othello 'above low passions.* Othello

1. See, however. Appendix D.
2. Sh.Prit., volTl, p.124#
3. Tbid., vol.i, p.48.4. B8FrUit.
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has

would not let Besdemona accompany him until he/obtained
the consent of the senate. His agreeing to taking her with
him to Cyprus ipiaotivated mainly by the wish to grant her
her desire. His trusting nature appears mes t clearly in his _
speech to the Duke at the Senate House, where he asks that
lago, *a man of honesty and trust*, should be given the
charge of bringing her to Cyprus. Coleridge asks us to
consider Othello's description of himself as one 'not easily
wrought.* Jealousy is not the quality emphasised in the
important murder scene, in the dialogue between Othello

3
and Besdemona before,he murders her. ‘ Othello is not 
jealous in the sense that in him 'there is no predisposi
tion to suspicion's

lago's suggestions are quite new to him, they do not 
correspond with anything of a like nature previously 
in his mind. If Besdemona had, in fact, been guilty,
no one would have thought of calling Othello's con
duct that of a jealous man. He could not act other
wise than he did with the lights he had; whereas 
jealousy can never be strictly right. 4
Because Coleridge was only too aware of the idealized

nature of Othello's character he did not see his tragedy
or, indeed, the whole drama as a tragedy of jealousy.
But why was Coleridge so anxious, as indeed he often was,
to point out this fact? The point which Coleridge was intent
on demonstrating seems to me to be that the tragedy of

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.124*
2. DTIdTTVol.l, p!48.
3. Ibii* # vol.i, p.53.
4. T.T., June 24, 1827.
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Othello is not centred on a psychological problem* Indeed 
the tragedy would have lost its meaning, or, at least, a 
great deal of its meaning if the hero had been portrayed by 
Shakespeare as a psychologically unstable character from 
the start. For what is there specifically tragic about 
an abnormal.personality as such? Indeed it is doubtful 
if an abnormal personality could at all be tragic, since 
because of its abnormality it would fail to be representa
tive. And character in tragedy, we are told by Coleridge,1
must be no less a species than an individual. Here the
comparison he draws between Othello and The Winter's Tale
is illuminating. Wliile certainly not being treated comi-

2
cally by Shakespeare, as Stoll seems to think, unlike 
Othello, Leontes does not strike us as a tragic figure, or 
even as a figure with tragic potentialities. The reason, I 
think, is obvious. Whereas Leontes's problem is largely 
psychological (he is, in fact, a pathological case) Othello's 
is moral. Or, to put it differently, the moral issues in
volved in the tragedy of Othello are greater and more sig
nificant. And without a profound sense of moral values no 
tragedy can be great. It is of the.essence of tragedy, 
for instance, to watch Othello, led.step by step to his 
damnation by the very man.whom he n&ver ceases to call 
'honest*, just as it is of the essence of tragedy to watch 
Othello, convinced by the demi-devil of the rightness of his

1. See suora, Pt.II, Chapter Three.
2. E.E.Stoll, Art and Artifice in Shakespeare,-p.14.
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cause, offering as a sacrifice to the just gods the very 
woman who has been only too faithful to him. . But, apart 
from other considerations, it is not tragic, though it may 
not be quite unnatural, to see a man, impelled by no force 
outside him, and for no apparent reason, suddenly suspect 
his faithful wife, and his innocent best friend, and 
tyrannically try the former and plot against the life of the 
latter. In the one case the tragedy arises from the human 
situation itself, whereas, in the other if there is any 
tragedy at all it springs from something of the nature of 
a disease. Othello is therefore not just a tragedy of 
jealousy, unless by that we mean that jealousy is a means 
of bringing about the tragic. But then that will not be a 
profound statement to make, nor will it advance us in our 
understanding of the play.

By denying that Othello is a tragedy of jealousy, 
Coleridge therefore went further than the psychological 
issues it involves. He cared too much for the poetic mean
ing of the play to be satiafie d with a literal meaning, and 
a partial literal meaning at that. With his vigilant
reading of Shakespeare's poetry he could not pass unheedinglÿ,1
as some critics did, the repetition of the epithet'honest*. 
Not only Othello, but'the other characters as well apply 
the word to’ lago. Coleridge knew that Shakespeare could 
not repeat the words 'honest, honest lago* accidentally, 
and he therefore set about viewing the whole tragedy from

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, pp.52-53.
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the point of view stressed by Shakespeare. Othello could 
not but believe lago, because of his subtlety of deception, 
as, indeed, the rest of the characters did (including Rode- „ 
rigo himself, who had no illusion as regards lago's dis
honest behaviour to others), and because Shakespeare has 
intentionally endowed him with a firm faith in lis honesty 
and love.

Because Othello's character is deliberately ennobled
by Shakespeare, and his attachment to Besdemona highly
spiritualized, his tragedy becomes not the tragedy of a
jealous man so much as that of a nobJe man who has been
deceived into seeing his ideal (where he has garnered up
his heart, and the loss of which would bring chaos in his
universe) thrown in the mire:

Jealousy does not strike me as the point in his passion; 
I take it to be rather an agony that the creature, whom 
he had believed angelic, with whom he has garnered up 
his heart, and whom he could not help still loving, 
should be proved impure and worthless ... It was a 
moral indignation, and regret that virtue should so 
fall: - "But yet the pity of it, lago! 0 lagoI the 
pity of it lagoI" In addition to this, his honour was 
concerned; lago would not have succeeded but by hin
ting that his honour was compromised. 2

1. has been o^'ec led that "lago "only has great luck to
his aid, and that not only Othello, but every character 
whom lago succeeds in deceiving is really simple- 
minded. Without underrating the role of fate, which in 
this play clearly joins hands with the forces of evil, 
one can still say that Othello is a tragedy and not a 
piece of Jonsonian satire^FônTTuiian gullibility. Tlae 
view that the characters in the,play are a mere bunch 
of fools or simpletons does in effect reflect upon 
Shakespeare's play. Yet the play clearly strikes a 
profound tragic note, and no tragedy can arise if the 
action takes place in a world inhabited by mere simple
tons. For, without having to be unduly optimistic, we 
shall fail to do the necessary identification between 
such a world.and our own. (See supra, )2. T.T.,Dec.29, 1522. ----
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Othello's experience is therefore nearer to that of Troilus
than to that of Leontes in The Winter's Tale, or Leonatus
in Oymbellne. But this is not all, for the reality Othello
has to face is much harsher and more hitter than Troilus
has ever known. The humiliation of such a noble mind as
Othello's is brought about by the villainy of one who is

1
both man and the incarnation of evil, for, apart from its 
ultimately mysterious nature, lago's evil acquires super
human dimensions by being aided by chance or fate. Tempted 
by the devil Othello-mistakes reality for appearance, and 
having lived appearance through, he discovers, when it is
too late, that it is only an appearance and that reality

2
is what he has irretrievably discarded.

1. See supra. 0,396.  ̂ , , ■2# Becaun^^'f his strange neglect of lago's cnaracter, and
of his view of Othello as an egocentric sentimentalist,

, P.E.Leavis remarks of Othello's speech when he disco
vers his fatal error: 'V.Tiip me, ye devils ...* that
it is 'an intolerabjy intensified form of the common "I 
could kick myself’" (Op.Cit.. p.150) - a remark which 
reminds one very strongly of Byrner. The speech, of 
course, is somewhat rhetorical, but Br. Leavis fails 
to see the function of rhetoric in it. One of the 
causes of rhetoric pointed out by Coleridge is pecu
liarly relevant here. 'Elevation of style,* says Cole
ridge, is 'an effort* of the mind 'to master' its own ,
'terrors' (Oh,Grit.. vol.i, pp.20-21). That is pre
cisely what makes Othello resort to rhetoric here. Vhiat 
v/e see in Othello at this point is not, as Dr. Leavis 
believes, sentimentality, if by sentimentality we mean 
an undue inflation of a trivial emotion. It is because 
the experience Othello suffers is terrible that he is 
trying by rhetoric to sustain himself through it.
Piietoric here in fact serves a somewhat similar purpose 
to the self-dramatization which T.S.Eliot detects in the 
dying speeches of most Shakespearean and other Eliza
bethan tragic heroes. Of Othello's dying speech Eliot 
writes, (What Othello seems to me to be doing in making 
this speech is clieerinp himself up. He is endeavouring 
to escape reality* [o'elec'beF"±;sea/s. p.ljO). This is 
far more perceptive than ^eavis's charge of sentimentality

(cont.)
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The tragedy of Othello is then the tragedy of the 
enormity of human deception and the fearful blunders of 
the spirit. This, as I understand, is Coleridge's inter
pretation of the play. It is true that he did not put it 
precisely in these terms, but what I have attempted here 
is only a reconstruction of his interpretation, based upon 
his various abrupt and fra^gmentary comments and suggestions. 
That this interpretation is neither excessively fanciful 
nor above the understanding of an Elizabethan audience can 
be seen from the evidence of other Elizabethan plays. As 
Mr. B.L.Joseph writes in his book, Ellzabe than Ac ting:

Footnote 2 continued from page 406:; : 7 .
and egocentricity. Nearly all Shakespeare's heroes

• behave similarly in their last minute, because nearly 
all stake the whole of their being upon some one thing, 
and once this goes their whole being is violently 
shaken. Their raison d'etre disappears, so to speak, 
and reality becomes much too harsh to bear. In this 
respect Othello is no exception. Wq^an with no more 
justice call him sentimental or egocentric than we 
can Coriolanus or Antony. Othello's feelings are 
true in the sense that given the Othello world they 
are, as Coleridge says, what 'any man would and must 
feel who had believed of lago as Othello' (Sh.Crit., 
vol.i, p.125). The man who sought to escape from the 
terrible reality by means of rhetoric and self
dramatization is also the man who in his extreme 
anguish Indicted himself in the simple words; 'fool! 
fool! fool!» (Othello,T.ii.323).
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The difficulties in tlie way of seeing into another's 
heart are often at the basis of tragedy, particularly 
in those of Shakespeare. Othello mistakes both lago 
and Besdemona, Gloster both Edgar and Edmund; Lear 
is blind to Goneril and Regan as well as to the real
ity inside Cordelia. Here we have penetrated to one 
of the fundamental truths of which the Elizabethan was 
sure to be conscious, as soon as he passed to consider 
seriously the implications of a story dealing with the 
consequences of a serious mistake. Man, unlike Gcd, 
cannot see into the heart ... No specialized intellec
tual training is needed to appreciate the situation in 
which lago, who has exulted in evil before our eyes, 
exchanges the 'action' of a soul over to Satan for 
the seeming appearance of one whose honesty is his 
ruling principle. Tiie seeming honesty is so like 
what it imitates that only those who have seen the 
devil within can know, or even suspect, that the show 
without tells a lie. 1

Othello's great mistake, Coleridge says, is that 'we know
2

lago for a villain from the first moment.'
Indeed there is abundant evidence, in the play to sup

port Coleridge's interpretation. For instance, the number 
of times such words as 'forms*, 'mere form', 'visage',
'shows *, * seeming*, * outward action', * extern', ♦flag', 
'sign', 'appearance', 'look*, 'well painted', 'deceive* 
occur in the play is so large that there is some justifica
tion in looking upon them as of the nature of 'key-words*. 
Not to say anything of the unusual recurrence of the word 
♦honest*,.which has already been detected, and the just as 
.frequent recurrence of the words 'seem' and 'seeming', 
which as far as I know has not yet been pointed out - there 
are certain crucial scenes in the play in which the contrast 
between appearance and reality is more striking and distur-

1. B.L.Joseph, Elizabethan Acting, (Oxf., 1951), p.107.
2. Lh.Orit., vol.i,
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bing tîian in any other Shakespearean play, Macbeth not ex
cluded. The decisive scene (Act IV, scene i) in which 
Gassio, as Othello is made to believe, confesses his adul
tery with Besdemona, is in a sense symbolical of the 
meaning of the play* The feelings associated with.the 
reiterated words 'seeming* and 'show' are crystallised here
and given a concrete shaoe. Othello has insisted uoon

, "  1
having an 'occular proof, and so lago asks him to conceii-

2
trate on Cassio's facial expression. As Othello is not
supposed to hear the content of the conversation between
lago and Gassio, the sharp contradiction between appearance
and reality is driven home, and Othello's misunderstanding
could not be more poignant. In fact, this mistaking of
appearance for reality runs throughout the whole play.
Even towards the end, before Othello murders Besdemona,
when he accuses her of misconduct with Gassio, she replies
in unfortunately ambiguous words, which being taken by him
only in one sense, only perve to Inflame his passion;

Des. Alas! he is betray'd and I undone.
0th. Out, strumpet I weep'st thou for him to my face. 3

The deception is also the theme of the sub-plot (the lago-

1. 0th., Ill, iii, 360.
2. Of. the way lago incriminates Eianca, V.i.104-110. 

lago's coioinentary on Othello's deception is:
As he shall smile, Othello shall go mad
And his unbookish jealousy must construe etc. ...

IV.i.101-104.
3. Ogu ., V.li.75 ff.
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Roderigo relationship), which in Shakespeare's plays is
often related to the main plot. The deception theme is to
he found even in the Turkish fleet episode discussed by the1
Duke and Senators in the Council chamber. Conflicting re
ports about the whereabouts of the Fleet succeed one ano
ther as a result of the T.uhcish attempt to conceal their 
real object. Their action is described by a senator as:

a pageant,
To keep us in false gaze. 2

which is itself an admirable coimuentary on lago's action. 
The failure of Othello 4s to understand not only lago, 
but Besdemona,* and the similar failure of Besdemona to 
understand Othello, and of Emilia to understand her hus
band, and the deception of the other characters by lago do 
not need pointing out. And when we come to consider the 
leading images in the play we shall find that they bear 
out this interpretation. Mainly they involve error and
deceotlon: for instance, the elements are described as

3
'traitors clogging the guiltless keel' ; Othello tells us

4
that 'it is the very error of the moon*. Lliss Spurgeon
has pointed to 'the current image of bird-snaring' in the

5
play.

1. 0th.; Act.I.sc.iii.
2. Ibid.. I.iii.18-19.
3. D)id., II.i.70.
4. Tbld., V.11.109.
5. Oar0line F.E.Spurteon, Shakespeare's Imagery And 

what It tells us.. ( Camb., "T933T» p33F.
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Coleridge no doubt goes to extremes when he denies ' 
Othello jealousy altogether. T.hen he attempts to prove his 
case he seems on the whole to be thinking of him before 
the temptation, rather than after. At least he seems to 
select deliberately only those examples which support his 
view and omit others equally significant. But if he con
centrates on Othello's mind before the temptation it is be
cause his object seems to be to deny Othello a jealous 
disposition. Colerüge's arguments are directed to the one 
end of proving that Othello's jealousy is not *a vice of 
mind, a culpable despicable tendency.' In other words, 
all the behaviour of Othello until lago's devilish temp
tation is not that of a jealous man. His jealousy is not
the child of his own mul; it does not arise within him

a
as a result of previous suspicions and/poisoned imagination.
Unlike Leontes he does not get 'excited by the most inade- 

1
quate causes.* It needed the wiles, tricks and insinua
tions, the masterly suggestion, the hypnotising and the 
blinding of none less than an lago, whom every character 
in the Othello world trusts, to set it in motion. To say 
that he succumbs to temptation too easily is to argue a 
, literal-mindedness in the critic, and a wilful inability 
to understand the concentrated nature of poetic drama, in 
fact, a demand for verisimilitude on a par with the atti
tude which quite unimaginatively refuses to respond to the 
tragedy because Besdemona, who has just been married to

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.122.
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Othello, has hardly had the time to conduct en affair 
1

with Gassio. On the other hand, if we approach the play 
with the right 'mood*, if we let ourselves respond imagina
tively to it, and refrain from measuring the time of the 
action of the play by the time the representation of it 
takes on the stage, we shall have no cause to complain 
that he 'promptly* believes lago. There is nothing funda
mentally Improbable about a man, lacking a jealous disposi
tion, at least no more jealous than any fond lover usually 
is, becoming to say the least perturbed on hearing a per
son, who, as far as lie believes, is disinterested and 
trustwortliy,tall him in a convincing manner about the in
fidelity of his wife. He insists upon proofs, and circum
stances conspiring to confirm his aroused suspicions, to
gether with his by now not completely unprejudiced mind, 
make him less prone to doubt the authenticity of the proofs 
offered him.

Yet it must be admitted that it seems perversity in 
Coleridge not to see jealousy in Othello after the tempta
tion. For nearly all the qualities which he tabulates as 
the 'natural effects and concomitants' of jealousy can be,
and have already been, found in his behaviour once lago's

2
medicine starts working. But 16 it just perversity that 
drives the great critic to entertain such a preposterous

1. This is, in fact, Rymer's rational attitude. See A 
Short View of Tragedy, (Lond., 1693)# pp.115,121,1^3*

2. 5ïïnJHU7V3I7T:-~5Ul22-l23»
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view? In denying Othello a jealous temperament we have
Seen that his object is really to make the problem of the1
pLhv moral rather than psychological. But why does he
emit to note his jealousy after the temptation? Coleridge
seems to go astray here, because he has seen other sides in
Othello's character, which if we missed or overlooked the
play would be the poorer, Coleridge is the first critic to
point out the ambivalence in Othello's feelings towards 

2
Besdemona, and by insisting on the other side in Othello's 
character he has helped us, who are not blind to his jea
lousy, to have a clear view of this ambivalence. By empha
sising such qualities as Othello's love for Besdemona, 
which can be seen, though intermittently, throughout, and 
its idealised nature, the sense of overwhelming pity he 
feels at the downfall of his ideal, his conception of ven
geance as an honourable act of justice and duty, Coleridge 
has made us aware of the complexity of Othello's feelings 
in a way which no interpretation of Othello as a mrely
jealous man can do. This complexity Coleridge traces even

3
in the very imagery in which Othello expresses himself.

As in Othello the.issues raised in the other plays 
are moral. In fact, the meaning Coleridge finds behind 
Shakespeare's plays is. always a moral rather than a psycho
logical meaning. With the possible exception of Hamlet, the 
X. " ̂ ee~ sLinra, " Po3oT~ffh
2. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.276 and T.T., Dec. 29, 1822.
3* bn.Urit.. vol.i, p.o4.
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great tragedies present to him moral issues. But even in
Hamlet, although lie is clearly fascinated by the particular
temperament of the hero's character, ultimately the question
he stresses is really one of conduct. 'Action is the chief1
end of the existence,' which is the summing up of his inter
pretation of Hamlet, is, after all, not a psychological but 
a moral assertion. One and the same problem, I suppose, 
can be put both in psychological and in moral terms; and 
we can to some extent translate from the one set of terms 
to the other. But it is a question of emphasis. And the 
emphasis Coleridge lays, as far as his recorded criticism 
shows, is on the moral rather than the psychological side.
He is not contented with saying that lago, for instance, 
behaves as he does because the make up of his personality 
is such and such. He is always introducing value judg
ments, a thing which strictly speaking is extraneous to 
psychology: in lago, he says, intellect is developed at
the expense of the moral reason. In other words, he does 
not merely attempt to explain why characters behave as they 
do, but he always asks whether or not they behave as they 
ought to behave, and from thence tries to find the moral

2
values which the author means them to represent, 'lagoism* 
therefore is not a psychological, but a moral term.

The problem of Macbeth, to take another example, is 
chiefly moral. Coleridge's interpretation of his character

1. Ch.Orit., vol.ii, p.197.
2. Tbid., vol.i, p.49*
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is tîmt he is a man deceived in himself. Before the murder
he is continually mistaking the voice of his conscience for
mere prudence, and after it for 'fear from external dangeri'
Indeed some critics have taken Macbeth's words at their face
value, and consequently have regarded his conflict purely

2
as a worldly conflict. And he has been painted to us as a
weak man, not in the sense that he has a diseased will on

3
which we are all agreed, hut in the sense that he is a mere 
bundle of nerves - a view which fails to take seriously 
into account the dramatic function of the opening scenes ‘ 
in the play and the deliberate building up of the heroic 
aspect of Macbeth's character in them. Again, as in the 
case of Othello, we are given to understand by some critics 
that the problem the dramatist is concerned with here is 
psychological rather than moral. But in a play like Macbeth. 
even more so than in Othello, it would mean distortion of 
all dramatic proportions to overlook the primacy of the 
moral meaning. He may not agree with Coleridge's particular

1, Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.80. See surra, pp.303 ff.
2.SchEcicing, for instance, says tliaT^vhat always occupies 

the foreground of his thoughts is the fear of the con
sequences, * (B.B.Schdcking, Op.Cit., p.72). But, of 

, course, Schücking would not accept anything but what 
comes in the 'foreground' of the thoughts of a charac
ter. That which is Implied, but which is equally real 
and sometimes even more important, does not cone within 
the orbit of scientific criticism.

3, Coleridge writes that 'his powers lack the direction of 
a controlling will.' A.B., p.197.
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interpretation of the play, but we must realize the
validity of his moral approach to it.

In concentrating on the moral implications of the
action we need not emphasize the nobility of Macbeth*s

1
soul, as some critics-have done and still do - a thing
which Coleridge incidentally never does. Nor should we at
the same time go to the opposite extreme and maintain with
other critics that even in the final scenes Shakespeare
clearly makes a complete identification of Macbeth with 

2
evil. After all, even at his worst moments Macbeth is not 
an lago or a Richard the Third. He only have to be faith
ful to Shakespeare's text and read it with an unprejudiced
mind. If we do that we shall realize the important role

3imagery plays in the speeches of Macbeth. The imagery 
upon which Macbeth draws to express himself betrays a recog- 
n ition of a scheme of values which cannot in any justi
fiable sense be termed evil. And what can we call this 
recognition but the voice of conscience, or at least some
thing very near it? It seems arbitrary to divest the. 
i magery of its immediate relationship to the character and 
concentrate on the total pattern as Knights does, for, after
!L. See e. g. Peter Alexander^ ^^a^espeSe^FTIf e' and' ArV. 

(Lond., 1946), p.173: 'Yet how shouXT^aTTIghler
Macbeth's power, one so eminently suited for rule and 
homage, be so troubled by Duncan's taking off, as never 
%gain to be the same nan he was, but for some profound 
rightness in his soul, an inexorable goodness that will 
assert itself the more, the more it is denied?*

2. L.0.Knights, Explorations, (Lond., 1946), p.30.
3. That imagery Is sometimes a means of characterization 

can be regarded now as a commonplace of Shakespearean 
criticism. On Coleridge's views on the subject see 
infra. Gh.T.
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all, character itself is an important part of the pattern.
In his interpretation of the character, Coleridge, on the 
other hand, takes a middle coarse. He realizes that Mac- 
heth’s words are not to be taken at their face value, and 
he is fully aware of the profundity of Shakespeare’s con
ception. Macbeth is not the incarnation of evil: if he
were his conflict would have been predominantly external, 
which clearly is not the case. To show that the trouble 
is really spiritual, Coleridge contrasts ’the ingenuity’ 
with which he ’evades the promptings of conscience before 
the commission of a crime’ with ’his total Imbecility and 
helplessness when the crime had been committed, and when 
conscience can be no longer dallied with or eluded.’
Macbeth, he says:

. in the first instance enumerates the different woiüly
/ impediments to his scheme of murder: could /be put

them by, he would "jump. ' the life to come." Yet no 
sooner is the murder perpetrated, than all the con
cerns of this mortal life are absorbed and swallowed
up in the avenging feeling within him: he hears a
voice cry: "Macbeth has murdered sleep; and there
fore Glamis shall sleep no more." 1

2
Like Lady Macbeth Macbeth then is ’never meant for a monster.’ 

Yet it cannot be said that, because he is deceived in 
himself and because he mistakes the voice of his own con
science for mere prudence, he does not undergo a moral 
conflict. Nor can his partial ignorance of his own soul
relieve him of the responsibility in Coleridge’s eyes. ’In

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.270.
2. MisTHrTt., p.449#
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the tragic*, Coleridge believed, "the free-will of man is
the first cause,* The deepest tragic effect is produced
when a play presents an opposition between an individual
("springing from a defect in him") and "a higher and intelli- 2
gent will*. To deny Macbeth his part in bringing about
his downfall and the downfall of others by minimizing
or ignoring the importance of his choice is to misrepresent
Shakespeare’s play. Mr. wilson îûiight, to take an example
of the type of critic who overlooks the significant role
of Macbeth’s choice, asserts that the concept of will
power has no place in Macbeth. Macbeth, he writes,

is helpless as a man in a nightmare; and this help
lessness is integral to the conception - the will- 
concept is absent. Macbeth may struggle, but he can
not fight: he can no more resist than a rabbit re
sists a weasel’s teeth fastened in its neck, or a 
bird in the serpent’s transfixing eye. how this 
hvil in Macbeth propels him to an act absolutely 
evil. 4

And he entitles his essay on Macbeth ’The Metaphysic of 
Evil’. Mo doubt the supernatural in this play plays a 
powerful role and Mr. Knight is acutely sensitive when he 
points out how Macbeth seems to be literally possessed by 
evil. Eut to make this a final verdict on his character, 
to rob him of his responsibility of choice is really to mis
interpret his character. This is treating him either too

1. Sh.Orit., vol.ii, p.278.
2. Ibid., vol.i, p,13o.
3. G.Wilson Knight, The Wheel of Fire. (Oxf., 1937),p.167.
4. Ibid., p.169.
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sympathetically (by relieving him of the fatal responsi
bility of choice), or too unsympathetically (by reducing 
him to a rabbit held in the teeth of a weasel, thus depri
ving him of the glory of choice). Without detracting from 
the importance of the supernatural in the tragedy and with
out denying the metaphysical quality of evil in it, it must 
be admitted with Coleridge that the human also has its place. 
In Macbeth. Coleridge thinks, evil is not exclusively 
pushed in from above. In fact, he tries to account for 
the nightmare-like experience Macbeth seems to be under
going before the murder of Duncan by.the fascination evil 
holds for the sinful soul in spite of the soul’s full 
realisation of its nature:

Then once the mind, in despite of the remonstrating 
conscience, has abandoned its free power to a haunting 
impulse or idea, then whatever tends to give depth and 
vividness to this idea or indefinite imagination in
creases, ib£ despotism, and in the same proportion 
renders the reason and free will ineffectual. Dow 
fearful calamities, sufferings, horrors, and hair
breadth escapes will have this effect far more than 
even sensual pleasure and prosperous incidents. Hence 
the evil consequences of sin in such cases, instead of 
retracting and deterring the sinner, goad him on to 
his destruction. This is the moral of Shakespeare’s 
Macbeth. 1

And he therefore praises ’the oonsuamaate art’ with which 
Shakespeare makes Lady Macbeth ’first use herself as in
centives what his (i.e. Macbeth*s)conscience would perhaps 
have used as motives of abhorrence’, referring to her use
of Duncan’s presence in their castle as an argument in favour

2
of his taking off* Lady Macbeth, we are told, does the
!T. Mis. Orib .1 p.?93“.
2. Macbeth. I.v.60 ff.
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same thing to herself in her soliloquy immediately after
,1

hearing the news of Duncan’s intended visit.
Unlike the eighteenth-c entury rationalist critics,

Coleridge realizes fully the function of the supernatural
2

in Shakespearean tragedy. In Macbeth not only are the
Weird Sisters embodiments of ’the Fates and Furies* at 

3
once, but they also provide the keynote to the play. Dut 
their supernatural power of knowledge does not relieve Mac
beth of the heavy burden of choice laid on his shoulders. 
Indeed part of their prophecy was fulfilled, but the major
and crucial part ’king hereafter’ was ’still contingent,

4
still in Macbeth’s moral will’. And the preservation of 
the freedom of will is regarded by Coleridge as essential 
for Shakespearean tragedy; it is the hero’s particular 
choice which brings about the tragedy. The fact that the 
hero, once he has made the fatal decision, is no longer the 
free agent he was before making it, does not make of him a 
determined being from the start. It is Macbeth’s diseased 
will, his succumbing to temptation that brings about his 
downfall, in spite of the fact that the Weird Sisters are 
endowed with foreknowledge, and they predict the future
1. Macbeth, Ï.v739 ffTl^ee SIi. d r i t 1ml. i. p.71. —
2. ^8e~supra, pp. 63 ff. . HEmong Coleridge’s cherished

projects was an essay on the role of the supernatural 
in poetry. See B.L., vol.i, p.202.

3. Sh.Orit.. vol.i, p.67.
4. ri5Tdrr~~vQl.it p. 68.
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events pertaining to his life. Tlie problem as Coleridge
poses it resembles its equivalent in theology, but as this
is poetry and not metaphysics or theology what matters is
’the general idea’:

Tlie general idea is all that can be required from the 
poet, not a scholastic logical consistency in all the 
parts so as to meet metaphysical objections. 1

To curtail the power of the supernatural without nullifying
it altogether, Macbeth is shown as ’rendered temptable
by previous dalliance of the fancy with ambitious thoughts.’
Coleridge points out how, at the prophecies of the Weird
Sisters, Macbeth’s violent reactions are sharply contrasted

2
with ’the unoossessedness of Danquo’s mind.’ nevertheless, 
Coleridge does not underrate the importance of the super
natural, for ’before Macbeth can cool,’ from the effect of 
the Weird Sisters’ prophecies, he writes, ’the confirmation 
of the tempting half of the prophecy arrives and the cate
nating tendency of the mind is fostered by the sudden coin- 

3cidence.’ Thus the world of tragedy is the moral world, al
though in it there is sufficient room for the unknown 
forces in human existence.
n  Bji. C r i t .' VO 1. i, p. Qo. ' '  ... ' ' ' ■
2. IbTd. Cf. Ibid., vol.ii, p.270: Contrast ’the

talkative curiosity of the innocent minded and open 
dispositioned Banque, in the scene with the Witches, 
with the silent, absent and brooding melancholy of 
his partner. A striking instance of his self
temptation was pointed out in the disturbance of 
Macbeth at the election of the Prince of Cumberland.’

3* Ibid.« vol.i, p.69,
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In the moral world evil exists in its own right as -
much as good. It is metaphysical, in the sense that it
is necessary and universal and cannot be explained away.
Its existence is

essentially such, not by accident of outy^ard circium- 
stances, not derived from its physical consequences, 
nor from any cause, out of itself ... Omnia exeunt in 
mysterium. 1

Coleridge is therefore no believer in a pre-established
harmony after Shaftesbury’s fashion, and that, at least,
is one reason why he does not demand poetic justice, as
most of the eighteenth century critics have done: in his
lectures we find him vindicating •the'melancholy catas-

-'2
trophe’ of Lear. That he does not in his criticism of 
Shakespeare flinch from the existence of evil cannot be 
better illustrated than in his acceptance of lago’s char
acter in spite of his mysterious villainy. But the rela
tion between tragedy and morality is an intimate and im
portant one. No tragedy can be great which neglects moral 
values altogether. It is essential for drama to present a 
world with which we can Identify our own not only psycho
logically, but morally as well. Tlie one thing may in fact 
be a corollary from the other. We refrain from this neces
sary identification when we are faced with a dramatic world 
made up exclusively of evil. Consequently no dramatic 
vision can be great which recognises only evil in human

1. Aids, p.91.
2. 5i.Grit.. vol.ii, p.219. Of. supra, pp* loi ff.
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existence. Great drama, Coletidge believes, must observe
some kind of balance of moral forces. In a tragedy, he
says, there must be at least one or more characters ’in
vihom you are morally interested’, whom ’you follow with a*1
affectionate feeling^. ’ It is, in fact, ’impossible to 
keep up any pleasurable interest in a tale in which there 
is no goodness of heart in any of the prominent characters.’ 
That is why in spite of ’the fertility and vigor of in
vention, character, language and•sentiment * in Jonson’ s 
Volpone, Coleridge finds it to be ’a painful weight upon 
the feelings* after the third act. • It is precisely for 
the same reason that he condemns Measure for Measure, for 
in his opinion there is a complete absence of good charac
ters in the play, and he admits that ’Isabella, of all

3Shakespeare’s female characters, interests me the least.’
In this particular instance we may deplore the pritic’s
insensitivity to the particular form and meaning of the 

4
play, although we cannot but agree that the general 
principle behind his criticism is just. In Lear, in which 
the dramatic vision is impenetrably dark, and evil in man 
is presented almost to an excess, or, as Coleridge puts it, 
’the tragic has been urged beyond the outermost mark and 
ne plus ultra of the dramatic, ’ Shakespeare sees to it that
Tl " Mis, Grit., p. 4§1
2. Ibid.,
3. n u * #  P'49. - -4# See supra, p. "
5. Sh.cTiY.T vol.i, p.57*
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the moral balance is not completely upset. He introduces1
a character of almost ’absolute goodness* like Kent, and 
when the utmost evil appears in the shape of ’utter 
monsters’ like Goneril and Began, Shakespeare takes care 
that they are ’kept out of sight as much as possible*, and 
that they should be used largely as a ’means for the excite
ment and deepening of noblest emotions towards Lear and 

2
Cordelia.*

Just as a tragedy as a whole must maintain some kind 
of moral balance, so must the character of the hero. In 
Coleridge’s opinion no completely villainous character can 
be a tragic hero. In this connection he seems to dis- 
tin.guish between two kinds of evil. There is what he 
calls ’positive* evil, the kind of evil which is preme
ditated in cold blood, with full knowledge and ability to
act differently. On the other hand, there is the evil

3
that ’springs entirely from defect of character.’ The 
first can only make the villain, the lago type, whereas 
the second kind of evil does not offer much resistance 
to tragic treatment. By denying somgâeasure of responsi
bility to the character, the dramatist does not fear to 
draw his faults ’openly and broadly*, and ’without reserve’ - 
as in the case of Bichard the Second, and one may add Macbeth.

1. Oh.grit., vol.i, p.61.
2. fills.Prit.. p. 83.
3. Sli.grit.. vol.i, p.149
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Our sympathy for such a character will be secured as long
as we perceive his eventual ’disproportionate sufferings’. -
let even the villainous characters, if they happen to be
major characters as well, Shakespeare often endows with
some qualities which to some extent call for the admiration
of the recipient. For ’power without reference to any
moral end’ inevitably compels our admiration ’whether it
be displayed in the conquests of a Napoleon or Tamurlaine,

 ̂ 2 
or in the fô pii and thunder of a cataract.’ But the admir
ation is limited and there is no tampering with moral
values in Shakespeare’s plays. ’Ey the counteracting
power of profound intellects,’ Coleridge writes, the
characters of Richard the Third and lago are rendered

3’awful* rather than ’hateful’* but awful they remain.
Unlike Beaumont and Fletcher Shakespeare does not resort
to the ’trick of bringing one part of our moral nature to

4'
counteract another.’

Closely connected with the problem of evil is the
question of motivation. Of course, the question is really
psychological, and we have seen elsewhere Coleridge’s

5
psychological views on it. But in drama there is also a 
moral aspect to it. Fairly adequate motivation in the case 
of villainous characters is one of the means of producing

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.149.2. IbnTTvol.l. pl58.
3. Hi8.Grit., p.82.
4. BhTvriTr, vol.i, p.60.
5. See supra, pp. 357 ff.
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tlie moral balance, which in Coleridge’s opinion a tragedy 
must maintain.- By making evil to some extent explicable a 
dramatist relieves its intensity. Compared with the 
introduction of good characters this is really a negative 
means. It only lessens evil, but does not remove it alto
gether. There remains a residue, which, as Coleridge 
thinks, is part of the mystery of existence. Hence the 
motives account for the evil, without explaining it away. 
This is essential particularly in the case of a character 
possessing qualities which are though amoral yet admirable;

For such are the appointed relations of intellectual 
power to truth, and of truth to goodness, that it be
comes both morally and poetically unsafe to present 
what is admirable - what our nature compels us to 
admire - in the mind, and what is most detestable in 
the heart, as co-existing in the same individual with
out any apparent connection, or any modification of 
the one by the other. 1

Perhaps the categorical imperative has too large a share in
this; yet, on the whole, it still lemains true, I think,

in the dramatic presentation of such a character it is 
of the highest importance to prevent the guilt from 
passing into utter monstrosity - which again depends 
on the presence or abserioe '̂ of “causes and temptations 
sufficient to account for the wickedness, without the 
necessity of recurring to a thorough fiendishness of 
nature for its origination. 2.

Even lago does not possess 'a thorough fiendishness of
nature’; although he ’approaches’ it, he is still convincing
as a character.  ̂But convincing as he is, in him evil mani-

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.58.
2. .Boo .Bit.
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fests itself in its most powerful and mysterious shape.
In a tragedy like Othello he is in his proper place, for ,
there is no other character that can be called really evil
in the Othello world. Hoderigo is more like a fool than a
villain; he is a mere tool and from the very beginning
he is as much sinned against as sinning. But in a play
like Lear, the introduction of such mysterious evil would
precariously upset the moral balance, and would turn the ,
tragic into the monstrous. It ’was most carefully to be 1
avoided;’ for the vision is gloomy enough, and there are
already.Goneril and Regan in it, who represent ’wickedness
in an outrageous forr-i. ’ Consequently evil in a prominent
character like Edmund has to be made more explicable. In
his discussion of his motives, Coleridge characteristically

2
takes into account his whole personality. In the first 
place we have the peculiar circumstances of his birth. 
Further, his father relates these circumstances in his pre
sence ’with a most degrading levity,* and in his presence 
too he expresses his shame in having to acknowledge him as 
his own son. Since the whole affair was no fault of Ed
mund’s, he feels that ’the pangs of shame personally unde
served’ are wrongs and hence his defence of his ’base* 
birth in his soliloquy. Secondly, we are told by Shakespeare 
that since his boyhood he had been away from his father and

1. Sh.Prit., vol.i, p.58.
2. See siuora, pp^58.
3. Sh.Ornu.r vol.i. r.5G.
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brother receiving liia education abroad, and that he will
soon be sent away again. Thirdly, besides his being a
bastard, the fact that he is the younger brother makes him,
in his own words, 'unpossessing*, and leaves all the honours .
to his elder brother. By giving us all this information
Shakespeare apparently makes the evil in the character to

2
some extent explicable. This, Coleridge finds, Shakespeare 
often does. He even sees it in a minor character like the 
Second Murderer in Macbeth, who is not mads ’a perfect 
monster’, but who gives such a descriotion of his life as

■3
renders his evil somewhat accountable:

I am one, my liege, 
bliom the vile blows and buffets of the world 
Have so incensed that I am wreckless vdiat 
I do to spite the world. 4

In great tragedies like Shakespeare’s we do not find there
fore ’perfect monsters’, for apart from the psychological 
improbability tliat attends presenting such beings, tragedy
is notmeant to arouse pure horror. It is on these grounds

I
that Coleridge : once condemned the blinding scene in Lear 
for being too painful. It is true that the scene has also 
wounded the sensibility of many an eighteenth-century critic.
1. ' Bli.brit., vol.i, p 7g4.
2. mTs^Tniportant to note that all this Coleridge finds 

in the text. He does not disengage the character of 
Edmund from the dramatic context and analyse it inde
pendently, nor, like Ilaslitt, does he read it with too 
modern eyes. Vdiereas Haslitt admires Edmund’s 'reli
gious honesty’ in his admission of his ’plain villainy’, 
Cbilliam Ilaslitt, The Complete Works, ed.P.P.Howe, vol. 
4, p.259) and thinlce that his. speech about the mistaken 
influence of the stars ’is worth a million’, Coleridge 
says that a person ’can be free from superstition by 
being below as well as by rising above it’, and thinks

(cont.)
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but the paradox is that while their theories of the sublime 
included tlie element of terror or horror as one of its con
stituents (Burke in fact resolved the sublime to what is 
fraught with danger and terror alone), and while the Gothic 
novel was being bom, the blinding of Gioster was considered 
too terrible. But Coleridge’s view of sublimity is free 
from such crudities as the eighteenth-century critics 
entertained. Early in his career (179%) in a review of 
The Monk, a Gothic novel by I.I.G.Lewis, lie stated his 
opinions quite clearly:

Situations of torment and Images of naked horror, are 
easily conceived; and a writer in whose works they 
abound deserves our gratitude almost equally with him 
who should drag us by way of sport through a military 
hospital, or force us to sit at the dissscting-table 
of a natural philosopher ••• Figures that shook the 
Imagination, and narratives that mangle the feelings, 
rarely discover genius, and always betray a low av.c{ vuty" 
taste. 1

Later on, when Coleridge realised that the blinding of2
Gioster is at least formally functional, and saw that
Shakespeare makes it less offensive to the moral sense and
’somewhat less unendurable’ by referring to Gioster’s guilt

3in begetting Edmund, then he could justify the scene. But
/B̂ ootnote 2 continued from page 428 and footnotes 3 and 4: 

that Edmund is certainly below it. Sh.Orit.. vol.i, 
p.62. This no doubt is more in keeping with the 
meaning of the Elizabethan play.

3. Mis.Grit., p.450.
4. mFrmi.i.ios-iiB.
1. Mis.Crit., p.372.
2. SeF~supra, p.260.
3. Sh,Ori^.vol.i, p.57: lie confessed that ’he was at

a married man and already blest with a lawful
heir of his fortunes.’
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his criticism is significant. In his vieY/ tragic terror
is something totally different from pure horror.

Because he finds tliat Shakespeare keeps a moral
balance in his plays, and does not run counter to moral
values, Coleridge writes that one of Shakespeare’s virtues
as a dramatist is that he keeps ’at all times the high •
road of life.’ And, as we have seen, in his view this
constitutes one of the greatest virtues of a dramatist.
It is this, and not prudery, which he has in mind when on
several occasions, he goes out of his way to defend the

2
morality of Shakespeare. In fact, to make his meaning 
clear Coleridge draws a distinction hetween what he calls 
’manners’ or ’decency’ and ’morals’. By manners he under
stands ’what is dependent on the particular customs and

3
fashions of the age.’ But morality is something permanent;
it belongs to the concept of man, so to speak: ’Even in a
state of comparative barbarism as to manners, there may be,

 ̂ 4and there is, morality.* An offence against decency or
manners is grossness, not immorality. Of grossness the

5
examples are rife in Shakespeare’s plays, as well as in the
works of his contemporaries, even though there are less6
of them in his work than in theirs; but of immorality 
there are none. ’Shakespeare may sometimes be gross’, but
I T  Sh. Ciit. . volte'll, pp. 2C)b7““̂ NH7
2. %n the heat of his impassioned attack on Coleridge’s

criticism P*L.Lucas seems to have forgotten this fact,
amongst other things. See Tlie Decline and Fall of the 
Romantic Ideal, pp.191 ff.

3# Nil.Prit.. vol.ii, p.125.
4. ' Sc/.Cit. 5. Ibid., vol.ii, pp.125-6.
6. ntlhDrrt.. p. 43.
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1
he is always moral. Yet his grossness is the ’mere sport
of fancy, dissipating low feelings by exciting the intel- 

2
lect.* Unlike what we find in the works of Beaumont and 
Fletcher it is ’all head-work, and fancy-drolleries, no

3sensation supposed in the speaker, no itchy wriggling,’
It is committed ’for the sake of merriment’ and not ’for

4
the sake of offending.• Bat while offending our decencies
(for manners have changed) Shakespeare never runs counter
to our mor^l sense. He is the opposite of the contemporary
writer who ’tampers with the morals without offending the 

5
decencies. ’ In spite of his impersonal art, he ’always

6
male es vice odious and virtue admirable. ’ His pla/s are
based upon a scheme of moral value^/hich is not oppugnant
to moral sensibility. It is still basically our own
scheme, and has relevance to ’frail and fallible Human
Nature.’ That is why one rises from their attentive

7
perusal ’a sadder and a wiser man.’

Such is the importance Coleridge attaches to morality 
that even in his discussion of dramatic illusion while he 
believes that the power of judgment is suspended, h e t i l l  
asserts that we can never ’suspend the moral sense.* Arid in

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.135.
2. ibicC , vol.ii. p.127.
3. nislprlt., p.83,
4. wh.UfiuT, vol.ii, p.127. 
b* wiuiiana, vol.ii, p.24.
6. BhTorilh, vol.ii, p.34. 
y^Treairrs^ on Method. Snyder, p.33.
8. BTBTT"'voTTiTr^. 197.
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tlie Fragment of an Essay on Beauty, he maintains that 
whereas in music and painting it may he possible occasion
ally to do without moral feeling, in poetry this is impos
sible. In his criticism of Shakespeare’s plays he is 
always looking upon the characters as the incarnations of
moral values : ’Shakespeare’s sublime morality ... pervades

2
all his great characters.’ In a character like Richard 
the Third or lago we are meant to see a dramatic represen
tation of ’the dreadful consequences of placing the moral

3in subordination to the intellectual’. Creaida represents 
the turbulence of passion arising from ’warmth of tempera
ment, ’ while in Troilus we have the moral profundity of 

4
love. Hamlet stands for the excessive deliberation which 
paralyses action, and Macbeth for the diseased will which 
ends in self-deception. This preoccupation with moral 
issues leads him to find a moral si,gnifloanee even in a

■ ■

minor character in a play which is not a tragedy. Caliban, 
we are told, is ’all earth, all condensed and gross in 
feelings and images’; he is the representation of ’the 
dawnings of understanding without reason or the moral sense.’ 
In him ’as in some brute animals, this advance to intellec
tual faculties, without the moral sense, is marked by the

5
appearance of vice.’ His poetry does not redeem him morally;
but only endows him with a certain degree of nobility which

6
’raises him above contempt.’
n  %rrr"voiTiT%“"pT5o %  Voi. i , p . 232.
3. IBTar., vol.i, p.232. 4. TbTdTTvol.l, p.109.trimim TTi M.  III.  y  #  — f  w ^

5. Sh.Grit..vol.i, p.134.
bee supra., pp.pqq f-p.

6. IcidTT^Wl.ii, p.178:
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Tills moral earnestness in Coleridge, however, causes 
him sometimes to he too solemn in his approach to some of 
Shakespeare’s characters. He would therefore find a parti- 
cular moral meaning in a character, which can never he jus
tified hy the total impression. \Tlms he says that in both
Falstaff and Richard the Third we liave 'the subordination1
of the moral to the intellectual being.* Apart from the
debilitating lack of humour which it reveals, there is
something seriously wrong in an interpretation that finds
essentially the same values in Falstaff*s character as in
that of Richard the Third. But it is not because Coleridge's
conception of humour is erroneous that he fails to see it
in the character of Falstaff. The analysis which he has
left us of humour is not devoid either of merit or of

2perceptiveness. But such are the shortcomings of an exces
sively serious moral approach, for it is the moralist in

1. Sh.Orit.. vol.i, p.234; cf. Ibid,, vol.ii, pp.30,
5o9 and B.L. « vol.ii, p.189.2. Indeed on tlie philosophical implications of his ana
lysis he draws heavily on Je an-Paul Richter. Ihsii he 
writes that in humour 'the little is made great, and 
the great little, in order to destroy both, because 
all is equal in contrast with the infinite,* he is 
simply reproducing Richter in English (Mis.Prit., p.
119"; cf. Je an-Paul Richter, V o rsliul e de r Ae sTne tik,

, 1804, Section 32). BiIFTnnJh8''“wno 1 e he 
iollctm Richter wisely and even adds to his master's 
analysis. The result is that his analysis of some-of 
the qualities of Stern's humour, for instance, illu
minates not only the humour of Stem% but humour in 
general. Coleridge distinguishes between wit and 
humour showing that the former is purely a product • 
of an 'intellectual operation* and that its field 
is thoughts, words and images (Mis.Grit.. pp.440-441). 
Humour, on the other hand, is related to pathos, and 
it is the expression of an attitude of the whole man 
to life. Its domain is therefore human life, not so

(cont.)
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in Coleridge who blinds him to the humour in the character.
Similarly his moral zeal coupled with his idolatry drive
him to make the preposterous statement tliat 'Shakesceare

1
became all beings, but the vicious.* 'The great preroga
tive of genius,* he writes, again in a bardolatrous mood, 
'(and Shakespeare felt and availed himself of it) is now to
Job tao  t!s" 2 ''co n tin u ed  from page "43Ï! '.......... .....

much as a set of social assumptions, rules and habits, 
but primarily as human. Humour is free from all notions 
of utility. The soul of a humorist is given to some 
pursuit or other totally abstracted from any interest 
or utility (although he himself may think otherwise), 
which is given by him ’some disproportionate generality 
and universality.' Hence the dependence of humour 
upon the particular temperament. Whereas wit is 
'impersonal' humour ’always more or.less partakes of 
the character of the speaker* (lbid̂ *i pp.111-113).
'Do combinations of thoughts, words, or images will of 
Itself constitute humour, unless some peculiarity of 
individual temperament and character be indicated 
thereby as the cause of the same’, and there must be 

.. ’a growth from within’ (IbM., p.443). Coleridge pro- 
L oeeds further in his analysis, showing how humour is
0. ^ even free from moral/^ffect (Ibid., p.118). In humour, 

WLoriit he says, we get 'a sorT“oT1aallying with the devil',
and an ’inward sympathy with the enemy’. 'a craving 
to dispute and yet agree’ (Ibid., p.l2l). In a 
humorous character we witness a mode of living which 
makes of civilized life a topsy-turvy universe in which 
all the social and moral values are turned upside down, 
and in which ’the hollowness and farce of the world* 
is made apparent (Ibid., p.119). That Coleridge could 
see all this, at least partly in germ, in wliat con
stitutes humour and yet refrain from calling Falstaff 
a humorous character is very strange indeed. The rea
son he adduces for his opinion that Falstaff is not a 
humorous character is significantly the very reason 
from which such a judgment should follow. ■ Only unfor
tunately it does not fit the facts of the cases 'The 
character of falstaff, as drawn by Shakespeare, may be 
described as one of wit, rather than of humour. The 
speeches of Falstaff and Prince Henry would, for the 
most part be equally proper in the mouth of either, 
and might indeed, with undiminished effect, proceed 
from any person. Tliis is owing to their being composed 
almost wholly of wit, which is impersonal, not of 
humour, which always more or less partakes of the

(cont.)
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swell itself to the dignity of a god, and now to subdue and
keep dormant some part of that lofty nature, and to descend
to the lowest character - to become everything in fact, but
the vicious,’ It is difficult to see what Coleridge
means by such statements. If by a ’vicious* character he
understands a ’pure monster*, then it is not impossible
to agree with him, for as he himself says, ’in every one
of his(Shakespeare*s) characters we still feel ourselves

2
communing with the same human nature.’ But then this 
will be a strange and misleading use of the word ’vicious’ 
indeed.

Yet, despite the serious limitations of his moral 
approach, it cannot be said that Coleridge often applies 
the moral criteria in his critic!sm of Shakespeare’s 
characters as crudely as the eighteenth-century critics.
It is because he does not often confuse art with life that 
he does not fall in to the moral pitfalls of his prede-

sors. Of course, several eases of a crude moral judgment
Footnote' 2 continued f r o m  page

character of the speaker.’ (Ibid., p.Ill) Because he 
could only see in Falstaff tEe '“subordination of the 
moral to the intellectual being’, and because wit is 
purely the product of an ’intellectual operation’, 
Coleridge wrote that ’this character (i.e. Falstaff) 
so often extolled as the masterpiece of humor, contains, 
and was not meant to contain, any humor at all’ (Ibid., 
p.pO).

Footnote 1 from page 434:
1. Sh.Crit. .vol.ii, p.204; of.vol.ii, ̂ p, v
1. Shjĝ ri/t., vol.ii, p.133#
2. IhealTise on Method, Snyder, p.27.
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unassisted by artistic sensibility can be pointed out in his
criticism. The obvious case is that of Angelo in Measure1 - 
for Measure, already referred to. Likewise his moral
sensibility is wounded by Isabella’s behaviour in the 

2
same play, and by Lady Anne’s in Richard the Third. He even
dismisses the scene in which she. ’yields to the usurper's

3solicitations* as non-Shakespearea?!, although he has the 
honesty to admit that Measure for Measure, painful, as he 
finds it, is ’Shakespeare’s throughout’. But these are 
exceptional cases, and as a rule Coleridge's application 
of moral criteria in his judgement of characters is not 
crude. Besides the examples already shown in the course 
of this clmpter, I will end by giving another example 
more truly characteristic of the moral crltic in Coleridge. |
This time it is the character of Cleopatra. In her Cole
ridge finds a passion which ’springs out of the habitual j

craving of a licentious nature’, and which is ’supported
and reinforced by voluntary stimulus and sought for assee- 

5
iations.’ Had she been a person in real life she should 
have been condemned by moral standards. Dr. Johnson, in
deed, found that some of the * feminine arts’ which she

.6
practises are *too low*. Ilaslitt, who believed that the

7
characters of the play are ’living men and women’ , remarked

' , 8
that Cleopatra ’had great and unpardonable faults’« Yet
1. Sh.Crit., voi7I13prn3::l]%r?nTI^^2. EDElTrftl. P.49I   ^3. hh.Grit., vol.ii, p.209.
4. TBTcT., vol.i, p.llj.
5. TbiE., vol.i, p.86.
6. Haleigh. p.180. 7*William Hazlitt, The Complete Works,
'ed.P.B.howe, vol.4, p.223. 8. Ibid., vol.4, pT530.
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paradoxically lie concluded that the * "beauty of her death
almost redeerne them’, which sounds true, but which, on
analysis, in fact, "bespeaks a confusion of standards. If
we judged Shakespeare's Cleopatra as a living woman
morally she should le found guilty in more than one' respect*
The beauty of her death could not palliate her guilt, since
it is the poet who is responsible for it. ■ But to shift
from the strictly moral to the purely aesthetic concepts
is not infrequent in Hazlitt*s criticism. Sciilegel noticed
the contradiction in her character, but failed to account
for it: 'Although the mutual passion of herself and
Antony is vâthout moral dignity, it still excites our1
sympatliy as an insurmountable fascination. ’ Coleridge, on
the other hand, was not in the least blind to the moral
issues, but observed that in cortraying her character

2
Shakespeare's art is 'most profound,' Shakespeare pre
vents the sense of the criminality of her passion from 
being uppermost in the mind of the recipient by concen
trating his poetic power on its depth and energy, thereby 
securing the effect of her grandeur. Such a criticism 
seems to me to be more balanced than either the crudely 
moral on the one iiand, or the amoral, which to the exclu
sion of moral issues, would merely describe a character like

1. Augustus william Schlegel, A Course of Lectures on 
Dramatic Art and Literature, ~ lEoud♦, "TBEl),

Ill* .1 mijiw ■■■lI. umx iiui n wiw # ^P*4lo.
2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.85.
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Cleonatra as ’light* or as a ’life-foroe*, aiad a character1
like Hamlet as ’dark* or as *a deatli-force. * But it 
was only possible because of Coleridge’s peculiar concep
tion of imagination. For, while it does not confuse art 
with life, his theory of imagination offers what is 
basically a serious view of art.

1. G.Wilson Knight, The .Imperial T?.ieme, (Bond., 1951), 
p.25# It would he more accurate to describe the 
wligd̂ e vision of Antony and Cleopatra and of Hamlet 
as * right’ and ’dkrk^ respectnveTy, and not the'indi
vidual characters. But Mr, Knight does not observe 

' .tliis distinction because he submerge.s the characters 
completely in the pattern. Of course the vision 
determines the particular treatment of character. It 
is because the vision of Antony and Cleopatra is 
bright that Shakespeare concentrates, as CoTeridge 
notes, on the ’depth and energy* rather tlian the guilt 
' in the passion. Depth and energy of passion are still 
spiritual assets, and if in this case they are not doc- 
tinally ethical, they are yet moral values in the 
broad sense.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Style

Coleridge’s theory of the imagination has led him
' /to the belief that a truly imaginative work is a

- a complete organic whole in which the constituent parts
mutually explain and support each other. His criterion
of artistic excellence, we have seen earlier, is alv/ays

1the complete interdependence of these parts. A mature 
Shakespearean play, in his view, is always marked by 
its totality of interest; in it the main theme pervades 
all its constituent elements. In his search for its 
’meaning’ therefore Coleridge does not abstract elements 
like character or plot or language from the whole context, 
and discuss them in vacuo, so to speak. Indeed, in this 
study, for the purpose of critical convenience, we have 
attempted a distinction (but not a ’division* as the 
Master would say) between these constituent elements, in 
order to understand fully Coleridge’s conception of the 
nature of Shakespearean drama. We have already seen his 
treatment of plot and character, and we must now proceed to 
a discussion of his views on the language of Shakespeare’s 
plays. But we must remember that these constituent elements 
are insepamble. . In fact we have seen how in his discus
sion of the form of Shakespeare’s plays Coleridge is led to

1. See supra, p.254*
2. A.P.., p.71; B.L.. vol.ii, p.8.
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tiie question of their meaning and that in turn brings him 
to considerations of character. Similarly his treatment 
of character leads him at certain points to considerations 
of the language of the plays. But this is clearly a symp
tom of his organic approach. And one manifestation of 
this approach in the present discussion of his criticism is 
the peculiar manner in which the chaptersœem to overlap, 
with the result that there is always the risk of repeti
tion. But this, I believe, is unavoidable.

As with plot or character, so it is with language.
The relation between the dramatic vision the plays embody 
and the lan,guage in which this vision is expressed is an 
intimate one. In fact without the very expression the

i
vision itself would be seriously impaired. .Dramatic
poetry, Coleridge says, ’must be poetry hid in thought
and passion, not thought or passion disguised in the dress 

2
of poetry.’ Coleridge’s view of Shakespeare’s language 
is therefore essentially dramatic. Because the poetry is 
not an external addition, but is born in the same act of 
the conception of the dramatic vision, it is an integral 
part of the drama. . On this aspect of Shakespeare’s lang
uage Coleridge’s contribution to Shakespearean criticism 
is incalculable.

To say that Coleridge was one of the first critics 
who fully understood the dramatic nature of Shakespeare’s ■ 
language is indeed no exaggeration. Ever since Dryden the
n  See' siipra. p p . f f .
2. Mis.Uri/b.. p.343#
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English critics entertained a tight conception of the : 
language of poetry which valued polish and correctness 
above any other quality, and which was not easy to recon
cile with the greatest English dramatic potry exemplified
b y •Shakespeare, We have already dealt with this conception1
in an earlier part of this work, and we have seen how in 
order to make room for Shakespeare, who, they knew only 
too well, could not fit in with their conception, the 
eighteenth-century critics were eventually to develop 
another antithetical standard, which by virtue of its very 
nature was intractable to critical rules, namely the stan
dard of the sublime. At present we may sum up the eight
eenth-century view of poetry saying that it was a view

2
which on the whole could only admit the poetry of statement. 
Although it must be raised above the level of prose by 
certain stylistic devices, poetryéiust possess first of 
all all the clarity and unaibbiguity. of prose statement.

But the dramatic poetry of Shakespeare, which aims 
above all at immediacy and urgency, and which works simul
taneously on a variety of levels, cannot, except to the 
loss of its complexity, afford to be as clear as prose 
statements. It cannot be as ’correct* as the champions 
of correctness would like it to be. Tliat is why Shake
speare was often blamed by the eighteenth-century critics, 
and his sublimity and his bathos were considered inseparable.

1. See supra. Pt.I, Section 6.
2. See F.E.leavis, The Common Pursuit, p.110.
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Bren Dr. Johnson claimed that * The stile of Shakespeare was
1

in iteelf tingranniatical, ■ perplexed and ohscure* * Dut if 
the eighteenth-centary critics generally took exception to 
the lack of perfection in Shakespeare's style, to his ambi
guity and grammatical incorrectness, it was because they 
misunderstood the nature of his poetry. Even when his poe
try was praised, as indeed it sometimes was in the latter 
part of the century, the fact that Shakespeare's is essen
tially dramatic poetry was generally overlooked. Neither
Webb nor Joseph Warton, two of his most sympathetic

.  ̂ 2 critics in the century, showed any awareness of it. Shake
speare, we now know, was writing not just poetry, but 
dramatic poetry, and dramatic poetry has its own exigencies. 
All this Coleridge understood very clearly. The editors, 
he once said:

are all of them ready to cry out against Shakespeare's 
laxities and licences of style, forgetting that he is 
not merely a poet but a dramatic poet - that when the 
head and heart are swelling w i W  fullness, a man does 
not ask himself whether he has grammatically arranged, 
but only whether (the context taken in) he has 
conveyed, his meaning. 3

And he took to count those critics who would explain 'by,
ellipses and subauditurs in a Greek or Latin classic* what
they would 'triumph over as ignorance* in Shakespeare,
Whatever is 'in the genius of vehement conversation', he ex-

1. Daleigh, p.42.
2. See supra, pp . 150 ff.
3. Sh.Grit., vol.i, pp.84-85.
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plained, should not he forced to conform to the cold 
language of statement. Dramatic poetry obeys a logic of 
its ov/n, other than the logic of formal grammar, and in it 
grammar itself is often subservient to expressiveness. Be- ' 
cause Shakespeare wrote a kind of verse which was meant to 
be 'recited dramatically* he sometimes 'broke off from the1
grammar* in order to 'give the meaning more passionately.'
That is why any comparison between the poetry of Shakespeare 
and that of any other non-dramatic poet as Milton or 
Spenser is sometimes considered by Coleridge to be 'heter
ogeneous. ' Even at its most lyrical Shakespeare's poetry 
is still dramatic; A Midsummer Night's Bream is not pure
lyrical verse; it is 'one continued specimen of the lyri-

2
cal dramatized.' And we have seen how Coleridge considers
even the songs part and parcel of the plays in which they

3are introduced.
There are reasons, of course, why Coleridge is. generally 

more sensitive than his predecessors to the virtues of 
Shakespeare's style. Coleridge's view of the language of '
1. Sii.Crit.. vol.it p. 159* Coleridge is using the word 

Tgraniiiar* here in the sense of a 'fonaal' science. But 
it may be pointed out that his own view of grammar is 
essentially dynamic and functional, not formal. The j 
rules of grammar, he writes, 'are in essence no other 
than the laws of universal logic, applied to psycho- I  
logical material* (B.L., vol.ii, p.38). Also see Kath- | 
le 011 Coburn's Introduction to his Phi loso phi cal Bee tur e s, 
(Bond., 1949), p. 50; * Language musT,~~’aTTts™be's¥,‘™be 
governed by the 'order of thought' and its vitality must 
not be over-ruled by the dead hand of a merely mechani
cal grammar. The connection of his linguistic theory 
with his theory of imagination is clear and consistent, 
as indeed it is with his whole "dynamic philosophy" .'

2. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.226.
3. Iljid., vol.i, p.227. Of. supra, p. 273.
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poetry is free from the prejudices and limitations which 
attend the ideal of clarity. Apart from its failure to 
accommodate Shakespeare's dramatic poetry, the ideal of 
clarity and 'prose statement' in fact involves certain basic 
misconceptions regarding the nature of the language of poe
try. Clarity and distinction are the virtues ultimately ad-1
vocated by the rational spirit and the Royal Society; they 
arê n̂ their proper place in the language of science. But 
in poetry language fulfils a different function from vvliat 
it does in a scientific exposition. By setting a great 
value on clarity and distinction, not only in prose but in 
poetry as well, the eighteenth-century critics consciously 
or unconsciously relegated poetry to the position of the 
handmaid of science, or rational thinking. Side by side 
with the pleasure theory we find in this complex o entury 
the view that the object of poetry is to give instruction. 
The case is really more complicated than the noratian’ 
utile dulce. Poetry should propagate what is true, not 
indeed what is poetically true, but what has been proved 
to be true either by science or by commonsense. Poetry 
therefore becomes a means of propaganda, only an excellent 
means since it sets forth truth in a pleasant garb. Stylis
tically the eighteenth-century view is a dualistic view 
which separates sharply form from content. The content is

1. See suHS^ g:!]! ff.
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a hard core of clear thought, what oft was thought; and 
the form is the beautiful and decorous verbiage in v;hich 
this thought is expressed, an outer clothing and a izsre 
trapping. But this sharp separation of fora and content 
is the mark of scientific and not poetic language.' If 
the language of the eighteenth-century poetry generally 
has struck the critic as a language of.'prose statement', 
it is really because in it the referential clement is used 
at its highest potency. Basically the referential element 
in language is all that matters in science and even in 
everyday life. Of this difference between the poetic and 
other uses of language Coleridge is aware.

Coleridge draws a distinction between two kinds, or
uses, of language. There is what he calls 'the language
of man*, which is in fact the language of everyday life ■
and of science. In it 'the sound s*un, e.g. or the figures,
S,U,N, are pure arbitrary modes of recalling the object,
and for visual mere objects not only sufficient, but
have infinite advantages from their very nothingness 1
per se.* At the ether extreme from this language is the 
world of living objects as they exist in all their reality 
and concreteness, what Coleridge metaphorically calls 'the 
language of nature*. The language of poetry, at its best 
as in Shakespeare, is *a something intermediate* between 
the cold referential use and the concrete living objects,

1. Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.209.
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*or rather it is the former blended with the latter, the
arbitrary not merely recalling the cold nôtion of the
thing, but expressing the reality of it.* Again in Bio-
graph!a Literaria Coleridge points out the difference be- ,
tween the two kinds of language % . *the difference is
great and evident,* he writes,

between words used as the arbitrary marks of.thought, 
our smooth market-coin of intercourse, with the image 
and superscription worn out by currency; and those 
which convey pictures either borrowed from one outward 
object to enliven and particularise some other; or 
used allegorically to body forth the inward sTate of 
the person speaking;, or such as are at least the ex
ponents of his peculiar turn and unusual extent of 
faculty. 1

The distinction is then between the language of pure refe
rence and the language of poetry. The former is bare, and 
because of its bareness it is beat fitted for purposes of 
mere reference, whereas the latter is soaked in experience; 
its function is not just to refer but to put the mind in 
possession of reality in all its concreteness. That is 
why at its best every element in it is functional *In my 
opinion,* Coleridge writes in one of his letter^, 'every 
phrase, every metaphor, every personification should have
its justifying clause in some nassion, either of the poet's

2
mind or of the characters described by the poet.' At one

3
point he defines poetry as 'the best words in the best order.'

1. B.L., vol.ii, p.98.
2. UeTter to %.8otheby, (July 13, 1602), Letters, vol.i,

P*374.
3. Mis.Crit.. p.403.
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This is not a mere rhetorical assertion as it is sometimes 1 -

taken to be. Jt has a serious meaning, and for that we 
go to Coleridge himself. 'Whatever lines,* he writes, *can 
be translated into other words of the same language, without 
diminution of their significance either in sense, or asso
ciation, or in any worthy feeling, are so far vicious in

2
their diction.* Again he says that the excellence of
verse is that *it is untranslatable into any other words

3without ^  detriment to the beauty of ̂  passage. * Because
thought and expression are in this way inseparable it will
not do to have as a substitute for 'poetic thoughts'

4
'thoughts translated into the language pf poetry.'' We have
travelled a long way indeed from the position of Dryden
and his tradition with its sharp separation between thought
and expression. Coleridge has already laid the basis of
the theory of the indissoluble union of form and content,
which is to be developed and explained later by Be Quincey:

if language were merely a dress (for tliought), then |
you could separate the two; you could lay the thoughts '
on the left hand, the language on the right. But,
generally speaking, you can no more deal thus with
poetic thoughts than you can with soul and body. The |
union is too subtle, the intermixture too ineffable,
- each is existing not merely with the other, but each 
in and tlirou gh the other. 5

IT &ee Lucas'. Tne DecTfne and ± ^ 1  of the Romantic Ideal 
pp.189-190.

2. B.L., vol.i, p.14. Cf. Sh.Crlt., vol.ii, p.179. '
3. Kiïï.Crit., p.439.
4. h . , vol.i,p.11.
5. j)eTjuincey's Literary Criticism, ed.H.Barbishire,

l a y - i W r v n B y ----------
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In insisting, as iie often does, that great poetry like
Shakespeare's cannot “be translated into other words 'with-1
out injury to the meaning*, Coleridge does not mean by
'meaning* merely the bare 'sense', using the technical
  2

term of I.A.Richards. By meaning Coleridge, in fact,
understands practically all of the latter*s four kinds of
meaning:

I include in the meaning of a word not only its cor
respondent object7" huTlikewise all the associations 
which it recalls, Bor language is framed to convey 
not the object alone, but likewise the character and 
intentions of the person who is representing it. 3

Not only the character and. intentions of the speaker,*but
the situation as well has to be taken into account, for
the whole passage or context is also a part of the meaning.
And we find him writing of 'the elements of meaning -

5
their double, triple and quadruple combinations.' In
poetry these combinations are tighter and more closely
woven. The main purport of Coleridge's controversy with
Wordsworth over poetic diction is that poetry differs
from prose in that in it language has a different function
to fulfil: 'the architecture of the words is essentially

6
different from that in prose*. By 'architecture* Coleridge

4

1. ♦ volTIi7" n.IÏ5 ; c f 7 L . . vol.i, p757 ; ITïsTb^rit.,
p.221? Sh.Crlt., 11, p.l73T T,T., July 3, I833.

2. I.A.RicSards, Practical CrltToTsm, (Bond., 1948), pp.181 ff. ■ “  ~
3. BhB^, ii, pp.115-116^
4. Mis.Grit., p.221; of,Ibid., p.439
5. A.p., p.204.
6. Jj. ju., vol.il, p. 48.
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has in mind not only metre, but the kind of order and 
interrelation between the different elements of meaning 
which he points out in his own famous analysis of Shake
speare's lines from Tenus and Adonis, and which he puts 
forward as an example of the effect of the secondary imagi
nation, The function of poetic imagination is precisely 
to fuse these different elements together, making of them 
one unified whole.

After this brief account of Coleridge's conception of 
meaning and the role of language in poetry several features 
of his criticism of Shakespeare's language become explicable. 
In his defence of imagery and metaphor we do not find the 
underlying primitivistic assumption, common enough in the
late eighteenth-century, that figures of speech whatever1
they may be, are a mark of original genius. Coleridge de
fends imagery and metaphor only when after a thorough 
critical examination he finds them to be strictly func
tional. 'Formal similes', he believes, are only 'sermoni 
pronriora': they may be a product of 'pleasing moods of
mind', but not of the 'highest and most appropriate' poetic 2
moods. If imagery does not extend the meaning, then it is 
a mere trapping, and as such it ought to be condemned by the 
critic and eschewed by the poet. In order to see whether or
1, There is nothing prfmltïvistïc^boüt' Coleridge ' s atti- 

tude to poetry. See especially his discussion (in
♦ vol.ii, pp.103 ff.) of the reasons Wordsworth 

states for liis choice of simple and rustic characters 
in the Preface to the Lyrical Ballads.

2. Letter to W. Sotheby, (Lept.TBDTTLBOR), Letters, vol.
i, p.404.
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not a figure extends .the meaning it is not enough to 
examine the expression in itself so to speak. A critic 
must likewise consider the expression in relation to the 
speaker and to the whole situati:n, since these latter two 
also form part of the meaning. It is therefore easy to 
see how Coleridge's view of poetic meaning makes him a far 
better qualified critic than his predecessors of. the 
dramatic poetry of Shakespeare.

Similarly in Coleridge's criticism we cease to hear 
about Shakespeare's lack of decorum in his use of the 
English language. Hie eighteenth-century tacit rule that 
in the high kinds.of poetry no familiar or mean word or 
image should be introduced is really based upon an inade
quate and highly artificial view of poetic language. If 
the thought is separable from expression, then it can be 
expressed adequately in more than one way, and it is the 
poet's business to choose the most 'sublime* way. But, 
thanks to Coleridge, we have now come to regard it as a 
critical commonplace that thought and expression form an 
indivisible unity, and that great poetry is untranslatable 
into other words of the same langua.ge. Images are not im
portant in themselves, they only become Important when they 
mean something to the poet. A familiar image acquires 
significance when it is transformed by the poet's emotional
apprehension: 'The most familiar images are given novelty1
by a new state of feelings'. In fact, 'one of the purposes

1. Sh.Crit..vol. i, p.75.
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a h  tests of true poetry,* Coleridge maintains, is "the 
employment of common objects in uncommon ways - the felici
tous and novel use of images of daily occurrence*, and of ~
such 'familiar images and illustrations* Shakespeare Is 1
'full'. Here is implied a criticism of the eighteenth- ■
century view of sublime poetry, which considered the sublime
to exist in certain objects and which advised that a poet
need only introduce in his poetry images of certain objects
and avoid others to merit the epithet 'sublime'. Again
this is a criticism directed by the dynamic or organic view
against the mechanical • la the former no image is mean or
grand per se, and consequently unless every image is melted
down and fused by the poet's emotional experience in the
heat of the creative process no amount of adding one so-
called grand image to another can be sufficient to produce
a sublime effect. Thus an image acquires significance only
in its context.

Coleridge is aware of the complexity of the function
of Shakespeare's imagery. Unlike the eighteenth-century
critics, he does not relegate the function of metaphor

2
to illustration and embellishment. In Biograph!a- literaria 
he tells us that figures and metaphors must have their

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.43. Cf. vol.ii, p.203.
2. See supra, ppl22 ff. ,  ̂ In Modern Poetry and the 

iradiTion, (Bond., 1948), for tne sake of iiis general 
thesis, Cleanth Brooks gives what seems to me to be a 
misrepresentation of Coleridge's views on metaphor in 
the chapter 'Metaphor and the Tradition', He claims 
that Coleridge's conception of metaphor is substantially 
the same as that of the eighteenth-century critics.
( Ibid,, pp. 18; 26), But if that were true it /̂oul| "̂e
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'justifying reasons', and should not be 'mere artifices of1
connection or ornament*, they should not 'degenerate into
mere creatures of an arbitrary purcose, cold, technical

2
artifices of ornament or connection. ' The relation vfh^ch
i c o t n o t e  2 con t inued  from page^451:

difficult to see why Coleridge defends the very meta
phorical style of Shakespeare, which had been the per
petual object of attack from the time of Dryden onwards, 
except by the extreme and uncritical primitivists.
Doth in theory and in practice Coleridge conceived 
metaphors as an indispensable part of poetic meaning. 
Brooks's own 'heresy of paraphrase* (See The Well 
Wrought Urn. Bond., 1949, Ch. 11) is in facTTnlTcl-
■  » i i < w i l  I I I I I . . I I #  I II  i m i w i  ! > ■  I l l  T  *  .pated byColeridge*s reiterated dictum that the test 
of poetry is its untranslatability into other words 
of the same language. It is because Coleridge be
lieves in the indivisible unity of thought and expres
sion that it cannot be said that he holds the eight
eenth-century view of metaphor, since the latter is 
only possible in a dualistic conception of style. 
Brooks's other assertions about Coleridge's views of 
metaphor seem to me to be equally ill-grounded. As 
is shown above, Coleridge does not.think that some 
images are by themselves intrinsically more poetic 
than others (Modem Poetry and the Tradition, p.18).
Nor is he as Brooks claimsl T ^ ô JcITr) ' suspicious ' 
of the role of intellect. Perhaps we need not go to 
his account of imagination, in which he says that in 
imaginative activity a nice balance between the con
scious and the unconscious powers of the mind is 
maintained throughout (see supra,ip.288. ). As
early as 1802 he wrote that *A poet's heart and intel
lect should be combined, intimately - combined and uni
fied with the great appearances of nature, and not 
merely held in solution and loose mixture with them, 
in the shape of formal similes.' (Letters, voli,p.
404). De should also remember his words Tn Biographia 
Literaria that an essential requisite to great poetry , 

and BNBEGf OB THOUGHT,' tliat 'In Shakespeare's, 
poems the creative power and the intellectual energy 
wrestle as in a war embrace. Bach in its excess of 
strength seems to threaten the extinction of the other. 
At length in the DRAMA they were reconciled, and fought - 
each with its shield before the breast of the other'
(B.L., vol.ii, p.19). And what about his defence of 
the"Shakespearean puns? It is not true either that 
Coleridge is a believer in 'the grandeur of generality' 
(Modern Poetry and the Tradition, p.19). The eighteenth 
century' idini oY^eneiSTty Involves certain assumptions

(cont.)
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imagery bears to its context should be primarily an
organic one. The organic quality which in Coleridge's
view characterises Shakespeare's plays, is also manifest
very clearly in his style. The style of the plays, Cole-1
ridge writes, is 'so peculiarly vital and organic.* 'In
Shakespeare one sentence begets the next naturally; the

2
meaning is all inwoven;' he 'goes on creating and evolving
B. out of A. and C. out of 13. and so on, just as a'serpent
moves, which makes a fulcrum of its own body and seems for

3
ever twisting and untwisting its own strength.' But be
cause style is not .the mare outward dress of thought, this 
feature is not really purely stylistic; it is the feature 
of the whole artistic creation: 'The construction of
Shakespeare's sentences, whether inverse or prose, is the
necessary and homogeneous vehicle of his peculiar manner 

4
of thinking.* The result of this peculiar quality of style,
^ujtnote È continued frcm page 451 6 45?: " '

which Coleridge cannot be said to have held. (For 
a discussion of these assumptions see supra, pp.131 ff.

). Coleridge's quarrel is not wî̂ n̂ illie particular
as such, but with the particular in which all the de
tails are brought into the foreground, and in which 
there is no unifying or leading idea. (See Mis.Crit., 
pp.427-423).

Footnotes 1 and 2 from page 452:
1. B.L., vol.ii, p.28.
2. TbTd., vol.ii, p.64.
1. Sh.Crit., vol.i. p.112.
2. TT^hTTpril 7, 1833.
3. îoiü', March 5, 1834.
4" Ib]%., March 15, 1834.
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or perhaps the cause of it, is the organic nature of '
Shakespeare's metaphors. Metaphors in Shakespeare seem
to be closely tied together by the most subtle bonds. He
connects one metaphor 'by unmarked influences of associa-1
tion from some preceding metaphor.* Shakespeare's con
ceits, he says, 'not only arise out of some word in the
lines before, but they lead to the thought in the lines fol* 

2
lowing.' To illustrate his meaning Coleridge quotes the
lines from As You Like It, which describe the wounded
stag (11.1.33-40).

The big round tears 
Cours'd one another down his innocent nose 
In piteous chase: .

and where the image in 'cours'd' comes 'naturally from
the position of the head, and most beautifully, from the
association of the preceding image of the chase, in which
"the poor sequester'd stag from the hunter's aim had 

3ta'en hurt".'
Before Coleridge the associationist Walter Whiter had

noted the unconscious association in Shakespeare's imagery
as well as the image-clusters which recently Mr. E.A.
Armstrong has made better known and collected more syste-

4
matically in his book Shakespeare's Imagination. But 
Whiter was so intent on showing the unconscious working
1. Sh.Grit.', vol.i, p.ll2. ' !
2. Ibid.. vol.i, p.17.
3. B.L.. vol.ii, p.193 FN. It may be pointed out here

that Walter Whiter also quotes these lines to show the 
working of unconscious association in Shakespeare's 
mind (Walter Whiter, A Specimen of a Commen
tary on Shakespeare, Bond.,

4. Ldward A.Armstrong,Shakespeare's Imagination, (Bond., 
1946). — ;— -------— -------
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of Shakespeare's mind that not only did he fail to see how 
Shakespeare's mode of associating one image with another 
makes of his style a complex organic texture, but he actu
ally denied Shakespeare deliberate intention in some of his

■ 1
most obvious puns. In his preoccupation with 'the most

2
indubitable principle in the doctrine of metaphysics* (i.e. 
the principle of the association of ideas) he lost sight 
of Shakespeare's poetic skill and artistry, his esemplastic 
power and fusing imagination. And how could he avoid that 
if his view of poetic imagination was that of the eighteenth-

3century passive ass'ociationism? On the other hand, by 
maintaining that great poetry is the product of a nice 
balance between the conscious and unconscious, Coleridge 
restored the dignity of conscious artistry to Shakespeare's 
works, and was able to ask intelligent questions about the 
significance and effect of a particular mode of associating 
or introducing imagery. It is customary nowadays to think 
that Walter Whiter was the first critic to point out the 
importance of Shakespeare's imagery. But it is important 
to realize the limitations of Whiter*s interest and treat
ment. Whiter was interested in the images as such, their 
cluster and their revelation of Shakespeare’s mind as well 
as of .the background of his times. His interest was therefore

See infra, . ASl ff.
2. WalteT^nuiter, On.Cit.. p.73.
1.
2.
3. See supra^ $%54 ff
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psychological, sociological and textual; but it was never 
really artistic. For the realisation of the complex nature 
of Shakespeare's imagery we had to wait until Coleridge's 
time. Coleridge in fact was one of the first critics, if 
not the first, to see the dramatic value of Shakespeare's 
imagery.

Even in Shakespeare's earliest non-dramatic writings
Coleridge pointed to the artistic significance of the
imagery. In Venus and Adonis and hicrege the 'series and
never broken chain of Imagery, always vivid.and, because
unbroken, often minute' serve to add an extra dimension to
the narrative. They 'provide a substitute for that visual
language, that constant intervention and running comment
by tone, look and gesture, which in his dramatic works he1
was entitled to expect from the players. ' It is through
the imagery in these poems that Coleridge could see 'the
great instinct, which impelled the poet to the drama', and
because of the imagery Venus and Adonis 'seem at once the
characters themselves, and the whole representation of

2
those characters by the most consummate actors.' When 
imagination is working at its highest, even in those early 
works of Shakespeare, the imagery bears a closer and more 
organic relation to its context. The image in the lines

1. B.I., vol.ii, p.15. Cf.Sh^Crit., vol.ii, pp.92-93.
2. hTh., vol.ii, p.15. Gf.Sh.cTriT., vol.ii, p.93.
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from Tenus and Adonis, made famous by Coleridge's quotation
and analysis, is really the epitome of the whole situation.
All the elements of the situation are fused and unified by
the image itself:

Look! how a bright star shooteth from,the sky,
So glides he in the night from Venus eye 1

♦'How many images and feelings,* says Coleridge,
are here brought together without effort and without 
discord - the beauty of Adonis - the rapidity of his 
flight - the yearning yet hopelessness of the enamoured 
gazer - and a shadowy ideal character thrown over 
the whole, 2

This latter type of imagery is what characterizes the 
plays of Shakespeare, at least in the period of his maturity* 
There the imagery 'moulds and colors itself to the circum
stances, passion, or character, present and foremost in 
the mind.' And for 'unrivalled instances of this excel
lence* Coleridge refers the reader not only to Lear and 
Othello, but to practically all the 'dramatic works' of 
Shakespeare. Shakespeare's imagery is then part and parcel, 
of the plays; it is rooted in its dramatic context.
Amongst other reasons, it is because the serious eighteenth- 
century critics regarded Shakespeare as a poet, and not 
as a dramatic poet, that they condemned his metaphorical 
style. Instead of placing a metaphorical expression in its 
dramatic context and asking themselves whether or not the

1. Venus and Adonis, 11,815-816.
2. ShTCrit., vol.iff p.21]..
3* B.ÏT.7 VOl.ii, p*l8.
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expression becomes then functional, they often wrenched the
expression from the dramatic situation and examined it by
itself, as if it occurred in a poem purely of the first ‘
voice. Thus Pope and Arbuthnot, Coleridge reminds us,
chose Prospère*8 lines to Miranda when he directs her
attention to Ferdinand:

The fringed curtains of tlite eyes advance 
And say what thou seest yon&. 1

2
as an illustration of the ’Art of Sinking in Poetry*. But
remembering his golden rule of the untranslatability of
good poetry Coleridge writes, 'Taking these words as a
periphrase of "Look what is coming yonder" it certainly
may to some appear to border on the ridiculous.* And tliis
is precisely how the tradition that considers the object
of metaphor to be either illustration or embellishment can
take the lines. But by examining the dramatic context in
which the lines occur, Coleridge shows how the metaphor is
neither strained nor bombastic, but is in fact born of the

3
tone and nature of the particular character uttering it.

But in Coleridge's treatment we notice that the job 
of imagery is not limited to the negative role of accord
ing with the situation and the character. Imagery can 
have a more positive value. By being the most concentrated 
form of expression it is especially suited to dramatic 
poetry. A single image can create a vlVid picture of a

1. The Tempest. I.ii.4013-40:3. '
2. 5i'lT13'aïTriml.ii. p.179.
3. Tl?i5.. vol.ii, pp.179-180, -
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situation in the mind of the reader, Coleridge quotes 
Prosperous words to Miranda:

One midnight,
Fated to the purpose, did Anio nio open
The gates of Milan; and i* the dead of darkness, -
The ministers for the purpose hurried thence
Ivie, and thy crying self, 1 ,

to show how '"by introducing a single happy epithet, "crying",
in the last line, a complete picture is presented to the 

2
mind, * And "besides "being an echo to the characters imagery 
sometimes enforces and clinches the effect of a whole char
acter. Thus Cali"ban who is 'a sort of creature of the

3
earth gives us images from the earth* wMle Ariel himself
*a sort of creature of the air* - *in àir he lives, from
air he derives his "being, in air he acts; and all his
colours and properties seem to have been obtained from the

4 5
rainbow and the skies* - *gfes us images from the air,*
1. The'Te.ppest. I.iTTT^-flST
2. .̂i.'CrîTTT"vol.ii, p. 174. Coleridge doesAot push his 

ZialysTs of this image very far. But it seems to me 
that the occurrence of such a vivid image is signifi
cant in Tlie Tempe st,where the tragic past happenings 
are not represented on the stage, as in the case of The
Winter's Tale (which obviously forms an earlier stage
In oiie” <devilo*pment of Shakespeare's vision), but, as 
Coleridge points out, the audience are informed of the 
preceding events by a subtle retrospective narration. 
While representing vividly enough the situation to the 
audience in accordance with the design and tone of the 
play, the imge abstracts from that situation the 
effect of immediacy and horror which it would have had 
oil the audience had it been represented on the stage.

3# Sh.Grit.. vol.ii, p.177.
4. I hi d̂ ., vol.ii, p.176.
5. Ibid., vol.ii, p. 178. Sclilegel remarks that Caliban

signifies the heavy element of earth while Ariel's name . 
'bears an allusion to air.' VA.W.Schiegel.Op.Pit..p.395). 
But he mentions nothing about the imagery; in fact 
Schlegel's disregard of the minutiae of Shakespeare's 
style such as imagery is striking: see Wolfgang Clemen. 
The Development 0f Shakespeare *s Imagery, (Bond., 1951)>

( cont.)
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Besides, imagery itself can have a revelatory function: 
Coleridge shows how it becomes itself a means of charac
terisation. The imagery in the speeches of Lady Macbeth 
illuminates to us certain aspects of her character of 
which she herself is not conscious. In spite of her en
deavours to rise above the moral law 'by inflated and

1
soaring fancies, and appeals to spiritual agency', the
imagery in which she expresses herself sufficiently reveals

2
that she is no 'moral monster'.

So far is the woman from being dead within her, that 
her sex occasionally betrays itself in the very moment 
of dark and bloody imagination, A passage where she 
alludes to "glueking her nipple from the boneless gums 
of her infant" though usually thought to prove a merci
less and unwomanly nature, proves the direct opposite 
... She brings it ... as the most horrible act which 
it was possible for imagination to conceive, as that 
which was most revolting to her own feelings ... Had 
she regarded this with savage indifference, there would 
have been no force in the appeal ... Another exquisite 
trait was the faltering of her resolution, while stand
ing over Duncan in his slumbers; "Had he not resembled 
My father as he slept, I had don't^ 3

ÿootnote 5 contïnïïêT^rom page :
p.14: 'In the great admirers of Shakespeare among the 
German poets, like A.V/.Schlegel or Ludvig Tieck we 
seek in vain for a single remark on Shakespeare's 
imagery.' , Joseph barton, however, it may be pointed
out, wrote in The Adventurer (Ho.93)* that 'Ariel ...
has a set of iSeas and images peculiar to his station 
-and office, a beauty of the same kind with that which 
is justly admired in the Adam of Milton, whose manners 
and sentiments are all paradisaical.*

1. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.271.
2. !Iis.Crrt.. p.449.
3$ Un.Crit., vol.ii, p.271.
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And in a single image we may ü n d  the crystallization of a 
whole inner conflict in a character. The example Coleridge 
points out is the image in Othello's final speech in which 
he takes stock of the whole of his tragic situation des
cribing himself as

one whose hand,
Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away 
Richer than all his tribe. - 1

Not only Theobald, V/arburton, Steevens and Farmer, but 
strangely enough, some modern scholars prefer to read 
'Judean' for 'Indian'. Theobald's reason for adopting 
'Judean' is that 'no Indian was so ignorant as not to Irnow 
the value of pearls', and that Shakespeare would have 
called an Indian 'rude' and not 'base*. Against this 
rational explanation one has only to set Coleridge's rea
sons for defending 'Indian', to see the essential diffe
rence ? An \ tlie attitude of the two critics to imagery.
In the first place Coleridge is against the purely illus

trative function of the image, and he therefore rejects 
the reference to the story of Herod, saying contemptuously; 
^To make Othello say that he, who had killed his wife, 
was like Herod, who had killed his!* Secondly, his de
fence of 'base' shows an understanding of the complex 
nature of Shakespeare's imagery, which arises from an in
sight into the working of the mind, not only of Othello, 
but even of Shakespeare. 'Othello,' he sayâ, 'wishes to

1. Othello. T.11.346-48.
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excuse himself on the score of ignorance, and yet not to 
excuse himself - to excuse himself by accusing.* This . 
struggle of feeling in Othello, Coleridge thinks, is finely 
conveyed by the word 'base*. The word 'base*, he goes on, 
'is applied to the rude Indian, not in his own character, 
but as the momentary representative of Othello', taking 
'Indian' to mean 'savage in genere.' In this way the image 
reveals the contradictory feelings of the character; it 
is b o m  naturally out of the dramatic situation, which in 
its turn it illuminates.

Like his imagery Shakespeare's puns bear an organic 
relation to his dramatic poetry. Because the eighteenth- 
century conception of the poetic language of Shakespeare 
was not particularly dramatic, the nature and function 
of puns were not understood, and puns were accordingly de
nounced by the Shakespearean critics of the period. Those 
who defended him on this score did nothing but exonerate
him from being himself responsible for such degradation of2
his sublime style. They declared that Shakespeare's faults 
were only the faults of his times, and that Shakespeare's
1. kh. cri tTTvor.----------------------- -------
2. See s u p r a . It can be safely said that the 

attack on puns was universal in the eighteenth-century 
criticism of Shakespeare, if we except the attempts 
made by Morgaiin and Whiter, and a solitary anonymous 
correspondent to The Gentleman*s Magazine, (Vol.2,
1732, p.643) who lamented the fact that ̂ Tunning is 
reckon'd a slow Sort of Wit, and a Punster the Subject 
of Ridicule, tho' in the last Century in high Esteem', 
and maintained that 'the discouragement punning has 
met with in our Age shews we are slower in our Concep
tions than our Forefathers.'
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mlsfortime was that he prostituted his genius in this 
respect. They were only too anxious to defend the man, 
and in doing so they forgot that the charge against the 
plays as works of art still held.

Of course, there were one or two attempts to defend 
Shakespeare's puns, based not on the familiar general 
reference to the bad custom of the times, but on a close 
treatment of the text. Both Korgann and Whiter attempted 
an analysis of the Shakespearean pun. Of the two Morgann, 
as is expected, is more to the point. Like Morgann's 
Whiter's treatment of puns is incidental, but unlike Hor- 
ganii's his defence consists in vaporising most of the 
puns he encounters in Shakespeare's poetry. As his object 
is to point out the unconscious working of Shakespeare's 
mind by reference to the principle of the Association of 
ideas, Whiter adduces no st of his puns to the working of 
this principle, thus denying Shakespeare's conscious inten
tion behind them. lie undertakes 'to defend our Poet in a 
variety of instances against the charge of an intended
quibble, which the Com cntators have often unjustly inputed 1
to him*. île therefore denies the presence of an intended 
quibble, for instance, in the lines from As You like It. on 
the words 'suit' and 'coat';

1 • Walter V/hiter. On. Cit., p. 83.
2. Ibid., p.84.
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Jacques; I am ambitious for a motley coat.
Duke S,; Thou shalt have one.
Jacques; It is my only suit;

Provided that you weed your better judgments
O f a l l  opinion that grows rank in them
That I am wise. 1

By exculpating Shakespeare from the charge of conscious
punning Whiter makes him more palatable to the eighteenth-
century taste in poetry, but he does not realize that by
doing so he also thins out the rich texture of Shakespeare's
verse.

Less purely psychological and more literary and 
artistic is'Morgann's criticism of the Shakespearean pun. 
Like the rest of the eighteenth-century critics, he believes 
that puns qua puns are 'base things'. But because he is 
one of the very few eighteenth-century critics - if not the 
only one - who believe consistently in the conscious ar
tistry of Shakespeare, he admits that Shakespeare converts
these base things into excellence. Ha maintains that some
of the puns are not his, but those of them which are un
doubtedly his can, with very few exceptions, he justified. 
The sole example he offers;

For if the Jew doth cut but deep enough
I'll pay the forfeiture with all my heart. 2

he defends on the grounds that it is natural for one 'who 
affects gaiety under the pressure of severe misfortunes* to

1. As You Like It, Il.vii.43-47. V5?f)-P9/
2. • The berehant of Venice, IV.i.276-277. The actual 

„ .lines ârè;
For if the Jew do cut but deep enough.
I'll pay it presently with all my heart.
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play on words, and that the pun itself, because it is an
unsuccessful effort of fortitude, 'serves the more plainly1
to disclose the gloom and darkness of the mind.' This is 
an excellent defence of this particular pun, to be sure. 
Unfortunately Morgann's criticism of Shakespeare's 'puns 
is very brief and relegated to a footnote; < he offers 
0nly one example for analysis and illustration, and points 
only to one of the many functions of puns.

It is not until we come to Coleridge that we get any 
detailed and clear understanding of the role of puns in 
Shakespeare's verse, and their immediate relevance to his 
dramatic poetry. ' It is important, however, at this stage 
to remove the possibility of any foreign influence on Cole
ridge on this point. Indeed Schlegel, a critic whose in
fluence upon Coleridge is considerable and explicit at 
times, though extremely doubtful at others, defended and 
justified Shakespeare's puns at the same time as Coleridge. 
But in their treatment the two critics pursued entirely 
different methods, and of the two one can say that Cole
ridge's is the more valuable and suggestive for purposes 
of literary criticism. Cohlegel'a defence of puns is based 
on an onomatopoeic theory of the origin of laitguage. There 
is a desire in the human mind when deeply excited to go 
back to a primitive stage, when language exiiibits 'the ob- ̂ 
ject which it denotes, sensibly, by its very sound.' In the

Maurice LTorgann, Op.Cit., p.2o? IN.
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more developed stages of language, this desire finds its
gratification when the excited imagination seizes 'any
congraity in sound which may accidentally offer itself,'
thus restoring 'for the nonce the lost resemblance between1
the word and the thing.' This is the main argument of .
Schlegel in justification of puns. There is of course his
other argument which consists merely in an appeal to the
classic authors;

Niioever, in Richard II, is disgusted with the affec
ting play of Y.'ofds of "the dying Jolin of Gaunt on his 
own name, should remember that the same thing occurs 
in the Ajax of oophocles. 2

Eut this argument does not really deserve any serious
examination. Schlegel's main argument, however, rests on
a problematic theoretical basis. Me do not know how much

3onomatopoea plays in the genesis of a language. Eut even 
if the theory were true, it would only give us an anthro
pological or psychological explanution for the general 
phenomenon of punning. Schlegel's argument in fact 
amounts to this; Eo not object to punning in Shakespeare; 
it is quite natural, i.e., psychologically feasible, for man 
to play on words. But he does not provide any useful 
analysis why certain puns are more valuable than others in
Ï. A. h. UcElegel, Qp.'bit .T'''''p7366. ' 2. ïbïdt7 p. 357%
3. There seems to be aia intimate connection, however, in

the primitive mind as well as in the mind of child be
tween a name and an object, and a 'tendency to "reify" 
the name' and 'regard it as part of the real thing it
self.' See Otto espersen, Mankind. Nation and Indi- 
vidual from a Linguistic PoinT ”oF viewj ITIond., 194o) «

I.A.Æi^n^rasT Tne Meaning of 
Meaning. (Lend., 1952), Ch.II.
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certain, poetic contexts, or what role they play, if any, 
or why Shakespeare's pirns are at all relevant to his 
poetic d.'>uaa.

'I’hese questions Coleridge has attempted to answer. lie
himself was keenly interested in puns; in fact, one of
his innumerable unrealized projects was a whole essay in

1defence of punning. In his discussion of Shakespeare's 
puns he remains within the bounds of literary criticism, 
introducing general psychology only as far as it is neces
sary for the clarification of our responses to the plays. 
Puns, Coleridge explains, are first of all the expression 
of exuberance of mind. An age in which punning is the 
fashion cannot but be marked by 'vigour of intellect*.
In this Coleridge is under no illusion regarding the 
mental quality of Shakespeare's age. Put to be of any 
artistic value, a pun has to observe certain laws, other
wise it becomes a blemish, a mark of pedantry and affec
tation which the eighteenth-century critics have taken all 
puns to be, and vhich Shakespeare himself, Coleridge notes,
satirises in a play like Love's Labour*s lost as well as

2 -

in a character like Csrick in Itamlot. In a serious play 
a pun has to become an integral part of the whole; it has 
to illuminate or intensify character and situation. . Yhien 
Ooletidge fails to see the relation between a pun and its

1. A.P., p.225
2. bh.Prit.. Yol.ii, p.140,
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context, he condemns it, as v/e find in the case o f  the 
Porter's scene in Macbeth. Here it is important to realize 
that he does not dismiss the pans (and the best part of the 
speech in which the puns occur) because they are puns.
Phat would be exceedingly improbable, considering his con
stant defence of puns. Ee dismisses them because h e fails 
to see the relation between them and the whole situation, 
'hesort to this grace,* i.e., pun, lie says, 'may, in some 
cases, deserve censure, not because it is a play upon words, 
but because it is a play upon words in a wrong place and 
at a wrong time.' Coleridge's fault is one in perception 
and not in principles or attitude of mind, as it is 
commonly understood. Had any one pointed out to him the 
ironic relation the whole speech bears to the situation, 
he would have, been the first person to acclaim the artistry 
and design of the poet. Of course, Coleridge does not pre
tend that every individual pun that occurs in Shakespeare 
is justifiable on artistic grounds. lie admits that 'even 
in those wliioh bear the strongest characteristics of his 
mind, there are some conceits not strictly to be vindica
ted, ' that 'they sometimes detract from his universality

2
as to time, person, and situation.' Eut what he is con
stantly combating is the notion that 'whenever a conceit

3
is met. with it is unnatural. '

1. Bh.Orit., vol.ii, p.186.
2. T%T3T;~v&l.li, p!l40.
3. IbTd., vol.il, p.121,
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V/lien they are functional puns in Siiaî© speare's plays
serve various purposes. In the comedies, when Shakespeare's
aim is other than the explicit satire on affectation and
fashion, puns are used as a means of characterisation, and
are meant to express 'exuberant activity of mind' in the1
character given to them. In the serious plays, together
with their indication of the mental vigour of the Sjmlcer,
puns become a manifestation of the excess of passion. A pun
may he a mark of contemptuous and evil nature, which seizes
at every possible occasion to mock and sneer at what is 

2
good, as in the case of the scornful expressions in which 
Antonio and Sebastian indulge at the expense of the good 
Gonsalo in The Tempest. With them punning is * a mode of—11 ll.W IHW W .

3getting rid of tlieir own uneasy feelings. ' Or it may be 
'the language of suppressed passion' as in the case of 
John of Gaunt's celebrated quibble on his own name. Or it 
may be 'the language of resentment in order to express con
tempt', which, together with 'suppressed passion, espe
cially hardly smothered dislike' is to be found in Hamlet's
quibble, when he says to the king that he is 'too much in 

4
the sun.'
n r  ^ î T v r i f .  ", VO 16Ï 0. 2? %    ''  ■
2. Ibid., vol.i, p.22.
3. vol.i, p.135.
4. Tbid., vol.i, p.23# Gee a H3 note on pp.103-105 of vol. 

rr^f Coleridge's own copy of Ornniana in the -British 
liuseum, in which he writes that ^vindictive anger 
striving to ease itself by contempt* is 'the most 
frequent origin of Puns.'
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In all these examples the mind of the character is
wrought to a high pitch of passion, and

He khat knows the state of the human mind in deep 
passion must know, that it approaches to that condi
tion of madness, which is not absolute frenzy or 
delirium, but which models all things to one reigning 
idea; still it strays from the main subject of com
plaint, and still it returns to it, by a sort of 
irresistible impulse. 1

The phraseology of the passage and the contrast between 
madness and delirium is strongly reminiscent of Coleridge's 
distinction between Imagination and fancy. The stress, 
as always with Coleridge, is on the organic aspect of ex
pression and experience. ; In the successful examples of 
puns in serious drama the play on words is organically re
lated to the feeling of the character or to the feeling 
which dominates the situation. Both Hamlet and Join of 
Gaunt pun successfully because both are shown in an im
passioned state of mind, and there is *a natural tendency 
in the mind immersed in one strong feeling to connect 
that feeling with every sight and object around it, espe
cially when (it is) opposed and the word addressed to it

2(is in) any way repugant to the feeling,* Coleridge seems 
to have been aware (indeed he does not s tate it in this 
connection, but it is apparent from his favourite principle 
of the reconciliation of opposites) that the tension which 
arises from the attempt to relate the feeling to whatever is

1. Hh.Orit., vol.ii, p.185
2. Iriia., vol.i, p.153.
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'repugnant* to it is peculiarly dramatic. But apart from 
that, he realises that the play on words which is the 
manifestation of the excess of passion, plays a role simi
lar to 'gesticulations, looks or tones'. Hot only is it, 
when it is 'congruous with the feeling of the scene', appro
priate to drama, and 'allowable in the dramatic dialogue',
but it is 'oftentimes one of the most effectual intensives 1
of passion.' Like gesticulations, looks or tones, puns 
intensify and illuminate the passions, and because they 
are such concentrated forms of intensification, they con
stitute an important and integral part of Shakespeare's 
dramatic poetry. It is therefore wrong to regard them as 
the unhappy and distracting results of his complying with 
the vulgar taste of the frequenters of 'paltry taverns*.
Of course, we who have lived in an age interested in poetic 
wit and verbal athleticism, have been taught that there 
are other uses of pun as well as deeper motives. But it 
is fair to remember that we have travelled a long way from 
Coleridge, although along the Coleridgean line; he is, 
after all, for better or for worse the initiator of the 
critical interest in the complexity of poetic meaning. lie 
is familiar with the multiple levels of meaning, of the
Bmpson!an ambiguities in Shakespeare's poetry. 'The meaning 

sense/
one/chiefly,' he sayâ, 'and yet keeping both senses in view.

1. Sh.Crlt., vol.i, p.150.
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1 „
is perfectly Shakespearean*. for instance, in Bolingbroke's 
address to the Lords in Richard Ils

Go to the rude ribs of that ancient castle;
Through brazen trumpet send the breath of parle 
Into his ruin'd ears, and thus deliver ... 2

Coleridge feels that 'ruin'd ears' apply both to the castle
and to the fallen king: 'Although Bolingbroke was only

3speaking of the castle, his thoughts dwelt on the king.'
In his treatment of puns Coleridge seems to distin- .

guish between two kinds; what we may call here organic and
inorganic puns. They can both be functional. But the
0 rganio has a more complex function to fulfil. The inorganic
is largely verbal; it consists in 'connecting disparate
thoughts purely by means of resemblances in the words ex-

4
pressing them.' Its function is to 'display wit' in the
speaker. It is then only a means of characterisation, but -
. bn.GriÜ., vol.i, p.105.

2, TTlcliârd" II, III.iii.32-34.3, vol.ii, p. 190. Golexidge actually maintained
tliaTljnakespeare purposely used the personal pronoun 
'his' to convey this effect. This, of course, is an ; 
error caused by Coleridge's unsoholarly training, and
it was quite rightly pointed out by P.L.Lucas 
Decline and fall of the Romantic Ideal, p.196): '"His" - 
T& not necessarily a personal pronoun ”at all, being the  ̂
regular possessive also of the impersonal "it̂ '. ' But  ̂
to charge Coleridge with 'false subtlety"^ ûn this ^
account is unfair. We all know that we do not go to 
Coleridge for scholarly information; in this he is 
most unreliable. Nevertheless the subtlety and perti
nence of the remark remain unimpaired, whether or not • 
the pronoun 'his* has a personal reference, and Shake- 1 
speare may well have meant both Hichard and the castle 
by the epithet. Even Lucas himself cannot deny that. 
Shakespeare in fact is fall of this type of ambiguity: 
the classic example, if example be needed, is in
macbewnfs speech to the Doctor (V.iil.39-45) in which 
he IS thinking as much of his own 'diseased* mind and 
'stuffed bosom' as of Lady Macbeth's.
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has no necessary relation to the whole situation. Conse
quently, although it is 'in character in lighter comedy' 
it would disfigure the 'graver scenes', as it 'sometimes' 
does in Shakespeare - since the latter are normally far 
more organically conceived.

The organic pun which Shakespeare uses 'more often', 
unlike the inorganic, loses a great portion of its force 
and meaning without its dramatic context* It is not purely 
verbal, but it 'doubles the natural connection or order of 
logical consequence in the thoughts.' It is not just 
'witty' though it fulfils its function by 'the Introduction 
of an artificial and sought for resemblance in the words.' 
It is a 'forceful and proper* means of intensifying* the 
emotional impact of a situation, and is governed by 'the 
law of passion which, inducing in the mind an unusual acti
vity, seeks for means to waste its superfluity.' Under 
an emotional stress the words themselves become, as it 
were, living things, 'the subject and material for that 
surplus action, and for the same cause that agitates our 
limbs.» boleridge finds examples of organic pun even in an 
early work of Shakespeare, which is also a comedy. In the 
icing's opening speech in Love's Labour's lost, which is 
significantly a solemn one, Coleridge finds in the line
fo o tn o te  "4 C O l i t i n u e ( f ? r c m ^ 472": ^ -

4. Bh.Crit., vol.i, p.96.
1. Ibid., vol.i, p.96.
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And then grace us in the disgrace of death. 1 
an organic |)un. llie relation between 'grace* and 'disgrace' 
is not purely verbal. Although the expression arouses a 
sufficient degree of surprise, the dramatic context and 
the intention of the speaker taken into consideration, 
'disgrace' seems to be the only apt word to describe the 
peculiar effect death is going to produce. The pun here 
'doubles the natural connection or order of logical conse
quence in the thoughts* of the speaker, and by so doing

2
gives it greater emphasis. Shunning the life of action, 
the îiing of Navarre decides to set up his court as an 
'academe' for learning and contemplative life, thereby 
hoping to win the immortal glory which knowledge brings to 
its bearer after death. He is thus giving up the transi
tory and temporal glory which the life of action brings 
during lifetime for the sake of the greater glory after
death, which is the fruit of knowledge and contemplative
life. I'o him therefore death would be a grace, whereas to 
those who lead an active life it would mean disgrace, i.e., 
the loss of worldly goods, glory etc. ••• Or 'grace' 
may be taken in the religious sense, and in this case it
can be obtained more by a life of study and contemplation
than by an active life. The pun here is organic in the 
sense that it derives its meaning from, and in turn lends 
significance to, the context of the situation.

1. Love * s Lab our* s Lost, I.i.3.
2. Sh.Crit., V01.Ï, p.9%.
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Like his organic puns Shakespeare's wit is often
'blended with the other qualities of his works, and is, by

1
its nature, capable of being so blended,' It is often
not purely verbal, but 'most exquisite humour, heightened

2
by a figure, and attributed to a particular character#'
It works on the level of imagery; without ceasing to pro
duce the degree of surprise we obtain from 'an unexpected 
turn of expression', the general effect it has is not 
simply that of surprise, but is often accompanied with a

3gratification arising from'the juxtaposition of imagery.
The example Coleridge offers is the comparison Falstaff
draws between the flea on Eardolph's nose and a soul

4
suffering in purgatory.

It is clear then that Coleridge does not regard 
Shakespeare as a primitive dramatist, who complied with the 
popular and vulgar taste of the times. On the contrary, 
he believes he is the supreme dramatic poet in English.
Even his puns, we have seen, ho finds to be often strictly 
functional and dramatic. Of course, Coleridge does not pre
tend that the whole dramatic output of C'hakespeare is of 
equal excellence, nor is he blind to the development and 
improvement in Shakespeare's handling of dramatic poetry. 
Indeed, he does not truce the growth in his mastery in every

1. Bh.Crit., vol.ii, p.123; of# Mis.Grit., p.42.
2. ^h.Ciit., vol.ii, p.124.
3. Ibid., vol.ii, p.124.
4. henry  V. II.iii.38-40.

kr!X-~ 4"^ •
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individual play. But lie points to the occurrence of such
marked development, Bor instance, in a play like Romeo and
Juliet, he says, 'the poet is not entirely blended with the
dramatist, - at least not in the degree to he afterwards

1*
noticed in Lear, hamlet, Othello or Macbeth,* Capulet
and Moiiague 'not infrequently talk a language only belonging
to the poet, and not so characteristic of, and peculiar tOj
the passions of persons in the situations in which they
are placed.' In such passages Shakespeare 'for a moment
forgets the character, utters his own words in his own 

2
person,•’ But in the more mature works Shakespeare is no
'ventriloquist', and his poetry becomes really dramatic. He
varies his style according to the nature of the character
and the dramatic situation.

In such works, therefore, Coleridge reads Shakespeare's
minutiae of style with the greatest care and attention. He
praises 'Shakespeare's instinctive propriety in the choice 

■ 3of words.' For instance, he finds that the repetition of
a word may be meant by the poet to carry an important
weight, and to point to the meaning of a whole play, as in

4
the case of the epithet 'honest' in Othello. A stylistic 
detail may be intended to illuminate a certain aspect of a 
character. For example, in the words of Macbeth to Angus

1. Sh.Orit., vol.ii, p.136,
2. T H g 7 “vol.ii, p.137.
3. Ibid.. vol.i, p.148.
4. See Pp.404 ff.
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and Ross, who have just ‘brought him the news of the
honours Duncan has "bestowed upon him:

Kind gentlemen, your pains 
Are registered where every day I turn 
The leaf to read them. 1

he finds 'the promising courtesies of a usurper in inten- 2
tion.' And in his replies to Duncan's joyful welcome to 
him on his arrival from the victorious battle against 
Cawdor, Macbeth, we are shown, has 'nothing but the common
places of loyalty, in which he hides himself in the 'air*; 
and in the ... language of effort.' Macbeth expressesI - m - I.T1M Tim i## —

'reasoning, instead of joy, stammering repetition of
3 ■"duties*', using 'a hollow hyperbole.' This type of cri

ticism, which reads the text with the utmost sensibility 
and intelligence, is only too rare in the eighteenth cen
tury. Indeed Dr. Johnson himself provides one of the few 
examples. Of Macbeth's hypocritical exclamations, when he 
tries to explain how he killed the king's chamberlains;

Here lay Duncan 4
His silver skin laced with his golden blood, etc. ...

Dr. Johnson writes;
It is not improbable, that Shakespeare put these forced 
and unnatural metaphors into the mouth of Macbeth as 
a mark of artifice and dissimulation, to show the 
difference between the studied language of hypocrisy, 
and the natural outcries of sudden passion. 5

1. Macbeth. I.iii.150-153.
2. Oli.Crit., vol.i, n.70.
3. rpid.. vol.i, pp.70-71.
4. MaJFeth, 11.111.111-117;
5. K aleigji, p . 172.

tim.ir c jiJMn.  'muMn t y iiw y
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But Dr# Johnson's hesitation in making the suggestion is
fairly obvious : we remember his severe condemnation of
the whole passage. Coleridge's remarks, on the other hand,
often reveal this sennit!vê textual criticism in a highly
developed form# Coleridge would even find the very rhytlru
of a speech expressive of some fine sliade of feeling or
other# He sees in Lady Macbeth's welcome,to Duncan in her
castle 'a laboured rhytlui and hypocritical overmuch in1
which you cannot detect a ray of, personal feeling.' Or he
would contrast the 'forced flurry of talkativeness' of
Macbeth, when he attempts to explain the reasons that led 

the
him to/murder of the grooms, with the terse remarks of 

2
Macduff.

Moreover, Shakespeare varies his style and diction to
suit the dramatic situation. The players* speeches in
Hamlet, Coleridge points out, differ materially in style
and diction from the speeches of the chief characters.

ed
Here the difference in style is condition/by the difference
■in planes of reality. Of the preliminary speech of the h
actor he writes,

This admirable substitution of the epic for the drama
tic, giving such a reality to the impassioned dramatic 
diction of Giiakespeare^s own dialogue, and authorised 
too by the actual style of the tragedies before

1. Bh.Crit., vol.i, p.73.
2. lifs.OiBrt., p.449.
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Shakespeare (Porrex and Ferrex. Titus Ândronicus, 
etc. ...) is wortiiy ci notice. l

Slmiarly in the Mousetrap itself rhymed verse is used in-
2

stead of blank verse with the same effect. Style is also
varied in accordance with the degree of dignity and solem-
nity of what is spoken. The Winter's Tale opens with the
two lords of Siddia and Bohemia, Camillo and Archidamns,
engaged in pleasant polite conversation, but in the scene
immediately following we have the two kings and the queen
with their royal courtesies, which will soon develop with
'grave consequences. The royal conversation is therefore
marked by *a rise in the diction' so that it may be distin-

3
guished from the 'chit-ciiat' of the lords. But the rise
in diction can serve other and deeper purposes in Shakes-
p earean drama. In moments of extreme stress, Coleridge
notes, rhetoric may be resorted to by a character as a
means of mastering his or her emotions. The effort of
TT üh.(frit.'." vol.i. p.27. ColeridJ%nZay indeed ïlave 'taEen " 

Tue hint from Schlegel: See A.W.Schlegel, Op.Cit.. pp. 
403-407. But it may be pointed out that before Coleridge 
Lord John Chedworth (Notes Uoon Some of the Obscure Pas- 
sages in Shakespeare' a Plays. Lend. j’THkT, p. J STT 
Tîôugh nôTTpTte 'conTiHenvly had also remarked on the 
effect of this distinction; 'I have sometimes fancied 
that Shakespeare lias .made these lines elaborately 
tumid for the purpose of marking a distinction between 
the diction of this supposed tragedy, and that of the 
personages of the drama, whose language he would have 
taken to be that of real life, and by this artifice, 
to give the greater appearance of reality to his play.' 
The critic's hesitation about the conscious artistry of 
the post is, nevertheless, significant.

2. Sh.Orit., vol.i, p.31.
3. loid., vol.i, p.122.wwwmecwke*» » f t
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llarcellus *to master his own imaginative terrors', when he 
tells Horatio the story of the Ghost's appearance, is re
vealed in the marked 'elevation of the style.' . Likewise, 
rhetoric and inflated language may betray an attempt on the . 
part of the speaker to escape from an unpleasant reality.
This sort of self-deception can be seen in the 'affected

2
bravado' of Lady Macbeth.

The same organic approach which considers language in 
relation to character and dramatic situation can be seen 
in Coleridge's treatment of Shakespeare's versification.
On the whole Coleridge's view of,metre is essentially drama
tic. %at is what distin,guishes it from the eighteenth- 
century conception. Because their view of metre was largely 
formal and onclramatic, the eighteenth-century critics found 
a great deal of irregularity in Shakespeare's verse, and 
endeavoured to smooth some of the lines which their ears 
felt to be excessively harsh. Indeed in some of the pas
sages corrected the attempts amounted to a complete recast
ing* This,charge of irregularity was levelled not against 
Shakespeare solely, but against Elizabethan dramatic verse 
in general, and, naturally, the type of non-dramatic verse 
like Donne's, which was written in a dramatic vein. And 
the critics who complained of the irregularity and uncouth
ness of Shakespeare's versification were not only those

1. Sh.Orit., vol.i. pp.20-21.
2. nnrrvoi.i, p.8o.



1 2 • haunted by a demon of correctness, like Jlurdis and Sejnnour;
they included sympathetic critics as well, WiiHam Dodd,
the author of T?ie Beauties of Shakespeare, remarked that
Shakespeare 'did not study versification* as m o h  as, for
instance, Milton, and that he did not *re ;emher in him

3
any striking instance of this species of beauty,' Even 

4 5
Malone and Francis Douce wrote about the irre^gularity of
Shakespeare's metre.

The eighteenth-century conception of metre formed in 
fact part and parcel of its conception of poetry, Because 
the critics then held a dualistic view of poetry, and sepa
rated form from content, together with expression, metre
became generally something of an external mould, which a

6
line should be made to fit. A line in which syllabic per- •
1, ■' James kurdis, 3iirs(Try^%'marks upon the Arræi ;ement of

the Plays of Sna^ceepeaiê  (Tonà ), 'ëTg• pÿ,lb',33’,
2, 4̂;,Il7Seymour, iiemarks Critical, Conjectural and Pxplana- ■’ 

tory upon the~P%ayF"of bha¥eapeare, "rXouT,, T805T7"vôT.
1, pp.5“6. uê^'mour in fact beTieves that Shakespeare
is 'an. exemplar of metrical harmony*; but his text is 
corrupted (Ibid,, vol.i., p.11), However, his concep
tion of metrical harmony is such that the number of 
passages in the canon which he attempts to regularise 
is colossal. See e.g. vol.i, pp.16, 36; vol.ii, 
pp.79, 97, 150 etc. ...

3. William Dodd. Op.Git., vol.ii, p.202 PN.
4. Edmond lialone, A Letter to the Rev. Richard Farmer, (Lond* 

1792), p.35. ~
5, Francis Douce, Op.Git., vol.i, p.373.
6. In spite of its syllabic correctness it cannot be said 

that in the hands of a great eighteenth-century poet 
metre was an external rigid mould into which the sub
stance of content iiad to be poured, doiy analysis of 
the best of Pope's poetry will show how absurd such a 
notion is. but the case of the critics and minor 
poets is different. Throughout the century the irr
egularity of Shakespeare's verse was a commonplace of 
criticism.
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fection does not obtain (and Shakespeare's works abound
with such lines) was therefore considered faulty. On the
other hand, because Coleridge's view of form is essentially
organic, his approach to metre is primarily organic and
dynamic. In English verse, he writes;

we have first, accent; secondly, emphasis; and 
lastly, retardation and acceleration*of the times of 
syllables according to the meaning of the words, the 
pasoL on that accompanies them, and even the character 
of the person that uses them. 1

In his treatment metre becomes indeed part of the meaning 
of dramatic poetry. He shows how in the poetry of Shakes
peare, and of the best Elizabethans, metre is a rich tool 
with immense and varied potentialities, wiiich the poet 
manipulates dynamically, in order to render a precise 
expression to his experience:

Since Dryden, the metre of our poets leads to the 
sense: in our elder and more genuine poets, the sense.
Including the passio^^eads to the metre. Read even 
Donne's satires as he moant them to be read and as 
the sense and passion demand, and you will find in 
the lines a manly harmony. 2

In this connection Coleridge's theory of the origin and
function of metre is significant. If metre is to hold pas- 

3
Sion in check, then the greater and more intense the pas
sion the leas regular metre becomes. At the opposite end 
of metre is pure unbridled passion, which cannot be checked, 
an emotional chaos, as in the case of the ravings of the 
mad hear which significantly enough Shakespeare did not

1. Mis.Crit., p.67.
2.  ̂p". 67; Cf. Ibid#, pp.94; 133 ff «
3• 771., vol.ii, pp.49-?b.
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attempt to formalize in metre. Ye also remember Coleridge's
0 wii experiment in versification in Obristabel. which is ,
based upon a truly organic conception of metre. In his
preface to the poem lie writes that its metre is 'properly
Bpeairing irregular, ' for it depends not on the number of
syllables, but of accents in each line. 'Nevertheless,'
he continues, 'this occasional variation in number of
syllables is not introduced wantonly, or for the mere ends
of convenience, but in correspondence with some transition -1
in the nature of the imagery or passion.'

In fact the intimate i&ation between metre and the 
other constituent elements of the plays is always empha
sized by Coleridge, whenever he com.es to discuss Shalces- 
peare's versification. 'Y'e must observe,* he writes, 
Shakespeare's

varied images symbolical of moral truth, thrusting by 
and seeming to trip up each other, from an impetuosity 
of thought, producing a metre which is always flowing 
from one versa into the other, and seldom closing
with the tenth syllable of the line. 2

And again, he cays that 'such fullness of thought' in him
'gives an involution of metre so natural to the expression 

3of passion.* In one of his lectures, we are told by a re
porter, he demonstrates 'with truth and beauty' 'the con
nection between the character of versification and of the
language, and between the metre and the sense, the one elu-

1. roems of Sa.muel Teylor Coleridge, ed.Ernest Hartley
Ü ^ H l i i 7 U^xfSrû7 “ Ip5I ^ ^  ----2. Sh.Crlt., vol.ii, pp.257-26o.

3. TTHirrVh.ii. p!314.
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1
cidating and assiting the other.' The body of the lecture
is unfortunately missing, and it would seem that a great
deal of his practical criticism on this point, as on
others, is lost. But such was Coleridge's belief in the
organic nature of Shakespeare's versification that he re-

2
garded his blank verse 'as criteria of his plays.' One of 
Shakespeare's characteristics, he again said, is 'impetuo
sity of thought - so strongly influencing his metre, and

3furnishing a criterion of what is and is not Shakespeare's.'
It is because Coleridge looked upon metre as an organic
part of the meaning and the whole that he could say that
'the sense of musical delight with the power of producing

4
it, is a gift of imagination.' For it is only imagina
tion that can produce a really organic viiole.

In Shakespeare's plays verse is then a strictly func
tional element. For instance, it can be used as a means 
of characterisation. At its lowest level, it indicates 
the rank of the speaker. Characters of a higher social 
status use verse, while others use prose, as can be seen 
in the different conversations of the lords and the kings 
in Tlie Winter's Tale, already alluded to. For the same rea
son Coleridge tries to cast Marullus's words in Julius 

5
Caesar into "blank verse form, so that the tribune nay be

□
distinguished from the rabble. But in this Coleridge is
1. Sh.Orii., voTrii, p.323. 2. Ibid., vol.i," p.93.
5.

[bidk., vol.i, p.232h 4. B.L., vol.ii, p.14.
ruTTiis Caesar, 1.1.20. 6. oIi.Grit.. vol.i, p.13.
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by no means oblivious of the subtleties of Shakespeare's . 
prose, Shakespeare, Coleridge is well aware, preserves 
the same social distinction between any two characters 
even when they both speak their minds in the same medium, 
There is a great difference between Hamlet's prose pas
sages and. the grave-digger's or the' cobbler's in Julius 
Caesars in this case the difference lies, among other 
things, in the rhytlim of the prose they use*

; But metre does much more than simply 'imitate the per
sonal rank of a character.' It may suggest the temper
and quality of the speaker. The peculiar measure of the

2
song of the Fairy in Midsummer Ni'-.ht'g Bream, Collier re
ports, is appropriate 'to the rapid and airy motion of the 
fairy by whom the passage is delivered.' A line of irre- 
gular length may have artistic justification. In Richard 
II, Bolingbroke in a speech to be delivered to the King, 
makes his name 'Henry Bolingbroke' occupy a whole line.
By that Coleridge comments, Shakespeare meant to 'convey

4
Bolingbroke's opinion of his own importance.* A syllable 
may be meant to be dwelt on in reciting, so as to be equiva
lent to a dissyllable to characterise a certai n quality in 

5
a character. A defective line may detach and draw atten
tion to a certain speech, 'giving it the individuality and
17 t.r^Yol. i. P.13%
2. A iTo summer Hi Mat's Brea^ II.1.1 ff.
3. srôSra""'ïr, —
4. vol.ii, p.130.
5. Tbid.. vol.i, p.157#
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1
entireness of a little poem. * In the rhythm of a certain
line by Brutus lie detects 'that sort of mild philosophic

2
contempt characterizing Bratus.* In Lady Macbeth's speech
of welcome to Duncan, we have seen, he notes *a laboured

3rhythm* revealing insincerity and affectation.
Tills is how Coleridge treats Shakespeare's versifica

tion. lie may be oversubtle in his remarks, but he certainly 
does not regard the metre as an element superadded. Under
lying his criticism is the assumption that Shakespeare
'never avails himself of,the supposed license of transposi-

4
tion merely for the metre,* This may be an exaggeration 
if Coleridge really means it to apply to whatever Shakes
peare wrote. But it is an exaggeration of an important 
truth, and Coleridge is right when he contrasts Shakespeare's
use of the spoken rhytlim with what he thinks a modem

5
tragic poet resorts to in order to suit the metre. And at 
least it has made him attentive not only to the significance 
of the position of every word in the line, but also to the 
significance of every stress. He decides whether the posi
tion of a stress in a line is right or wrong from its 
appropriateness to the character and the dramatic situation. 
In Marullus's retort to the cobbler's playful suggestion that 
he would mend him - a line which for psychological reasons
1.'~- ' s:;I7Nrlt,, vol. i, p.157.   ’ “
2. xbxd., vol.i, p.14.
t .  § h § I u f ’^ i . i i ^ p . i 6 .
5. hâhJhùzÀ*
6 • u u l i i i s M ' j a e s a r , I . i . l 8 - l ! ^ î  :>o ̂  .
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he assigns and quite rightly to Manlius as the first 
Polio shows, and not to Flavius as Theobald does - he sug
gests that the stress should fall on the word 'mend* and 
not on 'me' since the dramatic situation implies that
Marullus in both surprize and anger is echoing the cobbler's 

1
words. This, it nay he remarked, is a criticism concerned 
with the minutiae. But it is such criticism, which is 
based on a thorough and detailed knowledge of the text, 
which is responsible for his often masterly analysis of 
Shakespeare's poetry. We still remember the *credibilizing 
effect* he finds in the word 'again* in Horatio's question 
regarding the Ghost;

Yhat, has this thing appeared again tonight?
Coleridge stops to ask himself about the dramatic 

function and meaning of the smallest features of Shakes
pearean drama* He enquires into the purpose of 'the occa
sional intersnersion of rhymes, and the more frequent

3winding up of a speech therewith.' It is not that he be
lieves in a dramatic purpose where there is actually none, 
for he knows that the frequency of rhymes in the early
works of the dramatist is not so much intentional, as a

4sign of Immaturity,
more mature wo rks,

1. Bh.Crit,, vol
2. 111 Id., vol.i,
3» Ibid., vol.i,
4. lOlCi. , vol.i.
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in the conscious artistry and intention of the poet. île
notes that rliymes are sometimes used to mark the patterned
sententious speeches, and in such cases 'the rhyme answers
the purposes of the Greek chorus, and distinguishes the

1
general truths from the passions of the dialogue.' But •
rhymes may have a deeper significance. In a serious play
a speech that is formalized by rhymes may express 'deli-

2
berateness* in the speaker. On such artistic grounds . 
Coleridge tries to solve the myter^r of Hamlet's harsh treat
ment of Ophelia in the nunnery scene, which Dover Wilson
attempts to explain away by supplying what he thinks to be

3a missing stage direction. The manner and form of 
Ophelia's speech to Hamlet on returning to him his love

4tokens, the 'penetrating' Hamlet perceives to be 'forced*,
and he therefore realises that she is not 'acting a part

5
of her own,' that 'he is watched and Ophelia a decoy.'

.6
Accordingly he assumes his madness. Hhyme also has another
purpose. Like rhetoric and 'elevation of style', it ex- .
presses the effort of the speaker to master his emotions.
The winding up of a speech with a rhyme indicates in the

to
character *a:a attempt/collect himself, and be cool at the7
close.' Of course, in some cases, there may be purely stage
1. Sh.Crïï., vol.i, p.146.
2. gocTcgt
3. EaYolet. ed.J.Dover Wilson,(Camb.,
4. % i l g . III.1.97 ff.
5* ^nVOrit., vol.i, p.30.
6. Ibid., vol.ii, p.195.
7. IMdi, vol.i, p.146.
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reasons for the rhyme coming at the end of a speech; a 
rhyme, v;e know, may serve simply as a reminder to the other 
actor that his part is due to begin. But it is signifi- 
cant that Coleridge concentrates on purely artistic con
siderations*

Poetry then is not the mere outpouring of passion, but
even in its minutest detail, it has a logic of its own,
as severe as that of science. This logic is what Cole-

1
ridge describes as 'aesthetic logic.' On the grounds
of aesthetic logic he would judge an expression incorrect

2
or a line faulty. And by virtue of this logic a work of 
art becomes an absolutely self consistent entity, a com
plete organism. Such is the mature Shakespearean play.
Its complete meaning is to be looked for not in the charac
ters or in the plot alone, but in every minute detail, 
from liiytln and versification to the single word and image. 
For all these elements are in fact complementary, and have 
their particular function. But such an organic work can 
only be the product of the imaginative power in a genius, 
for only a genius can produce a work that is 'effected by

3
a single energy, modified ab intra in each comnonent part.'

1. , vol.i, p. 120.
3. rBTcT.. vol.i, p.5.
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CONCLUSION

Having completed our discussion of the critical 
method and assumptions in Coleridge's criticism of Shakes- 
peare, we are n o w  in a position to answer the second ques
tion raised in the Introduction,i.e., what exactly is Cole
ridge's contribution to English Shakespearean criticism?
I think the present study has made it sufficiently clear 
that it is impossible to accept Dr. Babcock's conclusions 
on the subject. Hie thesis of Dr. Babcock's book on the 
Shakespearean critics of the last quarter of the eighteenth- 
century is that

Point for point, from all the different angles, the 
early nineteenth century merely echoed the late eight
eenth. In short, if the question were raised as to 
whether the nineteenth century produced any new criti
cism of Shakespeare, the answer would have to"Te-no. 1

,The 'only possible new point* which he concedes to the
nineteenth-century critics, and which, he corrects himself,
'is not strictly new', is 'Coleridge's emphasis on first
scenes' - as if Coleridge's criticism of first scenes
could in fact be isolated from his general critical position.
He even goes so far as to deny that Coleridge said 'some2
glorious things' on Ghakespeare. I suppose if one applied 
Dr, Babcock's method, breaking any apparently new system 
crudely into small pieces, one would soon reach the con
clusion that there is nothing new under the sun. Did New
ton, for instance, introduce anything new? Yliy, his system
1." " ' 'h.?ZuaFcô'cET'"'Tne~l̂ n̂  6'ëare Idolatry, p. 22o7
2. Ibid., p.227.



is all there in the ideas of Galileo and Kepler - if only 
you take the trouble of breaking it into the smallest unit 
ideas it consists of. This is perhaps the unintended 
effect of the analytic chemistry method advocated by Pro
fessor Lovejoy on literary studies.

Criticism, like any other rational pursuit, becomes 
valuable, not when it brings something out of nothing, but 
when it introduces a new approach.  ̂The problems of criti
cism have, in a sense, been fundamentally the same from 
times immemorial - those of dramatic poetry are all there 
in the Poetics. But who can deny that we have travelled a 
long way from Aristotle? that the unit ideas; form, plot, 
character, imagery etc. ... meant different things in dif
ferent ages? With every new approach, the basic facto, 
which remain more or less the same, assume a new signifi
cance; they acquire a different meaninm in every new sys-

1
tern. To say therefore, as Dr. Babcock does, that Coleridge 
meant the same thing as the eighteenth-^ entury critics when 
he called Shakespeare an original genius, is obviously a 
misrepresentation of facts - since the conception of origi
nal genius is ultimately bound up with that of the creative 
imagination. To deny the difference between Coleridge's 
conception of imagination and that of the eighteenth cen
tury is to deny, among other things, all the difference that 
there is between a mechanical and a dynamic philosophy. But

1. R.W,Babcock, The Genesis of Shakespeare Idolatry, p.218.
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that is clearly untenable,
Colerldje's contribution to English Shakespearean 

criticism is precisely the introduction of a new approach. 
There is a great deal of the eighteenth-century opinion 
in his principles and practice, but, as our study shows, 
there is in him a dichotomy between what belongs essen
tially to the eighteenth century, and what is his own.
Besides Coleridge sometimes betrays a critical irresponsi
bility of the gravest order. Indeed his shortcomings and 
limitations should not be mitigated or glossed over, al
though we should try to understand them if our appraisal of 
his criticism is to be just. And although well known, they 
deserve to be mentioned in our summing up of his contribution.

Perhaps the most disconcerting feature of his criti
cism to-day is his occasional idolatry and the tendency to 
consider Shakespeare entirely by himself without any rela
tion to his time and place, he must remember, however, that 
it was understandable that Coleridge should react violently 
against the misguided and uncritical enthusiasm, which the 
scholars and editors of Shakespeare*s contemporaries felt 
for the subject of their studies in his day. Coleridge had 
to go to extremes in order to enforce Shakespeare's superio
rity when contemporary scholars lavished their encomia in
discriminately on Beaumont and Fletcher, or Ford and Mas
singer at the expense of Shakespeare. For instance, a 
serious and influential scholar like Gifford wrote in the 
Introduction to his edition of Massinger's works (1805) that
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Shakespeare's supriority to his contemporaries 'rests on 
his superior wit alone*, but *in all other, and as I 
should deem, higher excellencies of the drama, character, 
pathos, depth of thought,etc. ••• , he is equalled by

im "OBeaumont and Fletcher, Ben Jonson and Massinger,' Before
him, to take another example, J. Monck Mason maintained in
his volume of commentary on the plays of Beaumont and
Fletcher (1797)> that *if we descend to a comparison of
particular plays, many of theirs wi^l be found superior to

2many of his (i.e. Shakespeare's).' That is at least one 
reason why Coleridge spared no occasion to explode the pre
posterously inflated opinion of Beaumont and Fletcher's 
works, and to point out to his age their true worth. With
out underrating the importance of Shakespeare's contem
poraries Coleridge emphasised all the time his overwhelming 
superiority to them. 'Shakespeare's eminence,* he said,

is his om i and not his age's - as the pine-apple, the 
melon, and the gourd may grow in the same bed; nay, 
the same circumstances of warmth and soil may be neces
sary to their full development, but do not account for 
the golden hue, the ambrosial flavour, the perfect 
shape of the pine-apple, or the tufted crown of its 
head. 3

and 'the more we reflect and examine, examine and reflect,
the more astonished we are at the immense superiority of
Shakespeare over his contemporaries - and yet what contem- 

4
poraries! *
1." ' ' 'â̂e"l>tïïïro'frt7,'''"'p\~4i.  m m »  11 ' w m M M i w , ,  W2. J.Monck hason, Comments on the Plays of Beaumont and 

FI etChe r, {Bond., f79T)T p'/v% '
Bus.Crit., p,42;.u", " m', .

pp.53-54. '
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Similarly Coleridge's idolatry, vwiicli is sometimes 
couched in rapturous terms unbearable to the modern ear, 
is not a compound of primitivistic enthusiasm and of dumb 
and uncritical emotionalistic appreciation; but it is 
essentially the result of a critical, approach that has con
firmed for him the greatness of Shakespeare and laid it on 
secure grounds. When Coleridge maintained that 'the task 
(of Shakespearean criticism) vill be genial in proportion 
as the criticism is reverential*, we must remember that he 
could venture to make,such a statement only after his re
peated experience of finding aesthetic reasons and merits
in parts of Shakespeare's works, with which he had previously 

2
found fault.- It must be indeed difficult for a critic to
curb his enthusiasm, when after an analysis of the plays,
he is led to the conclusion that * in all points from the
most important to the most.minute, the judgment of Shakes-

3
peare is commensurate with his genius.' Besides, Coleridge 
believed the first duty of a critic to lie in the analysis 
and explanation of the beauty of a work, and not in the 
drawing up of a balance sheet of beauties and faults weigh
ing the ones against the others. *Ee who tells me,' he 
said,

that there are defects is a new work, tells me nothing 
which I should not have t^ken for granted without his 
information. But he, who points out and elucidates 
the beauties of an original work, does Indeed give me

I7~* SETOrit. VOl. i J' p.12Wèhmvuiw * F 4.2. bee p. 260.
3. SiuCrit.. vol.i, p.126.
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interesting information, sucIi as experience would not 
have authorized me in anticipating. 1

Tlie attitude is essentially Longinian. As a reader his
'golden rule ' was that 'until you understand a writer's

■ ' - 2 
ignorance, presume yourself ignorant of his understanding.'

Coleridge's idolatry, however, does not always reveal
itself in harmless, albeit meaningless statements. It
can lead him to frankly false criticism, and here is the
danger. îlis occasional tendency to diseng(# Shakespeare
from his historical context and view him as a being wholly
above his times sometimes ends in complete distortion and
misrepresentation. It is not that Coleridge is unaware
of the importance of the historical method. In 1807 he
writes to Humphry Davy about his first course of lectures,
telling him that his intention is to discourse 'on the
genius and writings of Shakespeare relatively to his pre-

3
decessors and contemporaries.' But on the whole it cannot 
be said that in his criticism of Shakespeare he resorts to 
the historical method often. On the contrary, we find him 
asserting at some point that Shakespeare is 'least of all 
poets colored in any particulars by the spirit or customs 
of his age.' This is of course true, if by it Coleridge 
means that the values of Shakespeare's work transcend his 
time and place. Again, when lie points out that there is in

1. Tj.L., vol.i, p.44; cf. A.P., p.30.
2. tlTT., vol.ii, p.255; cfT^F.I.. vol.i, p.160.
1. BiFg.Bnlst.. vol.ii, p.32.
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him 'who lived in an age of religious and political heat'
'nothing sectarian in religion or politics', we agree with --
him, because he himself has shown us the essentially im-1
personal nature of Shakespeare's art. But Coleridge goes
mucli further and asserts that 'there is nothing common
to Shakespeare and to other writers of his day - not even

2
the language they employed,* thus unwittingly making of
Shakespeare the almost superhuman phenomenon he very
sensibly attacks and explodes in other places. And when
he maintains that although he lived in an age of misers,
witchcraft and astrology he presented to us neither misers,
nor witches, we realise how far his critical irresponsi- 

3
bility can go.

Such statements are the product par&y of his bardo- 
latry, partly of his occasional tendency to make facile 
and ill-grounded generalisations. He would say, for in
stance, that 'there is no character in Shakespeare in which
envy is portrayed, with one solitary exception - Cassius

4 5
in Julius Caesar.' But, we may ask, what happened to lago,». 1. ■ .■ 11.11 # V  —  —

Edmund or the numberless characters in the History plays?
Or driven by his idealization of v;omanliood he would declare

6
that in Shakespeare 'all the elements of womahood are holy,*

1. See siapra, p.234 ff, 309 ff.
2. Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.125.
3. T b iA ,, vol.i, p.245; vol.ii, p.145-5. Coleridge, how

ever, seems to realize that lie has ĵ î ped far too 
easily to this generalization. Tiiis is at least 
apparent from his hastened qualification which Car- 
war dine reports: 'Shylock no miser, not the great , 
feature of his character.' Sh.Orit., vol.ii, p.312.

(cont.;
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having apparently forgotten characters like Goneril and 
Regan ar Bady Hacheth about whom he elsewhere said some 
fine things. His dictum that Shakespeare's female charac
ters are characterless is proverbial, and was indeed swal-

,1
lowed hook, line and sinker by Hazlitt. But what of
Beatrice, Portia or Cleopatra? Although he fully realized
the functional nature of double-epithets and compounds,
when they are not reduced to the status of 'mere printer's2
devils' tricks, he would dismiss them on the ground tliat
English is 'in its very genius unfitted for compounds,'
and would claim that their number grows remarkably smaller
i n Shakespeare's mature plays like Bear, Macbeth, Othello
and Hamlet, in comparison with early works like Love's
Labour's Lost, Romeo and Juliet and Tenus and Adonis, which
is clearly not true. It is this tendency to make easy
generalization that explains why the man who realised as
early as 1795 that we should not 'pass an act of uniformity

4
against poets, ' adopted not only Schlegel's distinction "be--

FEoinoles 4, 5, and 5 corrtiîiued from page 495 s '
4* Sh.Orit., vol.ii, p.146,
5. Ibid., vol.i, p.46.

T6IF.! vol.lI p.133.
1. %'illiam Haslitt, The Complete Works, ed.Howe, e.g. 

vol.20, p.83.
2. Mis.Crit., pp.306-307.
3. , vol. i, p. 2 ?H.
4. TielTters, vol.i, p.163; vol.i, p.196.
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tween classic and romantic, but his sweeping condescension 
to what is Greek - although to be fair to Coleridge we 
must point out that later on, in his conversation with Henry
Orabb Robinson, he 'accused Schlegel of Einseitigkelt in

2his exclusive admiration of Shakespeare.* 'Sublimity is
3Hebrew by birth,' he declared as a general statement;

but not a long time afterwards we find him talking of 'the
4

sublime simplicity of Aeschylus.' Similarly, Coleridge's
antipathy to what is French may have a political basis, 
but it would not have been possible to make the sweeping 
statements about French literature and drama, which he 
often made, had it not been for a constitutional tendency 
to do so. Coupled with that tendency there is his digres
sive habit of mind. Shakespeare's treatment of love in 
Romeo and Juliet would serve as an occasion for him to de
liver a long sermon about his own view of love. Instead 
of applying his keen powers to an analysis of Shakespeare's 
play he would provide us with material which nay be inter
esting in itself, but&hich certainly has no relevance imme
diate or otherwise to Shakespeare's dramatic poetry. In 
fact, a hostile critic can extend this list of Coleridge's 
faults to a much greater length.

However, it is neither fair nor indeed instructive to 
judge Coleridge's criticism solely by his failings. For that

1. Sh.Orit., vol.ii, pp. 150 ff.
2. niFTârrt,, 0.395.
3. î.T^,"July 25, 1832.
4. Ibid.. July 1, 1833.
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matter what critic is wholly reliable at all times? Yet 
even when we have exliausted all the shortcomings of Cole
ridge *s criticism of Shakespeare, it seems to me, and I hope 
this study has made it clear, that his contribution remains . 
incalculable. With all his faults Coleridge brought in a 
new approach to Shakespearean drammi, an approach which has 
become part and parcel of most of the subsequent criticism 
of Shakespeare. I do not tl.ink that. I,hr. Eliot was in the 
least exaggerating when he wrote that *it is impossible to 
understand Shakespeare criticism to this day, without a 
familiar acquaintance with Coleridge's lectures and notes.' 
The value of Coleridge as a Shakespearean critic lies in 
the introduction of a new and serious understanding of 
creative imagination, resulting in a new attitude to Shake
spearean drama. This new attitude regarded each play as 
the poet's dramatic vision of human existence - a vision 
which forms an essentially organic whole. The dramatic in
terest and meaning of the mature Shakespearean play, Cole
ridge has taught us, is only to be arrived at through a 
careful consideration of every,word, scene and act. For the 
vision penetrates its whole fabric, and finds expression in 
plot, character and poetry alike. A consideration of any' 
one of these constituents elements,by itself and dissociated 
from the others, would seriously distort the dramatic vision. 
It is therefore dangerous to concentrate on the so-called

1. The Companion to Shakespeare Studies, ed. G-ranville- 
larker and C.L.HarrTson, p. 2987’
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Beauties of Shakespeare. Coleridge considered the Beauties 
of any sort 'objectionable works - injurious to the origi
nal author, as disorganizing his productions, pulling to 
pieces the well-wrought crown of his glory to pick out the 
shining stones, and injurious to the reader, by indulging
the taste for unconnected, and for that reason unretained1
single thoughts.' This is roughly what Coleridge taught 
us, as well as his own contemporaries. In fact, without 
him the course of English Shakespearean criticism, one 
ventures to say, would have been different from what it 
is. One finds it difficult to imagine that without Cole
ridge even Lamb would have T-een able to say in the preface 
to his Specimens of Bnvlish Dramatic Poets (l80S)j *I have 
chosen wherever I could to give entire scenes, and in some 
instances successive scenes, rather than to string together 
single passages and detached beauties.' For we have seen 
what the 'beauties of Shakespeare' meant until Coleridge's 
time.

Tliat this is an advance in the history of Shakespearean
criticism none but the prejudiced can really deny. Hr.
Isaacs's valuable essay on Coleridge's critical terminology
has shown us the host of new critical terms, which Coleridge
introduced in the body of his criticism, and most of which
have taken roots in the English language, becoming an

2
indispensable part of the vocabulary of any critic. I

'70.0- ______ _
n  lErs,~vo~17i~p72IW T  o ee also ü.L..~ vol.ii, p.314.
2. JTIsaacs, 'Coleridge's Critical Te rminology * « Essays 

and Studies, vol.XO (1936).
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suppose one does not need to analyze what the introduction
of a new critical term means. But Coleridge himself once
said, quite rightly, I think, that 'every additament of

1 -- 
perception requires a new word.' We have seen, in the
first part of this study, how the eighteenth-century criti
cism resulted eventually in the breaking up of the organic 
unity of Shakespearean drama. Coleridge's supreme service 
lies in the new attitude which he adopted both in theory 
and in practice to Shakespeare, and which treated his works

:
with more critical respect. The restoration of the organic 
unity of the plays is therefore a significant event indeed

i
in the ' history of Shakespearean criticism. By introducing

I
a new conception of form, Coleridge was able, not only to 
write, and to point the way to writing, formal criticism in 
the best sense, but to provide a more satisfactory view of 
poetic drama in general. And one result of this view, and 
not the only result, is the reinstatement of poetry - not 
in the sense of shining passages v/hich have a value in them
selves other than their dramatic value - but as an indivi
sible part of drama. Likewise by his Insistence that in 
imaginative activity a nice balance is kept between the con
scious and the unconscious, that Shakespeare's works reveal 
superb judgment and conscious artistry, he managed to explode 
the popular nation tliat Shakespeare is an inspired but wild 
genius, and to encourage the serious reader to ask intelli
gent questions about the meaning of Shakespeare's plays.

1. A.?., p.267.
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Besides in M o  criticism of Oliakespeare Coleridge raises 
fundamental questions - a thing which makes the reading of 
it an invigorating and inspiring experience. ' Coleridge does 
not dissociate his experience of Shakespeare from the ser
ious business of life. He discusses the problem of science 
and poetry, the problem of poetic belief, the nature and 
the function of poetic imagination. His new approach to 
Shakespeare is in fact one aspect of his approach to the 
problems of the spirit. If his conception of form io organic 
it is because his philosophy is a dynamic philosophy.
Very often his Shakespearean criticism is not just a literal 
interpretation of the plays, but an interpretation of them, 
still as works of art, but in relation to the whole world 
of the spirit. But, to remain within the bounds of literary 
criticism proper, Coleridge once explained to a correspon
dent that one of the objects of his lectures on literature
was to 'leave a sting behind, i.e., a disposition to study1
the subject anew, under the light of a new principle.* I 
think, especially coming to Coleridge by way of the eight
eenth century, one can easily say that his lectures, notes 
and marginalia on Shakespeare's works have left that sting.
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APPENDIX A

ON UNDERSTANDING POETRY 
(Note on p.30)

Recently in The Listener (see the namhers from March 
26, 1953 to May 7) a con'Iroversy arose ahont Coleridge's 
supposed dictam that "poetry gives most pleasure when only 
generally and not perfectly understood" (a .P., p.5). The 
question ultimately involved is directly relevant to a 
major theme in my thesis. It is one thing if Coleridge 
considers the end of poetry to he indeed nothing hut an 
emotion, and is therefore satisfied as long as a tragedy, 
say, arouses in him the emotion sought, without making any 
very careful attempt to understand its 'meaning'. It is 
another if he believes that poetry offers 'values', or 'living 
ideas', as he calls them. I may, therefore, he permitted to
submit a few remarks, with the object of clarifying some 
possible misunderstanding on this point. The passage, thanks 
to Miss Coburn's careful editing, now reads as follows;

When no criticism is pretended to, and the Mind in its 
simplicity gives itself up to a Poem as to a work of 
nature, Poetry gives most pleasure when only generally 
and not perfectly understood. It was so by me with 
Gray's Bard, and Collins' Odes. The Bard once intoxi
cated me, and now I read it without pleasure. From 
this cause it is that what Î call metaphysical Poetry 
gives me so much delight.

(Inquiring Spirit, ed. by Kathleen Coburn,p.156)
Both Miss Coburn and Mr. Humphry House think that the 
qualifying clause almost reverses the Implications of the 
sentence, which, without the clause, used to be taken as 
an expression of the non-analytic approach to poetry. As 
it now stands, the sentence means, says Mr. House, that 
"when criticism ^  pretended to, then the pleasure follows 
in proportion to the understanding", (Humphry House, Coleridge, 
p.30) . Mr. Herbert Read cannot agree that this is 
Coleridge's attitude in criticism, and with him sides Mr.
A.P. Hossiter. Since, as Mr. Rossiter rightly points out, 
the final sentence "can equally mean that such poetry (what 
he calls metaphysical) gives a sense of infinity, of 
illimitableness of mind, and never is perfectly understood".
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one can only rely on external evidence to support either 
interpretation. I shall therefore deal with Mr. Kossiter's 
quotations from Notebook 21 in support of his view one by 
one. The notes he adduces are the following;,

(a) a quotation from Caesar to the effect that an
orator should avoid the 'insolens verbum';

(b) a quotation from Luther concerning the learning
of the German language, of which the point is
that one must not go to the Latin tongue to ask
how German should be spoken but "Man muss die 
Mutter im Hause, die Kinder auf der Gasse, den 
gemeinen Mann auf dem Markte darura fragen;"

(c) the jotting;
"Was im eigentlichsten und scharfsten Verstande 

erfunden wird, 1st fur die menschliche Cesellschaft 
nur selten wirklich nutzlich".

AS "it is risky to extract them from context", to use 
Rossiter*8 own words, I shall attempt to place these quota
tions in their context, hoping to find out on which side 
their meaning tells. Now I do not know whether Mir. Rossiter 
is aware of this; but luckily the first two notes have 
found their proper place in Biographia Literaria, and so it 
is not difficult to see how ÜEïaridg"e himseXf~dnderstood 
them.

(a) The first quotation from Caesar Coleridge uses in 
a footnote in vol.i, p.2, where he discusses "the profusion 
of new coined double epithets", a fault in his own juvenile 
poems. The main argument of the note is that if new double- 
epithets are to be introduced, they must not be joined "by 
mere virtue of the printer's hyphen", but they must be 
justified functionally. They must be one word (of. A.P., 
p.155% "the instinctive passion in the mind for a one word 
to express one act of feeling"); the two ideas must be se¥n 
and felt as one idea which the two words, if separated, 
could not equally precisely express, (cf. Mis. Crit., p.307, 
where he discusses the same point.) If thaT is not the case
then the author must express himself in some other mode than 
the double epithet, otherwise the double epithet will only 
sound strange and alien to the genius of the language; it 
will only be "insolens verbum". Why the poet should avoid 
the "insolens verbum" is not because it is a scholarly word 
and therefore perfectly understood, as Mr. Rossiter suggests, 
but because, in Coleridge's opinion, it does not fit the
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genius of the language the poet is using. Coleridge's 
grounds aeem to be purely artistic.

(b) As for Luther's passage it must not be forgotten 
that it occurs in a place where Coleridge iâ discussing the 
subject of learning a foreign language (B.L., vol.i, pp. 137- 
138, F.N.). Coleridge po 1 nfs out tne* advantage of learning 
a foreign language by a direct method, i.e., without trans
lation, "without the intermediation of the English terms" - 
a method which still remains the best. By it he obtained 
"a more home like acquaintance with the language, than I 
could have acquired from works of polite literature alone".
The passage from Luther in this context, does not at all 
mean that one should prefer the vague and homely to what is 
perfectly understood. If anything in order to understand 
the subtleties of a foreign language perfectly one should 
not only know the scholarly phraseology, but one needs to 
know the homely and concrete terms as well. To that even 
Dr. Johnson, who believed that poetry should have a hard core 
of sense, would agree (see The Rambler, Ko. 168). The 
import of the passage is the simple truth that in order to 
learn a foreign language, particularly how to speak it, one 
must live among the people actually speaking it and try to 
be acquainted with its various idioms and expressions. The 
knowledge of the Latin tongue in this context is a figurative 
expression signifying, not 'the scholarly» or 'perfectly 
understood', as Mr. Rossiter understands, but only 'knowledge 
by principle' to distinguish it from 'knowledge how', which 
latter is certainly what is needed in learning how to speak 
a foreign language. One can be a believer that the right 
critical approach to poetry Is that which attempts to under
stand perfectly, and yet hold all the difference in the world 
between 'knowledge by principle' and 'knowledge how'.

(o) The last quotation I am in no position to comment 
on, since even German scholars could not be agreed on its 
meaning. Until its significance is ascertained it cannot, 
therefore, be justly used as evidence either for or against.
On the other hand, I may offer another bit of evidence, which, 
to say nothing of Coleridge's practical criticism itself, 
seems to corroborate the interpretation of Miss Coburn and 
Mr. House. In Shakespearean Criticism, vol.i, p. 165, we 
read ; .
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How awful la the power of wordai fearful often In 
their consequencea when merely felt, not understood; 
but most awful when both felt and understood.

We should not forget, however, that the man most responsible 
for propagating the semantic approach in English literary 
criticism calls Coleridge a "semasiologist" (I,A. Richards, 
Coleridge on Imagination, p.zi).
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APPENDIX B

COLERIDGE AND ACTING

It is generally assumed, far too easily, I think, that 
Coleridge was hostile to the idea of performing Shakesperean 
drama on the stage, and to acting in general. Of course, 
there is some justification for this general opinion in 
Coleridge's own writings. In Omni ana we read an account 
of a visit he made to the theatre t5~ see The Beggar's Opera, 
in which we are told of the "horror and dlsgllstarousecl in 
him by the performance of a work that had always "delighted" 
him with "its poignant wit and original satire". The 
"immorality" of the work which had not given him "any offence" 
in reading became palpable in the stage representation, and 
it is then, he wrote, that he "learnt the immense difference 
between reading and seeing a play". A play acted seems to 
be more real than a play read silently. "Even the sound of 
one's own or another's voice taHeTTEem (the thoughts of 
which a play consists) out of that lifeless, twilight realm 
of idea, which is the confine, the intermundium, as it were, 
of existence and non-existence, Merely^that” the thoughts 
have become audible, by blending with them a sense of out- 
ness gives them a sort of reality" (Omniana, vol.i, ppI^O- 
nnyr nere, it is true, Coleridge deprecates the representa
tion of what is immoral and in no way refers to Shakespeare. 
But the distinction between the world of the stage and the 
mental world is significant, and in this fragment of 
Coleridge's we notice the highest point of awareness of, and 
withdrawal from, the world of the senses. But is this the 
whole story?

In his writings on Shakespeare Coleridge clearly does 
not reveal any deep interest in the theatrical productions 
of his plays. In this respect he differs from either Lamb 
or Hazlitt. Of course, he cannot be charged with initiating 
the attitude that made of Shakespeare’s works the object of 
the study alone, for the attitude existed long before his 
time and we know of Dr. Johnson's hatred for the stage: "A
play read affects the mind like a play acted". Dr. Johnson 
writes in the Preface (Raleigh, p.28), and Boswell reports 
him as saying THat~Enany oi Shakespeare's plays are the 
worse for being acted". (James Boswell, Life of Dr. Johnson,
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E.L., vol.i, p. 368). Yet paradoxically enough the complete 
denunciation of the stage representation of Shakespeare at 
any time came, not from Coleridge, hut from Lamb and Hazlitt.
In spite of his enthusiasm for the stage, in his essay "On 
the Tragedies of Shakespeare considered with Reference to 
their Fitness for Stage Representation" Lamb declared that 
"the plays of Shakespeare are less calculated for performance 
on the stage than those of almost any other dramatist what
ever" (The Works of Charles Lamb, ed. William Macdonald, Lend*/ 
1903, vol.ill, p.l̂ O]!' " ‘T.gaXn he said that "Lear is essen
tially impossible to represent on the stage. But how many 
dramatic personages are there in Shakespeare which though 
more actable and feasible (if I may so speak) than Lear, yet 
from some circumstance, some adjunct to their character, are 
improper to be shown to our bodily eye" for "what we are 
conscious of in reading is almost exclusively the mind, and 
its movement" (ibid, vol.iii, pp. 33, 34). Clearly the 
critic shrinks from the world of the senses, from seeing "an 
old man tottering about the stage with a walking stick etc..." 
pass for Shakespeare*s Lear, from having a "fine vision" 
materialized and brought down "to the standard of flesh and 
blood" (ibid., vol.iii, p.19). Similarly Hazlitt states 
categoricalTy that "Poetry and the stage do not agree 
together. The attempt to reconcile them fails not only of 
effect, but of decorum. The ideal has no place upon the 
stage, the imagination cannot suTfTciently qualify the 
impressions of the senses" (William Eazlitt, The Complete 
Works, ed. P.P. Howe, vol.5, p.234). For this "disiruiT”of 
Hhe senses, Coleridge who attacked materialism in all its 
aspects and scoffed at the "despotism of the eye" in Hartley's 
psychology (B.L., vol.i, p.74), seems to me to be chiefly 
responsible.^ “lie himself said that "so little are images 
capable of satisfying the obscure feelings connected with 
words" (B.L., vol.ii, p.142). Yet there are several points
which neeT"clarification in Coleridge's attitude to the 
stage representation of Shakespeare's plays, and it does 
seem to me unfair to declare summarily and without any 
qualification, as Miss Eradbrook does, that "Coleridge,
Hazlitt and Lamb all three rejected the stage" (M.C. Eradbrook, 
Elizabethan Stage Conditions, Camb., 1930, p.12).

Coleridge does not reject the idea of representing 
Shakespeare on the stage as such, but a particular mode of 
performing the plays. In his view, dramatic poetry is not 
essentially incompatible with stage representation. ' In 
fact w’0 know that he actually contemplated writing a long 
essay on '’Dramatic Poetry exclusively in its relation to
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Theatrical Representation" (Letter to John Murray, May 8th, 
1816, n.L., vol.ii, p.168). What Coleridge objects to is 
the naturalistic style of performing Shakespeare, which 
treated his poetic drama as if it were the seme kind of 
thing as the contemporary realistic drama. Indeed, in 
his preoccupation with the lasting element in Shakespeare's 
works, Coleridge sometimes goes so far as to say that the 
stage Shakespeare wrote for is really "that of the universal 
mind" (Sh. Crit., vol.i, p.4). But such a statement, in 
spite of ille vveight it carries, should not be taken to mean 
that Coleridge did not recognize the feet that Shakespeare 
wrote for a "particular stage". Coleridge undoubtedly bene
fited from the facts which were recently unearthed by the 
late 18th century scholars about the Elizabethan stage 
conditions. Capell and Malone had already pointed to the 
bareness of Shakespeare's stage, and its freedom from the 
modern sophisticated paraphernalia of scenery and decor, as 
well as to the fact that the appeal of the plays was made 
to the ear end the Imagination. Coleridge therefore felt 
justified in believing that the plays were acted originally 
as dramatic poetry. He realized the essential difference 
between the stage, and consequently the manner of acting, 
in Shakespeare's times and his own. "The circumstances of 
acting", he said, "were altogether different from ours; it 
was much more of recitation, or rather a medium between 
recitation and what we now call recitation. The idea of 
the poet was always present, not of the actors, not of the 
thing to be represented. It was at that time more of a 
delight and employment for the intellect, than an amusement 
of the senses". But this was possible when "the theatre 
had no artificial, extraneous inducements - few scenes, 
little music .... Shakespeare himself said: We appeal to
your imagination" (Sh. Crit i , vol.ii, p.85). Again he 
said, "how different from modern plays, where the glare of 
the scenes with every wished for object industriously 
realized, the mind becomes bewildered in surrounding distrac
tions; whereas Ehakespeare, in place of ranting and music, 
and outward action, addresses us in words that enchain the 
mind, and carry on the attention from scene to scene" (Sh. 
Crit., vol.ii, pp.279-280)• Obviously Coleridge believed 
lEaT the peculiar structure of the Elizabethan stage and 
manner of Elizabethan acting emphasized the poetic nature 
of drama, and it is not true therefore to say, as Miss 
Eradbrook does, that he "condemned- Shakespeare's age and 
stage by implication" (Elizabethan Stage Conditions, p.14).
On the contrary, he hiffisiTf̂ expTi'citly said" IHat If 
Shakespeare "had lived in the present day and had seen one 
of his plays represented he would the first moment have
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felt the shifting of the scenes" and "he would, have constructed 
his plays on a different model". But Coleridge was grateful 
that Shakespeare lived at a time when theatrical conditions 
were more favourable to poetic drama, for he would much 
rather have poetic drama than mere stage plays in the modern 
naturalistic style ( Sh. Crit., vol.ii, pp.85, 97 and 278). 
Through the lips of a 'sa'tlrTcal portrait of a defendant of 
the contemporary practices of the stage he wrote, in the 
second of his "Satyrene Letters", "And what is done on the 
stage is more striking than what is acted. I once remember 
such a deafening explosion, that I could not hear a word of 
the play for half an act after it; and a little real gun
powder being set fire to at the same time, and smelt by all 
the spectators, the naturalness of the scene was quite 
astonishing" (B.L., vol.ii, p.163).

The naturalistic performance of Shakespeare's plays, 
which relied more upon scenery and colours than upon poetry 
was therefore one reason why Coleridge was averse to the 
contemporary stage representation of them. But there were 
other reasons as well. Coleridge objected to the one or 
two stars performances of Shakespeare, which seemed to have 
been common in his days. He deplored the custom of giving 
the important roles to celebrated and gifted actors and 
actresses like Kemble and Mrs. oiddons, while allotting the 
minor parts to completely incompetent persons, who were 
singularly incapable of reciting poetry, and "who owed their 
very elevation to dexterity in snuffing candles" (Sh. Crit., 
vol.ii, p.97). The result of such a custom was a" serious 
distortion of the pattern of the plays, since Shakespeare 
"shone no less conspicuously and brightly" in the minor 
characters. Indeed it would seem that the public in its 
turn came to expect this type of performance, as the contem
porary criticism shows. Even intelligent theatre critics 
like Lamb and Hazlitt wrote their essays, not on the pro
duction of a certain play, but on this or that eminent actor 
in this or that important role. But, according to Coleridge, 
this was evidently the wrong approach to the plays. He 
lamiented the fact that few people went to the theatre "to 
see a play, but to see Master Betty or Mr. Kean, or some one 
individual in some one part" (Mis. Crit., p.339). Again he 
complained that "those who wenl to theatre in our o?m day, 
when any of our poet's works were performed, went to see 
Mr. Kemble in Macbeth, or Mrs. Siddon's Isabel" (Sh. Crit., 
vol.ii, p.97). FEaT Coleridge obviously wanted was an
integrated and unified performance, a thing which the 
theatres of his time did not provide. And when we recall 
the mangled version in which the plays were acted, we cannot
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wonder that they should be condemned by a critic who valued 
above anything else the organic unity of a work. For one, 
who strongly believed that "the fairest part of the most 
beautiful body will appear deformed and monstrous, if 
dissevered from its place in the organic whole" (B.L., vol.i, 
p.162), it was quite natural to write; "To the disgrace of 
the English stage, such attempts have Indeed been made on 
almost all the dramas of Shakespeare. Scarcely a season 
passes which does not produce some irporepoy^ of this
kind in which the mangled limbs of our great poet are thrown 
together inmost admired disorder" (Sh. Crit., vol.ii, p.350) 
We must reme/nber that it was not untiI"TÜ3ïï~Ti.e. after 
Coleridge's death) that Macready restored e.g. Shakespeare's 
Lear and the l£fnpest, or rather produced them with a minimum 
number of alterations. (See Shakespeare Aôaptation, with 
introduction and notes by MonTaguTTSummers , LondT7~T922, 
pp. vii, cv).

Coleridge's view of Shakespearean acting, in fact, forms 
an inseparable part of his general Shakespearean criticism. 
What he wanted in the first place was Shakespeare's own, 
works, and these interpreted by a group of uniformly competent 
actors in such a way that the pattern of the play should not 
be distorted. The plays should be represented primarily as 
poetic drama without any of the pernicious and prosaic 
effects of naturalism. "A good actor, comic or tragic", he 
wrote, "is not to be a mere copy, a fee simile, but an imita
tion. of Nature .... A good actor is’ Fygmalioh's statue, a 
work of exquisite art, animated with and gifted with motion; 
but still art, stiTT“a species of poetry" (Letters, voTTTTT 
pp.622-623)7*“ But in order to en£ure”The ihtTioate and 
appropriate atmosphere for the exercise of the imaginative 
power in an audience it is best that the performance should 
take place in a fairly small theatre (Sh.Crit., vol.ii, p.278)

Finally a word perhaps should be said here to remind 
those who may think Coleridge was an inveterate hater of 
the stage.

On his return from Germany Coleridge was full of 
enthusiasm for Lessing's critical powers. Not only did he 
for long contemplate the writing of his biography but he 
also intended to follow his example in England. In January 
1800 he wrote to Thomas bedgewood from London, telling him 
that he then spent his evenings in the theatres because he
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was about "to conduct a sort of Dramaturgy or series of 
essays on the Drama both its general principles and like
wise in reference to the present stage of the English 
Theatres" to be published in the Morning Post (Blog«Epiat., 
vol.i, p. 187). We do not know iY'hë he'd" acTuaTTy written 
any, but if he had, then the loss would be indeed great, 
judging by the excellent sample of contemporary dramatic 
criticism, which he published on Maturin's play, Bertram.
(See S.K. Chambers, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Cxf., 
p. 122; "If he w r o t e * a " j ^ 7 e '"not Eee'n identified".) 
This, however, may be sufficient to refute any notion that 
Coleridge was not interested in the theatre as such or that 
he had a strong aversion for the stage. And in the body of 
his criticism there are indications (they may be of little 
importance in themselves, still they are present) here and 
there that he did go to see Shakespeare on the stage, as well 
as suggestions as to how parts should be acted or lines should 
be delivered. See e.g. Sh.Orit*, vol.i, pp.51, 85, 107,
122.
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APPENDIX C

COLERIDGE'S PROJECTED EDITION OF KB 3 PS APE
(A Note on Coleridge's Scholarship)

At one time in his life Coleridge contemplated working 
on an edition of Shakespeare. On September 7, 1825 he wrote 
to the Rev. Edward Coleridge, "Montagu has undertaken to 
arrange an engagement with his publisher for an edition of 
Shakespeare by me" (U.L., vol.ii, p.362), This prospected 
edition was to contain""properly critical notes, prefaces, 
and analyses, comprising the results of five and twenty years’ 
study" (Blog. Epist., vol.ii, p.295). As is expected, this 
project,"like" the many other projects his mind was only too 
fertile in producing, never materialized. However, from 
the marginal notes scribbled on the pages of the Stockdale 
and Theobald editions which he used, we know enough about 
his editorial method to guess what that edition would have 
been like.

The textual problems Coleridge tackles are mainly prob
lems of prosody and problems of interpretation and emendation 
of obscure or incomprehensible words. Coleridge's criticsm 
of Shakespeare's versification reveals certain assumptions 
about his art, which have already been discussed in the main 
body of this thesis. No fresh treatment of this particular 
point is, I feel, therefore required. But a word on his 
textual criticism will not be amiss here, particularly as 
Coleridgefs'reputation has suffered probably more on account 
of this part, than of the rest, of his work on Shakespeare 
(see for instance, F.L. Lucas, The Decline end Fall of the 
Romantic Ideal, p.191, FN.l). ’ It is undeniable that,
ïïêcause ofTTis lack of scholarship, Coleridge's weakness 
shows itself most clearly in his handling of the question 
of emendation and textual interpretation; but his lack of 
scholarship has been rather exaggerated. I am not trying 
to make out a case for Coleridge's abilities as a scholar; 
my aim is only to remind the reader that his editorial 
blunders are not as many as they are made out to be, and that 
to every blunder in his textual interpretation there are 
several sound points which deserve to be mentioned.
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While Coleridge’s knowledge of Elizabethan literature 
was not like that of Thomas Warton, the historian of English 
poetry, it yet was not the very superficial acquaintance 
Swinburne, for instance, assumed (see A.C. Swinburne, Three 
Plays of Shakespeare, Lond., 1909% p.64; "Coleridge, whose 
Ignorance of~LEak¥speare’s predecessors was apparently as 
absolute as it is assuredly astonishing in the friend of 
Lamb Moreover, it was a living knowledge. The
late eighteenth-century commentators on Shakespeare, ît is 
true, knew immeasurably more than he did; but theirs was 
often an accumulated mass of information, an unwieldy heap 
of names and dates without shape or system, which smacked of 
an antiquarian interest, and was very often closely allied 
to it. How many of these commentators were members of the 
Society of Antiquaries? With Coleridge, on the other hand, 
whatever he knew was vital to him, and was soon reduced to 
order and system in his own mind. In this sense, it can be 
said that the little he knew of Elizabethan and Jacobean 
literature developed his sensibility - a thing which, we have 
been taught to believe, is the mark of a good critic.

And it was not so very little after all. In his 
recorded criticism Coleridge refers to Gorboduc, to the work 
of Kyd (he is aware of some similarity between The Spanish 
Tragedy and some parts of Shakespeare’s work), Marlowe, 
Chapman, Raleigh, Harington (the translator of Ariosto), 
Sidney, Spenser, Davies, Daniel, Drayton, Ben Jonson,
Beaumont and Fletcher, Ford and Massinger, Donne and the 
metaphysical poets (who, apart from Dr. Johnson, whose 
verdict was so often echoed, knew the last in the eighteenth 
century?)• Besides, he is acquainted with the work of 
some of the eighteenth-century scholars. He knows Johnson, 
Farmer, Tyrwhitt, Whalley, Ayscough, Steevens and Malone, 
not to mention early editors like Pope, Theobald and Warbur- 
ton. From these as well from his close friend Lamb he must 
have had even a second hand knowledge of the background of 
Shakespeare. And who can honestly say for certain if such 
an omnivorous reader as Coleridge did not know this book or 
that?

Perhaps we may as well start with those questions of 
emendation and elucidation of text which require scholarship, 
and in which Coleridge appears to go wide of the mark. Let 
us take, for instance, the 'fishmonger* of Hamlet (II.ii.l72) 
Coleridge's interpretation of the passage is: Hamlet
insinuates that Polonius is sent to fish out the secret from
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him (Sh.Crit., vol.i, p.16), Coleridge perhaps never read 
such Fooks as Barnahy Rich's Irish Huhhuh to discover with 
Malone what the true meaning oI'TEe worl^is. But we may 
do well to remind ourselves that until Malone's edition 
none of the previous editors deigned to honour the expression 
with an interrogatory comment. And both Whiter and Gifford 
resorted to conjecture. The explanation of the now much 
publicized Whiter is ;

"Probably it was supposed that the daughters of these 
tradesmen, who dealt in so nourishing a species of 
food, were blessed with extraordinary powers of 
conception." (Walter Whiter, op.cit., p.152).

At least Coleridge's interpretation, given no other clue, 
is the only reasonable sense the passage can yield, as, 
far from being a pure conjecture, it is intimately related 
to the context of the dramatic situation. And in spite 
of the fact that we know now from the multiplicity of evi
dence that the word means "a seller of woman's chastity",
I am not sure whether to an Elizabethan ear, trained in 
subtleties, puns and ambiguities, some implication of 
fishing out secrets, arising from the situation itself, does 
not remain in the word.

There are other examples in which Coleridge relies on 
intuitive rather than historical or scholarly grounds. In 
King John (III, ii,M&) he defends the word 'ayery ', which 
he preTers to Warburton's suggested 'fiery*, accepted by 
Theobald: .

This day grows wondrous hot 
Some ayery devil hovers in the slcy.

Coleridge's reason for rejecting 'fiery' is that it is 
implied in the word 'devil' if "a full and strong emphasis" 
is laid on it in reading, and the alteration is therefore 
"useless and tasteless" (Sh. Crit., vol.i, p.142). Bishop 
Percy, being a scholar, had" "pointed out the possibility of 
Shakespeare's alluding to the "distinctions and divisions 
of some of the demonoiogists, so much regarded in his time" 
and quoted in support of his suggestion Burton's Anatomy of 
Melancholy. Yet modern scholars are almost agreed" on the 
authenticity of 'ayery' which Coleridge defends for non
scholar ly reasons.

The typical Coleridgean non-scholarly approach in
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textual criticism is perhaps best seen in his defence of the 
word 'fool* in The Winter's Tale (III. il. 182^) . Paulina 
addresses Leontes;

That thou betrayd'st Polixenes, 'twas nothing;
That did but show thee, of a fool, inconstant 
And damnable ingrateful.

Theobald finds it "too gross and blunt" in Paulina to call 
the king a fool and he accordingly suggests reading instead 
'of a soul» since "it is more pardonable in her to arraign 
his morals, and the qualities of his mind, than rudely to 
call him Ideot to his face". Coleridge, on the other hand, 
like Johnson, rejects this emendation; but the reasons he 
adduces are so characteristic of one part of his textual 
criticism that they deserve to be quoted at length;

I think the original, he says, to be Shakespeare's.
1 - My ear feels it Shakespearian; 2 - the involved 
grammar is Shakespearian - i.e., 'shew thee, being a 
fool naturally, to have improved your folly by in
constancy, ' etc. 3 - the alteration is most flat and 
un-Shakespearian. As to grossness, (she calls him)
'gross anS~fooiTsh' below (Sh. Grit., vol. i, p.120).

In this example 'fool' happens to be the right word, and it 
has been accepted by editors since. But the method which 
relies exclusively or even largely on 'my ear' is, we 
immediately perceive, an extremely precarious method. It 
is this which makes Coleridge fall into the most outrageous 
and preposterous errors. The 'my ear' approach is indispen
sable to a good critic; but to overemphasize it, one hardly 
needs to say, is soliciting trouble, even for a critic, and 
of course most of all for an editor, since no individual ear 
is all the time an infallible judge in matters of poetry.

When Coleridge's ear errs, it then errs eggregiously.
The porter soliloquy in Macbeth is a notorious example. The 
eighteenth century critics" ha3””“condemned the porter scene 
altogether, because it offended their idea of decorum. Bad 
as it was found to be, its authenticity was not disputed. 
Coleridge, on the other hand, finds the greater part of the 
soliloquy 'low' end declares his belief that it was "written 
for the mob by some other hand" (Ibid., vol. 1, p.75). His 
reason for considering it "an interpolation of the actors" 
is none other than the personal impression that "not one 
syllable has the ever present being of Shakespeare". Similarly
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in Antony and Cleopatra, Coleridge suggests an absurd emenda- 
tlofTTnt'be passage in which Enobarbus describes Cleopatra^s 
bar&9: . '

Her gentlewomen, like the Nereides,
So many mermaids, tended her i’the eyes,
And~made" theTr Tends adornings: at the helm
A seeming mermaid steers: (II, 11, *

In order that the epithet ’seeming? may not become as he finds 
it "so extremely improper" and that "the fine image" of the 
seeming mermaid at the helm may not be "weakened by so use
less an anticipation," he strongly suspects that Shakespeare 
wrote either ’sea-queens* or ’sea-brides’ instead of ’mermaids’ 
or still worse ’submarine graces’ in place of *so many 
mermaids’ (Sh. Grit., vol.i, p. 88), lot e v e n the likelihood 
that ColerIcTgê^ôFE^ined the word ’graces’ directly from 
North’s Plutarch could redeem the proposed emendation. The 
other notorious emendation of Coleridge Is in Henry I V , Part. 
II, II, ii. 182;

This Doll Tear-sheet should be some Bode.
where ho proposes to read ’Tear Street’ for ’Tear-sheet’
(Sh. Grit., vol. 1, p.158). Taking ’Bode’ to mean just a 
’ asks whether Shakespeare did not "name this 
street-walker Doll Tear-street - terere viam (stratam)."
This is largely, but not wholly, a~Tault of acEol'aîsïïip - 
although some excuse may be made on behalf of Coleridge that 
the word ’road’, which, as Coleridge rightly finds it, is 
problematic without an explanatory note, did not trouble the 
previous editors, and that the figurative meaning pertinent 
to this text was not discovered until late in the nineteenth 
century by Skeat,

These, together with his equally absurd suggestion of 
’blank height of the dark’ for ’blanket of the dark’ (Ibid., 
vol.i, p. 73) in Lady Macbeth’s soliloquy (Macbeth, I ,vT5&) 5̂  
are the only major examples of unsoholarly work that strike 
one In the body of his textual criticism.. There are minor 
instances, of course. In Hamlet’s words to Laertes over 
Ophelia’s grave

Woo’t drink u^ eisel? (Hamlet, T.i.2?S)
Coleridge, like Steevens, understands ’drink up’ to mean 
necessarily ’totally to exhaust’, oblivious, as Malone was
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not, of Sonnet 114, where, the latter points out, 'drink up* 
means simply 'drink* (Sh. Grit., vol. 1, p.36). Against 
these, however, we ougEf tcT set Coleridge's contribution.
It is a small contribution indeed, but then Coleridge never 
actually worked on his intended edition. His approach, when 
not purely intuitive, is a tentative one in which he does not 
hesitate to make use of the modicum of scholarship at his 
command. Even in the 'drink up eisel* question - although 
he could not reconcile himself to the use of the particle 
'up* - his contribution to the full understanding of the 
passage cannot be altogether overlooked without a loss.
His suspicion that Hamlet is alluding to "the cup of anguish 
at the Cross" will appear to us all the more strongly grounded 
when we know that Skelton says of Jesus;

He drank eisel and gall.
(see The Sonnets of William Shakespeare, ed. Edward Dov/den, 
Lond ♦, ICS " Ü nHolTEt^HTyTnTs allusion will enhance
the significance and solemnity of the various ways of showing 
grief Hamlet enumerates, and the sarcastic crescendo will 
appear the more powerful by the contrast between the sincere 
manifestation of grief, so deepened by the sacred association, 
and the eating of crocodile to induce hypocritical tears.

In King John (1,1.231) where the bastard Philip resents 
being caTIeTTEÎTip by Gurney, Coleridge's reading causes 
him to rail against vvarburton's emendation, accepted by 
Theobald, of 'sparrow' into 'Spare me*.;

Philip! sparrow; James.
"Had Warburton read old Skelton's Philip Sparrow", he says 
"an exquisite and original poem, and" no "ïïouHt popular in 
Shakespeare's time, even üarburton would scarcely have made 
so deep a plunge into the bathetic as to have deathified 
'sparrow' into 'spare me*. (Sh. Grit ♦, vol. i, p.41).
There may be an allusion to SkeIloh*'s poem here, or Philip 
may be just a common onomatopoeic appelation of a sparrow 
at the time. What is important, however, is that Coleridge 
is using his learning satisfactorily to justify his point.
And when he finds that his learning does not help he often 
suggests a reasonable emendation, as in the line in Julius 
Caesar (II,i.8i);

For if thou path thy native semblance on, 
where he proposes to read 'put* instead of 'path', since he
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fails to find a text where Shakespeare or any other writer 
of his age "uses 'path* as a verb for 'walk'" (Sh.Crit., 
vol.i, p.16). Even Steevens' discovery of a similar 
though not altogether the same, use of 'path' in Drayton, 
does not make Coleridge's 'put', which to my mind is more 
satisfactory than 'hadat' suggested by some scholars, much 
less acceptable. But if he can find for an obscure word 
in one play a parallel in another play of Shakespeare, he 
often resorts to it to elucidate the text. The common sense 
of his comparative approach is clear in his interpretation 
of the word 'unbonneted' in Othello's words to lago (Othello, 
I.ii. 22-24): ------

my demerits 
May speak unbonneted to as proud a fortune 
As this that I have reach'd.

30
by reference to a similar one in Corlolanus (11,11,25), while 
at the same time being aware of tKeTanger of "the assumption 
that Shakespeare could not use the same word differently in 
different places (Sh. Gilt., vol.i, p.48). His rejection 
of Theobald's i nt erprêt at ion, which is based on an analogy 
from King Lear, shows how mature his employment of this 
comparative method is; he maintains the need for an editor 
to distinguish between a 'direct' use of a word in one 
context, and a 'metaphorical' use of it in another. On the 
other hand, when the text does not yield him any sense, he 
not Infrequently admits simply his inability to understand 
it (see e.g. ibid., vol. i, p. 90).

When, however, the question is to be decided not so 
much by scholarship as by critical insight, Coleridge is 
most reliable. The best example of this is his defence 
of the word 'Indian' in Othello's final speech (Othello,
V.11.347) , which we have discussed earlier (see sapra,

This is Coleridge at his best. But~Se can 
be blinded by a prudish sense of morality^; he sees a "very 
indelicate anticipation" put in the mouth of Rosalind when 
she speaks of "my child's father" (As You Like It, I.iii. 
10-12) , a thing which makes him finïïTïïe phrase '^strange"
(Sh. Grit., vol.i, p.105). Similarly his view of the 
charaoTers can prejudice his interpretation of the text. 
Although he realises that Hamlet's words to Polonius
(Hamlet, II.il.122);

" "  ' ' 18 ̂ “  2.
For if the sun breed maggots in a dead dog, being a good- 
kissing carrion - Have you a daughter?
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are p u r p o s e l y  obscure, yet his interpretation of the words, 
which are admittedly difficult, does suffer from the inflated 
idealization of Shakespeare's female characters. The lines, 
he writes,

refer to some thought in Hamlet's mind contrasting the 
lovely daughter with such a tedious old fool, her father, 
as he represents Polonius to himself. "Why, fool as he 
is/"Ee is some degrees in rank above a dead dog's carcase; 
and if the sun, being a god that kisses carrion, can 
raise life out of a dead dog, why may not good fortune 
that favours fools, have a lovely girl out of this dead 
alive old fool. (Sh. Grit., vol.i, pp.26-27).

Coleridge accepts Warburton's 'noble emendation', as Dr,
Johnson calls it, but he attacks his interpretation for his 
"attention to general positions without the due Shakespearean 
reference to what is probably passing in the mind of his 
speaker, characteristic and expository of his particular 
character and present mood". Yet he himself, in his atten
tion to his view of the character of Ophelia and what Hamlet, 
as he conceives him, should think of her, misses Hamlet's 
cynical mood. And just as Warburton*s error consists in 
relating the passage to what precedes it alone, Coleridge's 
lies in linking it only with what follows - Warburton 
prejudiced by his moral bias, Coleridge by his idealistic 
view of Ophelia and Hamlet.

After this sketchy view of the characteristics of 
Coleridge's editorial method, we may conclude that the value 
of his intended edition of Shakespeare would have been, as - 
is expected, critical rather than scholarly. Although 
Coleridge, as has been shown here, does not infrequently 
apply some sort of scholarship, we have seen how much his 
method Is on the whole fraught with dangers, and how much 
it is not scholarly in the modern, nor even in the eighteenth 
century, sense of the term (we have no evidence that he once 
consulted any early folio or quarto)« This appears most 
clearly especially in his attempts to establish a chronolo
gical order of Shakespeare's plays.

Coleridge fully realizes the importance of the 
chronological order for the understanding of a poet's whole 
output: "After all you can say, I still think the chronolo
gical order the best for arranging a poet's works. All your 
divisions are in particular instances inadequate, and they
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destroy the interest which arises from watching the progress, 
maturity, and even the decay of genius". (T.T., Jan. I, 1834) 
But he starts by flouting the authority of the scientific, 
historical or factual method. "Various attempts", he says,

have been made to arrange the plays of Shakespeare, 
each according to its priority in time, by proofs 
derived from external documents. How unsuccessful 
these attempts have been might easily be shown, not 
only from the widely different results arrived at by 
men, all deeply versed in the black-letter books, old 
plays, pamphlets, manuscript records and catalogues of 
that age, but also from the fallacious and unsatisfactory 
nature of the facts and assumptions on which the evidence 
rests (Sh. Criti, vol. i, p.235),

If Coleridge rejects the historical method for its failure 
to give us absolute certainty as to the order of Shakespeare's 
plays one may sympathize with him. Tet what can be more 
certain in such matters than the date of the publication of 
a play or its entry in the Stationers Register - if only we 
get to know it. It is symptomatic of the weakness and 
unscientific and wholly subjective nature of the internal 
evidence method that if one relies solely upon it, one is 
likely to conceive a different order for the plays every 
time one develops, changes, or sees the plays in a new light. 
Coleridge himself has not left us only one scheme of arrange
ment. Cf course, Coleridge is right when he points out that 
the question of deciding the actual date of every play is 
not an easy one, that the plays of Shakespeare "both during 
and after his life were the property of the stage, and 
published by players, doubtless according to their notion 
of acceptability with the visitants of the theatre" (ibid., 
vol.i, p.236; cf. vol.ii, pp. 37 ff.). We admit wltTEim 
that in such an age "an allusion or reference to any drama 
or poem in the publication of a contemporary cannot be 
received as conclusive evidence"; but all we can conclude 
from this is tEat‘~we~should be extremely wary in applying 
the historical method, and not, as Coleridge believes, that 
the method itself is useless end ought to be discarded in 
favour of the internal evidence approach of his.

Having tried to excuse himself for not meddling in 
black-letter scholarship, Coleridge proceeds to construct 
an order for Shakespeare's plays, "turning his researches 
towards the internal evidence furnished by the writings 
themselves", though not completely rejecting the fruit of
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historical research, since he accepts Malone's dating the 
commencement of Shakespeare’s dramatic career. From internal 
evidence he gathers that Venus and Adonis was the first heir 
of his invention. After FHiT^oTefidg"s' divides up Shakespeare fe 
plays into different periods, or rather epochs or aeras, as 
he prefers to style them. These periods differ from one 
time to another. Coleridge has left us three main and 
other subsidiary attempts; the first is undated; but the 
other two were made in 1810 and 1819 respectively. And the 
weakness of his method manifests itself in the fact that he 
could never make up his mind definitely about the placing 
of some plays in the perspective of the whole output. For 
instance, in the first attempt, apart from placing three 
spurious plays in the first period, i.e.. The London Prodigal, 
CrofTRp/el 1 and Edward III (which he drops in the "two other' niafn 
aITempI¥), he aosTgns^and quite rightly The Tempest, Winter's 
Tale and Cymbellne to the last period (iBTd,, voT.T, pp.23'7-'" 
238]T; yet in Vae classification attempfeT^in 1810 he rele
gates The Tempest to the second class together with Midsummer 
Night Dream, As7ou Like It and Twelfth Night, immsdrâteTy 
aîiWïIi~êarrrëiî‘lirT5ïï~®iich liëlâgës'LCye'3 tatoar Lost. 
All's Well, Comedy of Errors and Borneo ano™TuTiet ; " 
üvmÏÏiTTne is promoTeo^to^üIe thirïï~êTaiïï~to^Tïïer with , 
DroiTïïyand Cress!da (Ibid., vol.i, p.239). In the frag
ment d'esTgned'Tor"TTTs lecture at the Crown and Anchor in 
1819 he again changes his mind and includes Troilus and 
Cressida and Measure for Measure in the last peFTod^oT" ' 
Ïïiïakespeare 's cr'eiTIve^aclTvity "( ibid *, vol.i, p.241). .

If we compare these attempts of Coleridge with any o:Ç 
the schemes drawn up by the late eighteenth century scholars,
the difference of method at once becomes salient. It is
true that the scholars themselves differed from one another , 
in their proposed arrangements. Compare for example the 
schemes of Capell and Malone. Edward Capell (Notes and .
Various Readings to Shakespeare, Lond*, 1783, voI.iIT Part j
iTj üates'ljJïïi~tFrnter~'"s~~T̂  whereas Edmond Malone k
(The Plays and Poems"""oTlTiTliam' Shakespeare , ed* Edmond Malone j 
Lond., 17 90, voTTi , ' FarT~X ,’' it at 1604; k
the former assigns to Hamlet the probable date of 1605 while \
the latter suggests 1596, end so on. Yet each has an k
argument, which is often based on some fact or other. In \
their method there is room for argumentation; you are at i
liberty to accept or reject the fact, to be convinced by, 
or refute the argument. Coleridge's method is not like 
that. Of course occasionally, and only occasionally, he 
gives what is near to a scholarly argument for placing a
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play In a particular period. Consider for example his 
reasons for deciding that Love's Labour's Lost is an early 
play, "the earliest of ShaEe sp e a re ' s ""d r ama s ( Sh. Cot., 
vol.i, p.92; cf. vol.ii, pp. 106-107). Coleridge here 
puts forward as an argument the number of the rhymes with 
which the play abounds - just as Malone does (op.cit., vol.i, 
Part I, p.294). But Coleridge moves further and takes 
into account, not strictly scholarly, but directly aesthetic, 
considerations. "The characters", we are told, "are either 
impersonated out of his own multiformity, by imaginative 
self-position, or of such as a country boy and a schoolboy's 
observation might supply - the curate, school-master ...."
We are asked to notice the satire on "follies of words", 
the abundance of "acute and fancifully illustrated aphorisms", 
the "sweet" and "smooth" metre; we are shown that the 
characters of Biron and Rosaline are "evidently the pre
existent state of his Beatrice and Benedict". All these 
belong to the strict category of aesthetics, and they become 
dangerous in pure scholarship, and after all attempting a . 
chronological order of Shakespeare's plays is a matter which 
a disciplined scholar is the only fit person to undertake.
In Coleridge's hands the aesthetic method does not go far wrong 
very often, but that is because he is a critic of the first 
order. In its general features Coleridge's scheme does 
not strike us as completely unfamiliar or totally unpereeptive. 
For instance, we tend to agree with him when he links together 
the four great tragedies, Hamlet, Cthello, Macbeth and Lear 
and places them at the summirof BREEe spea re’’Is " Jour t h period, 
the period which "gives all the graces and faculties of a 
genius in full possession end habit of power", and when he 
assigns to Antony and Cleopatra an even later date. This is 
nearer to usTîTan MalonF'V^IxIng the date of Hamlet in 
1596, immediately after Romeo and Juliet and in the same year 
as King John (op.oit^, vol.iMart I , p.266). And when he 
gr oupir5geTheF“"Tïïe empe s t, Winter's Tale and Cymbellne, we 
know that he is "JusITiTea, t h a e A e  iTay*s have ookimon 
aesthetic elements. The value of Coleridge's arrangement 
lies in fact not in presenting an accurate time scheme for 
the plays, but in suggesting certain landmarks in the develop
ment of Shakespeare's dramatic power. The periods or epochs 
into which Coleridge divides Shakespeare's work are not 
divisions in time; in proposing them Coleridge is motivated 
by aesthetic rather than temporal considerations, and that 
is why they vary from one time in Coleridge's life to another. 
His scheme is therefore the parent of such schemes as
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Bowden’s Later on in the century. When we find that Dowden 
places Troilus and Cresalda and Measure for Measure in the 
"seri0u'sT'̂ arlc, ironrôa'I"̂ *"'"period, lEH’̂aY^DoiTe'n7'”Dhakespeare, 
His Kind and Art, Lond., 1889, p.%), we should not“T5rget 
that (JbTeridge Tn the first scheme classifies Troilus and 
Cresslda under the phrase ’Ühergang In die Ironie’, and Ee
later links it with Measure YolF'lfeasure (3h. Cril., vol.i,p.
238) . ■" - —

But in the hands of an incompetent critic this aesthetic
method can he disastrous. The example of James Eurdis, who 
incidentally was appointed professor of poetry at Oxford 
in 1793, immediately suggests Itself. Hurdis was not 
satisfied with Malone’s proposed order, and accordingly he 
published a slim volume in which he offered a "new disposition 
of the plays" (James Eurdis, Cursory Remarks upon the Arrange- 
ment of Shakespeare’s Plays, Lonïï"r,'T 7 ^ 2# Pp.43^4$)4'^ But' 
wEaT’Ei^iuigirued almost completely the reverse of the 
present accepted order. He believed that Shakespeare had 
begun his dramatic career by writing Antony and Cleopatra, 
Winter’s Tale, Cymbellne, Corlolanus ancTUn e Tempe a IT" Üf 
JHt0ny and"ÜTeopafra, a playlvETch uoleriEge descrTEea as 
’"one e mosl^gorgeous end sustained of all Shakespeare’s
dramas" (Allsop, vol.ii, p.139), and in which he finds "a 
formidable rIVal of the Macbeth, Lear, Othello and Hamlet" 
Hurdis^rotelXJ Sh.Crit., voTTTJ p.SEf

Of All Shakespeare’s plays, that which most abounds with 
faulty lines, is Antony & Cleopatra .... Add to this 
that Antony 4, Cleopatra is, in""5TmEst every scene, dull 
end t ed 1 ou « • T h er e~ Ts~ a ction enough, but it is not 
made Interesting by any nice discrimination or elevation 
of character, nor by artful display of nature. The 
dialogue is always flat and often foolish, abounding 
with passages which provoke a smile by their absurdity, 
when the action is solemn and important. (James Hurdis, 
op.Pit., p.40).

Since of Shakespeare’s works there is none written "with 
lass spirit and less knowledge of his art", Hurdis concludes 
that it is the earliest of Shakespeare’s plays (ibid., p.41). 
Likewise, he has no doubts that the Two GentlemeF~oT Verona 
was "certainly written after The W1 be I i ne,
Antony à Cleopatra, Timon CnrioTanus anSTTEe TempesT% because 
Ei^lnTs’”llial;’"aTTr’theST^pTayi^"aïï^nH in oe*feefs oT“stile 
and rhythm", whereas the Two Gentlemen is "so generally good 
in both" (ibid, p.9). But such‘are The vagaries of the
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aesthetic method, when it encroaches on scholarship and is 
used by someone not competent enough to pass just judgments,

Coleridge did not entertain much respect for scholarship. 
This was his weakness, although he prided himself on not 
being one of the Malones. In various parts of his work 
he directs many a bitter invective against the Shakespearian 
scholars, editors and commentators, ranging from Theobald 
and Warburton down to Malone (see e.g. Sh, Crit., vol.ii, 
pp. 165 ff.). His Notes on the plays abound with such 
attacks delivered sometimes in the harshest language. Cf 
Warburton and Theobald he says in oontempt and indignation, 
"Thus it is for no poets to comment on the greatest of 
poets" (ibid, vol.i, p.54), In Anima Poetae (p.88) we 
find him mischievously poking fun at 'Malone.

The disregard for black-letter scholarship, however,
7/as growing rapidly universal by Coleridge's time. The 
general reader was getting tired of the endless volumes of 
notes and commentaries, end sometimes longwinded discussions 
of minute textual points that hardly deserve such a ponderous 
treatment. Even the scholars themselves were becoming con
scious of this growing impatience of the public. Francis 
Douce, in his valuable book written to illustrate Shakespeare, 
had to defend himself against the abuse levelled at black- 
letter learning in the periodicals of the time (Illustrations 
of Shakespeare, Lond., 1808, vol.ii, p.xi). Anoüief' 
scholar, John Croft, prefaced his very slim book of notes 
with an apology for the number of notes that had already 
appeared on Shakespeare. "The press", he wrote, "has groaned 
and not stood still for near half a century past under the 
pressure, though clogged with the weight of such an enormous 
multifarious mass of notes" (Annotations on the Flays of 
Shakespeare, York, 1810, p.iirjT~“~’’“'TEê~aut'ûor aujaixTel he 
was awari^that Shakespeare was so bewildered with Notes, 
and the Text so stormed that it appears contrived for a 
Peg for the Notes to hang upon, that there is not any elbow 
room left to add to the already amplified list or levee en 
masse of commentators" (Ibid., p.iv). Even Kalone ¥oHpIained 
that the 'idle notion' that Shakespeare has been buried under 
his commentators was being propagated by the "tasteless and 
the dull" (The Plays and Poems of William Shakespeare, ed. 
Edmond Malone, LohdTT^790, v0T7I7**'Part i, pTTvf.

From the closing years of the eighteenth century onwards 
there poured a flood of satires, skits, parodies and
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burlesques on the commentators of Shakespeare. A few 
examples will suffice to show this trend of opinion at 
the time. In 1794 S.T. Mathias published a satirical 
poem called The Pursuits of Literature, in which he likens 
Shakespeare LeFng' forn^tb pieoe“à™rurîïTessly by his commen
tators to Aotaeon in the Greek legend devoured by his own 
hounds. The popularity of these verses may be measured by 
the fact that they were known then even to a German critic.
In 1799 a parody appeared under the title of Capell's Ghost 
(published in The School for Satire, Lond., I80È] , liTwHcE 
we read;

On a sudden strangely sounding,
Dubious notes and yells were heard,

Grammar, sense and points confounding 
A sad troop of Clerks appears.

In 1300 and 1801 the two skits of G. Eardlnge were published, 
called respectively The Essenoof Malone and Another Essence 
of Malone, or The BeautTes 0f RHaTeipeare's EdTTor. Lastly 
a certain author wrTtTn^under the pen name of Martinus 
Seriblerus produced an even more ferocious and ironical 
attack on the commentators in 1814, called Explanations and 
Emendations of Some Passages in the Text of^snaHespeare~erid' 
of Beaamont and Fieucher.

Of course, Coleridge should have known better; but 
against such a background his disrespect for the scholars 
ought, in all fairness, to be set.
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APPENDIX D

ROqf 13 THE SLAEDERBB BELIEVED?

Does Othello really believe lago 'promptly' and without 
sufficient reason? To be able to answer this question 
satisfactorily we must not, as some critics do, isolate the 
temptation scenes from the rest of the plsy, judging them 
as if they were events in everyday life. he must first 
try to understand the whole of the relationship between 
lago and Othello within the framework of the drama, and 
watch it vigilantly from the very beginning. In doing so, 
we shall be following Coleridge's advice and examining the 

]=.257 ) 'germ' before it develops (see supra)). This note does not 
^attempt to cover the whole quesITonT^'ut only to point out 
certain aspects of this relationship, which are usually 
neglected or overlooked by some critics.

When we first meet lago, we find him plotting to poison 
Othello's delight (Othello, I.i»68), and yet after he has 
incited Brabantic; an3”"ïïTs attendants to 'plague' him, we 
see him in the following scene rush immediately to Othello, 
and give him a completely distorted account of his meeting 
with Erabantio. how this account serves two purposes: 
first it removes any suspicion that might be laid upon him 
as the author of this mischief. But the second and drrna- 
tically more important purpose is to assure Othello that he 
is concerned about his happiness and well being - so that 
when the time comes he will thrust his blow at Cthello when 
the latter is least suspicious, when, in fact, he has com
plete faith in his honesty and love. It may be objected 
that it is too early yet to think of the fatal plot; but 
we know right from the beginning that lago follows Othello 
only "to serve his turn upon him" (Ibid., 1.1.42), that his 
object is to "do" himself "homage" TTBTd., I.i.54) end that 
he is only biding his time until some opportunity presents 
itself for him to snatch at it. The exact nature of the 
plot lago does not know yet, but he is already skilfully 
preparing the right atmosphere for it. Besides, surely 
it must have been clear in Shakespeare's mind how the whole 
ection would develop when he wrote these opening scenes.
The value of the opening scenes is therefore to reveal to 
us not only character, but also the "germ" of the dramatic 
situation. We find lago losing no time in creeping into 
the affections of the Moor, and, while putting on the
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appearance of the plain, blunt and outspoken soldier, he is 
in fact doing it the more effectively. When in the same 
scene the enraged Brabantio and his men come to apprehend 
Othello, and both sides draw their swords, it is lago, and 
not Cassio or anybody else, who, singling out Hoderigo, 
draws attention to his offering to fight for Cthello (Ibid., 
I.ii.58). In fact we are meant to understand that lagons" 
attempts have certainly succeeded in that direction, when 
we find Othello choosing among his men none other than his 
ancient, who by now has become known as "A man of honesty 
and trust" (Ibid., I.iii.285), to assign to him the responsi
bility of. bringing his wife to Cyprus. This is the first 
time we hear of Othello's belief in lego's honesty. From 
thence forth it is always as honest lago that Othello 
addresses him. By the time we reach the scene in which 
Cassio disgraces himself, Cthello has a perfect assurance 
of lago's love and honesty;

Honest lago, that look'st dead with grieving.
Speak, who began this? On thy love, I charge thee.

(Ibid., II.ill.177-8)
And lago has shown Othello his perfectly dissimulated reluc
tance to give him an account of the Cassio incident - a thing 
which convinces him that "his honesty and love (for Cassio) 
doth mince the matter" (Ibid ., II.iii.247). Consequently 
there is more than a little justification in Othello's words 
when later on, seeing the same kind of reluctance in lago to 
tell him his own thoughts, he says:

And, for I know thou'rt full of love and honesty.
And weigh'st thy words before thou givest them breath, - 
Therefore these stops of thine fright me the more;
For such things in a false disloyal knave 

. Are tricks of custom, but in a man that's just 
They are close delations, working from the heart 
That passion cannot rule. (Ibid., III.ill.118-124).

It is by overlooking this relation between lago and Cthello, 
amongst other things, that Stoll, for instance, finds 
Cthello's behaviour in lending an ear to lago incredible 
(E.S. Stoll, Art and Artifice in Shakespeare, pp.10, 17).
But the picture ofTagoT^ chareTcTêr, as Ct¥ello conceives it 
in these lines, is not really very different from Hamlet's
account of Horatio (Hamlet, III.11.66-72).

 — ---- 71- 7#

Indeed an analysis of the dramatic structure of Othello 
will reveal certain salient points that are particularly
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relevant here* Shakespeare thought it necessary first that 
lago should show Cthello in his actual behaviour in his 
presence his honesty and the love he hears for him. Secondly, 
Cthello should by degrees develop a perfect trust in lago. 
Thirdly, Cassio, whom, we are told, Othello loves, should 
not, like lago, make any profession of his love for Othello 
in the latter's presence. The audience is continually 
reminded of it, but not Othello - except, of course, when 
Desdemona advances his suit, and then it is too late, anyway, 
and Desdemona’s commendation of his virtues to him only 
confirms his suspicions. But great care is taken that 
Cassio should first disgrace himself in Othello's eyes by 
showing himself unreliable and incapable of the trust he has 
placed in him. Fourthly, Cthello should be convinced of 
lago's good intentions; he should not be given any cause 
whatever to suspect that lago bears a grudge against, or 
harbours any ill-feeling for, Cassio. ' Nearly all this lago 
accomplishes. At least, we are asked by Shakespeare to 
think sol It seems therefore that any interpretation of 
lago, which makes him a crude piece of machinery, can be 
easily dismissed on the ground that it overlooks such 
important aspects of dramatic structure. And indeed if 
the play is to have serious meaning at all, the character 
of lago must appear convincing.

But besides building up lago's character Shakespeare 
resorts to another means by which he makes Othello's acceptance 
of lago's story probable. he must not forget that from the 
very beginning of the play Shakespeare stresses the un
naturalness of the marriage. lago plays on the theme to 
Brabantio twice in the opening scene (Cth., I.i.91; 116-18). 
Brabantio, himself, despite his admiration of Othello 
('Her father loved me, oft invited me' etc. ...), recognizes 
it as "too true an evil" (Ibid., 1.1,161), and a "treason of 
the blood", and immediately^aTtributes it to charm and witch
craft both in his pathetic lamentation (Ibid., 1.1.172) and in 
his indignant outburst to Othello (Ibid., I.ii.61 ff.), as 
well as in his speech to the senate. It is, he says, against 
"all things of sense", and "against all rules of nature"
(Ibid., I.iii.101);

For nature so preposterously to err,
Being not deficient, blind, or lame of sense,
Sans witchcraft could not (Ibid., I.iii,62-4).

and
- in spite of nature,

Of years, of country, credit, everything - 
To fall in love with what she fear'd to look on!

(Ibid., I.iii.96 ff.)
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Sut perhaps both lago and Brabantio are prejudiced in their 
view. When, however, we hear the Duke, who has no cause to 
underestimate Othello's character, still refer to the affair 
as a "mangled matter" and in effect ask Brabantio to make the 
best of a bad job:

Take up this mangled matter at the best;
Men do their broken weapons rather use 
Than their bare hands {Ibid., I.iii.173-5).

we have no doubt that such a marriage as that of Othello and 
Desdemona, if not unnatural, is to be considered at least 
something unusual. And the unusual nature of this marriage 
is driven home to Cthello and thrust right in his face in the 
opening scenes. Rehearsing on Hoderigo, lago uses the same 
argument of the unnaturalnesa of the marriage to convince 
him that Desdemona is in love with Cassio (Ibid., 11.1230). 
But when in his first colloquy with Othello“lTe~most cunningly 
uses the argument in the temptation scene, it apparently has 
a devastating effect (Ibid., III.iii.223). Then, but not 
until then, it is clear^'TEat Othello's mind begins to be 
unsettled. A short while before he has been sayins (Ibid., 
III.iii.183 ff.) ;

'Tis not to make me jealous 
To say my wife is fair, feeds well, loves company.
Is free of speech, sings, plays and dances well;
Where virtue is, these are more virtuous;
Nor from mine own weak merits will I draw 
The smallest fear or doubt of her revolt;
For she had eyes, and chose me. No, lago;
I'll see before I doubt; when I doubt, I prove; ...

But soon lago prepares him for the argument. The function 
of the Incantatory reiteration in "I see this hath a little 
dash'd your spirits" {Ibid., III.iii.214), "I'faith, I fear 
it has" (Ibid., III.iilT^S) , "But I do see you're moved" 
(Ibid., l U m i  .217) and "My lord I see you're moved" (Ibid., 
III.ill.224) - coming close one after the other is really~Lo 
put Cthello, by means of suggestion, in that state of mind 
most congenial for the working of lago's poison, to blind 
him by arousing his emotions. Then comes the thunderbolt 
couched in the argument of the unnaturalness of the marriage 
(Ibid., III.ill.229-233), and already in lines III.iii.242-3 
we find Cthello saying ;

Why did I marry? This honest creature doubtless 
Sees and knows more, much more, than he unfolds.
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And in lines 263-267 he seems to he convinced of the argument 
himself:

Haply, for I am black 
And have not those soft parts of conversation 
That chamberers have, or for I am declined 
Into the vale of years - yet that's not much - 
She's gone.

From now on his language begins to change, and foul thoughts 
and images invade his poisoned mind. lago is quite right when 
he says a little later, "The Moor already changes with my 
poison" (Ibid., III.iii.326).

Othello therefore would not have believed lago as he 
does had it not been for certain dramatic features in the 
play* To claim that Othello believes lago 'promptly', or 
to minimize the importance of lago's role, is really to fail 
to respond properly to these dramatic features, thus confusing 
art with life.
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